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PROLEGOMENA

On his death in 1959, Felix Jacoby left incomplete the original plan
for his massive and now standard edition and commentary, Die
Fragmente der griechischen Historiker. Jacoby had managed to complete
the first three parts out of the six he had planned, namely (I) Genealogy
and Mythography, (II) Zeitgeschichte (Jacoby’s idiosyncratic term for the
most prominent genre, viz. political-military history), and (III)
Horography and Ethnography: together 17 sizable volumes, dealing with
856 consecutively numbered authors, published between 1923 and
19581. The present fascicle containing biographical fragments from
the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. is the first in a series of eight,
which will provide a critical edition, with English translation and
commentary, of all extant fragments concerning ancient Greek Biog-
raphy. This project is merely part of a wider undertaking, designed to
cover the fragmentary remains from several fields of writing more in
the domain of ancient Greek History of Literature and Antiquarianism.

Ten years ago, Prof. G.-A. Lehmann (formerly Cologne, now Göt-
tingen) availed himself of the opportunity provided by his concluding
address to the international colloquium on the «Purposes of History»
(Leuven, 24-26 May 1988) to plead the case for resuming work on
Jacoby’s Fragmente der griechischen Historiker without delay2. The appeal
began to bear fruit when, in February 1991, a small research team
consisting, at the time, of G.-A. Lehmann, Dr. J. Engels (Cologne),
Dr. J. Bollansée (Leuven) and myself, gathered for the first time to
discuss a concrete plan for setting to work on the continuation-
project. Initially, we agreed on a relatively limited plan, concentrating
on the fragments of Greek political, literary and philosophical biogra-
phy. The other branches of antiquarian literature which Jacoby had
considered for inclusion in his ‘Werkteil IV’, would be addressed,
so we assumed, at a later stage. However, as my collaborator

1 As the achievement of a single scholar, the FGrHist, even as a torso, ranks as one
of the greatest realizations, if not the greatest outright, in the domain of Classical
Philology in the 20th century. See E. M, Texte zur Berliner Philologie-Geschichte,
VI. Felix Jacoby (1876-1959) und Berliner Institutionen 1934-1939, in Nugae zur
Philologie-Geschichte II, Berlin 1989, p. 5-59.

2 Schlußbetrachtung, in H. V – G. S – E.  K (ed.), Purposes of
History. Studies in Greek Historiography from the 4th to the Second Centuries B.C. (Studia
Hellenistica 30), Leuven 1990, p. 370-371.





J. Bollansée set out to draw up a first, provisional list of authors and
titles to be incorporated in the collection of Greek biographical frag-
ments, it soon became clear that in order even to assemble all rel-
evant data it would be necessary to take more than an incidental look
at the other materials. The close relationship of ancient Greek ‘biog-
raphy’ to various other forms of ‘Antiquarianism’, indeed, in some
cases, its position midway between several literary genres, made it
impossible to divorce a study of the biographical fragments from the
other sections envisaged for FGrHist IV. How, for instance, were we
to draw a dividing line (if any) between literary biography, on the one
hand, and works in the field of the ‘history of literature’ on the other,
especially in the many instances of works which seem to represent
some idiosyncratic mixture of the two? Again, should not a work like
Peri; tw'n ejn ∆Efevsw/ turavnnwn be catalogued under “historical collec-
tions” rather than mentioned, alongside many works on e[ndoxoi, as
some form of collective biography?

Faced with such questions, we were keen to check our provisional
lists and our tentative ideas for the distribution of all antiquarian
material in the various categories, against the preparatory notes
Jacoby had left for this part of his magnum opus. Prof. em. H. Bloch
(Harvard University) was kind enough to make the relevant portion
of Jacoby’s Nachlass available to the continuation-team. The team
expanded into a much larger working group, as our initial, relatively
‘modest’ biography-project shaped into a considerably wider under-
taking, involving the full programme originally drawn up by Jacoby
for FGrHist IV: Prof. A. Henrichs (Harvard University), who in June
1992 brought back to Europe a microfilm and a photocopied set of
the Jacoby-papers, was the first to join our ranks, which further in-
creased as Prof. K. Brodersen (Mannheim), Dr. hab. Eveline
Krummen (Zürich/Bern), Prof. H.-G. Nesselrath (Bern) and Dr. J.
Radicke (Göttingen) committed themselves to our cause. As a fortu-
nate consequence of parallel initiatives developed independently of
our own project, an international venture is now underway to com-
plete FGrHist, or at least the most important parts thereof, more or
less according to the original plan established in 19223. Part V, on
historical geography, which had been cancelled because of the death
in 1964 of Friedrich Gisinger4, is again part of the programme: the
edition, translation of and commentary on the fragments concerning

3 See F. J, Vorrede to FGrHist I (Berlin 1923), p. V.
4 See H. B, Problems in Editing Fragments of Greek Historians, in W. S (ed.),

Die Interpretation in der Altertumswissenschaft, Bonn 1971, p. 112-113.







historical geography is to be co-ordinated by a working group of the
Ernst-Kirsten-Gesellschaft, comprising H.-J. Gehrke (Freiburg), P.
Funke (Münster), E. Olshausen (Stuttgart) and F. Prontera (Perugia).
At the same time Prof. Ch. W. Fornara is undertaking the task of
publishing an updated version of the text left behind by Jacoby for
the commentary on FGrHist IIIC (Autoren über einzelne Länder. Nr.
608a-856)5.

The Jacoby-papers made available to us consist of an ‘Entwurf’, i.e. a
general plan for part IV, and some 1.000 ‘Zettel’ registering data
(references to the sources of the fragments and some bibliographical
information) on individual authors. The few comments, written in a
distinctively telegrammatic style, are rather unevenly spread over the
document as a whole. The scholarly interest of these observations is
unquestionable, especially when they express Jacoby’s own perplexity
at the obscurity or ambiguity of much of the evidence. They cannot,
however, be considered to amount to a proper commentary. For this
reason, references to the views expressed in the Nachlass will be duly
made whenever this seems appropriate, but we do not, as a rule,
intend to provide a complete transcription of Jacoby’s text (unlike
Fornara, who integrates Jacoby’s more ample, sometimes nearly fin-
ished notes in German into his commentary to FGrHist 608a-665).

What strikes the reader most, perhaps, in regard to Jacoby’s com-
ments as a whole, is the still very unsettled state of affairs, which
leaves us, in fact, with more questions unsolved than clarified. In
Jacoby’s ‘Entwurf’ the authors and / or work titles to be dealt with in
FGrHist IV are distributed over no less than 24 categories or rubrics
(some of them with titles in Greek, others in German). At one stage
he even considers creating more and ‘kleinere abschnitte’. Jacoby
stresses, repeatedly, the provisional character of the ‘lists’, and we do
not know how he would, eventually, have arranged the numerous
and diverse materials—amounting to over six hundred items—for
final publication. Admittedly, the problems that emerge from his ten-
tative use of so many rubrics are for the greater part irreducibly
related to the many types of works to be collected and arranged
under the aggregate term “Biography, History of Literature and An-
tiquarian Literature’. But at least some of the perplexing difficulties
may be laid at Jacoby’s own door, as they appear directly linked to
his broad definition of ‘history’—encompassing “virtually all forms of

5 The first fascicle, out of a projected total of eight, has appeared: Jacoby, FGrHist
IIIC, Fascicle 1: Commentary on Nos. 608a-608, Leiden - New York - Köln 1994.







non-fiction prose writing”6—and to his genos-oriented approach,
predicated on an early twentieth-century understanding of ‘philo-
logico-antiquarian literature’, which, needless to say, does not quite
match the definitions or practices of Hellenistic philologoi7. In this
connection I may refer the reader to my general presentation of the
continuation project in “Jacoby’s FGrHist: Problems, Methods, Pros-
pects”8. Besides arguing why FGrHist deserves to be continued, this
paper touches on the many and varied problems involved in taking
over such a large-scale project, it evokes the methodological issues
connected with the selection and categorization of the materials, and
suggests, in regard to the final layout of FGrHist IV, drastically re-
ducing the large number of categories to a—hopefully—more man-
ageable and user-friendly structure in six parts. Adopting this pro-
posal, the working group agreed to arrange all fragments to be dealt
with in FGrHist IV under the following headings: IVA: Biography; IVB:
History of Literature, Music and Art (including sections entitled Bühnen-
altertümer, Bibliothekwesen, Pinakes, Kulturgeschichte, Heuremata
by Jacoby); IVC: Politeiai, Nomoi, and Nomima; IVD: History of Religion
and Cult; IVE: Paradoxography, Poikilography and Antiquities (including
∆Agw'ne", Ktivsei", Aijtivai, Metonomasivai); IVF: Collections, Anthologies
and Hypomnemata (including Apomnemoneumata, Apophthegmata,
Chrestomathies; Paroemiography).

So far for the general structure of FGrHist IV. Another problem is the
question as to which materials should be included under which head-
ing. In dealing with this question—which inevitably has to be faced in
any collection of fragments—we were mainly led, as is natural in a
continuation-project, by the methodological guidelines originally laid
down by Jacoby and governing his collection as a whole. This means
primarily that we chose to adhere to the principle of editing together,
as far as possible, all fragments of different works by a single author.
However, it was not always clear under which heading an author
should be classified, if he was active in a wide variety of fields. Having
considered a number of options, it seemed best to proceed according

6 Cf. O. M, Herodotus and Hellenistic Culture, in CQ 22 (1972), p. 212-213.
7 This seems to bear out the observation made by  S.C. H, Fragments,

Fethishes, and Philosophies: Towards a History of Greek Historiography after Thucydides, in
G.W. M (ed.), Collecting Fragments. Fragmente sammeln, Göttingen 1996, p. 207-224,
esp. p. 208, that Jacoby, having started his collection of fragments from a sharply
formulated question about the origins of Greek historiography, “does not seem to
have had any equally clear ideas about later developments.”

8 in: G.W. M (ed.), Collecting Fragments. Fragmente sammeln, Göttingen 1996, p.
144-172.







to the following three hierarchical ground rules. Firstly, the total liter-
ary output of any writer should be edited in the section pointing to
the author’s main activity: following this principle, Dikaiarchos of
Messene and Herakleides Pontikos will, for instance, be included in
the volume on History of Literature, Music, and Art (IVB). Due references
to the separate ‘other’ works by these authors are to be made at the
appropriate places in the various corresponding sections. Secondly,
when the main interest of an author cannot be determined, the sheer
bulk of the fragments should be decisive. Hence the encyclopaedic
oeuvre of Aristotle will appear in the volume on Politei'ai (IVC).
Following our ground rules, the two extant fragments of Aristotle’s
peri; poihtw'n will only be indicated by means of a reference in the
volume on History of Literature, while the texts themselves will appear
in IVC, together with all of the other fragments. Thirdly, it may
make sense to depart from the ground rule in a limited number of
cases: thus the works of a single author may be split up and treated in
different volumes, with different numbers, using cross-references.
Jacoby himself occasionally resorted to this method9. A case in point
within FGrHist IV is Aristoxenos of Tarentum: he was a key figure in
both Biography and Literary and Musical History, and hence it is fully
warranted, if not imperative, to split up his fragments into two sepa-
rate categories, thus doing justice to the author’s pioneering role in
both genres.

As a result of the basic Jacoby-principle of keeping together the
whole output of a given author, we do not intend to provide renewed
treatment of authors or works which, on the basis of their very na-
ture, would qualify for inclusion in one of the sections of FGrHist IV,
but which have, for one reason or another, already been dealt with in
previous parts of the collection. Reference (without a new number)
will, of course, be made to Jacoby’s earlier treatment. Here, too,
exceptions may be made to the rule, where fresh evidence or impor-
tant new evaluations seem to make it worthwhile reconsidering
Jacoby’s earlier discussion. As far as the section on biographical frag-
ments is concerned, the rule of avoiding repetition applies evidently,
and a fortiori, to all writings already published in FGrHist that deal, in
one form or another, with (parts of) lives of individuals: such are the
many historical monographs centring on an individual; encomia or
psogoi. For all their closeness to biography, these works remain generi-
cally different. The question also arose as to what to do with fictitious
works, i.e. the so-called ‘Schwindelautoren’. Jacoby wanted to include

9 Most notorious is the case of Hellanikos of Lesbos, basically dealt with in
FGrHist 4, but reappearing in 323a; 601a; 608a; 645a; 687a.







them under a separate heading in FGrHist VI. Since it is now uncer-
tain if there will ever be a part VI and what it might contain, these
works have been incorporated whenever their fictitious character
cannot be determined with certainty. Thus Timaios of Lokroi, Peri;
tou' Puqagovrou bivou has been included, but not without strong reser-
vations regarding the author’s historicity.

The editors of FGrHist IV realize that any distribution of the remains
of antiquarian literature over the named categories must inevitably be
artificial to some extent. To borrow a phrase from an orally delivered
paper by Sally Humphreys: “antiquarians are a kind of people rather
than a genre of books”10. The numerous overlaps between the differ-
ent categories testify to the truth of this observation. In practice too,
the dearth of our evidence, rendering virtually impossible any conclu-
sion as to the scope or nature of a work surviving in only a few poorly
attested fragments, may make the edition of such a work under a
given category resemble a bet which it was ill-inspired to make in the
first place. Yet, for all the justified criticism that the attempt at ge-
neric classification may incur, together the—by no means strictly
separate or mutually exclusive—categories constitute a frame(work)
for studying all remains of the Greek antiquarian tradition in globo as
well as the possible interaction between the several subcategories.
Antiquarian works were written or compiled in a great variety of
forms and in amazing quantities in both the Greek and the Roman
world. The lack, so far, of a comprehensive collection of all surviving
evidence certainly accounts for the fact that hitherto only few at-
tempts have been made to investigate how, in the ancient Greek,
Hellenistic and Roman contexts, the studying of antiquities may have
been related to the writing of history proper. It is only by gathering
together the fragmentary pieces of evidence and by giving them the
attention they deserve that we can try to begin to evaluate the contri-
bution made by antiquarians to the ancients’ use of the past in a wide
variety of political, national, cultural, and religious settings. The ques-
tion of how their works appealed to the tastes of highly cultured,
erudite audiences and to the public at large has still to be brought
into true perspective.

So much for the basic principles of arrangement per genre. As for the
practical working methods adopted for the edition of the individual
fragments, we likewise chose to comply, as much as possible, with the

10 “Antiquarians: A Problematic Category” (Leuven, March 18, 1997).







principles governing Jacoby’s edition. This means, among other
things, that only those passages where an ancient author is mentioned
by name qualify for inclusion in this edition: a (more or less) accurate
assessment and interpretation of the texts thus collected is already
difficult and hazardous, as it is, without the addition of anonymous
and, therefore, speculative material rendering the problems even big-
ger and increasing the editor’s sense of insecurity. Furthermore, the
available text material will be divided into two categories, the first
comprising the testimonia pertaining to the life and work of an author,
the second containing the ‘fragments’ of his various writings. By the
very nature of the material which the student of a fragmentary writer
has to work with—quotations by later authors, embedded in an ac-
count devised by the quoting author, which is often entirely different
from the original context—, it is obvious that the problems which
present themselves do not merely concern the reconstruction of the
original context of the fragments and the analysis and interpretation
of their contents. In the first place, a quotation has to be separated
from the cover text11 in which it has been inserted. Accordingly, it
should be borne in mind that (after the example set by Jacoby him-
self) the ancient texts which are included in FGrHist IV have not been
edited in the philological sense of the word, resting on a renewed
examination of the original manuscripts or papyri: as a rule, the texts
will be given such as they appear in what is accepted as the best
critical edition available for each individual source (with a reduced
critical apparatus and on the understanding, of course, that some
additional emendation may always prove necessary). Instead, the ed-
iting activity mainly consists in the delimitation of what can, in each
individual case, count as a fragment: where does the quotation begin?
Where does it end? What is the degree of authenticity preserved in
the “quotation”? Wholly in keeping with the manner in which Jacoby
chose to present the testimonies and fragments in the first three parts
of FGrHist, different typographical styles will be used in the text-
edition for indicating the different degrees of certainty to which por-
tions of the fragmentary text can be traced back to the lost work. In
this respect, three levels will be distinguished: where a verbatim ex-
cerpt is given, the text will be printed in expanded modus (Sperrdruck);
when the citing author merely gives a paraphrase or an indirect or
abridged reference, the text will be presented in normal typeface,
while parts of the fragmentary text that are doubtful are given in petit

11 On the notion ‘cover text’, see Jacoby’s FGrHist: Problems, Methods, Prospects (cf. n.
8), p. 166-167.







druck. We have also opted, in the presentation of the texts, for main-
taining the distinction between fragments surviving with or without a
title and/or book number. For the user’s convenience, however, these
texts will not be separated (unlike in Jacoby). If it is possible on more
or less plausible grounds (to be explained in the commentary) to
attribute fragments to a given work or to a certain book, we have
presented them at their putative place, but have indented the left
margin in order to draw attention to the hypothetical nature of their
attribution12. All in all, only the addition of an English translation of
the testimonia and fragments (printed on the opposite page) will con-
stitute a significant departure from Jacoby’s practice13. Yet, this
seemed to us a sensible thing to do, and not just as an essential,
sometimes even critical, part of the editor’s task of providing an inter-
pretation of the text, but also in view of the fact that knowledge of
Greek is no longer considered to be a prerequisite for beginning the
study of the ancient world. In this way we hope to make the sources
accessible to the non-specialist and to readers not versed in Greek
who may be interested in the history of (ancient) historiography, and
also to encourage the use of fragmentary texts at an early stage of
academic instruction.

In order to mark the difference between the volumes published by
F. Jacoby himself and the ‘Fragmente der griechischen Historiker’
continued, our numbering starts from 1000. References to FGrHist con-
tinued should be made as heretofore. Thus, the Suda-testimonium on
Skylax’ work on Herakleides of Mylasa, discussed under number
1000, should be referred to as FGrHist 1000 T 1.

*

To some, the publication of a fascicle covering the pre-hellenistic
period may seem an unlikely beginning for the collection of fragments
of Greek biographical writing. It has long been an accepted theory
that Greek biography came into being at the beginning of the Hellen-
istic period, when some pupils of Aristotle started writing works with
the purpose of verifying how ethical theories applied in the frame-
work of a real, individual life. Another breeding ground appeared to

12 This, in fact, is the method adopted by F. W, Die Schule des Aristoteles.
13 Actually, the idea that the addition of a translation could be a useful supplement

to many a user does seem to have crossed Jacoby’s mind as well: see [Vorwort]
FGrHist IIIb, Kommentar zu Nr. 297-607, Leiden 1955.







be early Alexandria, where the need for a ‘catalogue raisonné’ for the
newly-founded library, as well as the scientific pursuits of grammar-
ians and philologists, stimulated studies in the field of literature on an
unprecedented scale. The thesis that both centres gave a decisive
impetus to the birth of biography as a literary genre was most impres-
sively formulated by Leo in his epoch-making analysis of ancient
biographical form: Die griechisch-römische Biographie nach ihrer litterarischen
Form (Leipzig 1901). Leo availed himself of the then popular tool of
‘Formgeschichte’ for identifying, within the ancient biographical tra-
dition, two separate basic forms of writing the life of an individual—
the ‘Suetonian’, scholarly-systematic and the ‘Plutarchean’, historical-
chronological type. He traced these types back to their presumed
peculiar origins in the ‘Alexandrian’ and ‘peripatetic’ schools respec-
tively. Criticism of this view was prompted, among other things, by
the discovery of a substantial fragment of the life of Euripides by
Satyrus (POxy 1176), which unambiguously showed that Leo’s formal
approach had been forcing a straitjacket on the evidence. The failure
of ‘Formgeschichte’, bringing increasing recognition that it may well
be beyond our grasp to historically pinpoint the Hellenistic origins of
Greek biography, naturally led scholars to apply a more open, less
‘formal’ approach and to study, on a more systematic and intense
scale than Leo and other previous scholars had done, the fifth and
fourth centuries B.C. as a potentially important formative period.
Especially in the second half of this century, several important contri-
butions point to a variety of biographically interesting focal points in
early epic, lyric, historical, as well as philosophical and rhetorical
literature14. This tendency in modern research received Momi-
gliano’s full scholarly support and was actually reinforced in his now
standard survey of The Development of Greek Biography15. Rivalling D.S.
Stuart’s “half-hearted attempt to seek the origins of Greek biography
in the fifth century B.C.”, Momigliano, in the wake of H. Homeyer’s
important paper Zu den Anfängen der griechischen Biographie (1962), set
himself the task of exploring the origins of biography in early classical
literature more systematically than ever before. His discussion, tenta-
tive though it is, amounts to a zealous plea in favour of the view that
“the first Greek biographies and autobiographies seem to belong to

14 For an interesting survey of recent work, see I. G, Nascita e sviluppo della
biografia greca: aspetti e problemi, in I. G – L. N (ed.), Biografia e autobiografia
degli antichi e dei moderni, Napoli 1995, 7-22

15 Momigliano’s discussion of fifth and fourth century B.C biographies and autobi-
ographies, in chapters II and III respectively, takes up even more pages (p. 23-64)
than his treatment of the subsequent period From Aristotle to the Romans (p. 65-100).







the period between 500 and 480 B.C. and to be contemporary with
the first works on genealogy and periegesis16.”

It is undoubtedly due more to the current shift of interest in bio-
graphical scholarship than out of a strong personal conviction
prompted by the probative force of the relevant fragmentary evi-
dence, that we decided to open the present collection of biographical
fragments with a first fascicle on the evidence dating from the fifth
and fourth centuries. In this respect it should, first and foremost, be
emphasized that (as anyone familiar with the literature on the subject
knows) most of the claims about the early fifth and fourth-century
beginnings of Greek biography are based, to an alarmingly large
degree, on the presence of biographical narratives or elements of
biographical interest incorporated in other genres as, for instance,
epic poetry or the works of historians like Herodotus, Thucydides and
Xenophon. Since the basic principle adopted in the present collection
stipulates that the expression of biographical interest in various forms
of non-biographical literature must be kept separate from the writing
of biography proper, such passages—illuminating as they may be to
all those engaged in tracing the history of how biography came into
being as a genre of its own—do not qualify for inclusion here among
the biographical fragments. To trace biography’s varied pedigree in
all sorts of literary genres goes far beyond the task of the collector of
the biographical fragments: his more modest aim is to make available
the extant fragmentary evidence of supposedly separate biographical
works, which may be regarded as early, perhaps only ‘embryonic’
specimens of biographical writing.

The distinction between ‘biographical’ and ‘non-biographical’
works may be clear to modern theory. Its practical application to the
ancient evidence, however, proved to be delicate, especially in the
initial stages of the development of the genre. The very position of
early biographical works midway between several literary genres pre-
cludes the adoption of neat criteria, both as to contents and form, by
which one could readily recognize the works under discussion as
specimens of biographical writing. Often, moreover, eligible work-
titles or scraps of evidence proved too poorly attested (and without
any context) to support any positive conclusions on their biographical
nature or purpose. This state of affairs in the study of early Greek
biography helps to explain why ‘evidence’ which appears to be highly
significant in the eyes of one scholar, may, according to another,

16 p. 101.







hardly bear any meaningful relationship to the subject17. It goes with-
out saying that under these circumstances the selection of the authors
and fragments to be included in the present volume proved to be
particularly difficult. Given the minefield that is early Greek biogra-
phy—virtually every piece of evidence is contested—it was impossible
for us to aim at anything even remotely complete in the presentation
of the relevant evidence, and hence, there are inevitably omissions
and inclusions which will annoy or surprise some readers. In Jacoby’s
own words: “wie man’s macht, macht man’s falsch.”18

As modern criticism remains strongly divided as to how to evalu-
ate the contribution of fifth and fourth century B.C. Greek literature
and culture in the formation of Greek biographical writing, differ-
ences of opinion were also naturally reflected within the team prepar-
ing the continuation of FGrHist IV. In the absence of any ‘formal’
criteria (such as, for instance, the word bivo" as part of a title) or a
concept of generic propriety which, at the earliest, arose at the begin-
ning of the Hellenistic Period, we were mainly led by pragmatic con-
siderations. The material presented in this fascicle are the fragmen-
tary remains of  works which scholars have been labelling—whether
adamantly or hesitatingly, and not necessarily unanimously—as ‘bio-
graphical’ treatises or, at least, as compositions deserving our atten-
tion as early intimations of the later, formally constituted genre. Thus
we hope, in view of the themes that became prominent in later
biographical writing, to have offered at least a fair and representative
sample of the remains of works on politicians, on the ‘Seven Wise
Men’ and on philosophers. Following our basic principles it was de-
cided that works with generic titles such as Peri; poihtw'n, Peri;
mousikw'n and Peri; tw'n (triw'n) tragw/dopoiw'n belong in globo to the
part on Literary History, but require a cross-reference duly marked in
IVA. All works dealing with Homer, including those entitled Peri;
ÔOmhvrou, will also be edited together as part of FGrHist IVB. In the
presentation of the fragments it seemed sensible to try to combine the
basic chronological order, running from the early fifth (FGrHist 1000:
Skylax of Karyanda) to the late fourth centuries B.C. (FGrHist 1013:
Philiskos of Miletos), as far as possible with a topical arrangement,

17 Skylax’ work on Herakleides of Mylasa is a case in point: according to
Momigliano (and others) it may well constitute the beginning of proper biographical
writing; H. Homeyer (Zu den Anfängen der griechischen Biographie, in Philologus 106, 1962,
p. 75-85), however, does not even take it into account as a relevant piece of evidence
for the history of biography.

18 Vorrede, in FGrHist IIA, Berlin 1926, III.







keeping together the authors that deal with the Seven Wise Men
(FGrHist 1005-1007) and the ‘biographers’ of Plato (FGrHist 1008-
1011).

Despite the many claims that authors of the ‘classical’ period already
engaged in some kind of biographical writing, and that some of them
might even be credited with having invented the genre, we have not
come across a single unambiguous piece of evidence attesting the
existence of biographical writing as such in the pre-Alexandrian era.
As is apparent also from our commentaries, the searching analysis of
even the most promising fragments has been, more often than not, a
sobering experience. Though we have been looking for possible clues
to bridge the gap between the ‘antecedents’ or early intimations of
biography and its formal constitution19, the evidence presented in this
fascicle can hardly be considered to provide the missing link(s). But
ultimately it must be left to the historian of ancient biography to
judge how the potential fragmentary evidence for full biographical
writing published here can possibly relate to the much larger body of
biographical evidence incorporated in other genres.

The following are the fascicles scheduled to appear as part of FGrHist
IVA: Biography:

* IVA 2 Hellenistic Period (IIIrd Century B.C.)
* IVA 3 Hellenistic Period (Hermippos the Callimachean, of Smyrna)
* IVA 4 Hellenistic Period (Late IIIrd - Early IInd Century B.C.)
* IVA 5 Hellenistic Period (IInd Century B.C.)
* IVA 6 Hellenistic Period (Late IInd - First Century B.C.)
* IVA 7 Period of the Roman Empire and undatable fragments
* IVA 8 Adespota

19 As Homeyer (cf. note 17) appropriately remarked, when pointing out the ge-
neric ‘gap’ that separates these ‘early expressions of biographical interest’ and the
writing of biography proper in the Hellenistic Period: “Die Lücke zwischen den
Anfängen der biographischen Darstellung und dem biographischen Schrifttum des
ausgehenden 4. Jahrhunderts wird sich kaum je befriedigend schließen lassen.” (p.
85). Compare J. Geiger’s perceptive comments: “While willingly acknowledging the
contributions of Homeyer and Momigliano towards understanding the rise of the
biographcial interest in general and the lives of statesmen and generals in particular,
I must insist that these explorations did little towards answering the question when
and how did it happen that entire works came to be devoted to ‘the account of the
life of a man ... from birth to death’ instead of forming minor themes, digressions or
incidental descriptions in recognized literary forms such as History.” (Cornelius Nepos
and Ancient Political Biography, Stuttgart 1985, p. 15).
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1000 (= 709). Skylax of Karyanda
(second half 6th cent. ..–after 480 ..)

T

1 (FGrHist 709 T 1 = GGM I p. XXXIV) Suda S 710 s.v. Skuvlax Karuandeuv"

(povli" d’ ejsti; th'" Kariva" plhsivon  ÔAlikarnassou' ta; Karuvanda): maqhmati-

ko;" kai; mousikov". Perivploun tw'n ejjkto;" tw'n ÔHraklevou" sthlw'n: Ta; kata;

ÔHrakleivdhn to;n Mulassw'n basileva: Gh'" Perivodon: ∆Antigrafh;n pro;" th;n

Polubivou iJstorivan.

2 d’ om. A 3 tw'n <ejnto" kai;> ejkto" tw'n tou'  ÔHr. sthl. G.J. Vossius; tw'n ejnto;" tw'n Mue,
Bernhardy 3 tw'n ejkto;" tou' G 4 mulasw'n VacGM Mulasevwn? 5 Ta; kata; ... iJstorivan
om. F

1
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1000 (= 709). Skylax of Karyanda
(second half 6th cent. ..–after 480 ..)

T

1 Skylax of Karyanda (Karyanda is a city in Karia near Halikarnassos). He
was a mathematician and musician. [He wrote] an Account of the Coasting
Voyage outside the Pillars of Herakles;  Stories about Herakleides, Tyrant (or King) of
Mylasa;  Circuit of the Earth; Reply to the History of Polybios.

     



      

1000 (= 709). Skylax of Karyanda
(second half 6th cent. ..–after 480 ..)

T

(1) The text of all of the testimonies and fragments concerning Skylax
of Karyanda (hereafter S.) have already been edited in the present
collection under no. 709. S. is treated there together with other writ-
ers of Indika. For a full discussion of S. and of the works to be attrib-
uted to him the reader is referred to the commentary ad locum1. Jaco-
by, following his editorial policy of dealing with the entire output of a
given author in one place, definitely did not intend to reserve extra
space for S. in the volume on biographical fragments: S. does not
figure on his hand-written list of authors to be included in part
FGrHist IV. Jacoby, as we shall see, had scholarly motives of his own
for not considering S. as a possible ‘biographical’ author.

There are, however, two reasons for reconsidering here the most
important questions raised by the title Ta; kata; ÔHrakleivdhn to;n
Mulassw'n basileva, mentioned in the Suda-entry. One reason is
that—contrary to Jacoby’s warning—, we are inclined to accept the
present-day communis opinio according to which the work on Heraklei-
des is an authentic piece of writing to be attributed to the late 6th-
century explorer of India, S. of Karyanda. While we can only specu-
late as to whether Jacoby, subjecting his views to a final revision now,
would have altered his opinion, nothing in his preparatory notes, as
far as these are available to us2, encourages the belief that he would
have ceased entertaining serious doubts as to both the authorship and
authenticity of S.’s work on Herakleides. His very last published word
on the problem appeared in 1957, in the Nachträge zum Kommentar to
FGrHist 10, and takes issue with the evolving scholarly consensus in
the following terms: “Aber die frage nach zeit (und echtheit) der in
der Sudavita verzeichneten schrift Ta; kata; ÔHrakleivdhn to;n Mulassw'n
basileva des ‘Periplographen’ Skylax ... ist noch komplizierter als man

1 The commentary on FGrHist 709 will be edited on the basis of Jacoby’s papers
by C.W. Fornara.

2 These are the provisional lists and preparatory notes concerning all authors to
be dealt with in FGrHist IV-VI, kindly made available to us by Prof. H. Bloch
(Harvard University). The handwritten notes include, among other things, a number
of interesting observations on the old logographer’s homonym, Skylax of
Halikarnassos (‘Zettel’ 944), which show, at least in outline, how Jacoby intended to
deal with all related problems involved in FGrHist 709 T 1. Jacoby’s own draft
commentary on FGrHist 709 was not available to us.



     

gemeinhin annimmt.”3. It is more than interesting to look at the
reasons for this great scholar’s (mis)apprehension. The main obstacle,
as we shall see below, turns out to be Jacoby’s broader, evolutionary,
view of the development of Greek historiography, which allows no
conceptual space for such a specialised form of historical writing as
far back as the start of the fifth century ..

A second reason for undertaking a fresh discussion of the problems
connected with the title in question is that many critics have gone to
the other end of the scholarly spectrum, especially in the last decades,
and have been labelling S.’s work on Herakleides with amazing con-
fidence as a bios or biography. Admittedly, most of these utterances
have been made loosely and lack any attempt at justification. Some
able scholars, though, have been arguing at some length their case for
considering S.’s book as some sort of biographical work or even for
greeting the author as the first biographer in Greek literature4 . In
contrast, others—including, quite significantly, some notable critics
who have been projecting the origins of Greek biography in various
forms of literature in the fifth and fourth centuries ..—have flatly
denied the biographical character of the work on Herakleides5 or
have simply ignored it6.

Together these controversial views constitute sufficient grounds for
re-addressing, in the framework of the present collection, the ques-
tions raised by the title Ta; kata; ÔHrakleivdhn to;n Mulassw'n basileva.
What do we really know or can we reasonably surmise about the
character of this work? The circumstance that merely the six words of
its title survive, and, then only in a demonstrably erratic Suda-article,
compiled some 1500 years after the work was probably written, is
bound to offer a wide range of possible views and interpretations.
The paucity, moreover, of the surrounding evidence (itself in part
fragmentary) which can be securely brought to bear on the author,
the subject of the work and the circumstances of its composition,
would seem to make the fragment under discussion particularly apt to
fit any theory. In our examination we shall start with a survey of the
problems raised by the text transmitted in the Suda, and then scruti-
nize the evidence concerning both Skylax and Herakleides with a
view to discovering possible clues as to the nature of the work.

3 FGrHist I (second edition), Leiden, 1957, p. 543.
4 The Italian scholars M (1966: 83-87), M (1971: 29-30; 36-

38; 44) and, in their wake, also P (1979: 2 with n. 3; 64-66).
5 H (1962: 82 n. 1): “Die Titelfassung läßst eine Geschichtserzählung

vermuten, zumal noch Sosylos Herakleides erwähnt.”
6 L (1901: 85-117) makes no mention of S. in his otherwise well-documented

overview in ch. 5. Nor is S. discussed by S (1928).



      

For several centuries agreement has existed among classical scholars
that the notice on S. in the Suda represents a garbled version involv-
ing more than one homonym7. The lemma is composed as follows.
After the identification of the author as a citizen of Karyanda (Karu-
andeuv") and an ensuing geographical note, explaining that Karyanda
is a city in Karia near Halikarnassos (povli" d’ ejsti; th'" Kariva" plhsivon
ÔAlikarnassou' ta; Karuvanda), S. is characterised as a maqhmatiko;" kai;
mousikov". ‘His’ list of works comprises four items in the following
order: (1) Perivplou" tw'n ejjkto;" tw'n ÔHraklevou" sthlw'n, (2) Ta; kata;
ÔHrakleivdhn to;n Mulassw'n basileva, (3) Gh'" Perivodo", (4) ∆Antigrafh;
pro;" th;n Polubivou iJstorivan.

Depending on how one wishes to allocate these titles, there are at
least two and perhaps three different ‘Skylaxes’ lurking in this entry.
Only two things are evident from the start: (a) S. of Karyanda, the old
‘logographer’ (see 709 T 2) and explorer of the Indian coasts by order
of Dareios I (T 3a = Herodot. 4, 44), can safely be credited with the
work first mentioned in the catalogue, the Periplus; and (b): this same
author cannot possibly have written the Reply to the History of Polybios.
The latter work is widely believed to be that of Skylax of Halikarnas-
sos, the mathematician and astronomer mentioned by Cicero as a
contemporary of Panaitios8. The qualification maqhmatiko;" kai; mou-
sikov" given by the Suda seems to suit his particular profile9. The
possibility of a third Skylax must be entertained for the third work in
the catalogue, the Gh'" Perivodo", if only on the assumption that this
title is to be regarded as a duplicate of the fourth century .. Peri-
plus10, circulating mistakenly under S.’s name and now well-known as
the Pseudo-Scylax. If, however, as some critics have suggested, Gh'"
Perivodo" is to be understood as a “Map of the World”, it could point
to the map which the old S. may have added as a graphic supplement
to his literary work11. There would then be no need to involve Ps.-
Skylax as a possible third author.

7 See already V (1623: 19); MÜ (1849: 183);  G (1854).
8 See C., Div. 2, 88: Scylax Halicarnasseus, familiaris Panaetii, excellens in astrologia

idemque in regenda sua civitate princeps, totum hoc Chaldaeicum praedicendi genus repudiavit.
[“Skylax of Halikarnassos, an intimate friend of Panaitios and an eminent astrono-
mer, besides being the head of the government in his own city, utterly repudiated the
Chaldaean method of foretelling the future.”] Cf. G (1927: 624), with refer-
ence to previous literature, inter alia, MÜ GGM I prol. XXXVIII.

9 Cf. N (1815: 125);  G IV (1853); J (Zettel 944);
P (1979: 63-64).

10 This view was held by  G (1854, 141-146).
11 In this, he would have followed Anaximander’s and Hekataios’ manner: see

G (1927: 624-625) and P (1979: 2 and 69-70; & 1983: 91-92); S
– SÄ (1929: 701 n. 6) consider this an unlikely possiblity.



     

Whatever the correct number of authors, in the course of the
history of modern scholarship the work Ta; kata; ÔHrakleivdhn to;n
Mulassw'n basileva has been variously allocated to all possible ‘Sky-
laxes’ mentioned so far. The old ajnh;r Karuandeuv" (cf. also T 3a; 4; 5)
is by far top of the bill, especially since the discovery of the Sosylos-
papyrus (see below); but the fourth century .. namesake was sug-
gested by Niebuhr12, whereas Müller pleaded the case of S. of Ha-
likarnassos13.

In view of the intermingling of ‘historical’ and ‘geographical’ writ-
ings in the Suda catalogue of titles, Müller sought to explain the con-
fusion as the result of the lexicographer conflating several sources
while composing this entry14. As often happens in such cases, titles
naming the same work differently in different sources may have been
erroneously taken as indicating separate works. Thus, in Müller’s
view the ‘Periplus’ and the ‘Periodos’ are simply different labels for
the Account of the Coasting Voyage outside the Pillars of Herakles, written by
the old logographer. In a similar vein, proposing a possible solution
for Ta; kata; ÔHrakleivdhn to;n Mulassw'n basileva, Müller suggested that
the phrase may be seen as a description of the contents of the  ∆Anti-
grafh; pro;" Poluvbion15, the work written by S. of Halikarnassos. How
exactly the confusion could have come about is, of course, a matter of
speculation. But the notion that the Suda may have fused two lemma-
ta into one, is at least as likely as that he was erroneously processing
information from different sources. Peretti believes that the error of
combining two consecutive lemmata devoted to homonyms—S. of
Karyanda and S. of Halikarnassos—was all the more easily induced
by the common geographical background of both writers: the Suda-
article still points out the proximity of their respective cities. One
could perhaps take a further step and raise the question whether the
fusion of the lemmata was not intentional. In this case we would have
to understand the lexicographer’s inserted note on the vicinity of

12 N (1815: 126). On this view Jacoby committed the following observations
to paper: “dass im 4. jhdt. jemand über karischen dynasten schrieb, ist wenigstens
nicht unmöglich. Aber Sosylos 176 F1 macht den Skylax Herodots so gut wie sicher”
(Zettel 944).

13 MÜ, FHG III 183; GGM I, Proleg., p. XXXVIII.
14 MÜ, FHG III 183: “e compluribus auctoribus corrasos”; cf. also MÜ (1855:

XXXVIII).
15 While acknowledging that Herakleides is absent from the extant pages of

Polybius’ Histories, MÜ (1855: XXXVIII) surmised that a Carian ‘petty king’
(regulus) of that name may have been mentioned in a lost portion describing events
involving Mylasians in Lykia and Karia, freed by the Romans after the war against
Antiochos III (cf. P. 30, 5. 11-16). Müller’s view found no acceptance with
modern scholarship and was rightly rejected by Jacoby (Zettel 944).



      

Halikarnassos and Karyanda as some sort of justification on his part
for combining two articles into one16.

Given the highly problematic ‘context’ in the Suda, there is but one
work, in Jacoby’s view, which can securely be attributed to S. of
Karyanda. As the typographical presentation of the text of FGrHist
709 T 1 makes plain, this is the Perivplou" tw'n ejjkto;" tw'n ÔHraklevou"
sthlw'n, which has been printed in expanded size17. Its authenticity
can be adequately vouched for on the basis of seven fragments18.
Herodotos (4, 44 = FGrHist 709 T 3a), furthermore, describes S. of
Karyanda’s exploratory mission19, and probably knew and used the
Periplus, directly or indirectly.

However, several other passages from Herodotos (5, 121-122 com-
bined with 5, 37) have been invoked, even as early as 1854, with a
view to ‘rightfully’ restoring to S. of Karyanda the authorship of the
work on Herakleides which Müller had denied him: according to von
Gutschmid’s plausible argument, the old S., being a contemporary
and fellow-countryman of Herakleides, was the obvious man to write
about this Carian national hero and king of Mylasa who, in the
course of the Ionian-Carian revolt, succeeded in ambushing and rout-
ing a Persian army division together with its leaders20.

At the beginning of the twentieth century the discovery of the
Sosylos-papyrus (Würzburger library) adduced new evidence, appar-
ently corroborating the inferences drawn from Herodotos and further
narrowing the scope for speculation about the enigmatic title Ta; kata;
ÔHrakleivdhn to;n Mulassw'n basileva. The fragment in question, taken
from Sosylos’ History of Hannibal (FGrHist 176 F 1), contains part of the
narrative of a naval battle, most probably that between the Romans
and the Carthaginians off the mouth of the Ebro in 217 ..21. As

16 In this respect the Suda’s method, although not very commendable in itself,
would constitute a parallel to the practices of some modern scholars who see no
harm, for instance, in identifying Euanthes of Samos and Euanthes of Miletos in view
of their proximate provenance (cf. FGrHist IVA2, 1018 & 1019).

17 It is perhaps a mere coincidence that one manuscript of the Suda—Laurentianus
55,1—only mentions the Periplus and has dropped all other works from the catalogue
of writings. See critical apparatus.

18 FGrHist 709 F 1-7. Aristotle seems to be quoting from S.’s work in F 5. For a
brief, but useful general discussion of later authors mentioning the work of S. On
India, see A (1977: 60-63).

19 To be dated between 519 and 512 B.C: see O (1991: 78).
20  G (1854: 141-146). On the Herodotos-passages, see also the fur-

ther comments by L (1946: 58-59 with n. 2) and V (1975: 131-132).
21 This identification was tentatively proposed by W (1906 : 127-136) and

is—although not fully ascertained (compare P. 3, 95-96 and L. 22, 19-20) and
in spite of Jacoby’s reservations voiced in the commentary on FGrHist 176 F 1 (IID,
p. 603-604)—accepted by most scholars today: see S (1993a: 261-262) with
bibliography; and Z (1997: 1061-1062); F (1992) proposed some new
readings of the papyrus text, endorsing the case for the Ebro-battle.



     

allies to the Romans, the Massaliotes, so we are told, remember be-
fore entering battle the stratagem which Herakleides of Mylasa had
successfully applied against the Phoenician ships ejjp’ ∆Artemisivwi. By
imitating Herakleides’ diekplus-tactic the Massaliotes succeed in out-
manoeuvring the Carthaginians and secure victory for the Romans.
Wilcken, the first editor of the papyrus, assumed that the battle ejp’
∆Artemisivwi was identical with the battle of the first day fought off
Euboea between the Greeks and Persians in 480 ..22. Hence he
identified the Herakleides referred to with the personage already
known from the Suda and Herodotos23. In spite of a number of re-
maining questions which will be addressed below—they concern
Herodotos’ silence on Herakleides’ naval feat as well the difficulty of
fitting in the Mylasian’s action into his account of the battle off Ar-
temision—the Würzburger papyrus led scholars to agree that there
was such a work as The Stories about Herakleides and that its author was
the old S.24. Additional support was given to Wilcken’s view in an
important paper by Bengtson25, in which, among other things, fresh
evidence on a possible Athenian context for the composition of S.’s
work on Herakleides is discussed (see below). It was this very article
which provoked Jacoby’s warning (cited above) against the ‘oversim-
plified’ beliefs commonly held concerning the authenticity and the
authorship of S.’s work on Herakleides.

In contrast to the broad scholarly consensus on these matters,
Jacoby stands apart as a dissenting voice. His doubts, which were but
cautiously expressed in the commentary on FGrHist 176 F 126, seem
to have persisted and increased over the years. His reluctance, one
suspects, is more a matter of firmly held general views about the
origin of Greek historiographical writing than of unprejudiced evalu-
ation of the relevant evidence. The heart of the matter is revealed in
his hand-written notes on Skylax of Halikarnassos. There we read

22 Described in H. 8, 9-11.
23 W (1906: esp. p. 119-127). On the title basileuv", see Wilcken (1906: 120).

As H (1982: 59) suggests, Herakleides may have been king not merely of
the Mylasians but of the Carian koinovn which met at Mylasa.

24 Still, there is difference of opinion about the question whether Sosylos was
actually referring to S.’ work or was only indirectly aware of it. The rather vague
fasivn which introduces the reference to Herakleides (III 6), may point to his use of
some collection of strategemata: compare Jacoby’s firm statement to this effect in his
commentary on FGrHist 176 F 1 (IID, p. 605): “S hat jedenfalls nicht das alte buch,
sondern eher eine zusammenstellung von strathghvmata (with earlier bibliography)
benutzt.” Vide infra, p. 16.

25 See B (1954/5).
26 Thus, in his commentary on FGrHist 176 F 1 (IID, p. 605) he writes: “über

Herakleides hat Skylax geschrieben, dessen identität mit dem kapitän des Dareios nicht ganz
sicher ist” (my italics, G.S.).



      

that a title such as Ta; kata; to;n  ÔHrakleivdhn tw'n Mulassw'n basileva is
highly problematic at the beginning of the fifth century ..27. As a
possible alternative solution he suggests seriously considering the pos-
sibility that the author of the Reply to the History of Polybius—Scylax of
Halikarnassos—may have written a further historical work, namely
the work on Herakleides. Curiously enough, this idea must have left
Jacoby considerably perplexed, since in the same breath he admits
that both the place of the work on Herakleides in Suda’s list and
Sosylos F 1 militate against such a supposition. The title Ta; kata; to;n
ÔHrakleivdhn tw'n Mulassw'n basileva confronted the author of FGrHist
with a serious dilemma: either accept the most obvious conclusions to
be drawn from the evidence and admit the existence of “das alte
Buch”, written by S. of Karyanda28, or cast suspicion on the transmit-
ted title which, if declared authentic, would prove a serious obstacle
to his evolutionary view of Greek historiography. This view, as is well
known, places the writing of koivnai pravxei" at the beginning of Greek
historiography and explains the emergence of all sorts of specialized
historical monographs as the result of subsequent development, inau-
gurated by the writing of general history itself. Finally, Jacoby seems
to have decided the Skylax/Herakleides-issue on the basis of his gen-
eral theory. His tentative way out of the disturbing difficulties is out-
lined in the following reasoning: “Sein [scil. Herakleides’] andenken
hat die in Karikav übergegangene volksüberlieferung erhalten. Wer
daraus ein sonderbuch machte und warum bleibt unsicher. Aber
wenigstens die zeit des Panaitianers passt nicht slecht, auch wenn
man als verfasser lieber an einen Mylasenser denken möchte (über
die befreiungskämpfe dieser stadt mit Rhodos, s. Polyb. [XXX 5-6];
Liv. [XLV 25]” (Zettel 944). To postulate, however, yet another au-
thor (another Skylax ?) compiling at some unknown time a separate

27 The statement is part of Jacoby’s criticism of Müller’s proposal to identify the
work on Herakleides with the Reply to the History of Polybios. Notwithstanding this,
Jacoby is willing (a) to take Müller’s main point that S. of Halikarnassos could be the
author of the work on Herakleides too, and (b) to share his predecessor’s conviction
that it would be an utterly strange thing for a logographer like S. of Karyanda to
have written the kind of “particularem historiam” about a coeval, which ta; kata; to;n
ÔHrakleivdhn tw'n Mulassw'n basileva apparently is. “Dagegen muss man ernsthaft
erwägen (obwohl die stellung in der liste und Sosylos F eher dagegen sprechen), ob
ihm dann nicht eine weitere historische schrift gehört —ta; kata; to;n J H r a k l e i v d h n
tw'n Mulassw'n basileva—, die im anfang des 5. jhdts. v. Chr. starke schwierigkeiten
macht.”

28 In the commentary on the Sosylos-papyrus (176 F 1) Jacoby seems to be rather
open to this option. In a similar vein, he added, on Zettel 944, a supplementary note
to the title Ta; kata; to;n ÔHrakleivdhn tw'n Mulassw'n basileva, as follows: “Aber Sosylos
176 F 1 macht den Skylax Herodots so gut wie sicher.”



     

monograph out of a local history of Karia (Karikav), which had pre-
served the popular oral memories of Herakleides’ feats, seems to us to
be an unwarranted and needlessly complicated case of special plead-
ing. A more open, less dogmatic view of the origin of Greek historiog-
raphy—which is in itself commendable for several reasons29—is all
that is needed to make room for the more economic and reasonable
solution which the available evidence spontaneously suggests: the old
S. of Karyanda, and none other, ought to be credited with the work
on his contemporary and fellow country-man Herakleides of Myla-
sa30. The wider historiographical consequences of this view will have
to be assessed elsewhere31.

Whereas the Sosylos papyrus greatly helped to clarify the discussion
about the authorship and the authenticity of the Stories about Heraklei-
des (without, however, entirely laying it to rest), the reference, in col-
umn III 1-11, to Herakleides’ achievement ejp’  ∆Artemisivwi fuelled
speculation in another direction: was it really, as Wilcken believed, to
be understood as a reference to the well-known naval engagement of
480 .. in the Euboean waters? How, on that view, are we to explain
Herodotos’ silence about Herakleides’ role in the battle? And how, in
addition, should one account for the rather startling fact, recorded by
Sosylos, that the Massaliotes towards the end of the third century ..
still kept detailed memories of Herakleides’ achievement? The way in
which these closely related questions are answered, will, naturally,
have repercussions on how we envisage the possible contents and
perhaps also the character of S.’s work on Herakleides.

The Artemision-discussion goes back to the time of the publication
of the Sosylos-papyrus. Objecting to Wilcken’s view, Rühl main-
tained that Herakleides’ action as described by Sosylos was absolutely
incompatible with Herodotos’ account in 8, 9-1132. He therefore pro-
posed identifying Sosylos’ battle ejjp’  ∆Artemisivwi with some (unknown)
sea-battle fought in the course of the Ionian Revolt near Carian Ar-
temision33. The possible objection that no such sea-battle has been

29 For the latest criticism of Jacoby’s evolutionary view of the origin of Greek
historiography, see F (1996).

30 This is communis opinio today: cf. the succinct treatment of S. (n. 288) in
H (1978: 164-165).

31 I intend to do this in a paper on Herodotus and the Historical Tradition, in E.
B – I.  J – H.  W (ed.), Herodotus: A Handbook (Handbooks. Supple-
ments to Mnemosyne), Brill, Leiden (forthcoming).

32 RÜ (1906); cf. also B (1922: 32).
33 On this location, see S 14, 2.2 (c. 651).



      

recorded was judged immaterial by Rühl34, who, on the contrary,
emphasised that his solution had a double advantage over Wilcken’s
previous attempt: not only could the absence of a reference to Herak-
leides’ action by Herodotos be more easily explained; but a naval
encounter off the Carian coast would also fit in with the geographical
theatre in which the Mylasian hero was known from other passages in
Herodotos to have operated successfully. Rühl’s hypothesis found fa-
vour with a number of scholars, among them Bilabel and Jacoby35.
However, since evidence of a naval battle near Carian Artemision is
lacking, I tend to agree with Wilcken’s brief reply that Rühl’s pro-
posed ‘solution’ serves only to put off the whole problem36.

Another explanation along the same lines was also attempted. Set-
ting out from the assumption that one needed at least to reconstruct
a plausible historical background for the uncommon fact that at the
end of the third century .. Herakleides’ naval exploit was still famous
among the Massaliotes, other scholars were led to search for some Ar-
temision in the Western Mediterranean area. A possible location was
spotted by Munro in 1926: he proposed the site Hemeroskopeion, a
Massaliote foundation on the Iberian coast, with, on its promontory,
a temple to the Ephesian Artemis37. Describing the place, which was
once used by Sertorius as a naval base, Strabo writes that it was also
called “Dianium”, the equivalent [in Greek] of Artemision: kalei'tai
de; Diavnion, oi|on  ∆Artemivsion.38 On Munro’s Iberian hypothesis Her-
akleides is claimed to have fled to the West after the failure of the
Ionian Revolt (Lade 496 ..). There, at about 490 ..39, he might
have become involved as a commander in an otherwise unrecorded

34 (RÜ 1906: 357) “Dass uns von einer Seeschlacht bei einem Artemision in
Kleinasien nichts überliefert ist, ist ohne Gewicht, denn nach dem Gefecht von
Pedason erfahren wir ja bei Herodot, unserer bis dahin einzigen Quelle, überhaupt
nichts mehr von Herakleides.”

35 B (1922: 32); J in his commentary to FGrHist 176 F 1 (IID, p. 605);
L (1946: 58-59 n. 2); compare also S – SÄ (1929: 701-702 n. 9):
“Bei Artemision 480 kann Herakleides nicht mitgekämpft haben.”

36 W (1907: 512). The very criticism RÜ (1906) had been voicing against
W (1906) was, mutatis mutandis, used against him by H (1963: 395), who
maintained that “a victory of the type presupposed by Sosylos cannot be fitted into
Herodotus’ narrative of the Ionian Revolt.”

37 M (1926: 289).
38 S 3, 4.4 (c. 159).
39 Cf. M (1926: 289), and, independently, also M (1947: 13);

P (1979: 65-66). M (1959: esp. 290) thinks that a date at about 500
.. is possible, but see V (1975: 131).



     

sea-battle between ‘Phoenicians’ (i.e. Carthaginians) and Massaliotes
ejp’  ∆Artemisivwi (now Cap Nao on the Spanish coast). The thesis of a
naval battle at Cap Nao has proved attractive to several scholars40

and has, in some quarters, even attained the status of a ‘factoid’41 of
ancient history.

Despite the apparent double advantage of explaining Herodotus’
silence more adequately42 and of providing the Massaliotes with a
specific ground for recalling Herakleides’ stratagem43, serious doubts
may be entertained as to the historical, topographical and historio-
graphical presumptions underlying the Iberian hypothesis. Not only
does it give rise to the same objection formulated against the ‘Carian’
solution, namely that no historical record survives of this alleged ‘fa-
mous’ battle. Admittedly, our historical tradition is far too defective to
turn this argumentum e silentio into a fatal objection against postulating
at least the possibility of such a naval encounter. Clashes between
Carthaginian and Massaliot fleets are likely to have occurred in this
area more than once44. More damaging, however, to the propounded
thesis is the fact that we cannot be sure that the spot where the battle
allegedly took place, was ever called ‘Artemision’45. Strabo’s phrase
oi|on  ∆Artemivsion can hardly be attributed the value of a toponym: it is
clearly a gloss added by the geographer in order to explain to his
Greek audience the meaning of the Latin Dianium. Above all, howev-
er, the rationale underlying this whole reconstruction must be called
into question. To claim that a proper historical setting is required for the

40 See B-G (1950) and, in addition to the bibliography in M
(1959), P (1979: 2 with n. 2 and 65-66); H (1985: 67) and R (1991:
236) (both with caution). Compare also F (1992: 128 n. 4).

41 The victory of the Massaliotes over the Carthaginian fleet on the Spanish coast
near Cape Artemision (490 ..) under the command of ‘king’ Herakleides of Mylasa
is simply related as a straightforward fact by P (1987: 96). The latter even
goes on to speculate on its occurence at the same time as Marathon, which, in his
view, may be interpreted as a symptom of a joint (also coordinated ?) attack of Persia
and Carthage against the Greek world. For other examples in the field of ancient
history of “the process by which mere hypotheses attain the apparent rank of estab-
lished fact”, see F.G. M (1985).

42 As a matter of course, an event in the far West did not fall within the scope of
his Histories.

43 Both advantages are stressed by P (1979: 65-66).
44 The—partly controversial—evidence can be found in H (1985: 67), with

bibliography. More recently, see also R (1991: 236-237) and A
(1993: 127-128); the latter, however, remarks rightly: “Der Sosylos-Papyrus gehört
nicht an diese Stelle” (p. 128 n. 52).

45 Cf. H (1963: 395-396) and pace M (1959: 286-288).



      

Massaliotes to have remembered Herakleides’ action46, is, we believe,
entirely erroneous.

Upon closer inspection the reference to Herakleides’ achievement in
Sosylos’ account does not so much require a historical as a historio-
graphical explanation. Except for Wilcken and Ferone, all interpreters
of the Sosylos’ fragment have been overlooking the basic fact that the
tale of Herakleides’ prowess is not part of Sosylos’ actual description
of the sea-battle, but of an account in which he is looking back on it.
As Wilcken perspicaciously deduced from Sosylos’ use of the aorist in
pa'sai me;n diafovrw" hjgwnivsanto (II 2-3), the battle at that stage of his
narrative is already over. The aorist katevsthsan in line 8 of the same
column corroborates this observation. The portion of text preserved
on the papyrus, then, must be seen—and interpreted accordingly—as
an ejpimetrw'n lovgo"47, added to the narrative proper. In evaluative
comments of this kind Greek historians used to express their personal
views concerning events they described and provide an appraisal of
them. After-battle comments, such as we have here, normally judge
the achievements of both sides. This is exactly what we find in the

46 This point is the main thrust of M (1959) criticizing B (1954/
55) “sul piano della interpretazione storica” (p. 286). The Italian scholar argues that
the phrase oiJ Massaliw'tai mnhvmhi progenestevrwn kai; katwrqwmevnwn pravxewn
ejpakolouqou'nte" should be interpreted in the strict sense of the Massaliotes remem-
bering and imitating the successes of their own forefathers (“dei loro padri i Massalioti!”)
(see, esp. p. 284-285). The corollary is that Herakleides’ stratagem must belong to
“una battaglia combattuta dagli antenati dei Massalioti nel mare iberico”. This inter-
pretation, however, is far from compelling for the following combined reasons: (a) the
strict interpretation proposed would seem to run counter to the wider acceptance of
progenevsteroi in the sense of “predecessors”, “previous generations”; (b) mnhvmhi as
well as progenestevrwn kai; katwrqwmevnwn pravxewn lack the article, indicating that the
reference to “achievements of previous generations” is made in very general terms;
such general interpretation of the phrase in the sense of “successes of the Greeks in the
past” makes perfect sense in view of the ensuing contrast to the Carthaginian rivals of
the Massaliotes (kai; tw'n Karchdoni≥vwn ejpipleovntwn); (c) one may also wonder how the
crucial role of Herakleides—surely not one of the “antenati dei Massalioti’”, but
explicitly identified as to;m Mulasseva me;n tw'i gevnei (III 6-8)—could be fitted into a
reference to a strictly ‘Massaliot’ past. Manganaro suggests that he was appointed as
“commander of the Massaliotes” (p. 290). A more general reference to the past seems
to offer a more economic and appropriate explanation: because of his achievement
ejp∆ ∆Artemisivwi Herakleides had undoubtedly earned his place within the ‘Greek’
tradition (in the same way as S. of Karyanda, writing in Greek, was considered to be
a Greek author). Significantly, Sosylos does not mention Herakleides’ Carian origin
in the present context.

47 Compare P. 7, 7.7. Other instances are discussed by P (1964: 408-
410). According to Polybios Ephoros was pre-eminent in making of ejpimetrou'nte"
lovgoi (see FGrHist 70 T 23 = P. 12, 28.10). F (1992: 135 n. 22; 139)
considers the dievkplou"-narrative to be a “digressione di carattere tecnico-militare”.



     

papyrus. In regard to the Carthaginians it is said that they did not
fight the sea-battle in a manner worthy of their fatherland and fell
short of the most brilliant achievements of their forefathers: nauma[c
... ouj]de;n a[xi[on  ....... th']" patrivdo" [...... tw'n] progovnwn [ejndoxovtata]
prattomev[nwn (I 9-14). On the Roman side the Massaliotes’ ships are
singled out as having been instrumental in achieving the victory:
h[rxantov te ga;r prw'tai kai; th'" o{lh" eujhmeriva" a[i[]t[i]a≥i katevsthsan
ÔRwmaivoi" (II 6-9). An ensuing section of the papyrus, column III, then
goes on to explain where the Massaliotes derived their tactical supe-
riority from: “they were instructed by historical tradition about the
formation employed at Artemision by Herakleides, a Mylasian by
birth, outstanding among his contemporaries because of his intelli-
gence” (O]iJJ≥ [Ma]ssaliw'tai proisto[rh]kovte" th;n sumbo[lhv]n, h}n ejp’
∆Artemisivwi [fa]si;n  ÔHrakleivdhn poi[hvs]asqai tovm Mulassev[a m]e;n
tw'i gevvvnei, diafev[ron]ta d’ ajgcinoivai tw'g kaq’ auJto;n ajndrw'n). Imitating
Herakleides’ diekplous-tactic the Massaliotes succeeded, as he once did,
in beating the ‘Phoenicians’ at their own game.

The parallel between the naval tactics used by Herakleides
and those used by the Massaliotes is given appropriate attention in
Sosylos’ account (cf. III 23-25: {Oper ejpoivhse kajkei'no<"> ejpi; tw'n
e[mprosqen kairw'n) and stressed by a strikingly similar evaluation of
the respective merits of the parties on each of the occasions: on ac-
count of his tactical skills used ejpi; tw'n e[mprosqen kairw'n Herakleides
is praised as the man who katevsth th'" nivkh" ai[tio". The recurrence of
this very phrase in Sosylos’ appraisal of the Massaliotes in II 6-9
(a[i[]t[i]a≥i katevsthsan) is surely not unintentional and reveals an au-
thor who is at pains to strengthen by all available means the corre-
spondence between the events in question. His emphasis of the simi-
larity between the two events is clearly the author’s way of imparting
the message that the Massaliotes behaved in a manner worthy of the
finest representatives within their ‘Greek’ tradition. This is, indeed,
what he is about to reaffirm in a seemingly concluding note at the
end of column III: Tovte d’, w{sper eijrhvkam[en] oiJ Massaliw'tai mnhvmhi
progenestevrwn kai; katwrqwmevnwn pravxewn ejpakolouqou'nte" ...(“On
that occasion, as we have said, following their memory of successful
achievements in the past...”)

Although comparisons are a typical ingredient of ejpimetrou'nte"
lovgoi in general48, it will be worthwhile, in order to properly evaluate
the methods and procedures adopted by the historian Sosylos, to
consider his text within the wider perspective of the tradition of

48 See P (1964: 408-410).



      

Greek historiographical writing about the West. The strong—but,
admittedly, all but obvious—links established between the late third
century .. sea-battle and the famous naval episode in the Persian
Wars fought in the Euboean straits in 480 .. are in themselves
reminiscent of a familiar pattern. The tendency to draw parallels
between all crucial events in the history of the West and those in
metropolitan Greece is a well-known characteristic of Western Greek
historiography: it can already be observed in Pindar and becomes a
standard feature of historiographical tradition in the fourth and third
centuries .. The links were established by various devices: while
Pindar used association49, Ephoros found a way of connecting events
by means of his assumption of a coordinated Persian-Carthaginian
master plan to attack the Greeks in both parts of the Mediterranean
simultaneously. Timaios, for his part, made ample use of the device of
synchronizing50. Against this background one can imagine a literary
man like Sosylos being keen to find his own ‘Eastern’ parallel for the
Ebro battle. Given the previous ‘classical’ links—all relating to the
struggle of the Greeks against the Persians—and given the ‘Phoeni-
cian’ opponents of the Massaliote Greeks, he went through the tradi-
tion of the Persian wars and appears to have found in the Heraklei-
des-story an episode bearing sufficient tactical resemblance for him to
draw a parallel. In the present state of our knowledge, the question
must be left open as to whether Sosylos read the story in S.’s mono-
graph or became aware of it through some collection of Stratagems.
The latter option is perhaps the more likely, since Sosylos, in his
capacity as Hannibal’s teacher and companion51, may be expected to
have been well-acquainted with this kind of tactical literature, which
undoubtedly must have appealed to the Carthaginian52.

The chronological distance, however, of more than two and a half
centuries between the Artemision and the Ebro sea-battles confronted
Sosylos with a special problem: he could not avail himself of the
common devices identified above for drawing parallels between

49 P. Pyth. 1, 70-80 recalls the battles of Kyme (474 ..) and Himera (480
..) along with the victories at Plataea and Salamis. Cf. B (1962: 105-106).
See also K (1966: 29ff.; 41-43); A (1993: 18-21).

50 Ephoros’ (FGrHist 70 F 186) and Timaios’ (cf. D. 11, 24.1) accounts of the
battle of Himera are analysed by A (1993: 26-33). Cf. also S (1994:
266-267), with bibliography.

51 FGrHist 176 T 1 = N, Hann. 13, 3.
52 See S (1993b: 31-33) and Z (1997). On Hannibal’s outstanding

record as a military genius in later tradition, see L. 35, 14. 5-12; A., Sy 38-39;
P., Flam. 21; P., Pyrrh. 8. 5; cf. LÉÊ (1957: 654-660); B (1991:
104-106); S (1993a: 57-82).



     

events in West and East. In the present case only “historical memory”
could help to bridge the gap, and that is why we find this concept
playing a role in Sosylos’ account: the mnhvmh of the Massaliotes at III
29 echoes the foregoing more emphatic proistorhkovte" of col. III 3-
4. Proistorevw is a rather special verb used to state that the Massali-
otes recalled the particulars of Herakleides’ action. As a matter of
fact, the phrase is apter for describing Sosylos’ own ‘preparatory his-
torical enquiry’ than the act of remembering ascribed to the Massal-
iot captains: the one and only reason why they are represented in this
way can be none other than the historian’s endeavour to link their
sea-battle with the celebrated naval engagement in the Persian wars.
Still, the device used remains remarkably artificial, and the Massali-
otes will surely have been surprised themselves to read how they
were, rather unrealistically, engaged in searching their historical
memories before giving battle to the Carthaginian fleet53.

At the end of this rather lengthy ‘circumnavigation’ of the Mediterra-
nean in search of the right ‘Artemision’ we come then to the follow-
ing conclusions. Firstly, as we lack positive evidence for either a Car-
ian or an Iberian Artemision, speculations about hypothetical places
with this name seem a waste of time and should be dismissed as
attempts at explaining obscurum per obscurius54. Secondly, the evaluative
frame of thought in which Sosylos inserted his Artemision-reference is
bound to make any option other than the famous battle in Euboean
waters a priori unlikely: hailed within Greek tradition as a “corner-
stone” in the struggle for freedom55, ‘Artemision’ qualified as an ob-
vious term of comparison for exalting the Massaliotes’ fighting as
worthy of their forefathers’ great successes56. Thirdly, Sosylos’ lauda-
tory—and maybe historically exaggerated—assessment of the Massa-

53 The interpretation given here of proistorhkovte" fully endorses G.A. Lehmann’s
ironising and perceptive remarks: “Und  i h r  Sieg über die Karthager beruht auf
nicht weniger als einer glücklichen historischen Erinnerung an ein Strategem aus der
Zeit der glorreichen Seeschlachten des Xerxeszuges ... Offenkundig soll ja doch
Sosylos’ gelehrte Notiz zur Person des Herakleides von Mylasa die kühne
Verknüpfung der Seeschlacht an der Ebro-Mündung mit der grossen Zeit der
Perserkriege regelrecht belegen und legitimieren.” See L (1974: 177-178),
with appropriate comments on Sosylos’ eujcereiva and on the rather dubious authen-
ticity of the ‘historical tradition’ rendered by him (p. 179-182). But Sosylos’ obvious
bias and embellishments do not necessarily entail Polybios’ credibility or justify the
despising arrogance of his criticism (FGrHist 176 T 3 = P. 3, 20.5).

54 Compare L (1974: 178).
55 See P. Dith. fr. 77 B.
56 It should be borne in mind that Sosylos’ History of Hannibal, no doubt, primarily

aimed at reporting Hannibal’s struggle with the Romans to a Greek audience.



      

liotes’ vital contribution to the Roman victory certainly betrays the
anti-Roman bias of his historical work. However, his glorification of
the Greek tradition need not necessarily be incompatible with the
pro-Carthaginian tendency of his account. Being an indisputable fact
of history, the defeat of Hasdrubal’s fleet was not concealed by him,
but explained. Having stated that the Carthaginians did not live up,
on that occasion, to the most brilliant record of their provgonoi (I 9-
14)—a term which in the context may include the ‘Phoenicians’57—,
Sosylos was careful to point out that they only were retreating after
having faced the moment of ultimate danger (ajnecwv[roun eij" t]o;n
e[scaton [ejlqovnte]"≥ kivndunon) (I 24-26). Last but not least, the van-
quished, if they so wished, could read into Sosylos’ account some kind
of excuse: after all, their Phoenician ancestors had, in perfectly anal-
ogous circumstances, experienced a similar setback when, lined up in
the Persian fleet off Artemision, they saw themselves out-manoeuvred
by the clever Herakleides. By reenacting his stratagem the Massali-
otes made history repeat itself. Seen in this light, Sosylos’ resourceful
manipulation of the Herakleides-story was a device that served more
than one purpose.

If, as has been shown, the sea-battle off Artemision in the Euboean
straits is the only reasonable option left for Sosylos’ historical prece-
dent, a few words should still be added about the much-debated (and
exaggerated) problem of Herodotos’ silence about Herakleides’ diek-
plous-manoeuvre in 480 .. Why Herodotos, who elsewhere in his
work mentions both S. of Karyanda58 and Herakleides, was less talk-
ative about the exploit than we would expect him to be is a question
to which there can be no definite answer: the historian from Halikar-
nassos, in spite of his impressively rich and detailed account, must
have known still a great many more individuals and stories than those
he mentions in his Histories.

Although one can only speculate about the reasons why Herodotos
has nothing to say concerning Herakleides’ alleged tactical genius and
prowess, I shall nonetheless make two suggestions. The first is that, in
reality, the Carian’s role may have been much less impressive than
the version Sosylos conjures up in his parallel to the Ebro-battle. One
can reasonably suspect that Sosylos’ (ultimate) source, S. of Karyan-

57 Cf. B (1922: 31).
58 Besides Hekataios Skylax is the only ‘logographer’ mentioned by Herodotos (see

H. 2 143; 5, 36; 5, 125; 6, 137), albeit as an explorer and not as an author
(see H. 4, 44).



     

da, may already have presented an embellished account featuring
Herakleides as a Carian national hero, possibly for reasons of propa-
ganda59. A second, and closely related observation is that Herodotos,
basing himself on Athenian informants, may have been more intent
on glorifying the contribution of the Athenians60. In his narrative,
then, he may have felt that it was unnecessary and/or inappropriate
(whether for personal, political or compository reasons) to single out
Herakleides’ manoeuvre as something relevant to the story he wanted
to tell61. This being said, it is important to note that Herodotos’
account of the battle on the first day does not preclude the possibility
of Herakleides’ action, even if it remains difficult to tell whether the
tactic described by the pater historiae matches that described by Sosy-
los62.

Not a single fragment survives from S.’ Stories about Herakleides. What
we can elicit about their contents from Herodotos (5, 121-122; 5, 37)
and Sosylos F1—although without achieving any kind of certainty,
since neither of these authors can be shown to have used S.’ work
directly as a source—revolves around two nuclei. Firstly, S. most
probably narrated Herakleides’ actions against the Persians as leader
of the Carian forces during the Ionian-Carian uprising (499-496 ..).
The other highlight was his naval manoeuvre at Artemision against
the Phoenician ships. Since by 480 .. Herakleides was fighting on
the Greek side (whereas the Carian navy remained incorporated into

59 Cf. B (1954/55: 306-307). This is perhaps why the victory in Sosylos’
account (III 23-27) turns out to be an undecided battle in H., 8, 11.

60 As assumed by B (1954/55: 305-306).
61 Cf. A (1977: 64-65). Some critics, arguing e silentio, have drawn the conclu-

sion that Herodotos was not aware of S.’s book on Herakleides: see L (1946:
58-59 n. 2); P (1983: 89). Such inference is neither compelling nor likely: as
B (1954/55: 305) has observed, Herodotos’ remarkable recollection of de-
tails, such as the names of all three Persian generals, in his account of Herakleides’
military action in Karia during the Ionian revolt, points rather to a written than to an
oral source (H. 5, 121).

62 See K (1934: 81-96, esp. 92-96); cf. B (1954/55: 301-302). But
given the substantial differences of views between Herodotos and Sosylos, as outlined
above, it would be rather ill-advised to try to use the account of the latter to histori-
cally supplement the narrative of former. Cf. H (1963: 396) and, for slightly
different reasons, also T (1908: 216-217). L (1974: 178-179) strongly
stresses the incompatibility of the two accounts and draws from it the rather unlikely
conclusion that—since Herodotos apparently knew and used S.’s work on
Herakleides in his account of the Carian-Ionian uprising (cf. H., 5, 37 &
121)—the ‘Skylax-Biographie’ most probably did not deal explicitly with
Herakleides’ feat at Artemision. As a corollary the latter tradition is assumed by him
to be a “nachherodoteische Version”.



      

the Persian fleet), it is a reasonable guess that after the collapse of the
Ionian revolt he may have come to Greece, and most probably to
Athens63 along with other Carian refugees. Herakleides seems to have
been successful in both of his enterprises. Furthermore, as Wilcken64

already pointed out, his routing of an entire Persian army group en
route to Pedason by the use of a stratagem (see Herod. 5, 121) seems
to have an inner affinity with the tactical cleverness shown at Artem-
ision. Both events shed equal light on the characterisation of the man
by Sosylos as diafevrwn ajgcinoivai tw'g kaq’  auJto;n ajndrw'n (column III, l.
8). It may be tempting—although this is, in the present state of our
knowledge, undoubtedly an unwarranted step—to suppose that both
events were described by S. with a view to characterising his fellow-
countryman and contemporary as a kind of Carian Themistokles.
Such an account might point to a ‘biographical’ trait in the stories
told by S., if only we could be sure that the phrase diafevrwn ajgcinoivai
was, indeed, part of the original story told by S. (and not added by
Sosylos or his ‘stratagematic’ source). The little we can surmise about
the contents of S.’s work hardly suffices to substantiate any specific
claims about its scope and character. In order to justify speculation
about its ‘biographical’ nature we would also need to know at least
something about the larger context in which the two ‘stories’ were
inserted. As a matter of principle, the function and meaning of any
segment of a narrative should be judged from the nature of the entire
work and not vice versa.

Yet, if mere repetition of a hypothesis were an argument, a strong
case could be made for considering S.’s work on Herakleides to have
been a biography. A variety of commentators have called it either ‘a
sort of biography’65, or, quite simply, a bios or ‘biography’66, or have
even assigned S. the rank of ‘first biographer in Greek literature.”67

Whereas most of these contentions are made without any attempt at

63 Cf. B (1954/55).
64 W (1906: esp. p. 119-127).
65 While phrases like D (1973: 34) “biographical essay” or (P 1979: 64)

“un specie di bios” would seem to suggest something less than a full-fledged biogra-
phy (cf. also Momigliano 1971: 29), L (1946: 58-59 n. 2), for his part, believes
that the work, given its title, Ta; kata; ÔHrakleivdhn to;n Mulassw'n basileva, was “quelque
chose de plus ample qu’une simple biographie”.

66 B (1954/55: passim, yet once with the alternative ‘Volksbuch’: p. 305);
M (1959: 286); D (1973: 35); L (1974: 177-178); V
(1975: 131); H (1978: 164-165);

67 M (1966: 83-87), M (1971: 29-30; 36-38; 44) and, in their
wake, also P (1979: 2 with n. 3; 64-66; and 1983: 89); H (1982: 21).



     

justification, some scholars at least have taken care to mention possi-
ble alternatives or have answered the question as to the character of
the work with a non liquet 68. The most straightforward affirmation of
the work’s biographical character is found in Peretti’s introduction.
Apparently capitalizing on Sosylos’ characterization of Herakleides as
diafev[ron]ta d’ ajgcinoivai tw'g kaq’ auJto;n ajndrw'n, he writes: “Egli (scil.
S. of Karyanda) dimostrave così di avere intuito il valore unico, in-
comparabile di una personalità superiore, il significato non solo ideale
e paradigmatico ma anchè storico dell’ areté dell’ individuo.”69 This
statement is made with explicit reference to Momigliano’s views, yet
without giving consideration to the circumspection with which the
latter had developed his case for considering S. to be the first (or one
of the first authors) to have written “biographies according to the
definition of a biography as an account of a life from birth to
death.”70

Presented in this form, the biographical thesis, even if argued with
caution, goes far beyond the evidence available. For that matter, the
very general and speculative way in which Momigliano himself was
led to argue his case is illustrative enough of the troublesome lack of
positive evidence71 for his view. Even if one can agree with his bot-
tom line, namely that interest in biographical details was greater in
Asia Minor than in Greece proper, such a view still fails to prove
anything specific about the nature of S.’s work on Herakleides72. Still,
Momigliano’s idea that “biography might have been born among
scatterbrained Ionian sailors” stands out as a stimulating, though un-

68 R (1906: 354 n. 1) leaves the question unanswered as to whether “es sich um
eine Art von Biographie oder um ein Werk über Karien gehandelt hat”.

69 P (1979, p. 2 and n. 3),
70 M (1971: 28-29; 32; 36-38; 44) and (1990: 15). Although Momiglia-

no’s views on S.’s biographical work have much in common with M (1966,
83-87), he fails to mention the contribution of his predecessor.

71 Momigliano himself is perfectly aware of this handicap, but draws from the
‘warning’ it contains some justification for approaching the ambiguous and meagre
fifth century .. evidence for biographies and autobiographies in a positive, specula-
tive mood (M 1971: 23-42, esp. 32). This leads to an interesting—yet not
in all respects convincing—backward extension of the history of Greek biography,
opposing the traditional theory propounded by L (1901) that Greek biography was
a Peripatetic invention.

72 Momigliano’s (1971: 28-33) far-reaching hypothesizing about historiographical
developments and inter-cultural exchanges is, at least in part, open to criticism. Cf.
W (1973: 233-236), who rightly points out some weaknesses in Momigliano’s
historiographical argument, including some degree of circular reasoning.



      

proved challenge to the heavy-handed evolutionary theories of the
past73.

The only piece of evidence at our disposal—the title Ta; kata; ÔHrak-
leivdhn to;n Mulassw'n basileva—is the sober starting-point for consid-
ering S.’s work primarily as a contemporary historical monograph
“über die Ereignisse zur Zeit des Herakleides”74. Considering the
neutral plural ta; katav—and considering the use of this and similar
phrases in titles of many later historical monographs centering on an
individual—one might, indeed, be inclined rather to think of the
work under discussion as of an early specimen of a historical mono-
graph: “The story [or Stories] about the king Herakleides of Mylasa.”
If, as Gisinger explains, S.’s work should be viewed primarily as ‘his-
torical’, the expression of biographical interest in the figure of Herak-
leides ought not to be denied within this framework: it appears as a
byproduct of the laudatory treatment of the facts, focusing, with
strong patriotic bias, on Herakleides’ feats of arms75. Setting out from
the title Homeyer too declared herself in favour of a historical mon-
ograph76. As for scholars of an earlier generation, Müller and Jacoby
were thinking along similar lines when they objected to the possible
authenticity of a particularis historia at such an early stage in the devel-
opment of Greek historiography77. One could perhaps, as a conces-
sion to both collectors of historical fragments, concede that it is,
indeed, somewhat anachronistic to label as a monograph a work
written at the beginning of the fifth century ... Such a terminolog-
ical qualification admittedly derives its proper meaning only from the
contrast with ‘general’ history, the description of koinai; pravxei". The
distinction in genre between ‘monographs’ and general historical
works, which was current at the time of Polybius, may not have been

73 Compare B.E. Perry’s challenging statement on the birth of Greek romance as
a literary form: “The first romance was deliberately planned and written by an
individual author, its inventor. He conceived it on a Tuesday afternoon in July, or on
some other day or month of the year.” (P 1967: 175).

74 G (1927: 634-635)
75 Compare also W (1906: 126);  G (1893: 142).
76 H (1962: 82 n. 1): opposing the suggestion that it was a “Volksbuch”

(S – SÄ 1929: 702), she writes: “Die Titelfassung läßst eine Geschichts-
erzählung vermuten, zumal noch Sosylos Herakleides erwähnt.”

77 Cf. MÜ, GGM I, Proleg., p. XXXVIII: Scylacem vero logographum particularem
historiam scripsisse de rebus gestis veri coaetani, a veteris logographiae ratione, qualem novimus, tam
alienum est, ut, si testata res esset, magnopere miraremur...”



     

fully conceptualised until some point in the fourth century ..78. For
this reason all categorisation proves problematic when applied to ear-
ly writings. As an early literary composition describing—not an entire
life but—some brave deeds of an individual, S.’s work can be seen as
the counterpart in prose to a long-standing tradition of description
(and celebration) of historical events in e.g. Greek lyric poetry from
the seventh century .. onwards79. Thus, Mimnermos dealt in his
narrative elegy Smurnhiv" with the campaign of the Lydian king Gyges
against Smyrna. An extant fragment describes how one of the Smyr-
naean foot-soldiers drove back the Lydian cavalry80. Ktisis-poetry, in
particular, provided a suitable context for all sorts of proto-historic
descriptions81.

Bengtson has made some plausible suggestions in regard to the possi-
ble aims which S. may have been pursuing in his work on Heraklei-
des and also in regard to the circumstances of its composition: S. may
have written his work as a Carian refugee in Athens82, at some date
between 479 and 469. His aim may have been to remind the Greeks
that Karia was still not free. Although Bengtson did not succeed in
proving his specific point, namely, that the Skylax, father of Tymnes
of Karia, mentioned in a bilingual Greek-Carian inscription found in
1954 in the Themistoklean wall, may well be the author of the work
on Herakleides83, the inscription, nevertheless testifies that Karians

78 At that time historiographical theory became a suitable topic for discussion: see
S (1990: 39-61, esp. p. 39-40). On universal history versus historical mono-
graph, see M (1977: 68-91) (with bibliography).

79 M (1966: 37-52); L (1976: 113-142). Longer narrative elegies
were performed in a prize-winning contest on the occasion of public feasts in the
Greek cities: see B (1986: 13-35) and D (1994: 35-46). A useful gen-
eral survey of ‘historical’ themes in Greek lyric poetry can be found in C
(1983: esp. p. 84-118).

80 Fr. 13 and 13a W. The poet claims to have got this information from his
(fore)fathers, who actually witnessed this brave feat: see Fr. 14 West. It is, however,
uncertain whether the fragment can be safely ascribed to the Smyrneïs; see A
(1993: 9-10). On the Smyrneïs in general and fr. 14 West (= F 15 Allen) in particular,
see ibidem, p. 23-26; 110-115; 116-122.

81 See, for instance, Semonides’ ∆Acaiologiva Samivwn (Suda S 431; cf. FGrHist 534 T 1)
and Archilochus (fr. 293 West): cf. P (1963). On ktivsi"-poetry in general, see
most recently D (1993).

82 Although S. had been a loyal Persian subject in the past, who made his sea
voyage on orders and in the pay of Dareios, it is generally assumed that the work
celebrating Herakleides as a Carian resistance hero, can hardly have been written
within the ‘Persian’ realm.

83 See SEG 13, 36; J (1962, esp. p. 126) objected that such identification is
rather questionable on chronological grounds; cf. also H (1982: 20 with
n. 117).





were present in Athens during S.’ lifetime. Bengtson’s suggestions,
therefore, remain an appealing solution84.

To conclude this commentary on S.’s Ta; kata; ÔHrakleivdhn to;n
Mulassw'n basileva, Bury’s succinct and judicious assessment, dating
back to 1908, may still be quoted as one of the most adequate made
in this century: “How far that work was what can be called biograph-
ical we cannot tell, but it is at least noteworthy as the earliest Greek
book we know of that made an individual the centre of a historical
narrative.”85

Guido S

84 Cf. A (1977: 59-60, 65).
85 B (1909: 25).
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1001 (= 765). Xanthos of Lydia
(end 6th (?)–5th cent. ..)

F

(TA) PERI EMPEDOKLEOUS

1 (FGrHist 765 F 33) D. L. 8,63: Fhsi; d∆ aujto;n (sc. to;n ∆Empedokleva;

F 31[21].A.1 D – K) kai; ∆Aristotevlh" (F 66 R; R, Soph. F 2;

F 865 G) ejleuvqeron gegonevnai kai; pavsh" ajrch'" ajllovtrion, ei[ ge th;n

basileivan aujtw/' didomevnhn parh/thvsato, kaqavper Xavnqo" ejn toi'" peri; aujtou'

levgei, th;n litovthta dhlonovti plevon ajgaphvsa".

1
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1001 (= 765). Xanthos of Lydia
(end 6th (?)–5th cent. ..)

F

(A WORK / PASSAGE) ON EMPEDOKLES

1 Aristotle too says he (sc. Empedokles) was a champion of freedom and
averse to any form of authoritarian rule, if indeed he declined the kingship
when it was offered to him, as Xanthos relates in his account of him, obvi-

ously because he preferred a frugal life.

     



      

1001 (= 765). Xanthos of Lydia
(end 6th (?)-5th cent. ..)

F

(A WORK / PASSAGE) ON EMPEDOKLES

(1) Ever since the critical study of antiquity was awakened early in
the 19th century, this passage has been attracting the attention of
classical scholars. The bibliography reflects a large array of possible
readings and interpretations. It is comforting and worth noting, how-
ever, that progress towards a solution of this “trifling question”1

seems to have been made. Whereas previous generations of scholars
tended to be unduly sceptical about the historicity of X.2, Kingsley, in
a recent contribution3, has made out a convincing case for the au-
thenticity of the (Aristotelian) reference to a genuine X., who can be
no other than Empedokles’ contemporary X. of Lydia4 (cf. already
FGrHist 765 F 33). This is not to say, however, that a scholarly con-
sensus on how to edit the text of the fragment and how to solve the
difficulties of interpretation which it raises, is within reach. Our ap-
parent inability to reconstruct with any degree of certainty the multi-

1 Cf. P (1939: 119).
2 Z (1967) treated the author of a “Schrift über Empedokles” under a

separate number. Many scholars vaguely referred to an unknown X., e.g. 
G (1893: 310); G Ib (1926: 244 n. 28); S (1929: 315 n. 6) and
 W-M (1929: 653 n. 1 = 1935: 510 n.1). Some authors
thought on the basis of A. 12,515 d-e (FGrHist 765 T 5) that the passage was
taken from the pseudo-X. Dionysios Scytobrachion; see e.g. W (1844: 443-
444) and P (1939: 119). Others took him to be a namesake of the Lydian X.:
C (1806: 228), following Jonsius, assigned the fragment to X. of Athens; B
(1894: 58) thought he could have been X., the son of Timon of Phleios, while e.g.
 G (1893: 308; 315) and S (1929: 707) suggested that there may
have been some confusion with the legendary Samian philosopher X. Still within the
confusion-theory, D W (1971: 169 n. 856) and M (1978: 292) seem to
have exceeded the limits set by sound palaeographic method, in assuming that X.
may be a false reading of a scribe for Neanthes, who is mentioned several times by
Diogenes Laertios as a biographer of Empedokles.

3 K (1995), esp. p. 185-191 for the fragment under discussion and p. 176-
183 for arguments against the theory of a pseudo-X.

4 Empedokles’ life can be situated between 495/2 and 435/2; cf. G (1965:
128 with n. 2); W (1981: 3-6); K – R – S (19832: 281). See
also J’s comm. on FGrHist 244 F 32a-b. Most scholars think that X. wrote after
425 .., e.g. J (FGrHist III C, p. 750); D (1973: 193 n. 9) and F
(1996: 64). Others situate his productive period in the late fifties or forties of the 5th
cent. ..; cf. H (1967: 1354) and K (1995: 176).



     

layered history of fragmentation that hides behind the cover-text5 in
Diogenes Laertios remains a basic weakness inherent in all solutions,
including the one that will be tentatively offered here.

The basic finding to start from is that there seems to be evidence for
the view that Aristotle himself constitutes a first, crucial link in the
history of fragmentation6. Although none of the arguments adduced
by Kingsley are compelling on their own, their cumulative force
points in favour of the assumption that the peripatetic philosopher
was acquainted with X.’s work7. Setting out from Aristotle, then,
there are, roughly speaking, two possible ways of tracing the history
of the transmission of the fragment until it reaches Diogenes Laertios.

5 For this notion, see S (1997: 166-167 n. 66).
6 Several authors seem to accept it as self-evident that X. was quoted by Aristotle;

e.g. B – C I (1938: 238 n. 2); G (1965: 131 n. 1); L (1976:
12) and A (1990: 493 n. 28). Some scholars hold a different view. J (app.
crit. with FGrHist 765 F 33) suggested that the phrase ei[ ge… levgei might be an
“einschub in das Aristoteleszitat”. The nominative case of ajgaphvsa", however, acts
counter to this suggestion, unless of course the intermediary source which was
responsable for the interpolation changed the case of the participle to make it corre-
spond to the subject of parhithvsato. B (1958: 52) and, recently, V
(1991: 118) also made a neat distinction between the portions of text to be attributed
to Aristotle, on the one hand, and to X. on the other. But they considered the phrase
ei[ ge…parhithvsato as belonging to the Aristotle-fragment and the detail about a
frugal life as being from X. Afterwards B (1988: 27) seems to have been con-
vinced by G (1965: 131 n.1) that the whole fragment is to be taken as Aristo-
telian.

7 D. L. 8,57 (= A F 70 R = R, De poet. F 1 = F 17 G)
informs us that Aristotle knew about some poems which Empedokles had written;
among them an unfinished poem on Xerxes’ expedition to Greece. While
M (1971: 31) simply stated that X. seems to be “the obvious source” for
this “tantalising piece of information”, K (1995: 190) gives some evidence in
support of this view. In the first two points advanced by him—X. had already said
things about Empedokles elsewhere (sc. in the fragment under consideration) and
Aristotle used X. in order to give details about this philosopher—the danger of a
circular argument looms large. His other arguments are more convincing. The anec-
dote about Empedokles’ sister burning her brother’s work, is in perfect harmony with
X.’s “novellistic style and his highly evident ‘fondness for anecdote’”. In Lydia, X.
was in an ideal position to collect information about Xerxes’ expedition, seeing that
it was at Sardis that Xerxes prepared his crossing of the Hellespont. And finally, the
phrase hJ Xevrxou diavbasi"—the linguistic form of which has its origin in fifth-century
Asia Minor— appears in another Xanthian fragment as well, namely D. L.
1,2 (FGrHist 765 F 32), where X. of Lydia is said to have counted 6000 years from
Zoroaster to Xerxes’ expedition. The objection that later Greek writers used Xerxes’
crossing as a ‘stakepost’ or a fixed chronological point of reference, is met with by
Kingsley as follows: the expression hJ Xevrxou diavbasi" in all of its occurrences goes
back to the third-century scholar Eratosthenes, “who, in his attempts at schematizing
chronology, happens to have been heavily indebted to none other than Xanthus of
Lydia”.



      

(1) Diogenes is quoting directly from Aristotle, and takes over from
him not only the statement on Empedokles as a champion of free-
dom, but also the reference to X., which in Aristotle’s text was ad-
duced in support of this very view. The most likely assumption that
goes with this ‘solution’ is that Aristotle quoted X. for all the information
contained in the text of Diogenes Laertios (until ajgaphvsa"). The refer-
ence to Empedokles’ frugal life style would then be an integral part of
the information Aristotle derived from X.’s work on Empedokles.
The detail on the latter’s way of life could be grist to the mill of those
who are tempted to consider X.’s work on Empedokles to be bio-
graphical in nature8.

(2) The second option is that Diogenes Laertios is not quoting from
Aristotle directly but through one (or more) intermediary source(s). In
this case the picture of what may have happened to Aristotle’s quota-
tion of X. is likely to be somewhat more complicated. The text as we
have it in Laertios may in substance still reproduce what Aristotle had
to say on Empedokles with reference to X. But we are under no
obligation to believe that the portion of text which can safely be
attributed to Aristotle and X. went beyond the phrase kaqavper
Xavnqo" ejn toi'" peri; aujtou' levgei, which, indeed, seems to formally end
the quote. The participial clause, which lends a biographical flavour
to the text, is connected more or less loosely with the main sentence.
It may very well have been added by some intermediary source. In
view of the reference to Empedokles’ lifestyle, it is rather tempting to
speculate about a biographer, working with the material he found in
Aristotle and trying to improve upon him by adding as “obvious” and
supplementary proof, the reference to Empedokles’ preference for a
frugal life. This additional information need not have been taken
from X.—there were many traditions in circulation about Empe-
dokles9—but his authorship cannot be excluded. The intermediary
source can, of course, only be identified speculatively. Several names
of biographers, writing in the period after Aristotle and mentioned in
the Empedokles-chapters of Diogenes Laertios, naturally come to
mind10. Among them Hermippos (FGrHist 1026)11 and Hippobotos

8 See e.g. M (1971: 31; 32; 36; 38; 44).
9 See e.g. P (1987: 126-128).

10 Hippobotos (D. L. 8,51; 8,69; 8,72), Hermippos (D. L. 8,51;
8,56; 8,69), Satyros (D. L. 8,53; 8,58-59; 8,60), Neanthes of Kyzikos (D.
L. 8,55; 8,58; 8,72) and Hieronymos of Rhodes (D. L. 8, 57-58).

11 Among the older sources Hermippos is the one Diogenes Laertios most quoted
by name; see M (1978: 32).



     

(FGrHist 1039)12—both known authors of a biographical work on
Empedokles—present themselves as most obvious choices.

The theory that Diogenes Laertios depended on such an intermedi-
ary source for his information on Aristotle’s and X.’s views on
Empedokles is more likely than the assumption that he consulted
Aristotle for himself. Apart from Mejer’s general conclusion that
Diogenes had little or no personal knowledge of Aristotle’s works13,
which in itself inspires caution, it is worth noting that in the
Empedokles-chapters under discussion Aristotle is cited more than
once and the references are taken from different works14. It is hard to
imagine that Diogenes Laertios would have read himself through
several works of Aristotle in order to collect the information relevant
to his discussion of Empedokles. It is more in the nature of the work-
ing methods of the compilator to have drawn on his usual biographi-
cal sources, in which he found the ready-made references to Aristotle
(and his sources)15. The biographical flavour which characterizes the
statement about Empedokles as a champion of freedom may, there-
fore, very well reflect a later, post-Aristotelian stage in the develop-
ment of the fragment as we read it in Diogenes Laertios. According to
this view, the Xanthos-fragment is not likely to have been drawn
from a full-fledged biography. The phrase ejn toi'" peri; aujtou' may not

12 Cf. e.g. B (1894: 5-20), who argued that the whole Empedokles-life of
D (8,51-77) or the compilator he used, was based upon the Empedokles-
chapter in the ∆Anagrafh; tw'n filosovfwn of Hippobotos; L (1901: 77-80) considers
Hippobotos to be the intermediary between the epitome of Herakleides Lembos and
Diogenes’ Empedokles-vita. M (1978: 12-13) warns against this idea of Hippo-
botos being the source for all others, but on p. 45 he does include Hippobotos among
the authors Diogenes had direct access to. G (1983: 153) thinks that Diogenes
did not know Hippobotos at first hand.

13 See M (1978: 35-36).
14 D. L. 8,57: In his Sophist Aristotle states that Empedokles invented

rhetoric; cf. D. L. 9,25, where the same notice is given without a booktitle.
D. L. 8,57-58: In his work On Poets Aristotle calls Empedokles ÔOmhrikov" and
enumerates some of his poetic works. In other cases Diogenes refers to Aristotle
without giving any titles: D. L. 8,51: Eratosthenes relates on the authority of
Aristotle that Empedokles’ grandfather was an Olympic victor; 8,52: Aristotle and
Herakleides declare that Empedokles died at the age of 60; cf. D. L. 8,74,
where only Aristotle is mentioned; and finally the fragment under discussion, D.
L. 8,63: Aristotle calls Empedokles a champion of freedom and refers to X.

15 Cf. M (1978: 29).



      

even point to an independent work16, titles other than Ludiakav most
probably referring to some section of X.’s major historical work in
four books17.

As to the historical value of the fragment, a number of opinions can
be found in modern literature18.

Some scholars consider the story of Empedokles refusing a king-
ship as the invention of a biographer19 or as a literary topos20. But
since we know of only one other philosopher who is said to have
refused a kingship, namely Herakleitos of Ephesos, the basis for as-
suming that a literary topos is at work here turns out to be rather
small. To view the anecdote as the invention of an individual biogra-
pher does not seem convincing either: an invention of this kind would
be more characteristic of a Hellenistic biographer and, as we have
tried to show above, the information about the refusal most probably
comes from X. himself.

16 See T (1965: 184), who assumes that X. referred to Empedokles somewhere
in his Ludiakav and who translates Diogenes’ expression as “X. in what he says about
Empedokles”; cf. H (1967: 1354-1355): “Daß Xanthos außer seinem
Hauptwerke auch noch eine besondere Schrift über Empedokles verfaßt hätte, ist
nicht gerade ausgeschlossen, aber nicht eben wahrscheinlich”. Several authors spon-
taneously make the assumption that it was a work in its own right, see e.g. 
G (1893: 309-310); G Ib (1926: 244 n. 28) and Z (1967:
1374), who simply speak about a “Schrift über Empedokles” and J, FGrHist  III
C, p. 758, who edited the present fragment under the booktitle Peri; ∆Empedovkleou",
as if this was X.’s third work in addition to the Ludiakav and the Magikav. M
I (1966: 208) is of the opinion that X. dedicated a long monograph to Empedokles,
or at least a considerable digression that was considered to be a monograph; cf.
M (1971: 31). B (1988: 27) sees no reason why X. should not have
written a work on Empedokles, although he admits that some scholars are reluctant
to acknowledge such an independent work.

17 Cf. e.g.  G (1893: 315); N (1972: 689) and K (1995:
183-185), who consider X.’s Magikav to be a part of his Ludiakav.

18 For a survey of the political situation in Akragas in and around Empedokles’
time, see e.g.  W (1971: 109-131); M (1980: 55-56); W (1981: 7-
8) and A (1990).

19 See  W (1971: 169-170), who mentions this as one possible hypothesis,
and especially C (1986: 176), who considers the whole Empedokles-biogra-
phy to be “the outcome of the tradition which transforms philosophy into biography
through a biographical reading of the subject’s work”.

20 See C (1986: 177; 179). In her view the anecdote about the refusal of
kingship might have been credible, had it not occurred in Diogenes’ Herakleitos-vita
as well (D. L. 9,6 = FGrHist 508 F 10; cf. FGrHist 1035). Chitwood is of the
opinion that ancient biographers and historians told this kind of story in order to
represent their philosophers as politically aware men with democratic aims; cf. al-
ready B (1894: 131 n. 2).



     

Besides the present anecdote, there are in Diogenes’ work many
other traces of a tradition about Empedokles acting against tyranny
and oligarchy21, and hence several scholars accept that he may have
declined a throne as well22. However, the democratic tendency attrib-
uted to Empedokles seems to contradict the megalomanic attitude he
is said to have adopted in his poetry23 and his way of dressing24.
Whether this contradiction was noticed already by Timaios—as
many scholars assume—depends on the emendation of D. L.
8,6625. However, Aristotle’s hesitation concerning Empedokles’ de-
nial of kingship (ei[ ge...) might support the supposition that the debate
already started in antiquity. Vattuone26 maintained that Timaios’

21 D. L. 8,64: Timaios gives the reason why Empedokles was a democrat:
once, he was invited to a dinner by one of the archons, who did not want to serve
any wine until the servant of the senate had arrived. Upon his arrival the servant was
nominated symposiarch and all of the guests were obliged to drink wine or have it
poured over their heads. That evening Empedokles kept quiet, but the next day he
accused the magistrate and the servant (probably of tyrannical intentions) and had
them both sentenced to death; D. L. 8,65: When the doctor Akron asked the
council for a suitable place to build a monument for his father, Empedokles opposed
him in a speech peri; ijsovthto"; D. L. 8,66: Empedokles broke up the Assem-
bly of the Thousand, an oligarchical regime which had been established for three
years; D. L. 8,72: Neanthes of Kyzikos relates that after the death of
Empedokles’ father Meton, when tyranny was threatening again, Empedokles per-
suaded the Agrigentines to put an end to their rivalries and to practice political
equality.

22 See e.g. W (1905: 2507); M (1908: 5-6); B (19304: 198-
199); G (1965: 131); L (1976: 10-13); V (1991: 118-119) and
C (1992: 4207-4208).

23 Cf. D. L. 8,62 and 8,66: Empedokles boasts of his immortality.
24 Cf. D. L. 8,73: Empedokles wore a purple robe with a golden girdle,

slippers of bronze and a Delphic laurel-wreath. According to W (1981: 8 n. 33)
these details about Empedokles’ dress might be a later elaboration.

25 After relating the anecdote about Empedokles breaking up the Assemby of the
Thousand, Diogenes states that this not only proves that Empdokles was a wealthy
man, but also that he favoured the people’s cause. Then the text continues: o{ gev toi
Tivmaio" (...) ejnantivan ejschkevnai gnwvmhn aujto;n th'/ politeiva/ faivnesqai, which corre-
sponds to the preceding phrase, but raises some difficulties in regard to what follows.
Diels’ conjecture aujto;n <e[n> te th'/ politeiva/ <kai; ejn th'/ poihvsei (…)> faivnesqai,
which H II (1925: 381) translates: “he seems to have held opposite views when in
public life and when writing poetry,” fits in very well with the next sentence, the
quotation of a verse in which Empedokles declares himself to be an immortal god (cf.
n. 23). Although he admits that the text is corrupt, A (1990: 497-498) does not
agree with this and other proposed restorations of the passus.  He holds that such
emendations lack any documentary value and reflect only the opinion of the scholar
who advances them. He therefore insists on taking into account only legible words in
the text, which do not allow him to say more than that Empedokles seems to have
had ideas contrary to those of the political regime in vigour at the time.

26 V (1991: 115-117).



      

account of Empedokles’ concrete political actions was meant to coun-
teract the megalomanic image that resulted from certain parts of the
poet’s work. That even today some scholars are tempted to give
credit to these boastful verses and to the anecdotes about
Empedokles’ extravagant dress and manner is proved by the ex-
amples of Andò27 and Asheri28, who both conclude that Empedokles
was not a democrat at all29. The latter30 does not believe that
Empedokles refused a kingship, but assumes that he fell victim to the
suspicions of his political enemies and was banished after some sort of
trial31.

Though it is impossible to draw a clear line between fact and fiction
in the reports about Empedokles, it seems commendable to conclude
with Wright32 and Kirk – Raven – Schofield33 that the anecdotes
about his political life may contain some historical kernel. It is any-
thing but surprising that Empedokles should have played some part
in the affairs of his city, as he was wealthy34, came from a prominent
family35, and was associated with the origins of rhetoric36. He may

27 A (1982/3: 47-48).
28 A (1990: 499 with n. 44).
29 A (1990: 498-499) even considers the dissolution of the Thousand—of

which Empedokles would have been a member himself—to be an anti-democratic
measure. He is of the opinion that there never was a democratic assembly in
Akragas. The dissolution of the Thousand would have meant a return to the previous
oligarchic regime, after a period of timocracy during which the equestrian class had
access to the boulhv.

30 A (1990: 493-494).
31 Cf. D. L. 8,67. But there it is said that the descendants of his enemies

banished Empedokles.
32 See W (1981: 7-9).
33 See K – R – S (19832: 281-282).
34 That Empedokles was rich, can be gathered e.g. from D. L. 8, 66: ouj

movnon h\n tw'n plousivwn and 8,73: he paid dowries for many poor girls in his city.
35 On Empedokles’ family, see D. L. 8,51-54: according to Timaios and

Hermippos, his grandfather Empedokles was a man of distinction; Herakleides states
that Empedokles was descended from an illustrious family, as his grandfather kept
horses; Eratosthenes, on the authority of Aristotle, and Apollodoros record that his
grandfather was victorious in the 71st Olympiad. Empedokles’ alleged opposition to
tyranny and oligarchy are not necessarily incompatible with his aristocratic back-
ground since these political systems often harmed old aristocratic families; cf. 
W-M (1929: 653 = 1935: 510).

36 See D. L. 8,57 and 9,25: Aristotle states that Empedokles was the in-
ventor of rhetoric (cf. n. 14); D. L. 8,58: Aristotle relates that Empedokles
wrote political discourses and Satyros says he was an excellent orator, Gorgias being
one of his pupils.



     

even have declined a kingship, although the exact character of this
basileiva then becomes a matter of speculation37.
However, the notion that he refused such a dignity out of love for
frugality seems altogether less likely, since Empedokles lived anything
but a modest life38. As we have surmised above, the detail about a
frugal life may have been concocted by a later biographical source
and bear little or no relation to historical fact. If Empedokles declined
‘a crown’, he may have done so for very different reasons. Perhaps he
acted in the name of democracy39, but several other motives are also
possible. Grottanelli40, for example, followed by Kingsley41, makes a
case for interpreting Empedokles’ refusal of kingship within the con-
text of Eastern Mediterranean healers and saviours42, a typical char-
acteristic of whom seems to have been their unwillingness to trans-
form their charisma into actual power. It may be concluded that a
definitive answer to all of the historical questions raised by the frag-
ment under discussion seems beyond reach and that we may perhaps
have to accept that Empedokles’ exact political attitude remains hid-
den behind the legend of his life.

Guido S – Els T

37 B (1988: 27) suggests it may have been a magistracy like that of the King
Archon in Athens or a hereditary kingship, perhaps a priesthood; A (1990: 494)
thinks of an elective aijsumnhteiva; cf. already  W (1971: 170), who mentions
this as one of several possibilities. Maybe Empedokles was offered a kingship in
reward for the benefits he had rendered to the city; for other examples of such a
procedure, see B (1993: 238-239). On different forms of basileiva, see e.g.
C (1984: 487-491) and B (1993: 203-245).

38 Cf. L (1976: 12).
39 Cf. V (1991: 119), who holds that Timaios wanted to correct the state-

ment about a frugal life by relating the anecdote about the symposium (D. L.
8,64 = FGrHist 566 F 134; cf. n. 21). However, since Timaios’ account is introduced
as a confirmation (Ta; d∆ aujta; kai; Tivmaio" ei[rhke), it seems more likely that he wanted
to express his agreement with Aristotle’s assertion that Empedokles was ejleuvqeron
kai; pavsh" ajrch'" ajllovtrion.

40 See G (1982: 660-662).
41 See K (1995: 186-187).
42 Empedokles was also known as a miracle-worker, cf. D. L. 8,60-61; 67;

69 and 70; P., Vita Pyth., 29; I., Vita Pyth., 135; see also Suda E 1002-1003
s.v. ∆Empedoklh'". Empedokles’ oriental background has been emphasized by several
scholars; for references, see K (1995: 187 n. 91).
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1002 (= 107). Stesimbrotos of Thasos
(c. 470–425 ..)

T

1 P. Cim. 4,5: Sthsivmbroto" d’ oJ Qavsio" peri; to;n aujto;n oJmou` ti crovnon

tw/` Kivmwni gegonwv" (cf. F 4).

2 A. 13,56 p. 589d: Sthsivmbroto" oJ Qavsio" iJstorei,̀ kata; tou;" aujtou;"

aujtw/` (sc. Periklei)̀ crovnou" genovmeno" kai; eJwrakw;" aujtovn, ejn tw/`

ejpigrafomevnw/ Peri; Qemistoklevou" kai; Qoukudivdou kai; Periklevou" (cf. F

10a).

3 P. Ion 530c-d: oi\mai kavllista ajnqrwvpwn levgein peri;  JOmhvrou, wJ" ou[te

Mhtrovdwro" oJ Lamyakhno;" ou[te Sthsivmbroto" oJ Qavsio" ou[te Glauvkwn

(FGrHist IV B) ou[te a[llo" oujdei;" tw`n pwvpote genomevnwn e[scen eijpei`n ou{tw

polla;" kai; kala;" dianoiva" peri;  JOmhvrou o{sa" ejgwv.

4 X. Symp. 3,6: oi\sqav ti ou\n e[qno" ... hjliqiwvteron rJayw/dw`n… ... su; de; (sc.

Nikhvrate) Sthsimbrovtw/ te kai;  ∆Anaximavndrw/ (FGrHist 9 T 3) kai; a[lloi"

polloi`" polu; devdwka" ajrguvrion, w{ste ojudevn se tw`n pollou` ajxivwn levlhqe.

5 Suda A 2681 s.v. ∆Antivmaco" Kolofwvnio": ... tine;" de; kai; oijkevthn aujto;n

ajnevgrayan Panuavsido" tou` poihtou`, pavnu yeusavmenoi. h\n ga;r aujtou`

ajkousth;" kai; Sthsimbrovtou.

F

1. PERI QEMISTOKLEOUS KAI QOUKUDIDOU KAI PERIKLEOUS

(F 1-11)

1 (= FHG II p. 52 F 1) P. Them. 2,5-6: Kaivtoi Sthsivmbroto"

∆Anaxagovrou te diakou`sai to;n Qemistokleva fhsi; kai; peri; Mevlisson

spoudavsai to;n fusikovn, oujk eu\ tw`n crovnwn aJptovmeno": Periklei` ga;r, o}" polu;

newvtero" h\n Qemistoklevou", Mevlisso" me;n ajntestrathvgei poliorkou`nti Samivou",

∆Anaxagovra" de; sundievtribe. Ma`llon ou\n a[n ti" prosevcoi toi`" Mnhsifivlou to;n

Qemistokleva tou` Frearrivou zhlwth;n genevsqai levgousin ktl.
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1002 (= 107). Stesimbrotos of Thasos
(c. 470–425 ..)

T

1 Stesimbrotos of Thasos, a close contemporary of Kimon’s.

2 As recorded by Stesimbrotos of Thasos, a contemporary of his (sc. Perikles)
who had seen him, in his book entitled On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles.

3 In my opinion I am the best speaker of all men on Homer, and neither
Metrodoros of Lampsakos, nor Stesimbrotos of Thasos nor Glaukon or
anybody else, who has ever lived, could express so many and such beautiful
thoughts on Homer as I can.

4 Do you know a more foolish kind of people than the reciters of epic
poems? ... But you (sc. Nikeratos) gave Stesimbrotos and Anaximandros and
many others much money with the intention, that nothing of great value
should escape your notice.
5 Antimachos: A man from Kolophon ... some authors—completely mis-
taken in their opinion—wrote that he was a servant of Panyasis the poet; for
he was his and Stesimbrotos’ disciple.

F

1. ON THEMISTOKLES, THUKYDIDES AND PERIKLES

1 In spite of this Stesimbrotos asserts that Themistokles was a pupil of
Anaxagoras and attended the lectures of Melissos the physicist. But here he

is obviously mistaken in his dates, for when Perikles, who was much younger than

Themistokles, was besieging Samos, Melissos was the general who opposed him, while

Anaxagoras was one of Perikles’ intimate friends. For this reason it is easier to believe

those writers who say that Themistokles was an admirer of Mnesiphilos, a member of

the same deme of Phrearrus.
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2 (FHG -) P. Them. 4,4-5: jEk de; touvtou kata; mikro;n uJpavgwn kai;

katabibavzwn th;n povlin pro;" th;n qavlattan, wJ" ta; peza; me;n oujde; toi`"

oJmovroi" ajxiomavcou" o[nta", th`/ d’ ajpo; tw`n new`n ajlkh`/ kai; tou;" barbavrou"

ajmuvnasqai kai; th`"  ÔEllavdo" a[rcein dunamevnou", ajnti; monivmwn oJplitw`n, w{"

fhsin oJ Plavtwn (P. Leg. 706c), naubavta" kai; qalassivou" ejpoivhse, kai;

diabolh;n kaq’ eJautou` ̀ parevscen, wJ" a[ra Qemistoklh`" to; dovru kai; th;n

ajspivda tw`n politw`n parelovmeno" eij" uJphrevsion kai; kwvphn sunevsteile to;n

∆Aqhnaivwn dh`mon.  [Epraxe de; tau`ta Miltiavdou krathvsa" ajntilevgonto", wJ"

iJstorei` Sthsivmbroto".

3 (= FHG F 2) P. Them. 24,6-25,1: jEkei` d’ aujtw`/ th;n gunai`ka kai; tou;"

paid̀a" ejkklevya" ejk tw`n  ∆Aqhnw`n  ∆Epikravth" oJ  ∆Acarneu;" ajpevsteilen: o}n

ejpi; touvtw/ Kivmwn u{steron krivna" ejqanavtwsen, wJ" iJstorei ̀Sthsivmbroto".

Ei\t’ oujk oi\d’ o{pw" ejpilaqovmeno" touvtwn h] to;n Qemistokleva poiw`n

ejpilaqovmenon, pleùsaiv fhsin eij" Sikelivan kai; par’ ÔIevrwno" aijtei`n tou`

turavnnou th;n qugatevra pro;" gavmon, uJpiscnouvmenon aujtw`/ tou;" ”Ellhna"

uJphkovou" poihvsein: ajpotriyamevnou de; tou ̀ JIevrwno" ou{tw" eij" th;n  ∆Asivan

ajpa`rai. Tau`ta d’ oujk eijkov" ejstin ou{tw genevsqai.

4 (= FHG F 3) P. Cim. 4,4-8: Miltiavdh" me;n ou\n penthvkonta talavntwn

ojflw;n divkhn kai; pro;" th;n e[ktisin eiJrcqeiv", ejteleuvthsen ejn tw`/

desmwthrivvw/, Kivmwn de; meiravkion pantavpasin ajpoleifqei;" meta; th`"

ajdelfh`" e[ti kovrh" ou[sh" kai; ajgavmou, to;n prw`ton hjdovxei crovnon ejn th`/

povlei kai; kakw`" h[kouen wJ" a[takto" kai; polupovth" kai; tw`/ pappw`/ Kivmwni

proseoikw;" th;n fuvsin, o{n di’ eujhvqeiavn fasi Koavlemon prosagoreuqh`nai.

Sthsivmbroto" d’ oJ Qavsio", peri; to;n aujto;n oJmou` ti crovnon tw`/ Kivmwni

gegonw;", fhsi;n au jto ;n ou [te mousikh ;n ou [t’  a [llo ti ma vqhma tw `n

e jleuqhri vwn kai ;  toi `" ”Ellhsin e jpicwriazo vntwn e jkdidacqh `nai,

deino vthto v" te kai ;  stwmuli va"  ∆Attikh `" o {lw" a jphlla vcqai, kai ;

tw ` /  tro vpw /  polu ;  to ;  gennai `on kai ;  a jlhqe ;" e jnupa vrcein, kai ;

ma `llon ei \nai Peloponnh vsion to ;  sch `ma th `" yuch `" tou `  a jndro v",

faul̀on, a[komyon, ta; mevgist’ ajgaqovn,

kata; to;n Eujripivdeion  ÔHrakleva (E. Licymn. F 473 N). Tau`ta ga;r e[sti toi`"

uJpo; tou` Sthsimbrovtou gegrammevnoi" ejpeipei`n.  [Eti de; nevo" w]n aijtivan e[sce plhsiavzein th`/
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2 After this he continued to work on the Athenians little by little and turn
their thoughts in the direction of the sea. He told them that their army
was no match even for their nearest neighbours, the Boeotians, but that
with the power they would command in their fleet they could not only
drive off the barbarians, but become the leaders of all Greece. He turned
them, to use Plato’s phrase, from steadfast hoplites into sea-tossed
mariners, and he earned for himself the charge that he had deprived the
Athenians of the spear and the shield and degraded them to the rowing
bench and the oar. What is more he succeeded, as Stesimbrotos tells us,
in forcing through this policy in spite of the opposition of Miltiades.

3 Epikrates of Acharnai smuggled Themistokles’ wife and children out of
Athens to join him in Epeiros, and for this action, according to
Stesimbrotos, he was afterwards prosecuted by Kimon and put to death.
But a little later Stesimbrotos in some way or other either forgets this
episode himself or makes Themistokles forget it, and tells us that he sailed
to Sicily and asked for the hand of the daughter of the tyrant Hieron,
promising to make the Greeks subject to him, but that Hieron refused
him and so he then sailed for Asia. This account seems unlikely.

4 Miltiades had been condemned by the Athenians to pay a fine of fifty
talents. He was thrown into prison until he could find the money, and
there he died. Kimon, who was scarcely more than a boy, was thus left
with his sister, who was also young and unmarried. For some time his
career was entirely undistinguished, except that he earned a bad name
for disorderly behaviour, heavy drinking, and in general for taking after
his grandfather, Kimon, who was said to have been so stupid that he was
nicknamed Koalemos, or The Booby. Stesimbrotos of Thasos, who was a
near contemporary of Kimon’s, says that he never acquired a
literary education or any other of the liberal accom-
plishments which a Greek normally possessed, and that he
was without a spark of true Attic cleverness and eloquence;
on the other hand he adds that his manner gave an
impression of great nobility and candour and that the spirit
of the man seemed altogether more Peloponnesian (sc . than
Athenian).

His nature was unadorned / forthright and at its best in times of crisis,

as Euripides wrote of Herakles, and we may add this judgement to the character

Stesimbrotos has given Kimon. While he was still a young man, he was accused of
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ajdelfh`/: kai; ga;r oujd’ a[llw" th;n  ∆Elpinivkhn eu[taktovn tina gegonevnai levgousin, ajlla; kai;

pro;" Poluvgnwton ejxamartei`n to;n zw/gravfon, kai; dia; tou`tov fasin ejn th`/ Peisianakteivw/

tovte kaloumevnh/ (Poikivlh/ de; nu`n) stoa`/ gravfonta ta;" Trw/avda" to; th`" Laodivkh" poih`sai

provswpon ejn eijkovni th`"  ∆Elpinivkh".  JO de; Poluvgnwto" oujk h\n tw`n banauvswn, oujd’ ajp’

ejrgolabiva" e[grafe th;n stoavn, ajlla; proi`ka, filotimouvmeno" pro;" th;n povlin, wJ" oi{ te

suggrafei`" iJstorou`si kai; Melavnqio" oJ poihth;" (F. 1 D = vol. II2 p. 82 F 1 W)

levgei to;n trovpon tou`ton:

auJtou` ga;r dapavnaisi qew`n naou;" ajgoravn te

Kekropivan kovsmh"’ hJmiqevwn ajretai`".

Eijsi; d’ oi} th;n  ∆Elpinivkhn ouj kruvfa tw`/ Kivmwni, fanerw`" de; ghmamevmhn sunoikh`sai

levgousin, ajxivou th`" eujgeneiva" numfivou dia; th;n penivan ajporou`san: ktl.

5 (= FHG F 4) P. Cim. 14,3-5: jEkei`qen de; rJa/divw" ejpibh`nai

Makedoniva" kai; pollh;n ajpotemevsqai parasco;n wJ" ejdovkei, mh; qelhvsa"

aijtivan e[sce dwvroi" uJpo; tou` basilevw" ∆Alexavndrou sumpepei`sqai, kai;

divkhn e[fuge tw`n ejcqrw`n sustavntwn ejp’ aujtovn. ∆Apologouvmeno" de; pro;"

tou;" dikastav", oujk  jIwvnwn e[fh proxenei`n oujde; Qessalw`n plousivwn o[ntwn

w{sper eJtevrou", i{na qerapeuvwntai kai; lambavnwsin, ajlla; Lakedaimonivwn,

mimouvmeno" kai; ajgapw`n th;n par’ aujtoi`" eujtevleian kai; swfrosuvnhn, h|"

oujdevna protima`n plou`ton, ajlla; ploutivzwn ajpo; tw`n polemivwn th;n povlin

ajgavllesqai. Mnhsqei;" de; th`" krivsew" ejkeivnh" oJ Sthsivmbrotov" fhsi

th ;n  ∆Elpini vkhn u Jpe ;r tou `  Ki vmwno" deome vnhn e jlqei `n e jpi ;  ta ;"

qu vra" tou `  Perikle vou" - ou |to" ga ;r h \n tw `n kathgo vrwn o J

sfodro vtato" -, to ;n de ;  meidia vsanta “grau `" ei \” fa vnai “grau `", w \

∆Elpini vkh, w J" thlikau `ta diapra vttesqai pra vgmata”: plh ;n e j vn

ge th`/  di vkh/  pra /o vtaton gene vsqai tw` /  Ki vmwni kai ;  pro ;" th ;n

kathgori van a {pax a jnasqh `nai mo vnon w {sper a jfosiou vmenon.

6 (= FHG F 5) P. Cim. 16,1-2: «Hn me;n ou\n ajp’ ajrch`" filolavkwn, kai;

twǹ ge paivdwn tw`n diduvmwn to;n e{teron Lakedaimovnion wjnovmase, to;n d’

e{teron  ∆Hlei`on, ejk gunaiko;" aujtw`/ Kleitoriva" genomevnou", wJ"

Sthsivmbroto" iJstorei`: dio; pollavki" Perikleva to; mhtrw`/on aujtoi`" gevno"

ojneidivzein. Diovdwro" d’ oJ perihghth;" (FGrHist 372 F 37) kai; touvtou" fhsi; kai; to;n
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having committed incest with his sister. Indeed, Elpinike is said to have been careless

of her virtue on other occasions, too, and to have been the mistress of Polygnotos the

painter. This is the origin of the story that when he was painting the Trojan women in

what was then called the Peisianakteion, but is now the Stoa Poikile, he introduced

Elpinike’s features into the portrait of Laodike. Polygnotos was far from being a mere

craftsman and he did not make a contract to decorate the Colonnade, but undertook the

work for nothing simply out of the desire to honour his city. We learn this from the

historians and from the poet Melanthios, who wrote:

“He at his own expense adorned the Cecropian market and the god’s temples:

his theme told of the heroes’ great deeds”.

Others have said that there was nothing clandestine about Elpinike’s relations with

Kimon, but that she lived quite openly with him as his wife, because she was too poor

to find a husband worthy of her noble birth.

5 From this base he might easily, so the Athenians considered, have
invaded Macedonia and seized possession of a large part of its territory.
But because he had no wish to do this, he was accused of having been
bought off by King Alexander, and his enemies combined to impeach
him. In his defence at the trial he told the judges that he was not, like
some Athenians, the paid representative (proxenos) of rich Ionians or
Thessalians, to be courted or rewarded for his services, but rather of
Lacedaemonians, whose simplicity and moderation he was glad to
imitate. He added that he preferred these qualities to any amount of
riches, but took pride in enriching his own city with the spoils he won
from her enemies. In mentioning this trial Stesimbrotos says that
Elpinike came to Perikles’ house to plead with him for her
brother, since he was the most determined of Kimon’s
accusers, and he adds that Perikles smiled and said: “You are
long past the age, Elpinike, for taking a hand in affairs like
this”. However, at the trial he proved the mildest of Kimon’s
prosecutors and rose only once to press the charges against
him, as though his doing so were a mere formality.
6 It is certainly true that from the very beginning of his career he was
sympathetic to the Spartans. He actually named one of his three sons
Lakedaimonios and another Eleios. These were the children whom a
woman of Kleitor bore him, as Stesimbrotos tells us, and for this reason
Perikles often reproached them with their descent on their mother’s side.
However, Diodoros the topographer maintains that these two, as well as Kimon’s
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trivton tw`n Kivmwno" uiJw`n Qessalo;n ejx  jIsodivkh" gegonevnai th`"  ∆Euruptolevmou tou`

Megaklevou".

7 (= FHG F 6) P. Cim 16,3:  [Epeita dunatwvteroi genovmenoi kai; to;n

Kivmwna toi`" Spartiavtai" oujk hjrevma proskeivmenon oJrw`nte" h[cqonto.

Kai; ga;r aujto;" ejpi; panti; megaluvnwn th;n Lakedaivmona pro;"  ∆Aqhnaivou",

kai; mavlista o{te tuvcoi memfovmeno" aujtoi`" h] paroxuvnwn, w{" fhvsi

Sthsivmbroto", ei jw vqei le vgein: “ajll’  ou j  Lakedaimo vnioi v  ge toiou `-

toi”. ”Oqen fqovnon eJautw`/ sunh`ge kai; dusmevneiavn tina para; tw`n politw`n.

8 (= FHG F 7) P. Per. 26,1: jEpei; de; meivzwn e{tero" stovlo" h\lqen ejk

twǹ  ∆Aqhnw`n kai; pantelw`" katekleivsqhsan oiJ Savmioi, labw;n oJ Periklh`"

eJxhvkonta trihvrei" e[pleusen eij" to;n e[xw povnton, wJ" me;n oiJ plei`stoi levgousi,

Foinisswǹ new`n ejpikouvrwn toi`" Samivoi" prosferomevnwn, ajpanth`sai kai; diagwnivsasqai

porrwtavtw boulovmeno", w J" de ;  Sthsi vmbroto", e jpi ;  Ku vpron stello vme-

no": o{per ouj dokeì piqano;n ei\nai.

9 (= FHG F 8) P. Per. 8,9:  JO de; Sthsivmbrotov" fhsin, o {ti tou ;" e jn

Sa vmw /  teqnhko vta" e jgkwmia vzwn e jpi ;  tou `  bh vmato" a jqana vtou"

e [lege gegone vnai kaqa vper tou ;" qeou v": ou jde ;  ga ;r e jkei vnou"

au jtou ;" o Jrw `men, a jlla ;  tai `" timai `" a }" e [cousi kai ;  toi `" a jgaqoi `"

a }  pare vcousin a jqana vtou" ei \nai tekmairo vmeqa: tau [t’  ou \n

u Jpa vrcein kai ;  toi `" u Jpe ;r th `" patri vdo" a jpoqanou `sin.

10a (= FHG F 10) A. 13,56 p. 589d/e:  «Hn d’ ou|to" <oJ> ajnh;r pro;"

ajfrodivsia pavnu kataferhv": o{sti" kai; th/` tou` uiJou` gunaiki; sunh`n, wJ"

Sthsivmbroto" oJ Qavsio" iJstorei`, kata; tou;" aujtou;" aujtw`/ crovnou" genovmeno"

kai; eJwrakw;" aujtovn, ejn tw`/ ejpigrafomevnw/ Peri; Qemistoklevou" kai;

Qoukudivdou kai; Periklevou".

10b (= FHG F 9) P. Per. 13,15-16: Dexavmenoi de; to;n lovgon oiJ kwmikoi; (Adesp.

F 702 K – A) pollh;n ajsevlgeian aujtou` kateskevdasan, ei[" te th;n Menivppou

gunai`ka diabavllonte", ajndro;" fivlou kai; uJpostrathgouǹto", ei[" te ta;" Purilavmpou"

ojrniqotrofiva", o{" eJtai`ro" w[n Periklevou" aijtivan ei\ce taw`na" uJfievnai tai`" gunaixi;n ai|" oJ

Periklh`" ejplhsivaze. Kai; tiv a[n ti" ajnqrwvpou" saturikou;" toi`" bivoi" kai; ta;" kata; tw`n

kreittovnwn blasfhmiva" w{sper daivmoni kakw`/ tw`/ fqovnw/ tw`n pollw`n ajpoquvonta" eJkavstote

qaumavseien, o{pou kai; Sthsivmbroto" oJ Qavsio" deino;n ajsevbhma kai; musẁde"

90 th;n S : to;n U 102 oujde; S : ouj U 104 a} parevcousin Bryan : a{per e[cousin codd.
104 ajqanavtou" del. Sauppe 104 tau[t’ Corais : tau`t’ libri, quod tuetur Schaefer 106 oJ add. Kaibel
112 ajsevlgeia U1 113 sustrathgou`nto" Cobet 117 muqw`de" em. Cobet
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third son, Thessalos, were born to Isodike, the daughter of Euryptolemos and grand-

daughter of Megakles.

7 But afterwards, when their power had grown and they saw that Kimon
was wholeheartedly attached to the Spartans, they resented this, not least
because of his tendency to sing the praises of Sparta to the Athenians
whenever he had occasion to reproach them or spur them on. At such
moments, so Stesimbrotos tells us, he would say: “But the
Lacedaemonians are not that kind of people”. This habit alone
created a great deal of jealousy and dislike of him among the Athenians.
8 But soon a second and larger fleet arrived from Athens and the
islanders were then completely blockaded. At this point Perikles took
sixty triremes and sailed out into the open sea: most authorities agree that his

object was to intercept a fleet of Phoenician ships on their way to help the Samians,

and to engage them as far away from the island as possible. According to
Stesimbrotos, however, his intention was to attack Cyprus, but

this seems extremely unlikely.
9 Stesimbrotos also records that in his Funeral oration for those
who had fallen in the war against Samos, Perikles declared
that these men had become immortal like the gods: “for we
cannot see the gods”, he said, “but we believe them to be
immortal from the honours we pay them and the blessings we
receive from them, and so it is with those who have given
their lives for their country”.

10a He was a man in fact very prone to love affairs. He even consorted with
his son’s wife, as recorded by Stesimbrotos of Thasos, a contemporary of
Perikles, who had seen him, in his book entitled On Themistokles, Thukydides,
and Perikles.

10b The comic poets took up this story and showered Perikles with all the innuendos

they could invent, coupling his name with the wife of Menippos, a man who was his

friend and had served as his second-in-command in the army. Even Pyrilampes’

fondness for keeping birds was dragged in, and because he was a friend of Perikles, he

was accused of using his peacocks as presents for the women who granted Perikles

their favours. The fact is that men who know nothing of decency in their own lives are

only too ready to launch foul slanders against their betters and to offer them up as

victims to the evil deity of popular envy. And, indeed, we can hardly be surprised at

this, when we find that even Stesimbrotos of Thasos has dared to give
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ejxenegkeiǹ ejtovlmhsen eij" th;n gunai`ka tou` uiJou` kata; tou` Periklevou"…

ou{tw" e[oike pavnth/ calepo;n ei\nai kai; dusqhvraton iJstoriva/ tajlhqev", o{tan oiJ me;n u{steron

gegonovte" to;n crovnon e[cwsin ejpiprosqou`nta th`/ gnwvsei tw`n pragmavtwn, hJ de; tw`n

pravxewn kai; tw`n bivwn hJlikiw`ti" iJstoriva ta; me;n fqovnoi" kai; dusmeneivai", ta; de;

carizomevnh kai; kolakeuvousa lumaivnhtai kai; diastrevfh/ th;n ajlhvqeian.

11 (= FHG F 11) P. Per. 36,1-6: Ta; d’ oijkei`a mocqhrw`" ei\cen aujtw`/, kata; to;n

loimo;n oujk ojlivgou" ajpobalovnti tw`n ejpithdeivwn, kai; stavsei diatetaragmevna povrrwqen.

ÔO ga;r presbuvtero" aujtou` tw`n gnhsivwn uiJw`n Xavnqippo", fuvsei te dapanhro;" w]n kai;

gunaiki; neva/ kai; polutelei` sunoikw`n, Teisavndrou qugatri; tou`  ∆Epiluvkou, calepw`"

e[fere th;n tou` patro;" ajkrivbeian, glivscra kai; kata; mikro;n aujtw`/ corhgou`nto". Pevmya"

ou\n prov" tina tw`n fivlwn e[laben ajrguvrion wJ" tou` Periklevou" keleuvsanto". ∆Ekeivnou d’

u{steron ajpaitou`nto", oJ me;n Periklh`" kai; divkhn aujtw`/ prosevlace, to; de; meiravkion oJ

Xavnqippo" ejpi; touvtw/ calepw`" diateqei;" ejloidovrei to;n patevra, prw`ton me;n ejkfevrwn ejpi;

gevlwti ta;" oi[koi diatriba;" aujtou` kai; tou;" lovgou" ou{" ejpoiei`to meta; tw`n sofistw`n.

Pentavqlou gavr tino" ajkontivw/ patavxanto" ∆Epivtimon to;n Farsavlion ajkousivw" kai;

kteivnanto", hJmevran o{lhn ajnalw`sai meta; Prwtagovrou diaporou`nta, povteron to; ajkovntion

h] to;n balovnta ma`llon h] tou;" ajgwnoqevta" kata; to;n ojrqovtaton lovgon aijtivou" crh; tou`

pavqou" hJgei`sqai. Pro;" de; touvtoi" kai; th;n peri; th`" gunaiko;" diabolh;n uJpo;

tou` Xanqivppou fhsi;n oJ Sthsivmbroto" eij" tou;" pollou;" diasparh`nai, kai;

o{lw" ajnhvkeston a[cri th`" teleuth`" tw`/ neanivskw/ pro;" to;n patevra diamei`nai

th;n diaforavn: ajpevqane ga;r oJ Xanqivppo" ejn tw`/ loimw`/ noshvsa".

2. PERI OMHROU

cf. FGrHist IV B
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currency to the shocking and completely unfounded charge that Perikles
seduced his son’s wife. This only goes to show how thickly the truth is hedged

around with obstacles and how hard it is to track down by historical research. Writers

who live after the events they describe find that their view of them is obscured by the

lapse of time, while those who investigate the deeds and lives of their contemporaries

are equally apt to corrupt and distort the truth, in some cases because of envy or

private hatred, in others through the desire to flatter or show favour.

11 But his private affairs now caused him great distress. He had lost some of his

closest friends in the plague and his affections had for some time past been torn by a

family feud. Xanthippos, the eldest of his legitimate sons, was a spendthrift by nature,

who had married a young and extravagant wife, the daughter of Teisander, Epilykos’

son. Xanthippos resented his father’s passion for economy and the meagre allowance

he was given, and still more the fact that he only received it in small instalments. He

therefore approached one of Perikles’ friends and borrowed money from him,

pretending that this was on Perikles’ instructions. When the friend later asked for

repayment, Perikles, so far from settling the debt, brought an action against him.

Young Xanthippos was furious and began openly to abuse his father, telling stories to

raise a laugh against him about his management of affairs at home and his

conversations with sophists. For example, there was an athlete who had accidentally

hit Epitimos the Pharsalian with a javelin and killed him, and Perikles wasted an entire

day, according to Xanthippos, arguing with Protagoras as to whether, “in the strictest

sense”, it was the javelin, or the man who threw it, or the judges of the games, who

should be held responsible for the accident. According to Stesimbrotos it was
also Xanthippos who put about the scandalous story concerning his own
wife’s association with Perikles, and he says that to the very end of
Xanthippos ’ life the quarrel between him and his father was never made
up, for the young man fell sick and died during the plague.

2. ON HOMER

(cf. IV B)
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1002 (= 107). Stesimbrotos of Thasos
(c. 470–425 ..)

Introduction and commentary on T 1-5

In volume II B of FGrHist Jacoby collected the fragments of S.’s of
Thasos work which has come down to us under the title On Themisto-
kles, Thukydides and Perikles1. But Jacoby did not print exactly the same
text as the later and currently still leading scholarly edition of Plut-
arch’s lives of Kimon, Perikles and Themistokles by Ziegler in the
Teubner series. In the following sample the Greek text and the appa-
ratus criticus follow Ziegler (with modifications); hence there are some
minor changes in the texts in comparison with Jacoby’s edition,
which is our justification for reprinting the Greek text of a work, the
fragments of which have already been included in FGrHist 107 F 1-
11. Other differences result from situating the relevant passages of
some fragments from Plutarch’s Lives in a larger context than Jacoby
did or presenting the texts in another typographic form (that is in
small, normal or expanded letters). The Greek text of the fragment
from Athenaios’ Deipnosophistai is taken from Kaibel’s2 edition (with
modifications) and does not differ from that of Jacoby. Since the time
of Jacoby’s collection no papyri containing new fragments from On
Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles have been found.

Jacoby’s introduction to the life and works of S.3 bear witness to his
admirable talent for characterizing an author concisely. Jacoby’s in-
troduction and commentary and Laqueur’s short article on S. in RE4

still form the basis for the scholarly discussion on S.’s life and works
and his place in the history of Greek literature. Hence a new com-
mentary in the present collection requires some words of justification.
The reader of the present collection should notice that remarks on
the dates and facts of S.’s life and that commentaries on single frag-
ments have been intentionally limited to basic facts. The main aim is
to update Jacoby’s commentary and to trace the course of the discus-
sion in classical scholarship on S. and on the fifth-century roots of
Greek historiography and biography as literary genres. Jacoby’s own

1 FGrHist 107 F 1-11 (1929 = 1962) with short commentaries on the fragments (II
B, p. 345-349).

2 K (1887-1890).
3 Cf. J FGrHist 107 (II B, p. 343-344).
4 L (1929: 2463-2467).

   





opinion on S. and on the work under discussion was questioned in the
subsequent decades by a number of scholars. The most influential
modern views have been those of Schachermeyr5, Coletti6, Meister7,
Strasburger8, Carawan9 and recently Tsakmakis10. Hence after some
necessary remarks on the life and the other works of S. I shall concen-
trate on characterizing the views of Jacoby and the above-mentioned
scholars.

S. of Thasos had a reputation among his contemporaries as a rJayw/-
dov" (cf. T 4 and F 21-25) and as an expert on the interpretation of
Homer’s epics (T 3)11. In Plato’s Ion the famous reciter of epic poems
Ion gives praise to S., Metrodoros of Lampsakos and Glaukon12. It is
important to bear in mind that S. was first and foremost looked upon
(and probably saw himself) as a professional performer of and expert
on epics, but not as a historian or biographer. Antimachos of Kolo-
phon, one of S.’s pupils (T 5), followed in his footsteps by pursuing a
career as poet, learned scholar and prolific writer.

There can be no doubt that S. personally knew some of the leading
Athenian statesmen of the fifth century, especially Kimon and Peri-
kles (cf. T 1-2). Both Plutarch and Athenaios stress S.’ contemporane-
ity  with his subjects. Maybe S. himself had also stressed this point. S.
died in the 420’s (a short time?) after Perikles’ death and the end of
the plague (cf. F 11). The born Thasian had been living in Athens for
a certain time, but we have no exact dates. S. may have left his native
soil as early as 463 .. after Kimon had suppressed the rebellion of
the Thasians. Strasburger13 presumed that S.’s Athenian sojourn is to
be dated before the publication of his work On Themistokles, Thukydides
and Perikles. This chronological guess, however, depends on Strasbur-
ger’s interpretation of the general outlook of that work, which he took
to be a harsh denunciation of the leading democratic statesmen and

5 S (1965: 1-23 = 1974: 151-174).
6 C (1974-75: 61-125).
7 M (1978: 274-294).
8 S (1986: 1-11 = 1990: 341-351).
9 C (1989: 144-161).

10 T (1995: 129-152).
11 See R (1975: 65-81, especially p. 71-72); G – C (1988: 69).
12 See N (1958: 4) on Glaukon who is mentioned in A. Poet. 25 p.

1461b 1. It is not necessary to change the name Glaukon and to read Glaukos (of
Rhegion), author of a work entitled Peri; tw`n ajrcaivwn poihtw`n kai; mousikẁn (edition
and commentary forthcoming in FGrHist IV B).

13 S (1990: 348-351).

   





of the whole imperialistic foreign policy of Athens, which had as-
sumed the role of the hegemonical power of the Delian Confederacy.
As it is, we have in the undisputed fragments no hint in regard to the
exact date of the publication of this work, although Jacoby’s opinion
that it was one of his latest works and was completed soon after the
death of Perikles is still an attractive theory. The fact that Kleon is
never alluded to in our fragments can hardly be the outcome of pure
accident or the small number of fragments preserved from S.’s works.

It is not difficult to see why a specialist in explaining and in perform-
ing the Homeric epics and a man obviously interested in religion
chose to write a book On Homeric Problems, some fragments of which
we possess14, and a treatise On Mystery-Cults  (Peri; teletw`n)15. Specula-
tions that because of his attested interest in mystery-cults S. may even
be the author of the famous Orphic Derveni-papyrus are not con-
vincing, although S. does seem to have been familiar with Orphic
religion16. Anyway, On Mystery-Cults is of great interest for research in
the field of Greek religion, as On Homeric Problems is for Homeric
scholarship. On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles, however, remains
S.’s only work of interest for the present collection of fragments per-
taining to Greek biography. Eleven fragments of this remarkable trea-
tise have come down to us and are all to be found in three of Plut-
arch’s biographies (Themistokles, Kimon and Perikles), with the exception
of one important quotation from Athenaios’ Deipnosophistai (F 10a). It
is striking that no other extant ancient author before Plutarch quotes
from this work of S. over a period of more than 500 years. But this
fact only bears witness to the rarity of S.’s work and may not be used
to jump to conclusions concerning its literary qualities or importance
as a source for the lives of leading Athenian statesmen of the fifth
century .. The simple fact that ten out of eleven fragments are from
Plutarch makes it difficult to classify S.’s work in a given literary genre
and to attempt generalizing statements on its tendency. Some of the
fragments may be more characteristic of Plutarch’s interests as a biog-
rapher and excerptor than of the general style of the original work.

14 S FGrHist 107 T 3-4 on his reputation as a reciter and explainer of
epic poems and F 21-25, which contain pieces of historical information on Homer (F
21-22) and discuss hermeneutical problems (F 23-25).

15 S FGrHist 107 F 12 and probably also F 13-20 (and 26-27 ?),
although these fragments have come down to us without a reference to On Mystery-
Cults as their original source.

16 Cf. B (1986: 1-5).

   





Jacoby took On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles to be our earliest
known example of a political pamphlet in Greek literature: “das
waren keine memoiren, wie Ions jEpidhmivai—denn St. hat Themisto-
kles sicher nicht mehr gesehen—, auch kein geschichtliches oder
biographisches werk ..... der inhalt zeigt vielmehr zweifelsfrei, daß es
eine politische tendenzschrift war ... die älteste uns bekannte und wohl
wirklich die erste in der reihe der meist feindseligen musterungen der
athenischen volksführer”17. Its aim was, according to Jacoby and his
followers, to attack the imperialistic foreign policy of Athens and the
hegemonical city’s behaviour towards its former allies in the Delian
Confederacy. It was written from the point of view of the allies, which
included the Thasians, who were suppressed by Athens. Jacoby drew
comparisons between On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles and the
well-known anonymous pamphlet which is usually refered to as the
Athenaion Politeia of Pseudo-Xenophon (or the treatise of the so-called
“Old Oligarch”)18. But whereas the “Old Oligarch” concentrated his
criticism on Athens’ democratic constitution and explained Athens’
imperialist foreign policy as a function and consequence of this con-
stitution, S. based his fundamental criticism of Athens on the charac-
ter and the faults of the city’s leading statesmen as the typical repre-
sentatives of the “spirit of Athens” and her imperialistic foreign policy
and as models of “democratic man”. If On Themistokles, Thukydides and
Perikles was a pamphlet, one would like to know which of the leading
Athenian politicians or who outside Athens actually used this pam-
phlet in an attack against Athenian naval imperialism, for which
Themistokles had laid the foundation with his naval bill and which
had reached its peak under Perikles’ leadership.

At first sight, this interpretation of the character and aims of S. looks
attractive. But there are some weak points in it, which were picked up

17 J in his introduction to the commentary on FGrHist 107  (II B, p. 343);
Jacoby was deeply influenced in his opinion of S. by W-M
(1877: 326-367, especially p. 361-367), whom he explicitly quotes for the character of
the work; for the interpretation of On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles as a “Flug-
schrift des Stesimbrotos gegen die Initiatoren der attischen Reichspolitik” and a
“Zeugnis für das Interesse des Publikums an Klatsch und persönlichen Details und
für sein Bedürfnis, Personen des öffentlichen Lebens gezeichnet und gedeutet zu
erhalten,” see also D (1970: 49-50).

18 Cf. F (1942: 63-87) on the topics of sea-power and democratic imperialism
in this work; T (1967: 1928-1982); L (1976: 29-36) on some attempts to date
the treatise and (1976: 36-45) on the author’s political position; see also B
(19942: 569-576) with useful remarks on the “innere Einstellung des Atheners zur
Demokratie”.

   





especially by Schachermeyr19. In the extant fragments there is no
explicit criticism of a given event in the imperialist foreign policy of
Athens, which one might expect in F 2, 5 or 8, and notably not even
of Athens’ brutal treatment of Thasos, S.’s native island. It was Jaco-
by’s profound knowledge of the history of Athenian foreign policy
and the domestic quarrels of the leading politicians (and perhaps the
authority of Wilamowitz-Moellendorff) that led him to draw up his
over-subtle interpretation. According to Schachermeyr himself the
main purpose of On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles was to scruti-
nize the paideiva (education and culture) and the h\qo" (character) of
the leading Athenian statesmen in S.’s time, not to establish their
political positions and compare them with Athenian imperialism as a
political concept. According to this interpretation the work should be
regarded as a treatise on education and character anticipating later
similar Peripatetic studies. Indeed most of the extant fragments are
concerned with episodes in the lives of the heroes and their sayings
and contain observations of S. on the education, way of life and
character of the three leading statesmen Themistokles, Kimon and
Perikles. Frost20 held that S. (as a professional rJayw/dov" and explainer
of the Homeric epics, which formed the basis of all Greek education
until the sophistic movement of the fifth century) may have shared a
critical attitude towards the sophists and the new paideiva taught by
them. Contemporaries thought that Perikles was heavily influenced
by modern sophistic and philosophical theories. S. may have wanted
to illustrate the dangerous consequences of the new concept of educa-
tion, political concurrence and “might and right”.

Another influential interpretation of S. is that of Meister; he under-
stands the work quite differently to Jacoby and—following earlier
interpretations by Stuart and Osley—takes it to be an early example
of Greek biography21. In his view all of the characteristic features of
the literary genre such as it was developed over the subsequent centu-
ries were in nuce already to be found in S. Meister stresses the moral-
izing tendency, the lively characterization of the main persons attest-
ed in our fragments, and the frequent use of anecdotal material to
illustrate the character and moral standing of the heroes. Meister has
made valuable observations on the contents of the fragments. That a

19 S (1965).
20 F (1980: 17).
21 M (1978: 274-294, esp. 293-294); this view had already been held by

S (1928: 45-46) and O (1946: 8-9) who stressed the declamatory nature of
the treatment of the main persons; it was recently proposed again by P (1990:
215).

   





“biographical” interest was displayed in this work, cannot be disput-
ed, even if one should be very cautious in accepting Meister’s confi-
dence in having identified an early example of fully developed Greek
biography (see commentaries on F 4 and 10b).

Carawan22  proposed a double thesis: that the fragments of S. reveal
the general economy of the whole work that was deeply influenced by
the epic tradition and, secondly, that it had been the purpose of the
passage on Themistokles in Thukydides’ first book to refute S.’s ear-
lier version in On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles. But in my opin-
ion, both central points in this thesis have recently and convincingly
been disproved by Tsakmakis23.

Leo regarded On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles as a “Pamphlet”
and a piece of “ältere politische Literatur” and also took S. to be a
precursor of the historian Theopompos and of his excursus on the
Athenian demagogues24. Following this line Coletti understood the
work as “un’ opera storico-politica”, because our main source, Plut-
arch, himself did not consider S.’s work to be an “assortimento di
anedotti senza nesso” but “un racconto storico coerente”25. Similarly
Tsakmakis recently defended the view that On Themistokles, Thukydides
and Perikles  is a historical work with a central interest very different
from the contemporary “great” historiography of Herodotos and es-
pecially Thukydides. Tsakmakis pointed to Plutarch’s critical remarks
against S. (see below), in which the biographer assigns literary quali-
ties (or faults!) to S. which according to Thukydides’ methodological
remarks in the first book of his Histories were typical of the contempo-
rary logogravfoi of the fifth century, the historical prose-writers whom
Thukydides disdained26. The leading statesmen of Athens, their per-
sonalities, deeds and sayings, their constant rivalries and enmities in
the public as well as in the private sphere, not in the least their
personal weaknesses and the negative aspects of these fascinating in-
dividuals were the central theme of S. Still, in characterizing the
theme of On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles in this way, Tsakmakis
himself to a certain degree admits a “biographical” focus of the work.

22 C (1989: 144-161).
23 T (1995: 131-138).
24 L (1901: 108).
25 C (1974-75: 70 and 81). When quoting from S. Plutarch three times uses

the verb iJstorei` (P. Them. 4,5; 24,7; Cim. 16,1). See also C (1974-75: 88-
112) for extensive commentaries on F 1-11 and 29 J.

26 Cf. T. 1,20-22 and T (1995: 150-152).

   





Judging from the extant fragments, there can be no question about it
that the work is a precursor of fully developed Greek biography. In
comparison with the predominantly anecdotal character of the jEpi-
dhmivai or Memoirs of S.’s contemporary Ion of Chios27 it is significant
that S. chooses a title which has a definitely clearer biographical
implication making three leading Athenian statesmen the main theme
of his work. Ion of Chios and the “Old Oligarch” may both have
been models for S., but that assumption depends upon the disputed
dates of publication of the two works. There is no decisive ancient
testimony which can be adduced as proof that S. actually knew the
two works.

After this short survey of modern views on the literary character of
S.’s On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles a word of caution may not
be out of place. From a modern point of view one could easily over-
stress the allegedly sharp differences between the literary forms of
biography, history, and political treatises in works of Greek prose
written during the second half of the fifth century. With the exception
of the poetical genres (and judicial oratory, which had already been
taught and described as a separate prose genre by Korax and Teisias
and the early Sophists) no clear-cut and accepted division between
the literary genres of Greek prose had been established about 430
.., when S. presumably wrote On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles.

27 On I see FGrHist 392;  B (1939) is still a useful collection, but
has been recently superseded by L (1992); some passages in the Lexikon of
Photios were thought to be possible additional fragments from Ion by L (1984:
156-173); modern scholarly discussion on Ion’s life and works may be found in
J (1947: 1-17) repr. in: J (1956: 144-168); see also H (1965: 29-46),
 F (1967: 94-97), D (1986: 12-37 = D 1988: 1-12), W (1985: 71-
78) and S (1990: 342-348). Ion produced his first tragedy in 452-448 ..
(Ol. 82) and was dead by 421 .. (A. Pax 827-837). Fragments from Ion’s
Sunekdhmhtikov" (Presbeutikov") (FGrHist 392 F 8) and his ∆Epidhmivai (FGrHist 392 F 6-
7) are of interest for the lives of Sophokles, Perikles, Euripides and Aischylos, but the
general character of Ion’s work is anecdotal rather than biographical. Hence these
passages have not been included in the present collection. But the reader may
nevertheless consult them for telling comparisons with the fragments of S.’s On
Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles. One important difference lies in the choice of
persons, because S. confined himself to Athenian politicians and generals (as far as
we can see in the preserved fragments and can conclude from the title), whereas Ion
also wrote on poets. Ion concentrated on narrating his own meetings at Chios or in
other Greek cities with famous contemporaries, but S. used the whole oral tradition
in On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles. Ion’s gallery of portraits has been described
by G – C (1988: 69) in a suitable comparison as “a series of close-ups.”
S (1928: 49) has aptly remarked that “both Ion and Stesimbrotos show that
from the middle of the century on there was a public appetite for the episodic and
the sensational in the private life of contemporary figures.”

   





It was at about the same time that Herodotos, the “pater historiae”, was
still working on the last books of his Historiai, later considered to be
the first distinctively historiographical work, and Ion and the “Old
Oligarch” published their treatises as pioneering works. The modern
discussion on the literary genre of On Themistokles, Thukydides and Peri-
kles, which tries to differentiate sharply between the prose-genres of
political pamphlet, memoirs, early biographies and historiography
with a special interest in the leading persons of the time, and which
tries to assign the scanty extant fragments of S. to one of these genres
may be ultimately misleading, because such a discussion has to use
literary termini technici and intellectual categories of differentiation
which were not developed in the Greek world until the second half of
the 4th century .. (in the Peripatos) or even until the age of Hellen-
istic scholarship (in Alexandreia or Pergamon). Jacoby himself may
have been too hasty in his judgement on S. and his strict denial of the
possibly biographical or historiographical character of the work.

To judge from the contents of the extant fragments Kimon was a
prominent figure in S.’s On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles, al-
though he was not mentioned in its title: in Plutarch’s Life of Kimon
Stesimbrotos is used as an important contemporary source on Ki-
mon’s life. But the three Athenians mentioned in the title must have
been treated in a more comprehensive or prominent way than their
contemporary Kimon. This reasoning leads to the conclusion that
S.’s remarks on Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles must have
been very detailed in the original and complete version of his work.
One can only speculate on the way in which Thukydides28, son of
Melesias and Perikles’ political rival, was described by S. The main, if
not the only reason for the absence of Thukydides in the preserved
fragments may be the simple fact that Plutarch did not write a Life of
Thukydides. If the title of his work was meant to have any chronolog-
ical implications S. did not divide it into three successive periods
under the leadership of three Athenian politicians. Otherwise he
would have had to mention Kimon in his title instead of Thukydides
as the representative general and politician between the eras of
Themistokles and Perikles. Nor do the three politicians Themistokles,
Thukydides and Perikles stand for three different political pro-
grammes either in foreign or in domestic policy. Only Perikles and

28 On Thukydides, son of Melesias, see K (1901-1903) PA 7268 and
D (1971: 230-237); M (1967: 141-154), K (1979: 494-533) and
B (1994: 571-572).

   





Thukydides, son of Melesias, were thought of and represented in
contemporary literature as political opponents. Themistokles and
Perikles are criticized by S., but there is no sound basis in our sources
for the hypothesis that the third politician, Thukydides, may have
been contrasted favourably to the other two. If S. had wanted to give
his readers a positive model of an Athenian politician and general, he
might have chosen Miltiades29 who had practised a less demagogic
style of policy than the three heroes mentioned in his title. The pre-
served fragments of On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles show S.’s
pursuit of originality and richness of—often unreliable—details. At
any rate, his work should not be underrated as an important early
testimony for the development of the ambivalent biographical picture
of Themistokles30, Kimon31 and Perikles32.

The fragments show S.’s interest in personal qualities and significant
features of character: they describe typical anecdotes or aspects of the
private lives of the three persons prominent in our texts, in particular
their education, family and sexual life. Their important political ca-
reers and an evaluation of their role in the political and military
history of Athens seem to have interested S. less33. Plutarch despised
S. as an unreliable witness to historical events and the political and
military facts in the lives of his heroes. All the same, he specifically
mentions S. as his source for juicy stories in the three Lives of
Themistokles, Kimon and Perikles, and he most likely drew on him
for further anecdotes and episodes in the same lives, without naming
his source.

Unfortunately it is impossible to identify on the basis of sound metho-
dological criteria those additional uncredited passages where Plutarch
might have borrowed from S. The problem is similar to the equally
unsuccessful attempts to determine which passages in Plutarch’s Lives,
especially in the Life of Themistokles, can be identified as emanating
from Ion of Chios or Phainias of Eresos apart from the passages in
which Plutarch explicitly acknowledges them as his sources. Passages

29 Cf. on Miltiades D (1971: 301-305), and S F 2 and 4 with
commentary.

30 Cf. for early sources on Themistokles P (1987: 3-52).
31 Cf. P (1987: 73-89).
32 On modern scholarly opinions about Perikles and his role in Athenian history,

see recently S (1994) and W (1995).
33 With the exception of F 2 on Themistokles and Miltiades; one may again

compare S.’s range of interest with that of his contemporary Ion of Chios.

   





in Plutarch’s Lives which hint at S.34 as the likely source, may, in view
of their common thematic interests, just as well come from Ion of
Chios, from Phainias of Eresos, from contemporary comedies or even
from learned Hellenistic commentaries. The problem is rendered
more difficult by Plutarch’s method of mixing a direct quotation, his
own memories of his reading and his (in this case mainly critical)
commentary on such quotations or memories in one and the same
paragraph of his biographies. As a general rule, Plutarch used S. to
embellish his main historiographical sources. Thus he wanted to
make his biographies more attractive reading, even though he often
sharply dissociates himself from S.’s version of events. S. was a master
in the art of characterizing his prominent contemporaries by making
subtle personal remarks and by recounting anecdotes which reveal
the public opinion on them as it was expressed in the works of con-
temporary comedy. This talent is illustrated by his well-known re-
mark on the “Peloponnesian” character of Kimon (F 4) and may well
have been a general feature of his work. Ion of Chios may have been
more reserved in his political judgement of Themistokles, Perikles
and Athenian foreign policy than S.35. But in the present state of our
knowledge it is impossible to reconstruct the exact political position of
S. and to compare it with the positions of the leading Athenian states-
men of the fifth century. Hence it is misleading to stress (as some
modern scholars have done) S.’s supposed sympathy with the Atheni-
an opposition to Themistokles and Perikles, i.e. to the policy associat-
ed with Kimon and Thukydides, son of Melesias. Kimon’s portrait
consists of a mixture of positive and negative features, and it would
actually be a big surprise to see Kimon of all Athenians treated by S.
as an ideal politician, since he was one of the “hawks” who advocated
an aggressive maritime policy for the Delian Confederacy in the 470s
and 460s and personally took charge of the suppression of the rebel-
lion of S.’s native island Thasos in 463 ..

Commentary on F 1-11

(1) F 1-3 are from Plutarch’s Life of Themistokles. For extensive general
information on Themistokles and for all ancient parallels to the fol-
lowing passages quoted from S. the reader is referred to the recent

34 E.g. P. Them. 24,3-5; Per. 10,5; 12,1-6; 14,1-3 and 29,1-3 may ultimately
come from S., too; but see T (1995: 133-138).

35 This is S’s view (1990: 350-351); see also J’s commentary on
S FGrHist 107 (II B, p. 343-349).

     





commentaries by Podlecki and Frost and to an important study by
Gruen36.

Themistokles is said to have studied with Anaxagoras and Melissos (F
1). The next fragment (F 2) is about the most important political
measure taken by Themistokles, and it informs us that he had the
famous decree to build the fleet of warships passed in the Athenian
assembly in spite of Miltiades’ opposition. But this was common his-
torical knowledge. It may perhaps be adduced as proof of the political
preferences of S., but not as proof of the political scope of the whole
work. F 3 gives details about the arranged flight of Themistokles’
family from Athens and the resulting accusations against and con-
demnation of Epikrates, and furthermore mentions Sicily as the (im-
probable) first place where the exiled Themistokles went to live. In
these three quotations, as in most other quotations taken from Kimon
and Perikles, Plutarch makes it clear enough that he thinks little of S.’s
chronological or historical trustworthiness37.

By associating Themistokles with sophists, philosophers of nature,
modern doctors and (from S.’s point of view disreputable) people like
Anaxagoras and Melissos S. suggested to his readers that Themisto-
kles was no traditional aristocrat and no mousiko;" ajnhvr, that is, no
good man and partisan of the old paideiva and of the traditional cul-
ture personified by rJayw/doiv and explainers of Homer, such as S.
himself. Plutarch rejects the unjust insinuations that Themistokles
lacked traditional culture and education with a simple yet effective
chronological argument: Anaxagoras and Melissos were too young
to have been Themistokles’ teachers, since they were contemporaries
of the much younger Perikles38. In F 1 Plutarch convicts S. of a
grave chronological mistake. He then immediately adds the correct
name of one of Themistokles’ teachers, Mnesiphilos of Phrearria.
This Athenian was neither a rJhvtwr (i.e. a sophist) nor a fusiko;"
filovsofo" (i.e. a philosopher of nature) but a teacher of sofiva (i.e. of
“wisdom”) in the sense of cleverness in politics and practical sagacity
in the unbroken tradition of Solon. It has already been suggested by

36 Cf. G (1970: 91-98); P (1975); L (1978); F (1980); see
also C (1974-75: 88-93) on F 1 and D (1971: 214-218) on Themistokles
and his children.

37 Cf. P. Cim. 4,5; 16,1; P. Per. 13,16 und 26,1 and the remarks in the
commentary below.

38 For the controversial dates of the ajkmhv of Anaxagoras and Melissos see the
discussion in F (1980: 67 n. 21).

     





Jacoby39 that S. did not necessarily invent these pieces of information
on Themistokles’ education, but may have taken them from existing
traditions hostile to him. In that case, S. may nevertheless have been
the first to extend and embellish these traditions and to present them
in a literary form.

(2) Whereas Jacoby thought that P. Them. 4,4-5 was taken from S.
and that Plutarch had inserted a quotation from Plato in the context
of a larger quotation from S., the contrary may be assumed with an
equal degree of plausibility. Frost40 has maintained in his commentary
that Plutarch inserted the quotation from S. in a philosophical con-
text indicated by the quotation from Plato41.

In this fragment the correct translation of the Greek demonstrative
pronoun tau`ta (“these”) is not clear. What does tau`ta refer to42? Did
Miltiades only oppose the naval bill or (more likely) the whole pack-
age of political and military measures by means of which Themisto-
kles and his followers sought to change the Athenians from “steadfast
hoplites” who were proud of their victory at Marathon into “sea-
tossed” mariners and rowers, who were disdained by Miltiades and
S., and, in the final analysis, into harsh imperialists? S. was mainly
interested in Themistokles’ opposition to (and his victory over) Milti-
ades. Hence only 4,5 was printed in expanded size, and 4,4 in normal
letters. But if S. indeed described Miltiades as a politician who op-
posed to the fleet as the instrument of power to carry out Athen’s new
imperial ambitions on a broader scale, Miltiades may have been pre-
sented as a favorable contrast to Themistokles and Perikles. F 2 again
illustrates the chronological carelessness of S. In all probability Milti-
ades died before the naval bill of Themistokles was passed. Jacoby
was right when he stated that S. probably did not try hard to find out
the exact date of Miltiades’ death. Chronological mistakes and un-
trustworthiness in regard to important historical facts do not support
the hypothesis that S. aimed to write a historical work in the strict
sense43. But it may be noted that the two biggest mistakes in the

39 J’s commentary on FGrHist 107 F 1 (II B, p. 345).
40 F (1980: 87).
41 Cf. P. Leg. 706c and Plutarch’s remark on the philosophical nature of the

question of whether Themistokles did injury to the integrity and purity of public life
or not in the following lines P. Them. 4,5.

42 Cf. F (1980: 86-87).
43 Cf. J’s commentary on FGrHist 107 F 1 (II B, p. 345); but see C

(1974-75: 93-96) on F 2, who regards S. as a more trustworthy author in
chronological matters.
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eleven extant fragments come from his remarks on Themistokles,
whom S. did not know personally, because he belonged to the gener-
ation before him. Perhaps S. was better informed in regard to chron-
ological details concerning Thukydides, son of Melesias, Perikles.

(3) According to F 3 S. at first claimed that Themistokles had his wife
and children follow him into exile with the help of an Athenian
named Epikrates some time after he himself had reached the court of
the Molossian king Admetos; we are then told that Themistokles tried
to find a place of exile in Sicily before he finally settled in Asia.
Plutarch now accuses S. of contradicting himself, because he forgot
the presence of Themistokles, his wife and children at Admetos’ court
and made him sail to Sicily: there the Athenian is said to have asked
the tyrant Hieron for the hand of his daughter and to have promised
him to make all the Hellenes his subjects. Only after the failure of this
first plan does S. relate Themistokles’ well-known flight to Asia. S.
obviously gave a less reliable account of the famous flight into exile
than our best sources for these events, especially Thukydides44, and,
moreover, S. lost himself in contradictions. The choice was between
two versions, one in which Themistokles fled to Epeiros and another
according to which he fled to Sicily. Plutarch takes Epikrates to be
the name of Themistokles’ helper, and rejects Sicily as the place of
exile Themistokles wished to travel to. If S. did not provide a coher-
ent and chronologically well-ordered account of Themistokles’ life,
but only a series of episodes and anecdotes such as F 3, which were
selected to portray Themistokles as an unreliable person and a clever
imperialist, this fragment would be of great importance for the gener-
al character of On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles and provide evi-
dence for not taking the work to be historiographical.

Epikrates of Acharnai, the alleged helper of Themistokles in the ar-
ranged flight of his family, is known only from this passage45. One can
only speculate on the motives S. had in mind when he made
Themistokles depart in a westward direction to Sicily. But here, as in

44 For the version of our best sources see T. 1,135,2-1,138,6 and P. Them.
24,1-7 with commentaries; C (1989: 144-161) and T (1995: 131-
135). C (1974-75: 96-101), however, did not see convincing reasons for
rejecting the tradition of Themistokles’ flight to Sicily before Hieron’s death in 466
..

45 But Epikrates may be a relative of two later homonymous Athenians from the
demos Acharnai who are mentioned at the end of the 4th century: see IG II2 505.5
and 1492 B. 110-11 with K (1901) PA 4886 and O – B (1994)
Epikrates No. 26.
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the fragment in which Cyprus (instead of Kaunos) is said to be the
real goal of a naval expedition led by Perikles in the Samian War (F
8), S.46 extends the geographical area of action in comparison with
our other and more reliable contemporary sources, especially Thuky-
dides.

(4-7) F 4-7 come from Plutarch’s biography of Kimon. For his Kimon
Plutarch was able to make use of many contemporary sources from
different literary genres47. In Kimon Plutarch quotes by name no less
than 17 authors as his sources, and one can confidently add to this list
the works of Herodotos, Thukydides and Theopompos, who are not
quoted by name, but form the historiographical basis of Plutarch’s
broad knowledge of Kimon’s time. Plutarch consulted Ion, Stesim-
brotos, Gorgias, Kritias, Archelaos, Melanthios, Kratinos, Eupolis
and Aristophanes: these names indicate the wide range of his first-
hand knowledge of the fifth century .. Hence he did not have to
rely on Hellenistic formal biographies of Kimon as intermediate
sources, the existence of which has been postulated among others by
Ed. Meyer, based on a view of Plutarch’s working method which by
now has been discarded by scholarship on Plutarch48. If such Hellen-
istic intermediary sources were known to him at all, he chose not to
mention them, but to consult the “primary”, i.e. contemporary sourc-
es.

Plutarch disdains S.’s historical trustworthiness, but at the same time
highly values him as an irreplaceable source for the lively description
of his heroes’ characters. Plutarch’s Kimon must play a major role in
any discussion on the character of S.’s On Themistokles, Thukydides and
Perikles : one third of the total number of fragments from this work are
found in this vita. This may be explained as a reflection of the special

46 By quoting from Theophrastos Plutarch gives another argument to demonstrate
the unreliability of S.’s version of Themistokles’ flight to Sicily. Theophrastos had
reported in his treatise Peri; Basileiva" or On Kingship (P. Them. 25,1 = F 126
W = F 612 F) a story that Themistokles some time before his flight
into exile had tried to incite the multitude of Greek spectators assembled at the
Olympics to tear down the tent of the Sicilian tyrant Hieron. Therefore it is
improbable that Themistokles could have tried to sail to Sicily in the hope of finding
a safe haven at Hieron’s court. But Theophrastos seems to have confused a story
about the tyrant Dionysios I (in 388 ..?) with another about Themistokles and the
earlier tyrant Hieron.

47 On the sources of Plutarch’s Kimon, see now B (1989: 4-10).
48 See on Plutarch’s Kimon e.g. F (1972: 6-13) and B (1989: 4-10)

and on Plutarch’s working method in general F (1980), S (1989) and
P – D (1992).
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interest of the Thasian S. in Kimon as the Athenian general who was
in command of the military expedition against his native island, al-
though this crucial event in Kimon’s career is not at all treated in the
extant fragments from the Thasian point of view. Kimon’s very lim-
ited intellectual capacity and his lack of liberal education and Attic
sophistication are mentioned (F 4). His improper relations with his
sister Elpinike and her scandalous behaviour towards the painter
Polygnotos and the orator Perikles, who was a political enemy and an
accuser of her brother, are related in fragment 5. A debate about the
name of Kimon’s wife (F 6) and sons and a characteristic saying
praising the Spartan character and criticizing the Athenian demos
(F 7) are further themes found in Plutarch’s quotations taken from S.
in Kimon. No fragment, however, is devoted exclusively to a discussion
of Kimon’s role in the political or military history of fifth-century
Athens or to a systematic comparison of his position with that of
Themistokles, Thukydides or Perikles. The political enmity between
Perikles in his early days and Kimon is only the starting-point for the
following anecdote on Elpinike and Perikles. There is no explicit
word of approval or fundamental criticism of the foreign policy of
Kimon in the extant fragments of S. In F 5 he quotes the apology of
Kimon, which mentions some catchwords from Kimon’s position on
foreign policy, but S. does not comment on the pro-Spartan attitude
of Kimon in political terms49. As in the Lives of Themistokles and
Perikles it is sheer guesswork which passages of the Kimon come from
S. in addition to the fragments quoted with explicit reference to him
in Plutarch. Blamire has recently discussed the problem and tenta-
tively suggested some more passages50.

(4) Pelling remarked on fragments 1,4 and 6 that “material on child-
hood featured quite prominently in that fifth-century precursor of
political biography”51. In F 4 S. reminds his readers of the dissolute
reputation of young Kimon, his bibulous manners, his taking after his
simple grandfather Kimon, nicknamed ‘Booby’, his lack of literary
and liberal education and well-mannered civilization as revealed in
the typical power and fluency of Attic speech52. This is by no means

49 Or Plutarch does not cite S.’s comments. Plutarch only mentiones that Kimon
incurred the open hatred of his Athenian fellow-citizens for his pro-Spartan attitudes
and sayings (F 6-7).

50 Cf. P. Cim. 4,6; 4,8; 15,3 and B (1989: 6).
51 P (1990: 215).
52 Cf. LSJ (1940 = 1977: 966) s.v. koavlemo"; perhaps S. was also alluding to the fact

that in his youth Kimon had been living for some time in Thrace.

     





a positive appraisal of Kimon, and it is not compensated for by the
few neutral or even positive observations that follow, namely that in
his behaviour there was much nobility and truthfulness, and the sub-
tle and pertinent observation of his plain “Peloponnesian” character.
These positive aspects of Kimon’s portrayal belong to the original
quotation from S. and are not Plutarch’s addition, which begins with
the quotation from Euripides53. One should not draw far-reaching
conclusions from them in regard to the general character of S.’s
work54. But it is obvious that S., by giving praise to Kimon’s “Pelo-
ponnesian” character (cf. F 7), wished to make a political statement.
It is not necessary to suppose that S. only gave clear-cut, black-and-
white characterizations of leading politicians or that he was a partisan
of Kimon’s domestic or foreign policy.

It is not easy to decide how much of the following slander on Kimon’s
improper relations with his sister Elpinike and the latter’s scandalous
affair with the painter Polygnotos was already reported by S. or was
invented at a later date. It seems that the stories about Elpinike be-
came increasingly more scandalous in the course of time55. S.’s reason
for attacking Polygnotos, a fellow countryman, in the treatise may
have been that the painter was famous in Athens and was on friendly
terms with Kimon. Judging from his known interests in Kimon and
Elpinike (F 5) S. could be credited with the whole passage Kimon 4,4-
8. On the other hand Plutarch quotes some “historians”56 and a verse
of the poet Melanthios in the same paragraph. Therefore Jacoby
thought that Plutarch had inserted the sentences on Elpinike from his
reading of the works of “the historians” and of Melanthios in the
context of his quotation from S. This seems to be the most likely
solution.

(5) In this fragment S. tells the story of Kimon’s defence against
unspecified accusations after he had been in command of an Atheni-
an naval expedition in the northern Aegean and around the Macedo-
nian coast. But these accusations and the political and legal context of
the process merely serve as a preamble to the well-known anecdote

53 Cf. C (1974-75: 101-102) with some reservations and F (1989: 64
and n. 105), but see G – A – D I (1945: 36 n. 2).

54 For a discussion of Kimon’s characterization see J’s commentaries on F 4;
see also G – A – D I (1945: 36 n. 2) on Kimon’s (and Perikles’)
relations with women and most recently B’s short commentary (1989: 94) on
P. Cim. 4,5.

55 P. Cim. 4,6-8; cf. D. 10,31 and N. Cim. 1,2.
56 That means, among other historians, probably Ephoros.
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on Elpinike’s attempted delicate deal with Perikles, who was one of
Kimon’s accusers.

In all probability, S. is referring to accusations which were brought
against Kimon immediately after his return from the campaign
against Thasos (and Macedonia) in 463 .. If one goes along with
Stadter’s chronological considerations57 the trial must have taken
place before the Areiopagos council and not before one of the courts
of the people. The exact wording of the accusation and the technical
aspects of the trial are not clear. It may have been a divkh eujquvnh" after
the end of Kimon’s generalship or some other form of case for brib-
ery, which was one of the accusations according to S. Kimon’s ac-
quittal stirred up the political zeal of Ephialtes and Perikles to transfer
legal jurisdiction pertaining to the accountability of the most impor-
tant magistrates and generals from the Areiopagos council to the
people’s courts in 462/61 ..

Perikles’ motives for proving a mild accuser during Kimon’s trial are
all but clear. Blamire58 proposes the explanation that young Perikles,
still in the early stage of his career, was urged by influential politi-
cians, against his own will, to act as one of Kimon’s accusers. If
Perikles was one of them, the opponents of Kimon expected to be as
successful with their accusation as Xanthippos had been against
Miltiades, Kimon’s father, after the expedition against Paros in 489
.. But Perikles correctly anticipated the decision of the judges and
took the floor against Kimon as a mere formality and without eager-
ness. The story of Elpinike, who came to Perikles’ house as an already
old (or, at least by Athenian standards, elderly) lady and offered him
a “private deal” in order to help her brother against the imminent
dangerous accusations, will have delighted the readers of S. and was
narrated even by Plutarch despite his sober judgement on such sto-
ries. Elpinike’s unconventional way of life and her shocking behav-
iour  in the eyes of many of her contemporaries  occasioned  the
invention of such stories. Even the otherwise reticent Plutarch does
not think it impossible that she indeed had an improper relationship
with Perikles or at least tried to persuade him to pursue her brother’s
recall from exile after he had been ostracised59. We do not know the

57 Cf. S (1989: 126-128) on P. Per. 10,6 and on S F 5.
58 B (1989: 157); a similar opinion seems to have been shared by the source

of A. Resp. Ath. 27,1.
59 P. Per. 10,5-6 is derived, in substance, from S., see S (1989: 127) and

T (1995: 136-137); cf. also A. 13,589e.

     





exact date of her birth, but she may have been in her 40s at the end
of the 460s, if in 489 she was still a young and unmarried girl60. S.
primarily told the story of Elpinike and Perikles for the amusement of
his readers, or else chose to narrate it because he himself disdained
the fact that she, a mere woman, uttered political opinions in public
and tried to act as a mediator between her brother and his oppo-
nents.

(6) Again, F 6 illustrates S.’s lively interest in details concerning the
family and private life of leading contemporary politicians. S. spread
the insinuation in his On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles that Ki-
mon’s twin sons Lakedaimonios and Eleios (or perhaps, in the better
reading of this name, Oulios, pointing to the Delian Apollo) were
born of a woman of the Arcadian town Kleitor, that is, a foreign
woman or one of a questionable civic lineage. This was a clear assault
on Kimon himself and on his sons. About the time of S.’s writing (ca.
430 ..) the restrictive Periclean law on citizenship of 451 .. had
become the starting-point for some stock assaults in contemporary
comedy and presumably in the daily quarrels of political opponents
in the assembly and before the courts. It had become fashionable to
question the civic status of one’s enemy by proclaiming that  his
mother was a foreigner or a woman of bad reputation61. The sons of
Kimon (along with the children of Perikles and Sokrates) are among
the examples given by Aristotle for his observation that children of
famous parents often do not live up to their prominent lineage and to
the reputation of their parents62. But the philosopher gives no hint
that they were called mhtrovxenoi or foreigners on their mother’s side63.
There are only few modern scholars, including Stadter64, who do not
reject S.’s version a limine: if Kimon was married to a foreign woman,
before he married his Athenian wife Isodike, the daughter of Eury-
ptolemos, or if he had a concubine during his marriage with Isodike,
he may have had children by another woman, too.

60 See P. Cim. 4,4.
61 Cf. B (1989: 163); also P. Cim. 16,1; P. Per.  29,1-2.
62 A. Rhet. 2,15,3 1390 b 28 on Kimon’s sons; but see R (1949:

135) for a dedication, which was made by Lakedaimonios, one of Kimon’s sons, as a
hipparchos about 446 ..

63 For the mhtrovxenoi and the law on citizenship cf. A. Resp. Ath. 26,3 with
commentaries by R (1981: 331-335) and C (1990: 263-265).

64 For a discussion of the status quaestionis of our knowledge on Kimon’s family and
his children see S (1989: 267-268) in his commentary on P. Per. 29,2.
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F 6 confirms S.’s reputation as a scandalmonger. It is significant that
the name of the Arcadian woman and that of her father are missing
in S. Besides, the name of the town “Kleitor”, as pronounced in later
Greek, sounds like an allusion to the clitoris, a similarity which pro-
vided the contemporary comic poets with a good lead for many jokes.
It is more probable to take it sensu obscoeno than in a strictly geograph-
ical sense65. A joke in a comedy may be the ultimate source for S.’s
less than flattering version of the origin of the mother of Kimon’s
sons. But the question again arises as to whether there were any
political reasons apart from the amusement of his readers for S. to
include such slander in his work.

Plutarch is completely right to trust the testimony of the learned
topographer Diodoros Periegetes instead of S.’s words on Kimon’s
children and their mother. Admittedly, Diodoros is a much later
source than S., but he had the opportunity to study the inscriptions
on the famous family graves of Kimon’s clan in Attika. Moreover,
there is no real contradiction between S. and Diodoros, if one does
not take the remark on the woman in a strictly geographical sense.
The topographer’s version that Isodike was the mother of Kimon’s
three sons, Lakedaimonios, Eleios (Oulios) and Thettalos deserves
credit66. Kimon deliberately chose three rare names for his sons,
which sounded foreign in the circles of contemporary Athenian aris-
tocratic families. It was an easy task for Perikles67 or other enemies of
Kimon and his sons to make fun of these names or, worse, to attack
them.

(7) “But the Lacedaemonians are not people of that kind.” This was
perhaps Kimon’s most typical and best known philolaconian saying68.
In this way he aroused the envy and hatred of his fellow-citizens,
comments Plutarch on this quotation from S. His aristocratic man-
ners and professed philolaconism had been typical of Kimon already
in the 470s and early 460s. But at that time he did not incur his
fellow-citizens’ envy and hatred as he did in the late 460s. From
about 478 to 465 .. Kimon was able to balance the risks originating
from his undemocratic personal behaviour with his successful foreign

65 Cf. D (1971: 304) and P. 2,174.
66 “Kimon’s marriages and children present awkward problems of source-criticism

and of fact”: D (1971: 304). On Kimon’s family see D (1971: 304-307) on
PA 8429 XI-XIII and P (1982: 278-282).

67 P. Per. 29,2; the passage might cautiously be dated to the 430s.
68 Cf. P. Cim. 16,10.
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policy and his generosity to his Athenian fellow-demesmen. Plutarch69

calls the ostracisms, by which Kimon and Themistokles were driven
into exile, a typical Athenian instrument of yielding to the envy of the
masses of their excellent and politically prominent fellow-citizens. But
we do not know the precise opinion of the Thasian S. on the institu-
tion of ostracism.

(8-11) Fragments 8-11 (with the exception of F 10a from Athenaios’
Deipnosophistai) come from Plutarch’s Life of Perikles. As usual, Plutarch
intensively studied many sources for this vita70. The sources Plutarch
frequently uses in his Perikles are Thukydides (at least from ca. 446
.. to the death of Perikles in 429 ..), perhaps a collection of the
decrees of the Athenian assembly (by Krateros?), several Attic come-
dies, possibly collections of famous sayings by Perikles, the Memoirs of
Ion of Chios and, of course, S. of Thasos as one of the contemporary
authors. But his overall judgement of the statesman Perikles owes its
decisive features to Thukydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War and the
Dialogues of Plato. It is evident that in his general positive assessment
of Perikles’ character and political career Plutarch differs from S.

Plutarch quotes S. by name in the Perikles as the source for a famous
comparison taken from the funeral oration Perikles held in honour
and in memory of those Athenians killed in the Samian War (F 9), on
the real aim of a naval expedition during the Samian War (F 8) and,
twice (F 10b and F 11), on the disturbed relationship between Perikles
and his son Xanthippos, who even appealed to the courts against one
another. There are some other passages in the Perikles which may also
derive from S., but those have not been included in this collection,
because S. is not named as Plutarch’s source71. Plutarch refers several
times to S. as an eye-witness of Perikles, but he despises and rejects
his chronological and factual untrustworthiness, his sensationalism,
his polemical tone and his exaggerated interest in sexual matters and

69 P. Them. 22,4-5.
70 The sources of Plutarch’s Pericles are discussed by M (1957) and

S (1989: LVIII-LXXXV). For a comparison between the characterization
and evaluation of Perikles in Thukydides and Plutarch, see P (1992: 10-40);
for modern scholarly opinions on Perikles see S (1994) and W (1995);
on Athenian history in general see L – B – D – O (19922)
CAH V2.

71 A direct comparison of P. Per. 10,6 and 29,2 with the quotations taken from
S. in P. Cim. 14,5 = F 5 and 16,1 suggests the conclusion that the first two
passages also derive from S. S (1989: LXII-LXIII) proposed that P. Per.
16,3; 26,2-4 and 28,6 may come from S. and made a useful list of “general principles
for reading Plutarch”.
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family scandals. In that respect Plutarch lumps S. together with Ido-
meneus of Lampsakos, Ion of Chios and the writers of Old Comedy72.
Every quotation from S. is balanced by a comment from Plutarch
himself in such a significant way that the reader is expected to share
Plutarch’s indignation73 over the picture S. had given of the famous
politician, for Plutarch admired Perikles as a person, a great general
and a wise politician.

(8) Stadter has recently collected the extant ancient evidence on the
Athenian naval expedition during the siege of Samos74. According to
Plutarch’s report, a Phoenician (i.e. Persian) fleet was coming to the
aid of the Samians, although the informal arrangements later on
referred to as the “Peace of Kallias” (concluded in 449/8 ..) had
prohibited any Persian naval operations in the vicinity of Samos. If a
Persian fleet ventured to intervene militarily in the Samian War, this
might have provoked a mass defection of Athenian allies (or better
subjects) in the Carian district. Thus it suggested itself to the Athenian
generals in command of the Samian War that they should preclude
any Persian armed interference by starting themselves a naval expedi-
tion along the coast of south-east Anatolia to meet the Phoenician
ships there near Kaunos, if necessary. S., however, maintained that
the real aim of that naval expedition, which was led by Perikles, was
to capture Cyprus. If one analyzes the relevant passages in the first
book of Thukydides75 and the fragment from S., the differences in
regard to the general route of the expedition are not very significant.
But Cyprus, according to S. the ultimate destination of the expedi-
tion, was too far away from Samos, the main theatre of war. It is
highly implausible that a general skilled in strategy such as Perikles
would have tried to capture Cyprus, as long as the Samian War had

72 Cf. P. Per. 10,7 and 13,15-16 = F 10b.
73 For as a typical example cf. P. Per. 13,16 = F 10b: Plutarch at once makes

his dissenting opinion clear by including the whole quotation from S. in a rhetorical
question.

74 S (1989: 247-248).
75 Cf. T. 1,116-117 on the Samian War and in particular 1,116,1 with

commentary by G (1945: 352-353 and 358). C (1974-75: 106-107)
translated ejpi; Kuvpron with “verso” or “alla volta di” Cyprus. In his view the Greek
wording does not imply Perikles’ intention to capture the island, but should be
understood as a mere indication of the geographical direction of the naval
operations. Following J and contrary to C’s view (1974-75: 111-112), I
regard a fragment taken from F F (FGrHist 107 F 29 = F 12 C)
on the crucifixion of Polykrates and the transportation of his corpse on a sandapila as
spurious. Hence no conclusions on the scope of S.’s work should be based on F 29,
which has not been included in this sample.

     





not been brought to a successful conclusion. Thus a possible explana-
tion of F 8 is that S. wanted to question the military competence of
Perikles by making him pursue such an unrealistic aim.

(9) Twice in his Perikles Plutarch mentions the famous Periclean Epi-
taphios Logos on the Athenian casualties in the Samian War of 440/39
..76. F 9 is a direct quotation of a rhetorical syllogism on the “im-
mortality” of the Athenian war dead. It shows Perikles to be a great
orator who knew how to use the tricks of the new rJhtorikh; tevcnh. It
may be stressed as an interesting feature of the work under discussion
that S. obviously used quotations taken from speeches which had
been delivered by the famous politicians who were the subject of On
Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles. Unfortunately we cannot know
how much of the funeral oration delivered by Perikles on the Atheni-
an casualties in the Samian War was quoted by S. Such quotations
may be explained as a simple device to give his account more weight.
One should, however, also bear F 9 in mind when the general char-
acter of S.’s work is under discussion. Soldiers killed in battle are
often regarded in later Athenian Funeral Orations  (by Lysias, Plato,
Demosthenes and Hypereides) as having achieved immortality
through the honours which their thankful fellow-citizens will pay to
them in the future. Citizens who give their lives for their city are also
sometimes compared with its protecting heroes. Thus Perikles’ bold
syllogism on the fallen soldiers and the immortal gods has its firm
roots in the political ideology of Funeral Orations, which has been pro-
foundly studied by Loraux77. The quotation hints also at the deep
influence of Protagoras on Perikles78.

76 In P. Per. 8,9 = F 9 and 28,4-7. Another verbatim quotation probably from
the same Funeral Oration can be found in A. Rhet. 1,7,34 1365a 31-33: Perikles
remarked in a Funeral Oration that youth had been taken from the city “as if spring
had been taken from the year”. This impressive simile is not mentioned in the text of
the Periclean Funeral Oration we read in Thukydides (T. 2,35-46). It is of course
possible that the simile comes from this oration, although Thukydides does not
mention it. But it is more likely that the historian would have included it in his
speech, if Perikles had indeed used it in 431/30 .. For this reason I prefer to see it
in the context of the earlier Funeral Oration and the context of the Samian War of
440/39 ..

77 Cf. L (1981) on the funeral orations; S (1989: 110) on F 9. There
are also some interesting parallels between F 9 and the famous Periclean speech in
Thukydides, cf. especially T. 2,42-43.

78 Cf. P, On the Gods (80 A 1 and 80 B 4 DK) and T (1995:
147-148).
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(10a) This is the only fragment coming from Athenaios’ Deipnoso-
phistai 79. Athenaios’ commentary on S. as a contemporary eye-witness
of Perikles is more important than the contents of the fragment itself.
The passage gives the correct title of S.’s work. This title On Themisto-
kles, Thukydides and Perikles was given by S. himself or based on the
wording of the opening sentence of his work which regularly served
as a substitute for a formal book-title in the fifth and fourth centuries
.., as Jacoby thought80.

S. told his readers that Perikles was immoderately fond of having sex
with women and that he went so far as to have intercourse with his
son’s wife (F 10a/b and 11)81. Smutty jokes in contemporary come-
dies about Perikles and Aspasia82, about his relationship with his son
Xanthippos and the envy of his political enemies were the source of
such stories, which are related about many outstanding Athenian
politicians. S. even claimed that the slanderous charge concerning his
wife and his father Perikles was blazed abroad in public by Xanthip-
pos himself (see below F 11).

(10b) Plutarch is full of contempt for the scandalous stories about the
sexual life and family feuds in Perikles’ household that were related
by S. and alluded to by the writers of comedy. The entire passage Per.
13,15-16 has been printed—that is, the accusations Plutarch raises
against the writers of comedy, the quotation from S. itself and the
methodological remark on the writing of contemporary and ancient
history—in order to give the reader the opportunity to assess the
quotation from S. adequately.

To quote Plutarch’s comment one might expect the writers of come-
dy to “offer up sacrifices of contumelious abuse of their superiors to
the evil deity of popular envy”, because these writers themselves were

79 A. 13,589d-e; on Athenaios’ knowledge of authors from the fifth century
.., see Z (1989: 252-253); Z (1989: 198 and 203) and T
(1995: 139) do not give convincing reasons for their doubts that Athenaios may have
consulted S.’s work and for assigning the whole passage A. 13,589d-590a to
K (see F 30 W III = A. 13,589d). Athenaios knew other rare
Greek prose writers, too. If, however, Athenaios had read S. first-hand, he perhaps
would have referred to him more often in his 13th book.

80 Cf. J’s commentary on S. (II B, p. 344). The title should not be explained
as the result of later interpolations or of additions to an unknown shorter original
title, as e.g. C (1974-75: 70-73) suspected.

81 Cf. also C (1974-75: 109-111).
82 On Perikles and Aspasia cf. also A FGrHist IV A 1 1004 F 6-8 with

further literature.
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men of wanton life or bad character and because their genre and the
mass of their audience expected such jokes and characteristic anec-
dotes. In this respect these authors may even be (partly) excused by
Plutarch for their unjust insinuations against Perikles, who was in
Plutarch’s judgement a sober and self-controlled statesman. S. is crit-
icized with even greater severity than the writers of comedy. The
Thasian may not be excused by the literary genre of his work and the
expectations of his readers. Plutarch accordingly thought certain vo-
cabulary or certain themes to be improper for the literary genres of
biography, history and even contemporary political treatises. Only
the bad character and the envy of S. himself are to be blamed for his
unfounded charges of abounding wantonness against Perikles, for
which Plutarch gives the same example as Athenaios, namely, his
alleged intercourse with his son’s wife. But Plutarch calls this charge
“a dreadful and fabulous act of impiety”. His vocabulary in the con-
text and his commentaries on S.’s fragments (F 10b and 11) are filled
with indignation83. Although the way S. characterized Perikles was in
sharp contrast to the idealizing opinion which Plutarch himself held
of this statesman, the biographer uses F 10b as his starting-point for a
methodological commentary. In the late 1st and early 2nd centuries
.. it had become a historical commonplace used by writers of biog-
raphies and histories alike that historical truth was hard to reach by
means of research, that writers who lived considerably later than the
events or the persons described in their works were hindered in their
investigations by the lapse of time, but that contemporaries often
distorted the truth due to envy and hatred or fawning flattery. These
remarks go back only in part to Thukydides’ famous chapter on
methodology (T. 1,22), but Plutarch’s readers would have under-
stood the educated allusion.

The biographer is led to this historiographical remark by his indigna-
tion over a quotation from S.’s On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles.
This fact must be stressed. Perhaps some conclusions may be drawn
regarding the question, as to which literary genre in Plutarch’s view
S.’s work belonged to. It would be incorrect to conclude that Plutarch
regarded S.’s work as a contemporary history (hJlikiwvti" iJstoriva), but
his commentary implies that he indeed held the opinion that the basic
rules for contemporary histories also held for a work like On Themisto-
kles, Thukydides and Perikles. Meister84, however, is clearly wrong in

83 Cf. S (1989: 177-181).
84 Cf. M (1978: 274-294).

     





taking Plutarch’s general remark on the tw`n pravxewn kai; tw`n bivwn
hJlikiw`ti" iJstoriva - or at least the latter part of it—as a precise descrip-
tion of the literary genre of S.’s work and as a passage which could
demonstrate his opinion that S. indeed wrote an early example of
Greek biography as correct.

(11) According to Plutarch, Perikles was irreproachable in his man-
agement of public funds as well as in the financial administration of
his private fortune85. It may be helpful to the reader to give in F 11
the full text of the passus where S. is cited, with the intention of
making clear how the quotation is embedded in the context. Jacoby
himself had already assigned the whole narratio of the feud and the
law-case86 between Perikles and his son Xanthippos in P. Per.
36,1-6 to S. But since P. Per. 36,1-5 does not constitute a verbatim
quotation from S. it is difficult to judge how deeply the present text is
influenced by Plutarch’s own wording and style. Hence we cannot be
sure that the passage gives us a true picture of S.’s style, although it is
presumably the longest preserved continuous extract from his work
and must therefore be studied in detail. The main difference between
the original version of S. and our present text in Plutarch’s Life of
Perikles probably is a radical shift in the sympathies of the respective
writers for the main persons in the feud: whereas S. used the story to
illustrate that the quarrel of the young Xanthippos with his father had
not been settled at the time Perikles and Xanthippos died (in the
Athenian plague as we learn from Plutarch’s comment) and, thus,
presumably presented both father and son in an unfavourable light,
Plutarch’s sympathies are clearly only with the father Perikles. One
might, moreover, expect the original version of S. to have been at
least as detailed or even more comprehensive than the present text of
Plutarch. If this assumption is correct, it tells us something about the
general character of S.’s work.

Summing up the impression one gets from fragments 8-11, S. was
greatly interested in anecdotes illustrating Perikles’ domestic troubles
and character, but did not care much for evaluating his place in
Athenian politics from a historian’s point of view or in terms of the
contemporary political debate in the Periclean era. Because of the

85 Cf. P. Per. 16,3 and the long passage Per. 36,1-6 = F 11; other relevant
passages can be found in M (1957).

86 For ancient parallels bearing witness to this feud and on the legal form of
procedure, see S (1989: 325-328).
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fragmentary condition in which On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles
has been preserved, one must be cautious about making general state-
ments, but S.’s attested accusations against Perikles can nevertheless
be said not to stem from fundamental political disagreement.

Johannes E
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1003. [Timaios of Lokroi Epizephyrioi]

T

1 Suda T 601 s.v. Tivmaio": Lokrov", filovsofo" Puqagovreio". Maqhmatikav,

Peri; fuvsew", Peri; tou' Puqagovrou bivou.

1 Maqhmatikav : Maqhtikav AV
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1003. [Timaios of Lokroi Epizephyrioi]

T

1 Timaios of Lokroi, a Pythagorean philosopher. He wrote Mathematical
Sciences; On Nature; On the Life of Pythagoras.

      





1003. [Timaios of Lokroi Epizephyrioi]

T

(1) Whereas the ancients had no trouble in accepting the titular hero
of Plato’s Timaeus Locrus as a historical person, the existence of a real
Timaios of Lokroi is categorically denied by modern scholarship: he
is considered a fictional figure, invented for the sake of the argument
the author intended to develop. It is true that subsequent biographi-
cal tradition—which is reasonably extensive and actually contains
some very specific data—can easily and integrally be traced back to
indications (both explicit and implicit) contained in Plato’s dialogue1.
Moreover, the treatise On the Nature of the World and the Soul (Peri;
fuvsio" kovsmw kai; yuca'") which circulated in later antiquity under the
name of Timaios of Lokroi and which purports to be the original
fifth-century (..) source of Plato’s Timaeus, has been proven beyond
doubt to be a forgery dating from the late first century .. or the first
century .., contrived to present Plato as a link in the Pythagorean
diadoche2.

1 In addition to the explicit ‘biographical’ notices in P. Tim. 20a (where
Timaios is introduced as a prominent citizen of his home town who excelled in all
branches of philosophy) and 27a (where reference is made to his outstanding capaci-
ties as an astronomer and his interest in natural philosophy), it can be inferred from
the text that Plato regarded Timaios as an authority on Pythagorean doctrine; every
piece of information given about the life of this figure in later (especially Neoplatonic)
tradition—the relevant ‘testimonies’ are collected under no. 49 in D – K
and by M (1972: 83-87)—can clearly be shown to be rooted in this basis. There
is one element that would seem to be independent of the Platonic dialogue: at § 178
of the pseudo-Aristotelian treatise De mirabilibus auscultationibus an anecdote is re-
counted about a pupil of Timaios of Lokroi by the name of Demaratos. Its contents
and context, however, are highly suspect and hardly deserve credence. Firstly, the
story lacks any support in preceding tradition, for the Demaratos in question is
otherwise unknown. Secondly, the anecdote comes at the end of the concluding
section § 152-178 of On Wonderful Things Heard, which was added to the main body of
the paradoxographical work between the third and fifth centuries ..: see M
(1951: 260). On the issue of Timaios’ historicity, see H (1935: 1203-1204);
C (1937: 2-3); M (1972: 83-85); D (1975: 834).

2 See H (1935: 1203-1226); M (1972: 87-88); B (1972: 1-3);
D (1975: 834-835); C (1982: 296 n. 4 on 296-299); T (1985: 1-28).
The forgery can be connected with the tradition, going back at least to the early third
century .., that Plato had plagiarized a Pythagorean writing for the composition of
the Timaeus; on this, see B (1972: 226-227); W Suppl. I (1974: 70); S
R (1976: 170-171); H (1993: 4-5; 12-13) and the forthcoming commen-
tary on H  S 1026 F 69 in FGrHist IV A 3.

      





Regardless even of the unhistorical nature of the persona Timaios
of Lokroi, the possibility that a late fifth- or early fourth-century
Pythagorean wrote a work On the Life of Pythagoras has nothing to
recommend itself. Admittedly, miraculous stories about Pythagoras
must have been current already in pre-Aristotelian times3, but genu-
ine biographical tradition about the Samian Sage is agreed to start
with Aristoxenos of Tarentum. The latter is the earliest known author
to be securely credited with a Life of Pythagoras (or On Pythagoras and his
Followers), as well as a collection of Pythagorean Sayings and a work On
the Pythagorean Way of Life, and it is quite implausible that this Pythago-
rean-turned-Peripatetic who, after having failed to succeed Aristotle
as the head of the school, reverted to his first leanings, was the first to
pick up the thread woven by a predecessor living a full century prior
to him4.

Exactly how the information about the work On the Life of Pythagoras
came to be included in the Suda-article under discussion can no
longer be devined, but the problem is not a grave one. It cannot be
ruled out that some Neo-Pythagorean or Neoplatonist philosopher
felt it incumbent upon him to write a life of the great master and to
pass if off as the work of the Timaios quoted by Plato, like the author
of the “source-text” of the Timaeus-dialogue.

Another possibility is simply to postulate a mistake on the part of
the author of the Suda-lexicon, which is not otherwise known as a
source that inspires much confidence. Indeed, as Marg5 already sus-
pected, it is perfectly conceivable that a work On the Life of Pythagoras
was erroneously attributed to “Timaios of Lokroi” due, for instance,
to some confusion with the historiographer Timaios of Tauromenion,
who dealt at great length with Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans in
the ninth book of his history of the Greeks in the West6, just as the
inclusion of the title Mathematical Sciences (Maqhmatikav) is probably the

3 Cf. infra, commentary on A  E FGrHist 1005 F 3, p. 146-147.
4 On the origins of biographical tradition about Pythagoras, see the forthcoming

commentary on the F of Aristoxenos in FGrHist IV A 2 (no. 1016), as well as
B (1972: 97-109); D – H (1991: 6-14).

5 M (1972: 85).
6 It is an established fact that Timaios, being a Sicilian historian, had a special

interest in the Pythagoreans in general (their political and social influence), and
accordingly he must have devoted a great deal of attention to Pythagoras: cf. FGrHist
566 F 13-14, 16-17, 131-132, and see B (1958: 50-51); B (1972: 103-
105); P (1987: 113-118); V (1991: 210-227).

      





result of a confusion of Locrian Timaios with the homonymous as-
tronomer who was known, for instance, to Pliny the Elder7.
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1004. Antisthenes of Athens
(c. 445–365 ..)

T

1 (= F 1 D C  = V A 41 G): D. L. 6,15-18:
Fevrontai d’ aujtou` (sc. Antisthenes) suggravmmata tovmoi devka: ... tovmo"

deuvtero" ejn w/| ... Peri; dikaiosuvnh" kai ajndreiva" protreptiko;" prw`to",

deuvtero", trivto". Peri; Qeovgnido" d’, e’ ... tovmo" trivto" ejn w/| ... Peri; novmou h]

peri; politeiva": Peri; novmou h] peri; kalou` kai; dikaivou ... tovmo" tevtarto" ejn

w/| Ku`ro":  ÔHraklh`" oJ meivzwn h] peri; ijscuvo": tovmo" pevmpto" ejn w/| Ku`ro" h] peri;

basileiva":  ∆Aspasiva ... tovmo" devkato" ejn w/|  ÔHraklh`" h] Mivda":  ÔHraklh`" h]

peri; fronhvsew" h] ijscuvo": Kuvro" h] ejrwvmeno": Kuvro" h] katavskopoi:

Menevxeno" h] peri; tou ̀a[rcein:  ∆Alkibiavdh":  ∆Arcevlao" h] peri; basileiva". kai;

tau`ta mevn ejstin a} sunevgrayen.

2 (= F 43 D C  = V A 204 G): H ap.

A. 5,220d:  JO de; Politiko;" aujtou` (sc. Antisthenes) diavlogo" aJpavntwn

katadromh;n perievcei tw`n ∆Aqhvnh/sin dhmagwgw`n.

3 (= F 42 D C  = V A 203 G): H ap.

A. 5,220d:  JO d’ ∆Arcevlao" Gorgivou tou` rJhvtoro", hJ d’  ∆Aspasiva tw`n

Periklevou" uJiw`n Xanqivppou kai; Paravlou diabolh;n (sc. perievcei). (cf. F 6)

4 (= F 6 D C = V A 43 G): D. L. 2,60-61:

Diebavlleto d’ oJ Aijscivnh" (VI A 22 G) kai; mavlist’ uJpo;

Menedhvmou (III F 4 G) tou ̀  ∆Eretrievw" wJ" tou;" pleivstou"

dialovgou" o[nta" Swkravtou" uJpobavlloito, lambavnwn para; Xanqivpph":  »Wn oiJ

me;n kalouvmenoi ajkevfaloi sfovdr’ eijsi;n ejklelumevnoi kai; oujk ejpifaivnonte"

th;n Swkratikh;n eujtonivan: Ou{" kai; Peisivstrato"  oJ  ∆Efevsio" e[lege mh; ei\nai

Aijscivnou. Kai; tw`n eJpta; de; tou;" pleivstou" Persai`ov" fhsi (F 457 SVF I p.

102) Pasifwǹto" ei\nai tou`  ∆Eretrikoù (III C 1 G), eij" tou;"

Aijscivnou de; katatavxai.  ∆Alla; kai; tw`n  ∆Antisqevnou" tovn te mikro;n Ku`ron kai;

to;n ÔHrakleva to;n ejlavssw kai; ∆Alkibiavdhn kai; tou;" tw`n a[llwn de;

ejskeuwvrhtai.

7 h] codd. et edd. : kai; Decleva Caizzi 8 Kuvrio" BP : Ku`ro" F, Cobet : Ku`rno" coni.
Winckelmann 8 Kuvrio" BP : Ku`ro" F, Cobet
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1004. Antisthenes of Athens
(c. 445–365 ..)

T

1 His writings are preserved in ten volumes ... the second volume includes ...
On Justice and Courage: a hortative work in three books. On Theognis, making a
fourth and a fifth book ... the third volume includes: ... On Law, or On the
Constitution; On Law, or On Goodness and Justice ... the fourth volume includes:
Kyros; The Greater Herakles, or On Strength; the fifth includes: Kyros, or On King-
ship; Aspasia; ... The tenth includes Herakles, or Midas; Herakles, or On Wisdom or
Strength; Kyros, or The Beloved; Kyros, or The Scouts; Menexenos, or On Ruling;
Alkibiades; Archelaos, or On Kingship. And this is the list of his writings.

2 His dialogue Politikos (i.e. The Statesman) contains a sharp denunciation of all
the demagogues in Athens.

3 His Archelaos (sc. contains a sharp denunciation) of Gorgias the orator.

4 It was said maliciously—by Menedemos of Eretria in particular—that
most of the dialogues which Aischines passed off as his own were really
dialogues of Sokrates obtained by him from Xanthippe. Those of them
which are said to have no beginning are very slovenly and show none of the
vigour of Sokrates; Peisistratos of Ephesos even denied that they were writ-
ten by Aischines. Persaios indeed attributes the majority of the seven to
Pasiphon of the school of Eretria who inserted them among the dialogues of
Aischines. Moreover, Aischines made use of the Little Kyros, the Lesser Herakles
and the Alkibiades of Antisthenes as well as dialogues of other authors.
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F

1. ALKIBIADHS (?)

(F 1-4)

1 (= F 30 D C  = V A 198 G) S (FHG III

p. 160 F 1) ap. A. 12,534c: Dio; kai;  ∆Antisqevnh" oJ Swkratiko;" wJ" dh;

aujto;" aujtovpth" gegonw;" tou`  ∆Alkibiavdou ijscuro;n aujto;n kai; ajndrwvdh kai;

ajpaivdeuton kai; tolmhro;n kai; wJrai`on ejf’ hJlikiva" genevsqai fhsivn.

2 (= F 31 D C = V A 201 G) P. Alc. 1,3:
∆Alkibiavdou de; kai; tivtqhn, gevno" Lavkainan,  ∆Amuvklan o[noma, kai;

Zwvpuron paidagwgo;n i[smen, w|n to; me;n  ∆Antisqevnh", to; de; Plavtwn (P.

Alc. 1,122 b) iJstovrhke.

3a (= F 32A D C = V A 199 G) P. Comm. in

Plat. Alc. 114,14-17 (p. 51 W  = 114,17-22 p. 94 S): ”Oti

d’ au\ mevga" oJ ∆Alkibiavdh" ejgevneto kai; kalov", dhloi` me;n kai; to; koino;n

aujto;n ejrwvmenon kalei`sqai th`"  ÔEllavdo" aJpavsh", dhloi` de; oJ  ∆Antisqevnh"

eijpw;n wJ" ei j  mh ;  toiou `to" h \n o J  ∆Acilleu v", ou jk a [ra h \n o [ntw"

kalo v". 3b (= F 32B D C  = V A 199 G) O.

Comm. Plat. Alc. 28,18-25 p. 20-21 W: ”Oti ga;r kalo;" h\n tw`/

swvmati dh`lon ejk tou` koino;n ejrwvmenon aujto;n levgesqai th`"  ÔEllavdo", ejk

tou` tou;"  ÔErma`"  ∆Aqhvnhsi kat’ eijkovna kai; oJmoivwsin aujtou` gravfesqai, ejk

tou` to;n Kuniko;n  ∆Antisqevnhn levgein peri; aujtou,̀ ei j  mh ;  toiou `to" h \n o J

∆Acilleu v", ou jk h \n w Jrai `o": peri; ou| fhsi;n oJ poihth;" boulovmeno" to;n

Nireva eij" kavllo" ejpainevsai

Nireuv", o{" kavllisto" ajnh;r uJpo;  [Ilion h\lqen

twǹ a[llwn Danaw`n met’ ajmuvmona Phleivwna (H. Il. 2,673-674).
4 (= F 33 D C  = V A 200 G) H ap.

A. 5,216b/c: Kai;  ∆Antisqevnh" d’ oJ Swkratiko;" peri; tw`n ajristeivwn ta;

aujta; tw`/ Plavtwni (P. Criton  52b) iJstorei.̀ ÆOu[k e[stin d’ e[tumo" oJ7

lovgo" ou|to" (S. F 11 D  = PMG F 16 = 192 from P. Phaedr.

243a).Æ Carivzetai ga;r kai; oJ kuvwn ou|to" polla; tw`/ Swkravtei:  {Oqen

29 wJ" dh; K : wJ" a]n AE 31 ajpaivdeuton cf. Dudley (1937: 11 n. 2) et Höistad (1948: 76 n. 7 et
179-82) : eujpaivdeuton Gulick, Dalec 31 ejf’ hJlikiva" pavsh" add. Kaibel, cf. Plut. Alc. 1,4 52 oJ
secl. Meineke
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F

1. ALKIBIADES

1 Hence also Antisthenes, the disciple of Sokrates, who had seen
Alkibiades with his own eyes, affirms that he was strong, manly, unedu-
cated, daring and beautiful as a young man.

2 (Context: The names of the mothers of some famous generals and
politicians have not been recorded) while in Alkibiades’ case we even
know that his nurse was a Spartan woman called Amykla and that his
tutor was Zopyros. The first of these details has been recorded by
Antisthenes and the second by Plato.
3a That Alkibiades was a tall and handsome man is made clear from the
saying that he was called the common darling of all Hellas, and
Antisthenes makes it clear, too, when he says that if Achilles had not
been a man like Alkibiades, he would not really have been a
beautiful man. 3b That Alkibiades had a beautiful body is clear from
the saying that he was the common darling of Hellas, from the fact that
the Hermai at Athens were made in his image and likeness, and from
Antisthenes the Cynic, who stated in regard to Alkibiades: “If Achilles
had not been a man like Alkibiades, he would not really have
been a beautiful man;” when he wanted to praise the beauty of
Nireus, the Poet said about him (Achilles):

“Nireus, who was the most handsome man to come to
Troy of all Danaeans,

second only to the excellent son of Peleus”.

4 And Antisthenes, the disciple of Sokrates, tells the same story about the
prize for the bravest as Plato. “But this tale is not true”. For this Cynic, as
well as Plato, displays favouritism toward Sokrates in many ways; conse-
quently neither of them should be trusted by those who judge by
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oujdetevrw/ aujtw`n dei` pisteuvein skopo;n e[conta" Qoukudivdhn. ÔO ga;r

∆Antisqevnh" kai; prosepavgei th`/ yeudografiva/ levgwn ou{tw": h Jmei `" de ;

a jkou vomen ka ]n th`/  pro;" Boiwtou ;" ma vch/  ta ;  a jristei `a v  se labei `n.

- Eu jfh vmei w \  xe vne: ∆Alkibia vdou to ;  ge vra", ou jk e jmo vn. - Sou `  ge

dovnto", w J" h Jmei `" a jkou vomen.

2. KUROS H PERI BASILEIAS

(F 5a/b)

5a (= F 29A D C = V A 141 G) H ap.

A. 5,220c:  ∆Antisqevnh" d’ ejn qatevrw/ tw`n Kuvrwn kakologw`n  ∆Alkibiavdhn

kai; paravnomon ei\nai levgei kai; eij" gunai`ka" kai; eij" th;n a[llhn divaitan.

Suneiǹai gavr fhsin aujto;n kai; mhtri; kai; qugatri; kai; ajdelfh`/, wJ" Pevrsa". 5b

(= F 29B D C = V A 141 G) E. Comm. Hom. Od.

10,7 p. 363 S:  ∆Alkibiavdhn mevntoi parexhulhmevnon ejn tw`/ a[llw"

biouǹ ejxwlevsteron, e[skwyev fhsin ∆Antisqevnh" paravnomon ei\nai kai; eij"

gunaik̀a" kai; eij" th;n a[llhn divaitan: sunei`nai gavr kai; mhtri; kai; qugatri; kai;

ajdelfh`/ wJ" Pevrsa".

3. ASPASIA

(F 6-8)

6 (= F 34 D C = V A 142 G) A. 5,220d:  ÔH d’

∆Aspasiva tw`n Periklevou" uiJw`n Xanqivppou kai; Paravlou diabolhvn (sc.
perievcei). Touvtwn ga;r to;n me;n  ∆Arcestravtou fhsi;n ei\nai sumbiwth;n tou`

paraplhvsia tai`" ejpi; tw`n mikrw`n oijkhmavtwn ejrgazomevnou, to;n d’ Eujfhvmou

sunhvqh kai; gnwvrimon tou` fortika; skwvptonto" kai; yucra; tou;" sunantw`nta".

7a (= F 35 D C = V A 143 G) A. 13,589e:

∆Antisqevnh" d’ oJ Swkratiko;" ejrasqevnta fhsi;n aujto;n (sc. Perikles)

∆Aspasiva" di;" th`" hJmevra" eijsiovnta kai; ejxiovnta ajp’ aujth`" ajspavzesqai th;n

55 oujdetevrw/ : oujde; eJtevrw A 61 Kuvrwn : kurẁn A 62 levgei C :  levgwn A : fort. levgwn ...
divaitan sunei`nai (gavr) fhsin Kaibel 63 wJ" : wJ" tou;" C 72 mikrw`n fort. delendum putat Kaibel
: miarw`n corr. Casaubonus, quem secutus est Mullach 75 jAntisqevnh" : Aijscivnh" coni. Jacobs, quem
secutus est Winkelmann : sed contra Krauss (1911:  48) 76 fort. ajspavzesqai <kai; katafilei`n>
Kaibel
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Thucydidean standards (sc. of ascertaining truth). Antisthenes, in fact,
even adds the following to the unreliable account: “We hear that in
the battle with the Boeotians, also, You won the prize for the
bravest.—Hush, stranger!—that glory belongs to Alkibiades,
not to me.—Yes, for You gave it to him, as we hear.”

2. KYROS OR ON KINGSHIP

5a Antisthenes, too, in his second treatise Kyros abuses Alkibiades and says
that he was perverted in his relationship with women as well as in his general
behaviour. He even says that Alkibiades had sexual intercourse with his
mother, his daughter, and his sister, as the Persians do. 5b Antisthenes
scoffed at Alkibiades describing him as a completely rotten and debauched
person and he said that Alkibiades was perverted in his relationship with
women as well as in his general behaviour. For he even had sexual inter-
course with his mother, his daughter and his sister, as the Persians do.

3. ASPASIA

6 The dialogue Aspasia contains slander against Xanthippos and Paralos, the
sons of Perikles. One of them, he (sc. Antisthenes) says, lived with
Archestratos, who plied a trade similar to that of women in the cheaper
brothels; the other was the boon companion of Euphemos, who used to
make vulgar and heartless jokes at the expense of all whom he met.

7a Antisthenes the Socratic says that when in love with Aspasia he (sc.
Perikles) would go in and out of her house twice a day to greet the wench
(with a kiss). Once, when she was prosecuted on a charge of impiety, he,
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a[nqrwpon, kai; feugouvsh" pote; aujth`" grafh;n ajsebeiva" levgwn uJper aujth`"

pleivona ejdavkrusen h] o{te uJpe;r tou` bivou kai; th̀" oujsiva" ejkinduvneue. Kai;

Kivmwno" d’ ∆Elpinivkh/ th`/ ajdelfh`/ paranovmw" sunovnto", ei\q’ u{steron

ejkdoqeivsh" Kalliva/, kai; fugadeuqevnto" misqo;n e[labe th`" kaqovdou aujtou`

oJ Periklh`" to; th`/  ∆Elpinivkh/ micqh`nai. 7b (= V A 143 G) P. Per.

24,7-8: Faivnetai mevntou ma`llon ejrwtikhv ti" hJ tou` Perklevou" ajgavphsi" genomevnh pro;"

∆Aspasivan. «Hn me;n ga;r aujtw`/ gunh; proshvkousa me;n kata; gevno", sunw/khkui`a d’ JIpponivkw/

provteron, ejx ou| Kallivan e[teke to;n plouvsion: e[teke te; kai; para; tw`/ Periklei` Xavnqippon

kai; Pavralon. Ei\ta th`" sumbiwvsew" oujk ou[sh" aujtoi`" ajresth`", ejkeivnhn me;n eJtevrw/

boulomevnhn sunexevdwken, aujto;" de; th;n ∆Aspasivan labw;n e[sterxe diaferovntw". Kai; ga;r

ejxiwvn, w{" fasi, kai; eijsiw;n ajp’ ajgora`" hjspavzeto kaq’ hJmevran aujth;n meta; tou` katafilei`n.

7c (= V A 144 G) H. P. PERI HDONHS (H F

59 W VII) ap. A. 12,533c-d: Perikleva de; to;n  jOluvmpiovn fhsin

ÔHrakleivdh" oJ Pontiko;" ejn tw`/ Peri; hJdonh"̀ wJ" ajphvllaxen ejk th`" oijkiva" th;n gunai`ka kai;

to;n meq’ hJdonh"̀ bivon proeivleto w[/kei te met’  ∆Aspasiva" th`" ejk Megavrwn eJtaivra" kai; to;

polu; mevro" th`" oujsiva" eij" tauvthn katanavlwse.

4. POLITIKOS DIALOGOS

(cf. T 2)

__________

5. ARCELAOS

(cf. T 3)

78 pleivona : pleivw E 78 ejkinduvneue corr. E : ejkinduvneuse A 79 fort. th`/ u{steron ejkdoqeivsh/
Kavllia/ Kaibel 92 mevro" om. E

80

85

90

     





while pleading on her behalf, wept more tears than when his life and
property were endangered. Again, when Kimon consorted unlawfully
with his sister Elpinike and she was later given in marriage to Kallias,
after Kimon had been sent into exile, Perikles took as the price of
Kimon’s restoration the privilege of having intercourse with Elpinike.
7b However, Perikles’ attachment to Aspasia seems to have been a more passionate

affair. His own wife was closely related to him: she had been married first of all to

Hipponikos, to whom she bore Kallias, who was nicknamed “the rich”, and her

children by Perikles were Xanthippos and Paralos. Afterwards, when they found each

other incompatible, Perikles legally handed her over to another man with her own

consent and himself lived with Aspasia, whom he loved dearly. The story goes that

every day, when he went out to the market-place and returned, he greeted her with a

kiss. 7c As for the Olympian Perikles, Herakleides of Pontos in his work On Pleasure

says that he dismissed his wife from his house and preferred a life of pleasure; and so

he lived with Aspasia, the courtesan from Megara, and squandered the greater part of

his property on her.

4. THE STATESMAN
(cf. T 2)

5. ARCHELAOS  OR ON KINGSHIP
(cf. T 3)

     



    

1 D C (1966) F 122a-144.
2 G II (1990: 137-225): V A 1-40 texts on A.’s life and famous sayings;

V A 41 = D. L.  6,15-18 = F 1 D C = T 1 in this collection is the
most comprehensive ancient list of A.’s works; cf. also Giannantoni’s important re-
marks about problems in assigning some fragments to certain works of A. and about
some titles in G IV n. 25 (1990: 235-256) with some additions to his
earlier remarks (1985: 213-230).

1004. Antisthenes of Athens
(c. 445–365 ..)

Introduction

In spite of his prominent role as a famous intellectual of the late 5th
and first half of the 4th centuries .., as a radical disciple of Sokrates
and a prolific writer, we do not know either the exact year of birth or
of death of Antisthenes, son of Antisthenes of Athens. Unfortunately,
some pieces of ancient information on his life are not reliable. Often
texts are anecdotal in nature and suffer from distortions produced by
different traditions in the rival philosophical schools of the Hellenistic
period. Decleva Caizzi1 and Giannantoni2 have collected the frag-
ments and testimonies on A.’s life, his sayings and his writings. In
many respects the rich Cynic anecdotal tradition on the biography
and sayings of A., who was even regarded by some later writers as the
founding-father of their philosophical school of thought, cannot be
trusted, because it is impossible for us to separate fiction from histor-
ical facts concerning his life. Thus the majority of anecdotal texts
concerning “de Antisthenis patria et parentibus” (V A 1-6 G),
“de Antisthene Graecos et praecipue Athenienses increpante” (V A 7-10 G-
), “de Antisthene Gorgiae sophistae sectatore” (V A 11 G-
), “de Antisthene Socratis discipulo” (V A 12-21 G), “de An-
tisthene cynicae sectae conditore” (V A 22-26 G), “de ratione inter
Antisthenem et Platonem intercedente” (V A 27-31 G), “de usu
inter Antisthenem et Dionysium intercedente” (V A 32 G), “de
Aristippo Cyrenaico Antisthenem exagitante” (V A 33 = IV A 19 G-
), “de Diogene Sinopeo Antisthenis sectatore” (V A 34 = V B 17-24
G), “de Antisthenis exitu” (V A 35-40 G) and “de
Antisthenis scriptis” (V A 41-52 G) have not been reprinted
in this collection, and the reader is referred to the relevant sections in
Giannantoni’s collection.



   

3 Cf. M (1860: 3-20); also N (1894: 2538-45); Z II (1963: 281-
282); D C (1966); P (1970: 16-44); a summary of the status quaes-
tionis can be found in G III n. 21 (1985: 177-183), G IV (1990:
195-201) and G (1993: 15-34); R (1983: 219-228 and 1986: 1-27)
has to be used with caution.

4 Cf. F 4 = H ap. A. 5,216b/c (= F 33 D C = G-
 V A 200).

5 For the battle of Tanagra cf. T. 3,91 with commentary in G – D
– A II (1979: 394).

6 Cf. e.g. D. L. 6,1 and S. Const. 18,5.
7 Cf. G IV n. 22 (1990: 203-205) for the testimonies on Gorgias as the

first teacher of Antisthenes, e.g. D. L. 6,1, and for his friendship with the
famous sophists Prodikos and Hippias cf. X. Symp. 4,62-63.

8 Cf. P (1970: 246-255).

Since Müller in 1860 pleaded for 444 and 365 .. as the probable
dates of A.’s birth and death, scholars3 have not made any definite
progress in reconstructing A.’s biography and in giving exact dates for
his life span. Some facts and dates, however, seem certain. A. was
older than Plato (427-347), Isokrates (436-338) and Xenophon (about
430-355) and A. was one of the earliest pupils of Sokrates, who
praised A. for his bravery during a battle against the Boeotians4 in
which both men distinguished themselves. This is commonly under-
stood to be a reference to the battle of Tanagra5 in 426 .. or the
equally famous battle of Delion in 424 .. If A. had reached the age
for military service as an Athenian citizen in the mid-twenties he must
have been born in the early forties or at the end of the fifties of the
5th century. We hear in the later ancient biographical tradition that
A. was the son of an Athenian father and a foreign (Thracian) moth-
er6. This is confirmed by testimonies deriving from several ancient
writers and by sayings ascribed to A. himself which show his critical
attitude to Perikles’ law on citizenship promulgated in 451 .. and to
the excessive civic pride of the Athenians. If A. was born after 451
and his mother was foreign, he must have been a metic in his early
years.

Other ancient testimonies claim that A. was one of the early pupils of
Gorgias the sophist, who began his professional teaching of rhetoric
and civic wisdom in Athens in 427 ..7. But we cannot be sure that
these testimonies are trustworthy. Patzer suspected that the tradition
that A. was Gorgias’ pupil may have been invented by later biogra-
phers and admirers of A.’s rhetorical skill and the splendour of the
language in his dialogues8.



    

9 G IV (1990: 205-222); cf. esp. X. Symp. 8,5; X. Mem. 3,11,17;
P. Phaed. 59b.

10 Cf. P. Phaed. 59b.
11 Cf. X. Symp. 4,34-44.
12 Cf. D. L. 6,13.
13 A. Metaph. 7,3 1043 b 23-8.
14 Cf. P (1988: 19-48) with a useful collection of translated testimonia and

fragments on Antisthenes. D (1937: 1-16) regarded Diogenes of Sinope as the
real “founder” of the Cynics; but see H (1948) and Z (1963: 280-281) on
Antisthenes as “der Begründer des Cynismus”; the scholarly discussion on this ques-
tion may be found in R (1983: 227-228 and 1986: 177-188) and in G-
 IV n. 24 (1990: 223-233 and 1993: 15-34). On the history of the Cynics, see the
papers collected in G-CÉ (1993) and B – G – C (1996).

15 P. Lyc. 30,7.

Ancient tradition agrees on A.’s further intellectual development. He
became one of Sokrates’ earliest pupils and soon was known as one of
his most radical and devoted adherents, who is mentioned several
times in Plato (Phaidon) and Xenophon (Memorabilia and Symposion)9. A.
was among the few chosen disciples who were present during their
master’s final hours before his death in prison in 399 ..10.

As a mature man and a radical Socratic A. attached great importance
to independence and self-sufficiency (aujtavrkeia) in his personal way
of life, which he sought to achieve through moral virtue11. Soon after
399 .. A. himself began to give philosophical lectures in his own
school, which he had opened in the Athenian Kynosarges-Gymna-
sion12. Between 399 .. and his death a group of pupils gathered
around him who were called the “disciples of Antisthenes” (not the
Cynics!) by Aristotle13. The latter makes a distinction between genu-
ine Socratics, the adherents of A., and Cynics, the disciples of Dio-
genes of Sinope, who became A.’s most famous pupil. Following Ari-
stotle, the majority of modern scholars doubt that A. should be
viewed as the earliest Cynic philosopher and the founding-father of
the Cynic school or sect, as such terms are probably misleading in
A.’s case14. It is thought preferable to group Antisthenes with other
famous pupils of Sokrates, such as Xenophon or Plato, and to regard
Diogenes of Sinope as the first genuine Cynic philosopher. But A.
inspired the Cynics with their notion of self-sufficiency as the highest
virtue and in addition gave them an example of a simple philosoph-
ical life and of contempt for material wealth.

In his life of Lykurgos Plutarch relates a saying of A. on the battle of
Leuktra in 371 ..15 and Diodoros informs us precisely (by providing
the name of the eponymous Athenian a[rcwn of that year) that in 366



   

16 D. 15,76.
17 T 1 = D. L. 6,15-18 (= F 1 D C = G V A 41);

P (1970: 107-163); for the lost works see M (1860) and recently G-
 IV n. 25 (1990: 235-256).

18 Cf. e.g. H. Adv. Iovin. 2,14 (= F 128 B D C = G V A
12); P (1970: 94-98).

19 A. 11,508c-d = T FGrHist 115 F 259 (= F 4 D C =
G V A 42).

20 Nonetheless  it is clear from his handwritten notes that Jacoby himself intended
including some testimonies and fragments of A.’s works in part IV of Die Fragmente der
griechischen Historiker.

.. A. was regarded as one of the most famous living Athenian
philosophers16. Thus 366 .. is the latest attested date for A.’s life
and marks the terminus post quem (or even a terminus ad quem) of his
death.

A. was a prolific writer whose works illustrate his intellectual position.
This position was influenced by the rhetorical tradition of the con-
temporary Greek sophists (especially Gorgias, Prodikos and Hippias)
and by Sokrates’ uncompromising personal example and philosophi-
cal doctrines. The most complete list of his attested works can be
found in Diogenes Laertios17. Most of these works are now lost or
have been preserved only in a fragmentary state. A.’s writings are a
true mirror of his personality. It was noticed even by his ancient
readers that some of them belonged to the rhetorical genre, while
others continued the Socratic philosophical tradition18. A. preferred
(fictitious) speeches (lovgoi), protreptikoiv and Socratic dialogues (diav-
logoi). Although, on the basis of a passage in Theopompos19 cited in
Athenaios’ Deipnosophistai, it has been contended that A. was also one
of the first writers of diatribaiv, this testimony is insufficient to furnish
proof of that assumption. However, in Hellenistic and imperial Ro-
man times this new prose genre was often used by Cynic philosophers
to preach their philosophical “gospel”.

No fully developed bivo" or biography in the strict sense of the literary
genre as it was defined some time after his death is attested for A.20.
He used two established literary genres, namely speeches and Socrat-
ic dialogues (cf. T 4), and perhaps the recently developed genre of
diatribaiv, to present different bivoi or ways of life to his disciples and
readers. A.’s works, especially those on the Athenian demagogues, on
Alkibiades, on Aspasia and Perikles, were full of anecdotes and bio-
graphical details.



    

21 Cf. G IV n. 26 (1990: 257-264) for a summary of the discussion on
the Aias (= F 14 D C = G V A 53) and the Odysseus (= F 15
D C = G V A 54).

22 For some educated guesses on the contents of A.’s Protreptikos and On Theognis see
G IV n. 30 (1990: 285-294, esp. 286-289). G (1987: 208) translated
the title with “Sulla giustizia e sul coraggio. protrettico primo, secondo, terzo; Su Theog-
nide protrettico quarto e quinto”; on Theognis see also Y’s (1971) edition of the
Corpus Theognideum and   L (1992) with literature.

23 Cf. the judgements on the different peri; bivwn-works in L (1901: 97); see also
S (1928: 123-127), D (19702: 69-87) and M (1993: 47-48) on
A.’s role as an “original and powerful contributor” (1993: 47) to the later genre of
Greek biography.

24 F 43 D C = G V A 204.
25 F 42 D C = G V A 203.
26 G V A 198-202.
27 F 29A-33 D C; G V A 141.
28 F 34-35 D C; G V A 142-143.

Although many of A.’s works were known to the educated reader of
the Roman imperial period, only two fictitious speeches in the tradi-
tion of Gorgias are extant under the titles Aias  and Odysseus. But they
seem to have been composed as epideictic show pieces, possibly in
order to present Odysseus as a prefiguration of a Cynic hero or of
attacking certain sophistic positions21. We are informed on a book
entitled On Theognis (cf. T 1), and whilst there are no fragments pre-
served from this work, the wording in Diogenes Laertios points to the
assumption that we can exclude a formal biography of the poet The-
ognis. On Theognis may have been the sub-title of books four and five
of a larger moral treatise entitled Protreptikos: On Justice and Courage,
which is listed immediately before by Diogenes Laertios. It is thinka-
ble that A. borrowed some historical examples of justice and courage
from Theognis’ poems22.

However, some of A.’s dialogues are of special interest for a collection
of fragments on Greek biographers, as they illustrate important pre-
cursory works of biography in the strict sense of the later bivoi. A. has
played a crucial role in the development of Greek biography as a
prose genre23. Therefore I have limited myself to including testimo-
nies and fragments from the dialogues Politiko;"24, ∆Arcevlao"25,
∆Alkibiavdh"26,  Ku`ro" h] peri; basileiva"27 and ∆Aspasiva28.





29 Cf. D C in a short commentary on F 29A-33 (1966: 97-98), but see
G IV n. 36 and n. 38 (1990: 347-354 and 384-385).

30 Cf. also D. L. 6,18.
31 Cf. G IV n. 31 and n. 36 (1990: 295-308 and 347-349). S

(1887: 207-210) regarded the works in the tenth book as spurious; P (1970:
102-103 and 131-133) had his doubts too; but see G IV n. 25 (1990: 236-
237);  R (1995: 241) has also recently distinguished a dialogue entitled
Alkibiades from the Kyros-dialogues.

Commentary on testimonies and fragments

1. ALKIBIADES
(F 1-4)

(1-4) In Hellenistic times a scholarly edition of the complete works of
A. was made in ten volumes at Alexandria or Pergamon. To prepare
this edition the editors scrutinized many works then in circulation
under A.’s name. They accepted some as genuine and rejected others
as spurious. The genuine works were assigned to one of the ten vol-
umes on the basis of thematic criteria. Some works were given a place
in this edition for the first time under the same title we find later in
the catalogue of Diogenes Laertios. Other titles were explained by
means of subtitles pointing to the contents of the works in question,
e.g. Kyros or on Kingship. Since A. attacked Alkibiades’ perverted sexual
life in one of his Kyros-dialogues (= F 5a/b), some editors, among
them Decleva Caizzi, have assigned all fragments on Alkibiades’ de-
bauched way of life, his handsome and striking personal appearence,
his physical and intellectual abilities and his courage to one of A.’s
Kyros-dialogues29. It is, however, explicitly attested by Diogenes Laer-
tios that a separate dialogue (cf. T 4) entitled Alkibiades was known
among the writings of A.30. Still opinion among recent editors of A.’s
fragments is divided as to whether A. in fact did write such a separate
work on Alkibiades. Some scholars have regarded the works listed in
the tenth book of the catalogue given by Diogenes Laertios as spuri-
ous. But another passage from Diogenes Laertios, which has been
adduced to demonstrate this thesis, has been shown by Giannantoni31

to be insufficient evidence. Thus we can accept the works listed in the
tenth book of the edition known to Diogenes Laertios as genuine
works of A. Giannantoni assigned one fragment on Alkibiades (see F
5a) to the first title of the fifth volume in the ten-volume edition,
Kur̀o" h] peri; basileiva", but the other fragments (F 1-4) to a separate
dialogue (or treatise) entitled Alkibiades.
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32 H apud A. 5,220c (= F 29A D C = G V A
141).

33 P. Alc. 8,4-6.
34 Cf. L. F 4 p. 346 T = A. 12,534f-535a; see also A. 13,574d-

e; R (1986: 124f) and E (1989: 20) discuss the sources. But the story is
probably a mere invention of the orator for his own purposes.

35 Cf. T (1989) and the very useful commentary by G (1993) with litera-
ture on the Kyroupaideia; on Kyros as the “good” and Xerxes as the “bad” Persian
king in ancient tradition, see also W (1994: 71-89 and 339-343); on Hera-
kles, compare the famous story of the hero at the crossroads (X. Mem. 2,1,21-34).

36 D. L. 6,2 (= F 19 D C = G V A 85) amounts to
a testimony on the purpose of the Kyros-dialogues.

A. attacked Alkibiades with all his proverbial rigour. F 5a from the
second Kyros looks like a cross-reference to the earlier Alkibiades and it
seems a reasonable guess that it was made with a view to contrasting
Kyros’ way of life with that of Alkibiades. The philosopher blamed
the leading demagogue for being perverted in his relationship with
women and in his general way of life32. F 5a/b constitute fierce at-
tacks on him, especially the accusation that he had intercourse with
his own mother, daughter and sister (like the Persians, i.e. the barbar-
ians). Such attacks are easily explained as stock accusations in Old
Comedy, contemporary rhetorical topoi of denigration or a mere prod-
uct of A.’s polemical interest. But Alkibiades’ mocking attitude to-
wards conventional Athenian morality and his glamorous sexual life
in Athens33, as well as during his exile in Sparta, were the talk of the
town among his contemporaries. Perhaps A. also wished to criticize
Alkibiades’ scandalous relationship with a woman from Abydos,
named Medontis, whom he is reported by Lysias to have shared as
his mistress and wife with Axiochos. Medontis gave birth to a daugh-
ter who, when she was grown up, became in turn the object of Alki-
biades’ and Axiochos’ attention: according to Lysias, whenever either
of them made love to this young woman each maintained that she
was the daughter of the other34.

Among A.’s contemporaries the Athenian Xenophon is the best
known Socratic to have chosen, as did A., Herakles (in the Memorabi-
lia) among the Greeks and Kyros I (in the Kyroupaideia) among the
barbarians as models of self-control and virtue (ajrethv) achieved
through constant labour (povno") and personal excellence35. In his Ky-
ros-dialogues,  A. compared Kyros, the ideal ruler and moral exam-
ple, with Alkibiades, the most dangerous demagogue and debauched
individual. By giving praise to Kyros A. developed his philosophical
ideal of life and of the best type of statesman and ruler36. There are
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37 Cf. the key words divaita in A F 1 and to; a[llw" biou`n in F 2.
38 On his political activity see D (1989) No. 84, K (1901-1903) PA

600, D (1971: 9ff), O – B (1994: 22) No. 23, T (1994) No.
121630; see also R (1985), E (1989), F (1989), B (1990: 1-19;
1991a: 17-29; 1991b: 49-65 and 1992: 139-157), E (1993: 148-149), P
(1992: 3-21) and  R (1995) with literature.

39 Cf. G – D – A V (1981: 287) and D (1970: 41).
40 See recently P (1993) on ejgkwvmia and yovgoi.
41 Cf. D (1970: 13-34 and 1987: 7-22, esp. 16) on “Biographie, Enkomion,

Geschichtswerk im Hellenismus”.

only insufficient reasons for considering A.’s Kyros to be an early and
experimental form of political biography, or—in spite of the juxtapo-
sition of Kyros and Alkibiades—as a precursory work of Plutarch’s
famous Parallel Lives. Rather, he would seem to have conceived his
work as a moral and political treatise on ideal ways of life—bivoi—
with a strong biographical element37. Therefore it seems justifiable to
include the seven fragments on Alkibiades, who typified the life of
self-indulgence, in this volume which presents examples of important
precursory works of Greek biography up to the death of Alexander
the Great.

In comparison with other prominent politicians and intellectuals of
the late 5th century, there are rich contemporary testimonies for the
life of Alkibiades, son of Kleinias of the demos Skambonidai38. Alki-
biades was one of the prominent Athenian sophists, poets, and politi-
cians, whose lives were regarded with great interest by their contem-
poraries, but which were judged by them to be controversial. The late
5th and early 4th centuries were a time of cultural and political dis-
ruption as a result of the Peloponnesian war and of the teaching of
the sophists in Athens. In this peculiar historical situation Alkibiades,
Theramenes, Kritias and other Athenians provoked exaggerated
comment on their lives39  in a great variety of literary forms both by
friend and foe. jEgkwvmia and yovgoi40, real or literary-fictitious accusa-
tions and apologies or narrations of episodes in their lives included in
philosophical, anecdotal or historical works laid the foundations for
the earliest philosophical and political biographies. Among them
Sokrates seems to have been the most important for the development
of biography41.

There are five fragments attested for A.’s Alkibiades and his second
Kyros or handed down to us without indication of their exact source (F
1-5). None of them provides proof of A.’s interest in the highly con-
troversial political career of Alkibiades. A., being a true Socratic, was
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42 R (1995: 191-207), the quotation is from p. 192; see also R (1973:
117-129).

43 FHG III, p. 160 F 1 and forthcoming FGrHist IV A 4.
44 Cf. T 3a/b; P. Alc. 1-2; P. Symp. 212d-214e, Alc. 104a; Gorg. 481d (on

Sokrates and Alkibiades); see also E (1989: 20).
45 Cf. P. Phaedr. 253e-254e; P. Resp. 375e-376d.
46 Cf. D (1937: 11): “The point lies in ajpaivdeuto".” It may be remarked that

ajnavgwgo" and tolmhrov" were also used by Polybios in his sharp criticism of Timaios
(P. 12,25,6).

mainly interested in Alkibiades’ relationship with Sokrates (F 4), his
physical appearance (F 1; 3a/b), character (F 4; 5a/b) and way of life
(F 1; 5a/b). Thus the development of contemporary or early remarks
on Alkibiades’ life confirms the general observation that in early bio-
graphical writings historical events were “selected and marshalled
around the character and fortunes of the hero”42.

(1) Satyros43 is Athenaios’ source for this information on the impres-
sive physical appearance of Alkibiades, which is inter alia (e.g. in Pla-
to’s famous scenes in the Symposion and in his remarks in the first
Alkibiades)44 documented by the testimony of A., who is introduced by
Satyros as an eye-witness to Alkibiades’ beauty, his strong physical
appearance and other qualities. The correct interpretation of F 1
depends upon the exact wording of the Greek text. If we accept
ajpaivdeuton in the third line of the text this is the only negative at-
tribute in an otherwise laudatory series of epitheta on Alkibiades’ phys-
ical qualities and his character. From a philosopher’s point of view,
for which one may compare Plato’s theory of the parts of the soul in
the Phaidros and his characterization of the guardian-dogs in the Re-
public, a daring character (to; tolmhrovn) is to be regarded as a positive
natural gift only as long as it is constantly controlled by reason and
education45. Now Alkibiades is unanimously presented in our best
and contemporary sources as a very sophisticated Athenian who in
his youth had enjoyed the best possible education in Athens. Thus the
emendation eujpaivdeuton seems to recommend itself at first sight. Gu-
lick, for one, has accepted it and rendered the term with “cultivated”.
On the other hand, ajpaivdeuton is the lectio difficilior and, from A.’s
point of view as a Socratic philosopher, makes sense46. A. wanted to
contrast the brilliant physical appearance of Alkibiades and his prom-
ising talents with his perverted way of life (see F 1-2), which ultimately
gave proof of his lack of genuine philosophical paideiva and ejgkravteia.
Like Plato in his first Alkibiades, A. could call the sophisticated Alki-

     





47 Cf. recently G IV (1990: 385) on A.’s attitude towards education and
science.

48 P. Alc. 1,4-5 for his physical appearance, 1,6-8 for his voice and 2,1 for his
ethos; for a comparison with other biographies and an enumeration of such topoi see
L (1901: 180-182).

49 P. Alc. 104a.
50 On Alkibiades’ family and predecessors see the references in n. 38; see also

P (1990: 213-244) on childhood and personality in Greek biography.
51 Kavllisto" kai; mevgisto" (P. Alc. 104a).
52 See A. 12,534b-c (= F 30 D C = G V A 198).
53 Cf. C. A. Protr. IV 53,6 p. 41 SÄ and A Ep. 1,11.
54 P. Criton 52b only testifies to the well-known fact that Sokrates fulfilled his

duty as a citizen-soldier in several campaigns; but cf. P. Symp. 221a und P. Alc.
7,5 (= G V A 202) on the battles of Potideia 432/31 .. and Delion 424
..

biades an uneducated person47. A second minor problem is Kaibel’s
addition of pavsh" in the last line of the text of F 1. His wording was
accepted and translated by Gulick by “beautiful at every period in his
life”. But Plutarch48 and Plato49 both stress the kavllo" of Alkibiades
in his youth, and not explicitly at every period of his life. Therefore I
propose to dispense with Kaibel’s addition in our text of F 3, al-
though the Greek hJlikiva may indeed refer to every period of life and
is not limited to youth.

(2) Like Plato in his first Alkibiades, A. had given very detailed pieces
of information on the family and youth of Alkibiades. He even men-
tioned the name of his Spartan nurse, Amykla, just as Plato provided
the name of his tutor, Zopyros. The lineage of the hero, detailed
information on his parents50, education and friends were of great
interest to all Greek biographers. In this respect, F 2 displays a bio-
graphical interest that may be said to be typical.

(3a/b) F 3a/b comment upon the famous passage in which Plato
praises the physical beauty and stature of Alkibiades51, which pro-
voked a comparison with the heroes of the epic world. A. compared
Alkibiades with Achilles. The flattering and already contemporary
saying that Alkibiades was the “common darling of all Hellas” was
even reported by his critics, including A. and Plato. A Life of Alkibiades
written by Satyros may be the source of F 3b which stressed his
physical beauty52. In Athens even the stone masons made some of
their statues of Hermai resemble Alkibiades53.

(4) In this fragment (cited in Athenaios) Herodikos criticized the re-
ports by Plato54 and other early Socratic philosophers on the military
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55 P. Alc. 7,5 (= G V A 202).
56 Following Plutarch the filovtimon is the ambiguous key-feature of Alkibiades’

character.
57 P. Alc. 7,5 (= G V A 202).
58 Cf. G IV n. 25 (1990: 235-256); but see M (1978: 16-29) on

some serious mistakes made by Diogenes, which were the result of his technique of
abbreviating and excerpting from his sources.

bravery of Sokrates and his prize for bravery. In Plutarch’s Life of
Alkibiades55, we read that on one occasion the prize for the bravest
should have been awarded to Sokrates on the justest calculation, after
he and Alkibiades had distinguished themselves in a battle during the
campaign of Potideia in 432/31. But when Sokrates saw that the
generals were anxious to give him the prize of valour because of
Alkibiades’ high social position and as he wished to incite the honour-
able ambitions56 of his pupil Alkibiades, he was the first to bear wit-
ness to Alkibiades’ bravery and asked that the crown and the suit of
armour should be given to Alkibiades in spite of his own entitlement.

But according to Herodikos those who judge the truth by the stand-
ards of Thukydides should trust neither Plato nor any of the other
early Socratic philosophers, as far as military or political details of
Sokrates’ life are concerned. Herodikos criticizes the encomiastic tra-
ditions of Sokrates’ pupils concerning their master’s life. A. is attacked
here for being patently biased in favour of his teacher Sokrates (and
against Alkibiades). According to Herodikos, A. deliberately invented
a second story of a prize for military bravery which Sokrates won in
a battle in Boiotia and which again was given to Alkibiades. Further-
more, he embellished this invented story by a fictitious dialogue be-
tween a stranger and Sokrates himself, in which the latter was made
to confirm this episode. Although it is an established fact that Plut-
arch used A. as one of his (many) sources for the Life of Alkibiades, it is
not certain that the story of Sokrates yielding his deserved prize for
bravery to Alkibiades comes from A. Plutarch gives no authority for
this story57. F 4 may be a doublet invented by A. on the basis of
another author’s report on the battle of Potideia.

2. KYROS
(F 5a/b)

(5a/b) If we can rely upon the Hellenistic classification of A.’s works
and if we can trust that this tradition has been reproduced faithfully
by Diogenes Laertios58, A. must have written several works on Kyros.
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59 Cf. for A.’s Kyros-works G V A 84-91 and V A 141 with G-
 IV n. 31 (1990: 295-308).

60 Cf. the collection of Herodikos’ fragments by DÜ (1941).
61 Cf. babulwvnio" in A. 5,222a.
62 In the 5th (5,215c) and 11th (11,504e) books of the Deipnosophistai.
63 G vol. II (1957: 497) on A. 5,220c.

We hear of one work in the fourth (Kyros) and another in the fifth
volume (Kyros or on Kingship) and two more in the tenth and last vol-
ume, if one accepts the plausible emendation of the name Kyrios to
Kyros59. Diogenes Laertios assigned several works on Kyros to three
different books in the complete edition. This might point to a differ-
ence in thematic scope. In general, A. must have adduced king Kyros
as a prominent example of personal virtue and as an ideal monarch
in his Kyros-dialogues, whereas abstract problems relating to ethics
and constitutional matters, such as the role of traditional religion and
law in the Polis, were probably treated in the third volume, e.g. in On
Law and Constitutions.

(5a) F 5a is the only fragment which can be identified with certainty
as belonging to one of A.’s Kyros-dialogues. It comes from Herodikos
and is taken from Athenaios’ Deipnosophistai. Herodikos60, surnamed oJ
krathvteio"61, came from Seleukeia on the Tigris and was one of
Krates of Mallos’ pupils (2nd century ..). Athenaios quotes exten-
sively62 from Herodikos’ pamphlet Pro;" to;n filoswkravthn which was
directed against Plato and other Socratics (e.g. A., Aischines and
Xenophon). They were accused by Herodikos of having distorted the
truth about Sokrates and his pupils, e.g. Alkibiades. In F 1 Herodikos
tried to defend Alkibiades against A.’s exaggerated attacks.
Herodikos’ (or Athenaios’?) words ejn qatevrw/ tw`n Kurẁn have been
understood in different ways. Gulick’s translation of the passage in
the Loeb Classical Library63 is mistaken, since he assumes that Kyros was
a treatise on king Kyros II, while there can be no doubt that Kyros I
was A.’s ideal ruler and a model of self-control among the barbarians.
But the accusations against Alkibiades may have been taken from the
second book of a Kyros-dialogue in two volumes or from the second
one of two different Kyros-dialogues which were known to Herodikos
or Athenaios. This seems to be altogether the most likely possibility.

(5b) We cannot know whether the Byzantine scholar Eustathios read
the polemical accusations against Alkibiades in an epitome of Athen-
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64 Cf. D. L. 2,61 (= F 6 D C = G V A 43); see
Z (1989: 10-11) on the question of whether Eustathios used an epitome of
Athenaios or may have had access to an editio maior of the Deipnosophistai which had
been available at the library of emperor Constantine Porphyrogennetos in the 10th
century; for similar cases of fragments taken from Athenaios and Eustathios cf. H-
 of Smyrna FGrHist IV A 3 1026 = F 46a B (forthcoming) = F 68a I
W and P of Eresos FGrHist IV A 1 1012 F 7 E = F 17a/b W.

65 F 34-35 D C = G V A 142-143; cf. also G
IV n. 33 (1990: 323-325).

66 On Aspasia’s life and the tradition on her relationship with Perikles, see recently
L (1993: 123-154), H (1995: 29-56): “Aspasia and the Socratic Tradition”
and S D (1994: XI-XLI) with a useful collection of ancient testimonies
concerning Aspasia’s life and her alleged works (1994: 2-120).

aios’ Deipnosophistai (which is the most likely hypothesis)64, or whether
he still had access to either the original works of Herodikos, the
source of Athenaios, or to a learned author on the works and opin-
ions of the early Socratics, such as Persaios or Pasiphon, or even to
A.’s original works.

3. ASPASIA
(F 6-7)

(6-7c) To a high degree of probability Aspasia65 was not a formal
biography of Aspasia’s whole life (or a substantial part of it), but a
Socratic or “proto-Cynic” moral treatise on the correct relationship
between men and women or a political pamphlet directed against
Perikles, his family and his relationship with Aspasia66. A.’s work
Aspasia bears witness to Socratic hostility towards Perikles and his clan
and may be understood as an attack against him which included
many famous anecdotes about him. Since the work was entitled Aspa-
sia (and not Perikles), one may assume that A. also provided many
items of information on her life.

(6) A.’s Aspasia contained a lot of slander and worthless diabolhv, but
also anecdotes pertaining to Perikles’ biography. Xanthippos and
Paralos, Perikles’ two sons by his first, Athenian wife, are criticized for
their immoral sexual practices, their companions (especially Arche-
stratos and Euphemos) and their lack of true philosophical education,
which is shown by the vulgar and heartless jokes of Paralos’ friend
Euphemos. Xanthippos and Paralos—as far as we know—were not
attacked by A. for political reasons, e.g. as representatives of the
political tradition of radical democracy or of Athens’ imperial posi-
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67 See my commentary on S of Thasos FGrHist IV A 1 1002 (=
FGrHist 107) F 10-11 for further literature on Perikles, Aspasia, Xanthippos and
Paralos.

68 See the short, but valuable commentary  on H P F 59
W VII (1969: 80).

tion in the Aegean world, which were associated by A.’s contempo-
raries with Perikles.

(7a-c) In the Aspasia A. sought to give a negative example of the
hJdonh"̀ bivo", the life of pleasure and self-indulgence. In the Socratic
classification of ways of lives the life of pleasure was typical of a
“democratic man” (and of “tyrants”). Hence Aspasia and Perikles, the
heroes of the Aspasia, were a good choice. By relating “scandalous”
anecdotes about Perikles’ relationship with this courtesan and about
the improper public behaviour of Elpinike, Kimon’s sister, A. illus-
trated e contrario the way an Athenian and educated Greek statesman
or an honourable Athenian woman should live67. F 7b is taken from
Plutarch’s Life of Perikles and F 7c from Herakleides Pontikos’ treatise
On Pleasure. Both texts have been included by Giannantoni in his
collection, but have not been included by Decleva Caizzi in her ear-
lier collection. In order that the reader of this collection may be able
to follow the discussion on Antisthenes’ role in the development of
Greek biography, I have included both texts in this collection. Close
parallels between the wording of the first sentence of F 7a (attested for
A.) and the last sentence in 7b lead to the conclusion that 7b is also
taken from A.’s Aspasia. But it cannot be ruled out that F 7b might
equally have been taken from a homonymous work Aspasia by
Aischines, another Socratic, who is explicitly mentioned by Plutarch
as one of his sources in this very paragraph. Athenaios refers to a
work by Herakleides Pontikos entitled On Pleasure as the source of F
7c. Herakleides himself may have borrowed this information from
A.’s Aspasia, but several other sources (e.g. Aischines the Socratic) are
also possible68.

4. THE STATESMAN
(T 2)

(T 2) We read in the only preserved testimony to the Statesman  that
it was composed as a dialogue, and, following Patzer, “der Kontext
bei Herodikos ... und Persaios .. läßt kaum einen Zweifel, daß auch
die Schriften jAlkibiavdh", ∆Arcevlao", ∆Aspasiva, ÔHraklh`" oJ ejlavsswn
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69  P (1970: 94).
70 Cf. G IV n. 40 (1990: 403-411); on philosophers as opponents of

democracy in Athens see P (1939), W (1979: 279-302), R (1992:
1-60) and R (1994: 48-92).

71 E.g. A. Pol. 3,13 1284 a 11-17 (= F 100 D C = G
V A 68); D. L. 6,5 (= F 103 D C = G V A 71); D.
L. 6,8 (= F 169 D C = G V A 72) and similar texts in
G V A 68-78: quid Antisthenes de legibus et de republica senserit.

72 Cf. in this collection S FGrHist IV A 1 1002 = FGrHist 107.
73 T FGrHist 115 F 85-100; see also C (1968: 19-76), S

(1991: 127-156) and F (1994: 90-97) on A.’s influences upon Theopompos.
74 Cf. on Aspasia, Perikles and his sons F 34-35 D C = G

V A 142-144 and on Alkibiades F 29A-33 D C and G V A
198-202; see F 7a-c with lit.

75 See e.g. S (1971: 169-170) and K (1979: 494-533).

und Ku`ro" mikrov" Dialoge gewesen sind”69. With Sokrates himself and
most of the early Socratics A. shared a critical attitude to democracy
as a system of government, and in particular to Athenian democracy
and the ruling elite of rJhvtore" kai; strathgoiv of the late 5th and early
4th centuries. The death-sentence passed on Sokrates of course
exacerbated the Socratic philosophers’ prejudices against or even
their feelings of hatred towards the restored democracy of 403/401
.., although their opposition had begun earlier and had at first been
based on philosophical grounds70. A. regarded the Spartan kovsmo" as
a model for a well-ordered constitution. Many of his famous say-
ings—both those that are genuine as well as wittier and sharper Apo-
phthegmata assigned to him in later times—bear witness to his radical
criticism of democracy71. Similar sharp criticism of or contempt for
the Athenian democrats was expressed in the Platonic dialogue Poli-
tikos, in Stesimbrotos of Thasos’ On Themistokles, Thukydides and Peri-
kles72, a treatise written about a generation earlier, and in Theopom-
pos of Chios’ excursus on the Athenian demagogues in the tenth book
of his Philippika73, written about a generation later than A.’s Statesman.
Even the fragmentary condition of our evidence permits the conclu-
sion that Aspasia, Perikles, his sons and Alkibiades were A.’s favourite
targets for attack74, just as they were extensively scoffed at in contem-
porary comedy75. But he evidently did not spare other prominent
Athenian demagogues: in his dialogue Politikos (i.e. The Statesman) A.
attacked all Athenian demagogues, as we are told by Herodikos in a
short summary of the contents of the work (T 2). No fragments have
been preserved, and it is strange that the title Politikos is missing in our
most comprehensive list of A.’s works in Diogenes Laertios, whereas
Athenaios explicitly mentions it in the Deipnosophistai, basing himself
on an earlier summary by Herodikos of Seleukeia, a grammarian of

     





76 N (1894: 2542).
77 Cf. F 84A and B D C = G V A 131 with parallel sources

for similar apophthegmata ascribed to Diogenes or Demosthenes.

the second century .. Natorp76 suggested that A.’s Politikos may
correspond to the treatise entitled On the Law or On Constitutional Mat-
ters mentioned in Diogenes Laertios, but this cannot be confirmed.
Perhaps in his work On the Law or On Constitutional Matters A. discussed
the traditional notion of Athenian law that was proclaimed by the
polis in the assembly of the people on the one hand, and his own
concept of traditional and natural law, on the other, whereas in the
Statesman he may have criticized the way of life of a typical contempo-
rary Athenian orator. He probably found fault with this bivo" or way
of life and gave a series of biographical examples taken from the lives
of leading Athenian demagogues. It is also possible that A. gave de-
scriptions of other types of politician such as the oligarch, the timo-
crat, the monarchic ruler and the tyrant.

One is inclined to presume that The Statesman was a mixture of polit-
ical and philosophical criticism of democracy and democratic man,
biographical sketches and personal attacks on leading demagogues, as
we find in the fragments of A.’s dialogues Kyros  and Aspasia. One of
A.’s most famous sayings, meivzwn ej" kovraka" h] ej" kovlaka" (better be
thrown to the crows than the sneaks and flatterers; where in impreca-
tions the phrase ej" kovraka" also has the popular meaning of “go and
be hanged”)77, shows his contempt for Athenian demagogues whom
he attacked as kovlake", flatterers of the people. Given the fragmen-
tary condition of our tradition on The Statesman  it would be hazard-
ous to claim that this work was an early example of a collective
political biography. Most probably, it was a radical Socratic dialogue
or treatise on statesmanship in which A. used biographical material to
illustrate his general position. Perhaps A.’s Statesman was intended to
correspond to Plato’s Politikos. Despite these reservations concerning
the literary genre of The Statesman, the work deserves a place in this
collection of fragments of Greek biographies as a literary root of the
developed collections of biographies of Hellenistic times.

5. ARCHELAOS OR ON KINGSHIP
(T 3)

(T 3) Only one testimony of Archelaos or on Kingship has been preserved
in Athenaios’ Deipnosophistai. It says that this work included a diabolhv
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78 Cf. e.g. P. Gorg. 471a-d.
79 Cf. G IV n. 39 (1990: 388-391).

on Gorgias. If we could trust our ancient testimonies that A. himself
had been a pupil of Gorgias in his youth, T 3 would be even more
remarkable. In his later days A. became a Socratic proselyte and
shared the sharp criticism of and contempt for sophistic rhetoric
which Sokrates had taught his disciples. The essence of Socratic at-
tacks on sophistic rhetoric can be found in Plato’s famous dialogues,
especially in the Gorgias, the Protagoras  and the first book of the Politeia.

A.’s Archelaos was named after the Macedonian king Archelaos, who
was killed in 399 .. in a conspiracy to overthrow his government.
According to some ancient testimonies king Archelaos tried without
success to invite Sokrates to his court, where in the last years of his
reign famous poets, such as the Athenian Euripides, were living. This
tradition may have provided A. with a starting point for his Archelaos.
Perhaps king Archelaos was chosen by A. as a contemporary negative
model of the monarchic bivo", since in the Socratic tradition he was
regarded as the most unscrupulous of all Macedonians and as a bar-
barian ruler78. A.’s Archelaos may have been an answer to the picture
of Archelaos which was drawn by the sophist Gorgias in Plato’s Gor-
gias. Giannantoni79 gives a useful overview of different scholarly opin-
ions on the title, the contents, the structure and the disputed authen-
ticity of the Archelaos. Because A.’s Archelaos is quoted by Athenaios
together with his Politikos, the two dialogues may also have shared
another  common theme: a Socratic attack on sophistic rhetoric as a
tevcnh.
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1005-1007. Writers on the Seven Sages

Preliminary observations

The latest scholar to address ancient legendry about the Seven Sages
in full is D. Fehling1. In this scholar’s view the constitution of the
main features of the ancient legends concerning the Seven Sages—
their number, their sayings and the tradition about the Prize for
Wisdom—can be traced back to just two key figures. Plato, the earli-
est surviving author from antiquity to mention the collegium (Prot.
343a), would effectively have been the first to launch the concept of a
group of seven wise men and to link their sagacity to the famous
maxims of Delphic wisdom. Kallimachos supposedly was the first to
modify Plato’s list of seven names, thus establishing what in later
times became the most common composition of the group (an issue
which was subject to much variation in the fourth and third centuries
.C.), and he is also held to have been the source of the legend of the
∆Agw;n sofiva" (F 191,32-77 P I). These conclusions are the re-
sult of a professedly painstaking and unprejudiced, yet ultimately ex-
cessively conjectural and sceptical and, consequently, erroneous and
misleading analysis of all available evidence in regard to the collegium
and the Agon. This is not the place to review the German scholar’s
monograph in full, which is also concerned with the relationship be-
tween the Sages and early Greek chronology. Still, the main short-
comings of his investigation into ancient traditions about the Seven
Sages, which takes up the first two chapters of his study and which
results in the questioning of almost all references to fourth-century
writers on the subject, should nevertheless be laid bare here2.

Fehling’s position is problematic right from the outset. By ada-
mantly claiming that the collegium of the Seven Sages mentioned by
Plato was purely an invention of the latter which sprang from a
jocular adaptation of data derived from Herodotos, Simonides and
Hipponax3, he flatly denies the existence of anonymous oral tradi-

1 See F (1985: 9-65).
2 This is also important because only one proper review has seen the light of day,

which is surprisingly benevolent to Fehling in regard to the passages that concern us
here: see BC (1989: 187-192).

3 In F’s wording (1985: 13), “eine scherzhafte Konstruktion”; for the full
argument, see F (1985: 13-18). One of the elements which give the joke away,
Fehling holds, is the inclusion among the Seven Sages of the obscure Myson and the
even rarer ethnic Chneuv" added to his name: Plato allegedly invented it specially for
Myson (“es gab den Ort nämlich nicht”), as would seem to be borne out by the fact
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tions and folk tales on the subject, despite the unmistakably folkloris-
tic nature of many features of the ancient stories regarding the Seven:
thus, with a single stroke he brushes aside the findings of anthropo-
logical research in the past few decades, which has shown oral tradi-
tion to be a quintessential element of the early phases of any human
culture4.

In regard to the literary side of ancient tradition on the Seven
Sages prior to Plato and in the time of the latter, the German scholar
also adopts a highly contestable viewpoint. On the one hand he posits
that we know the names of every writer active in the pre-Alexandrian
period, both those whose works have been preserved in full and those
whom we only know through citations. Accordingly, in Fehling’s
view, it is futile to construct hypotheses about authors prior to Plato
who are also said to have written on the topic, but whose works
supposedly have failed to leave even the slightest trace in our sources
and whom we can no longer even identify by name; in the same train
of thought the only advantage writers from the fifth and fourth centu-
ries .C. have over us is that they had every piece of writing available
to them in full, whereas we have to content ourselves with the frag-
ments of some of them.

On the other hand Fehling is convinced that every source refer-
ence given by post-Alexandrian authors to writers active in the fifth
and fourth centuries is, by definition, a forgery: either a given quota-
tion is invented, or its alleged author as well. His suspicion results
from the fact that the three main sources of ancient tradition on the
Seven Sages—Diodoros, Plutarch and Diogenes Laertios—all relate
variants on the same themes and nevertheless cite no sources or else
completely different ones: when considered in combination with the
long-standing notoriety, in certain quarters of modern scholarship, of
these three authors as highly unreliable and unthinking personalities,
this can, in Fehling’s opinion, only be taken to mean that their stories
and the accompanying source references are all, without exception,
pure inventions with no historical basis, contrived by the respective

that the village is only ever mentioned in connection with Myson and by the uncer-
tainty already of the ancients regarding its exact name and location. True though the
first part of this ‘explanation’ may be (even so, it hardly amounts to a serious argu-
ment), at least Pausanias’ exact reference (at 10,24.1) to a village located in Oite (that
is, the central part of the mountain range due south of the valley of the river
Spercheios) corresponding to the ethnic Chneuv", would seem to provide sufficient
ground for questioning Fehling’s doubts in this respect, which are not shared by any
other modern scholar: see F (1985: 15 n. 11) for all references.

4 This criticism is not new; it has already been levelled against Fehling in a review
of his monograph on Herodotos’ source citations (published 1971; 19892): see B-
 (1992: 183).
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writers in order to conceal their dependence on their direct sources
and to convey an impression of originality5.

Each of the issues touched upon in the previous three paragraphs
warrants full treatment, but a few considerations must suffice here.
To begin with it is, from a methodological point of view, unquestion-
ably commendable to recognize the great dangers and the large de-
gree of uncertainty involved in invoking anonymous oral storytelling
and no longer extant authors in order to reconstruct the obscure
origin and development of certain traditions (after all, there is nothing
disgraceful about admitting that our knowledge is defective). Howev-
er, going to the other extreme and dismissing outright the idea that
both categories can actually be taken into account as uncertain fac-
tors in the process is simply a sterile approach: the sheer number of
authors and writings from antiquity which are only known to us
through a mere handful of quotations at the most6, is enough to
dispel any misguided conceptions we might entertain about the limit-
ed scope of our knowledge of what the ancients have actually pro-
duced in the literary field.

Secondly, Fehling all too eagerly tosses aside the vast majority of
references to fourth- and third-century sources, on the basis of hy-
potheses and assumptions that are no less dubious and gratuitous
than the conjectures he claims to be combating in the first place.
Already his basic assumption—that Diodoros, Plutarch and Diogenes
Laertios alike should have provided the same list of early sources for
the various accounts if those sources had really existed—is ill-con-
ceived. It is inappropriate to apply the basic rules of modern histori-
cal research (in this case, the conscientious and systematic citing of
one’s sources) to ancient practice, let alone to draw conclusions re-
garding the reliability of an ancient author’s information from the
apparent disregard thereof7. Besides, if one looks at the varied nature
of the works of the three writers and the context in which they bring
up the subject, it is clear that one cannot expect all of them to have
dealt with the matter in an equally thorough manner. Undoubtedly

5 As F (1985: 39) sees it, Diodoros was the first to invent variants of Kalli-
machos’ version; Plutarch drew on Diodoros, added some stories of his own and
invented a reference to Theophrastos; Diogenes went totally out of his way by think-
ing up a whole batch of authors as well as new stories in order to conceal his
dependence on both Diodoros and Plutarch.

6 A quick glance through the sixteen volumes of FGrHist that have been published
so far is already highly instructive in this respect.

7 Similar criticism of Fehling can be found, for instance, in the reviews of the
monograph on Herodotos by B (1992: 183) and F (1996: 82-83).
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Diodoros had not much room for an ample discussion of current
legends about the Seven, replete with full source acknowledgements,
in his universal history8; similarly Plutarch devoted only one chapter
of his biography of Solon to the  ∆Agwvn and the migratio tripodis, hence
it was not imperative for him to produce a full set of sources9; Dio-
genes Laertios, on the other hand, devoted the entire first book of his
work to the lives of Greek wise men, and he explicitly announces on
two occasions that he will give general notices of the Seven Sages and
of the stories about the Prize for Wisdom10. Therefore it is perfectly
understandable that Diodoros did not mention his sources by name,
that Plutarch named only one and that Diogenes Laertios mentioned
a veritable plethora of earlier writers.

Thirdly, it is gratuitous to affirm that Diodoros (the earliest of the
three to quote authorities) regarded Kallimachos’ account of the
∆Agwvn as the authoritative one and therefore went to great lengths to
contrive several variants himself, while in the extant text—the admit-

8 Admittedly, we must be aware of the fact that Diodoros’ book 9 has not been
preserved in full, but is known only through the Byzantine Excerpta de virtutibus et vitiis.
Having said that, the suggestion that Diodoros sat down to invent stories on his own
in order to flesh out his universal history and to cloak his lack of originality, is hardly
convincing.

9 He only mentions one, Theophrastos (P. Sol. 4,7 = T 583 F 
A.). Pace F (1985: 38), this quotation easily stands up to close scrutiny, given
the interest generated by the traditions concerning the Seven Sages among the
Peripatetics in general. This interest, which we have no reason to doubt Theo-
phrastos shared with his colleagues, is borne out by several F attributable to Aristotle
or members of his school: cf. A Peri; filosofiva" F 3 R = F 3 R = F 3
U = F 28-29 G; DC F 30-32 W I, possibly from a
monograph on the Seven Sages; D  P F 114 W IV, from
Tw'n eJpta; sofw'n ajpofqevgmata; KC F 69-71 W III, from Peri; paroimivwn;
S  L F 146-147 W V, from EuJrhmavtwn e[legcoi. We know
furthermore that T wrote a work Peri; tw'n sofw'n, only the title of which
survives (cf. D. L. 5,48 = T 727,12 F  A.). W IV
(19682: 69) was somewhat reluctant to make suggestions about the contents of this
work and about the (scope of the) treatment of the Seven Sages in it, but in view of
the other F mentioned above, and since, moreover, we know that Aristotle’s succes-
sor discussed the Gnw'qi sautovn in his treatise Peri; paroimiw'n (cf. S. Ecl. 3,21.12
p. 558-559 H I), it would seem that such hesitation is not called for; M
in G – M – M S – C (1992: 260), for one, as-
sumed that the work did in fact deal with the Seven Sages.
For recent discussion of the Peripatetics’ attention to the Seven Sages, see, in addi-
tion to Wehrli’s comments on the passages just quoted, M in G –
M – M S – C (1992: 260-262).

10 Cf. D. L. 1,40 (Peri; dh; tw'n eJptav—a[xion ga;r ejntau'qa kaqolikw'" kajkeivnwn
ejpimnhsqh'nai—lovgoi fevrontai toiou'toi; This seems the proper place for a general notice of the
Seven Sages, of whom we have such accounts as the following) and 1,27-33 (passim) respectively;
the translation given is that of HC.
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tedly fragmentary remains of book 9—there is not so much as the
slightest trace of the great poet: to make use of Diodoros-excerptors
to solve this awkward incommodity11 is just too opportunistic. Actual-
ly the surviving evidence from antiquity seems to confirm Plutarch’s
indication that Kallimachos’ version did not belong to the commonly
accepted canon12: it is known to us only through the fortuitous find of
P.Oxy. 1011 and a quotation by none other than Diogenes Laertios
(1,28-29), who has been stigmatized by Fehling as one of the worst
forgers around in Antiquity.

These general objections aside, there are several specific considera-
tions which can be adduced to the detriment of the argument of the
German scholar. Indeed, if we take a renewed look at the individual
cases of early sources—from the 5th to 3th centuries .C., prior to or
contemporary with either Plato or Kallimachos—which Fehling has
raised doubts about, it appears that the ancient evidence is anything
but the nest of falsifications he makes it out to be. Instead, the Ger-
man scholar can be shown to have built his theory on shaky or
downright dubious grounds, to have jumped to conclusions and to
have relegated relevant information to an inconspicuous footnote.

Firstly, Athenaios has reported a version of the Agon on the author-
ity of the early Hellenistic poet Phoinix of Kolophon which is closely
similar to that of Kallimachos13. Fehling, however, has been hasty in
dismissing this testimony. As it appears to him improbable that both
poets, “who were almost contemporaries”, dealt with the same story
in the same metre, he assumes forthwith that Phoinix could only have
touched upon it summarily, after Kallimachos’ fuller version—thereby
conveniently forgetting that modern scholarship tends to regard Phoi-
nix as the older of the two poets...14.

Secondly, the available information suggests that Demetrios of
Phaleron, like many other prominent members of the Peripatos in the
second half of the fourth century .C.15, took a keen interest in the

11 F (1985: 36 n. 59): “Diodor mag Kallimachos’ Version genannt haben
(...) das konnten die Exzerptoren weglassen.”

12 Cf. P. Sol. 4,8, where there is a reference to the story as given by Kallima-
chos, albeit without mention of the latter’s name, after a survey of the manifold
guises of the version which “uJpo; pleiovnwn teqruvlhtai.”

13 Cf. A. 11,495d (= F 4 p. 234 P).
14 See C (1980: 68-69); F I (1972: 554) and II (1972: 1030-1031 n.

136). However, see Pfeiffer’s commentary on line 1 of Kallimachos’ F 191—P
I (19652: 161)—for a second opinion, similar to that of Fehling, on Phoinix’ debt to
the great Alexandrian poet.

15 Cf. supra, p. 115 n. 9.
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legends concerning the Seven Sages and wrote a lot about them. As a
matter of fact, he is credited with the calculation of the archon year
corresponding to the Epoch of the Seven Sages and with a collection
of Apophthegms of the various members of the revered collegium (Tw'n
eJpta; sofw'n ajpofqevgmata)16. In Fehling’s study, however, very little
remains of this. To begin with, the German scholar asserts that the
calculation of the epochal year was actually the work of Aristotle.
This, however, is a fallacious assumption based on a number of un-
founded and cheap claims17. In addition, no mention whatever is
made of the fact that the names of the Seven Sages as contained in
Demetrios’ collection of sayings correspond exactly with those fea-
tured in Kallimachos’ first Iambus. Surely this gravely upsets the pivot-
al position within the tradition of the legends about the Seven Sages
which Fehling has so generously created for Kallimachos.

His claim is weakened further when we turn to Diogenes Laertios.
Fehling has drawn up a list of no less than seven early sources, cited
on the Sages’ Agon in the Laertian’s first book, who he claims are not
attested anywhere else in the ancient evidence and whose names (all
but one) he alleges to be modifications of genuine names, thought up
by Diogenes in a clumsy attempt to conceal the fact that he has
invented them18. In addition Fehling has indicated a few cases in
which not the cited source altogether, but ‘merely’ a reference to a
passage of a well-known author is disposed of as a fictitious creation
of the Laertian. Thus, he rids himself for instance of the quotation
from Eudoxos of Knidos concerning the Sages’  ∆Agwvn (D. L.
1,29-30 = FGrHist 1006 F 1) on the long-standing assumption that
Diogenes simply invented most of his so-called ‘information’, as
would be illustrated in this particular instance by the omission of a
precise book-title or -number in the reference19.

16 Cf. FGrHist 228 F 1 and F 114, 149 W IV with the respective commentar-
ies.

17 See F (1985: 98-99; 115-117). He gratuitously states that the Stagirite
must have been concerned with the Seven Sages in his Register of Victors in the Pythian
Games. Likewise, there is no ground for his statement that according to Plato the
Seven were officially declared Sages by Delphic priesthood while all were physically
present, and further, that this could only have happened after Solon had returned
from his many years’ journey undertaken in order to secure the implementation of
his legislation. Lastly, he rids himself of a divergence between the archon lists of
Aristotle and Demetrios by postulating that the latter made the small change “aus
irgendeinem Grund (sic!)”—a small intervention which conveniently renders futile “a
great amount of fruitless discussions and attempts at harmonization ...”

18 See F (1985: 29-31; 32-33; 46).
19 See F (1985: 33).
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This seemingly convincing exposure of the Laertian as an unrelia-
ble fraud, now, on closer investigation turns out to be a hoax itself. In
the introduction to the commentary on the F of Andron of Ephesos
(no. 1005 in the present volume) the list of allegedly invented sources
will be examined in detail20. Anticipating the conclusions reached
there, it may suffice here to say that the historical existence of at least
two of the seven authors who supposedly only existed in Diogenes’
mind, can be vindicated on the strength both of their names and of
references to them in sources independent from the Laertian. Accord-
ingly, it would appear that all of the otherwise allegedly unidentifiable
authors singled out by the German scholar as figments of Diogenes
Laertios deserve a rehabilitation, or at least that a fresh investigation
into their existence is called for. This conclusion is supported by, and
in turn goes a long way toward substantiating the now current schol-
arly view that Diogenes Laertios did not just invent every other
source he cites, but really appears to have adopted the standard an-
cient practice of heuristics21. Along the same lines Diogenes’ refer-
ence to Eudoxos’ version of the Sages’ Agon can plausibly be accepted,
the more so because this polymath intrinsically qualifies as a writer
who could well have dealt with the Seven Sages in one of his known
works (most likely the Gh'" perivodo"), without necessarily devoting an
entire monograph to the subject22. The fact that the Laertian in the
case of Eudoxos does not refer to a specific title and book-number is
simply immaterial, since in antiquity source citations were not re-
quired to contain such detailed information in the first place.

To close the book on Fehling’s discussion it may, last but not least, be
pointed out that the final result of his simple, or even simplistic,
reconstruction is intrinsically implausible: a mere handful of fourth
and third-century writers survive, who actually wrote, in the wake of
Plato, on the Seven Sages, and each and every one was a famous and
influential man of letters: Ephoros, Aristotle, Demetrios of Phaleron,
Anaximenes of Lampsakos, Dikaiarchos of Messene and Kallima-
chos. At the end of the day it is hard to conceive that such great
authors could have been alone in appreciating Plato’s joke, then de-

20 Cf. infra, p. 128-131.
21 See M (1978: 16-29). On Diogenes’ working habits (the excerpting process

and the citation of his sources), and on the method of literary composition of ancient
scholarly works in general, see also H (1992: 4077-4082), with references to older
literature.

22 See the introduction to the commentary on the F of Eudoxos (FGrHist 1006),
infra, p. 170-171.
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velop it within a historical framework and ultimately elevate it to the
status of a constitutive ingredient of Panhellenic culture.

In conclusion we find that Fehling’s analysis of ancient tradition on
the Seven Sages does rank injustice to the available evidence, which
can be proven to be trustworthy after all, and which actually hints at
a reality much more complex than that envisaged by the German
scholar. There are, therefore, hardly any grounds for abandoning the
commonly-accepted view on the subject, according to which the tales
about the collegium of Seven Wise Men began circulating as folk stories
in the late sixth and fifth centuries and were committed to writing
shortly thereafter23.

Jan B

23 See, for instance, Z I.1 (19196: 158-163); B (1923: 2248); F-
 (19622: 274-276); S (1966: 115-118); L (19713: 187-188); W (1973:
193-208); GÄ (1975: 177-178); K (1981: 33); most recently, see G-
 (1996: 1397).
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1005. Andron of Ephesos
(first half 4th cent. B.C.)

T

1 a) D. L. 1,119:  [Andrwn d’ oJ ∆Efevsiov" fhsi ktl. (cf. F 4).
b) SC. P. Isthm. 2,17 p. 216 DC III: (...)  [Andrwn oJ  ∆Efevsio"

(cf. F 2b).

2 a) C. A. Strom. 1,129.4: (...) w{" fhsin A[ ndrwn ejn tw'/ Trivpodi (cf. F 1).

b) D. L. 1,30:   [Andrwn d’ ejn tw'/ Trivpodi ktl. (cf. F 2a). c) P.

Filovlogo" ajkrovasi" ap. E. Praep. ev. 10,3.6:  [Andrwno" ga;r ejn tw'/ Trivpodi

ktl. (cf. F 3a). d) P. Lex.—Suda S 77 s.v. Samivwn oJ dh'mov" ejstin wJ"

polugravmmato": (...) wJ"  “Andrwn ejn Trivpodi (cf. F 5).

F

TRIPOUS

(F 1-6)

1 (FHG II, p. 347, F 3) C. A. Strom. 1,129.4: Sunecrovnisan de; oiJ

sugkatalegevnte" sofoi; tw'/ Qalei', w{" fhsin   [Andrwn ejn tw'/ Trivpodi.

2 (FHG F 1) a) D. L. 1,30-31:  [Andrwn d’ ejn tw'/ Trivpodi  ∆Argeivou"

a\qlon ajreth'" tw'/ sofwtavtw/ tw'n  ÔEllhvnwn trivpoda qei'nai: kriqh'nai de;

∆Aristovdhmon Spartiavthn, o}n paracwrh'sai Civlwni. b) (FHG F 2) SC.

P. Isthm. 2,17 p. 216 DC III:

Spartiavthn de; ∆Aristovdhmon ejn toi'" eJpta; sofoi'" ajnagravfei  [Andrwn oJ

∆Efevsio".

3 (FHG F 6) P. Filovlogo" ajkrovasi" (408F S) ap. E. Praep. ev.

10,3.4;5-9: (4) (...) oJ grammatiko;"  ∆Apollwvnio" e[fh: “(...) (5) Pragmavtwn d’

7-8 ejsti om. Phot. : ejstin wJ" polugravmmato" om. Suda : cf. Plut. Per. 26,4 15 ajnagravfei a :
ajnagravfetai BD

1
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1005. Andron of Ephesos
(1st half 4th cent. B.C.)

T

1 Andron of Ephesos ...

2 Andron in the Tripod ...

F

TRIPOD

1 According to Andron in the Tripod, those who share the title of sage with
Thales were contemporaries of his.

2 a) Andron reports in the Tripod that the Argives offered a tripod as a prize
for virtue to the wisest of the Greeks; Aristodemos of Sparta was adjudged
the winner, but he ceded the prize to Chilon.

b) Andron of Ephesos records Aristodemos of Sparta among the Seven
Sages.

3 Apollonios the grammarian remarked: “(...) He (sc. Theopompos) has also

     -;  -





uJfaivresin pepoivhtai (sc. oJ Qeovpompo"; FGrHist 115 F 70), metaqei;" ta; ejp’
a[llwn a[lloi", i{na kai; yeuvsth" aJlw'/ tou'ton to;n trovpon. (6)  [Andrwno" ga;r ejn

tw'/ Trivpodi peri; Puqagovrou tou' filosovfou ta; peri; ta;" prorrhvsei"

iJstorhkovto", eijpovnto" te wJ" diyhvsa" pote; ejn Metapontivw/ kai; e[k tino"

frevato" ajnimhvsa" kai; piw;n proei'pen, wJ" eij" trivthn hJmevran e[soito seismov".”

Kai; e{terav tina touvtoi" ejpagagw;n ejpilevgei: (7) “Tau't’ ou\n tou'   [Andrwno" peri;

Puqagovrou iJstorhkovto" pavnta uJfeivleto Qeovpompo": eij me;n peri; Puqagovrou

levgwn, tavca a]n kai; e{teroi hjpivstanto peri; aujtou' kai; e[legon: ‘tau'ta kai; aujto;"

ei\pen’: nu'n de; th;n kloph;n dhvlhn pepoivhken hJ tou' ojnovmato" metavqesi": toi'" me;n

ga;r pravgmasi kevcrhtai toi'" aujtoi'", e{teron d’ o[noma metenhvnoce: Ferekuvdhn

ga;r to;n Suvrion pepoivhke tau'ta prolevgonta. (8) Ouj movnon de; touvtw/ tw'/ ojnovmati

ajpokruvptei th;n klophvn, ajlla; kai; tovpwn metaqevsei. Tov te ga;r peri; th'"

prorrhvsew" tou' seismou' ejn Metapontivw/ uJp’  [Andrwno" rJhqe;n ejn Suvrw/

eijrh'sqaiv fhsin oJ Qeovpompo", tov te peri; to; ploi'on oujk ajpo; Megavrwn th'"

Sikeliva", ajpo; de; Savmou fhsi; qewrhqh'nai: kai; th;n Subavrew" a{lwsin ejpi; th;n

Messhvnh" metevqhken. (9)  {Ina dev ti dokh'/ levgein perittovn, kai; tou' xevnou

prostevqeike tou[noma, Perivlaon aujto;n kalei'sqai levgwn.”

4 (FHG F 5) D. L. 1,119:  [Andrwn d’ oJ  ∆Efevsiov" fhsi duvo

gegonevnai Ferekuvda" Surivou", to;n me;n ajstrolovgon, to;n de; qeolovgon uiJo;n

Bavbuo", w|/ kai; Puqagovran scolavsai.  ∆Eratosqevnh" (FGrHist 241 F 10) d’ e{na

movnon, kai; e{teron  ∆Aqhnai'on, genealovgon.

5 (FHG F 7) P. Lex.—Suda S 77 s.v. Samivwn oJ dh'mov" ejstin wJ"

polugravmmato":  ∆Aristofavnh" Babulwnivoi" (F 71 K – A III,2),

ejpiskwvptwn tou;" ejstigmevnou". OiJ ga;r Savmioi kataponhqevnte" uJpo; tw'n turavnnwn

spavnei tw'n politeuomevnwn ejpevgrayan toi'" douvloi" ejk pevnte stathvrwn th;n ijsopoliteivan, wJ"

∆Aristotevlh" ejn th'/ Samivwn politeiva/ (F 575 R = F 592 G).  ]H o{ti para; Samivoi"

euJrevqh prwvtoi" ta; k—d— gravmmata uJpo; Kallistravtou, wJ"  [Andrwn ejn Trivpodi.

Tou;" de;  ∆Aqhnaivou" e[peise crh'sqai toi'" tw'n  jIwvnwn gravmmasin  ∆Arci'no" [d’
∆Aqhnaivoi"] ejpi; a[rconto" Eujkleivdou. Tou;" de; Babulwnivou" ejdivdaxe dia;

27 ei\pen Viger in marg. : eijpwvn codd. : Tau'ta ejkeivnw/ aujto;n eijpei'n Corssen (1911: 1389-1390)
: taujta; <a}> kai; aujto;" ei\pen Diels ap. Jacoby 31 surivw codd. : Surw/ corr. edd. 38 Bavbuo" w
: babou" B : bavduo" FPpc 40-41 ejsti om. Phot. : ejstin wJ" polugravmmato" om. Suda : cf. Plut.
Per. 26,4 46-47 ∆Arci'no" [d’  ∆Aqhnaivoi"] Bernhardy : a[rcein oiJ d’  ∆Aqhnaivoi" Phot. :  ∆Arcivnou
d’  ∆Aqhnaivou Suda :  ∆Arci'no" oJ  ∆Aqhnai'o" Porson Dobree Taylor :  ∆Arcivnou" oJ  ∆Aqhnaivou Sudae
ed. Bas. 1543 :  ∆Arcivnou"  ∆Aqhnai'o" Kuster
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pilfered stories, assigning anecdotes to the wrong people; wherefore he can
be exposed as a plagiarist in this way also. Andron in his Tripod recounts the
stories about the predictions of Pythagoras the philosopher: how once in
Metapontion he was thirsty and drew water from some well; after drinking
he predicted there would be an earthquake on the third day.” He (sc. Apol-
lonios-Porphyry) also relates other stories in connection with these: “Now
Theopompos has filched all of Andron’s stories about Pythagoras; but if he
(sc. Theopompos) had spoken about Pythagoras, perhaps others, too, would
have known about him (sc. Pythagoras) and said: ‘He himself said that.’ But
now the change of name has made the theft clear. For using the same
matters, he has substituted another name; for he has made Pherekydes of
Syros the one predicting these things. But he hides the theft not only by this
name, but also by a change of localities. For the prophecy of the earthquake
reported by Andron as spoken in Metapontion, Theopompos says was told
in Syros, and he says that the incident concerning the ship was seen not from
Megara in Sicily, but from Samos, and he has transported the capture of
Sybaris to Messene. And in order that he might appear to be saying some-
thing extraordinary, he has even added the name of the host, saying that he
was called Perilaos.”

4 Andron of Ephesos maintains that there were two natives of Syros who
bore the name Pherekydes: the one was an astronomer, the other—son of
Babys—a theologian and teacher of Pythagoras. Eratosthenes, however, states

that there was only one Pherekydes of Syros, the other Pherekydes being an Athenian

and a genealogist.

5 How deeply lettered the people of Samos are!: thus Aristophanes in The
Babylonians, scoffing at the branded people. According to Aristotle in the Constitution

of the Samians, (sc. the poet refers to) the Samians who enfranchised their slaves for five

staters, at a time when they were being oppressed by tyranny. Or else (sc. the poet
coined this phrase) because the twenty-four letters were first invented among
the Samians by Kallistratos, as Andron has it in his Tripod. Archinos con-
vinced the Athenians to adopt the Ionic alphabet in the archonship of Eu-
kleides. Aristophanes produced his play The Babylonians with the help of

     -





Kallistravtou ∆Aristofavnh" e[tesi pro; tou' ∆Eukleivdou k—e—, ejpi; Eujklevou". Peri;

de; tou' peivsanto" iJstorei' Qeovpompo" (FGrHist 115 F 155). Ktl.

6 (FHG sub 7) SC. D. TC. p. 184,20 H: Foinivkeia de;

ta; gravmmata ejlevgonto, w{" fhsin (...)  [Andrwn de; kai; Menekravth" oJ

∆Oluvnqio" ajpo; Foinivkh" th'"  ∆Aktaivwno" qugatrov".

UNCERTAIN

7 (FHG F 4) A. Or. 3,677 p. 518 L – B I,3: Oujc  ÔHrovdoto" Sovlwna

(1,29.1) sofisth;n kevklhken, ouj Puqagovran (4,95.2) pavlin, oujk ∆Androtivwn (FGrHist

324 F 69) tou;"  ÔEpta; sofista;" proseivrhken, levgwn dh; tou;" sofouv", kai; pavlin

au\ Swkravth sofisth;n tou'ton to;n pavnu;

48 k—e— Bouhier : kai; Phot. et Suda : k—a— Sudae ed. Bas. 1543 : k—d— Clinton 54 ∆Androtivwn O :
[Andrwn Siebelis 55 levgwn Reiskius : levgw O (prob. Jacoby, Diels – Kranz) 56 Swkravth

Canter : swkravth" O : ijsokravthn UR2 : Swkravthn Jacoby

50

55

     -





Kallistratos twenty-five years before Eukleides, under Eukles. Theopompos has

reported on this person who persuaded the Athenians. (...)

6 The letters were called Phoenician (...) according to Andron and Me-
nekrates of Olynthos after Phoinike, the daughter of Aktaion (...)

UNCERTAIN

7 Did Herodotos not call Solon a sophist, and Pythagoras too? And did Androtion
not speak of the Seven Sophists, meaning the Sages, and also about that
sophist Sokrates?

     -



    

1005. Andron of Ephesos
(1st half 4th cent. .C.)

Introduction

The double pairing of F 2a+b (both dealing with Aristodemos of
Sparta as a member of the Seven Sages) and F 3+4 (where Pythago-
ras is mentioned twice) places the identification of A. ejn tw'/ Trivpodi (F
1, 2a, 3 and 5) with A. oJ  ∆Efevsio" (F 2b and 4) beyond all doubt1. In
addition there are solid grounds for combining F 5 with F 6, where
an A. is cited without further specification (ethnic or work-title), so
the latter passage can also be safely attributed to A. of Ephesos, the
author of a work entitled Trivpou". The upshot is that we have at our
disposal at least six quotations, from several different sources, which
form a nice little corpus of texts and seemingly bear unmistakable
testimony to the existence of one of those many ancient writers who
have otherwise failed to leave any trace in later tradition.

Nevertheless Fehling has seriously questioned the historical exist-
ence of this author, asserting that not just the version of the ∆Agw;n
sofiva" recorded on his authority by Diogenes Laertios (F 2), but also
the very person himself is merely a fictitious creation of the Laertian.
In fact Fehling has inserted A. on a list of no less than seven early
sources, cited by the Laertian in his first book, which we do not
encounter anywhere else in the ancient evidence and whose names
(all but one) look suspiciously like derivations from real names and
hence indicate badly cloaked source-inventions by Diogenes—or so it
is alleged by the German scholar. A. is thus held to be a clear mod-
ification of the name Androtion, just as Euanthes of Miletos (D.
L. 1,29) is held to be contrived after Euanthes of Samos (known
through P. Sol. 11,2), Daidachos the Platonist (D. L. 1,30)
after Daimachos of Plataiai (P. Sync. Sol.-Publ. 4; FGrHist 65), Alex-
on of Myndos (D. L. 1,29) after Alexandros of Myndos
(FGrHist 25), Leandrios of Miletos (D. L. 1,28) after Maian-
drios of Miletos (FGrHist 491-492), and Phanodikos (D. L.
1,31-32) after Phanodemos the Atthidographer (FGrHist 325). The
seventh name on the list, which is without a parallel, is Eleusis (D.
L. 1,29)2.

However, it has already been explained that the overall view held
by Fehling of the early phases of the tradition on the Seven Sages is

1 Thus already M in his introduction (FHG II, p. 346).
2 See F (1985: 29-31; 32-33; 46).



   

highly problematic3. General considerations aside, several grounds
can be adduced to the detriment of this particular argument of the
German scholar. A first indication is that of the six names that were
supposedly contrived after existing ones, no less than five are actually
bona fide names in their own right—Alexon, Euanthes, Leandr(i)os,
Phanodikos and A.—which, just like the seventh one (Eleusis), simply
cannot be disposed of lightly as derivatives. One would also have to
inquire what Diogenes’ point was in inventing an obscure Euanthes
of Miletos after an equally unknown Euanthes of Samos4. More seri-
ously, Fehling has deceptively simplified the complex problems of
accuracy and transmission which surround several of the seven au-
thors involved. As it happens, the most striking and flagrant cases in
this respect are those of Leandr(i)os of Miletos and of the A. under
discussion.

According to Fehling5 A. oJ ∆Efevsio" or A. ejn Trivpodi (“beides ohne
Unterschied gesagt”) are only cited in our sources on the Seven Sages
or (Pherekydes and) Pythagoras, just as Androtion is mentioned by
the second century (..) rhetor P. Aelios Aristeides in connection
with the collegium and Pythagoras: this doublet cannot be a coinci-
dence and could only have sprung from the Laertian’s duplicity. In
three small steps Fehling’s own beguilement can easily be exposed.
Firstly, Androtion has absolutely nothing to do with the reference to
Pythagoras in the speech of Aristeides (see the text of F 7), and to
claim that the vicinity of the two names alone could have fired Dio-
genes’ imagination (sic Fehling) is an indefensible option. Secondly, A.
is not just cited in our sources for the two topics mentioned above: F
5-6 touch upon an entirely different subject, namely, the origin of the
Ionic alphabet and the designation of the Greek letters as ‘Phoeni-
cian’. Fehling knows this, but slurs over it, hiding the facts at the back
of a footnote6. Thirdly, it is simply not true that A. is known to us
only through Diogenes Laertios or later tradition depending on the
Laertian: this holds only for F 1, 2a-b and 4. Again F 5-6 serve to
falsify Fehling’s thesis: there is no (direct or oblique) relation to the
work of Diogenes in them, since the latter nowhere in his work ad-
dresses the issues concerned. Moreover, it requires a considerable
stretch of the imagination to appreciate the contention that Eusebios
(whose use of Diogenes is not even an established fact) would have
invented the text of F 3 on the basis of a mélange of D. L.

3 Cf. supra, p. 112-119, for the Preliminary observations.
4 See the forthcoming commentary on FGrHist 1018-1019 in fascicle IV A 2.
5 See F (1985: 33).
6 F (1985: 33 n. 55): “Nur bei Suidas neuer Inhalt.”



    

1,116 (the obvious parallel to the F in question) and D. L.
1,119 (where the Laertian does, indeed, cite A.)7: Fehling overlooks
not only the fact that Eusebios is citing Porphyry, but also that Por-
phyry, in turn, had referred to early Hellenistic sources8 who, for
obvious reasons, could not have consulted the work of Diogenes
Laertios.

Likewise Fehling’s rejection of the historical existence of Lean-
dr(i)os of Miletos, a local historian quoted by Kallimachos himself as
the source for his version of the legendary contest (thus D. L.
1,28 = FGrHist 491-492 F 18), can be proven unfounded. The Ger-
man scholar reached his conclusion on the strength of the same as-
sumption that prompted him to discredit all of Herodotos’ source
citations: Kallimachos’ adagium ajmavrturon oujde;n ajeivdw (F 612 P-
 I) was only the outcome of the literary device, employed by the
pater historiae as well, whereby references to sources served as implicit
declarations of obvious inventions9. Fehling, now, was undoubtedly
right to stress that the context of the oft-cited Callimachean motto “I
sing nothing that is unattested” eludes us. However, this observation
hardly provides sufficient ground to support the claim that what “the
ever playful” Kallimachos really wanted to convey through that
phrase was “polla; yeuvdontai ajoidoiv”, especially as modern scholar-
ship, over the past few decades, has become increasingly aware of the
essentially derivative nature—so typical of a bookish milieu like the
Alexandrian intellectual scene—of a great deal of the literary produc-
tion at the Museion in general10. Seen in this light the many references
in the extant fragments of Kallimachos (from his scholarly and poet-
ical works alike) to local historians such as Leandr(i)os cannot simply
be dismissed, pace Fehling, as manifestos of so many inventions—the
more so because their existence is invariably attested by independent
sources11.

7 F (1985: 33 n. 55): “Eusebius mit Beziehung zu 1,116 (und 1,119 wird
Andron zitiert).”

8 See the commentary on F 3, p. 150-151.
9 Cf. F (1985: 23-24 + n. 28).

10 On this particular feature of Alexandrian literature in the early Hellenistic
Period, see P (1968: 102-103); F I (1972: 777-784); B (1988 passim);
C (1995: 24-25); SC – DC (1996: 382-390).

11 Two examples will suffice here: for Leandr(i)os of Miletos, cf. FGrHist 491-492 F
10-17; 19; for Xenomedes of Keos, whose local chronicle was quoted in the Aetia (III
F 75,54-55 P I = FGrHist 442 F 1), cf. FGrHist 442 F 2-3. For an exhaustive
enumeration of the many source references found in the remaining fragments of
Kallimachos’ paradoxographical treatise, see SC – DC (1996: 383).

Apart from the observation made above, Fehling can be shown to be inconsequent
in applying the principles he has laid down for himself. It is his firm belief that we
know every single author active in the pre-Hellenistic period by name, through



   

In sum it would appear that the seven otherwise allegedly uniden-
tifiable authors singled out by the German scholar as figments of
Diogenes Laertios deserve a rehabilitation, or at least that a fresh
investigation into their existence is called for12. At any rate, the histo-
ricity of an A. hailing from Ephesos who really did write a treatise
entitled Trivpou" and who, among other things, discussed the Seven
Sages and the  ∆Agw;n sofiva" in it, can be vindicated.

The available evidence provides us with both explicit and implicit
criteria for dating A. The most obvious clue is contained in F 3: the
wider context of the passus reveals that it was derived by Porphyry
from early Hellenistic sources, and this rough terminus ante quem can be
made more precise in view of Theopompos’ use of the Trivpou", which
places its author in the first half of the fourth century .C.13. Further-
more, the underlying purport of the version of the legend of the
∆Agw;n sofiva" and the Prize for Wisdom recorded by Diogenes Laer-
tios on the authority of A. would seem to hint at a very early date, as
will be explained in the commentary on F 214. Accordingly A. can
tentatively be dated to the beginning of the fourth century .C. As
such A. should be distinguished from two more or less contemporary
homonymic authors (both probably second half of the fourth centu-
ry): A. of Halikarnassos wrote a work entitled Suggenikav/Suggevneiai
or ÔIstorivai, in which he dealt with the genealogical relations between
the Greek tribes and cities15, while A. of Teos (an officer under Alex-
ander the Great) is credited with a Perivplou"16. In addition we know
of a chronographer from Alexandria by the name of A., whose Cron-
ikav would appear to have been written in the first century .C. at the
latest17. On the attribution of those F which bear the name of A.
without any distinctive element such as an ethnic or the title of a work

citations in the works of contemporaries or of Alexandrian scholars (cf. supra, p. 113-
114); why, then, is Kallimachos’ own acknowledgement of a predecessor, which
happens to thwart the interpretation of Fehling, so casually dismissed?

12 As it happens, there are at least two more trustworthy cases on Fehling’s list of
seven sources: on Alexon of Myndos, see Jacoby’s Nachträge to his commentary on
FGrHist 25 in FGrHist Ia, p. 548; on Phanodikos of Delos, see Jacoby’s comments on
FGrHist 397 (IIIb, p. 208-209—introduction—and 209-210—on F 4). For the reha-
bilitation by present-day scholars of Diogenes Laertios as a serious scholar who
actually adopted the standard ancient practice of heuristics, cf. the Preliminary observa-
tions made above, p. 118 + n. 21.

13 For a discussion of all of these elements, see the commentary on F 3; in addi-
tion, see the conclusion reached at the end of the commentary on F 5 (p. 157-158).

14 Cf. infra, p. 138-140.
15 See SC (1894a: 2159-2160); FGrHist 10.
16 See B (1894: 2160); FGrHist 802.
17 See SC (1894b: 2160); FGrHist 246.



    

(FGrHist 10 F 8-16), Jacoby has commented that there can hardly be
any doubt about ascribing them all to the Halicarnassean, with possi-
bly one exception18. In fact it will be argued below that there seem to
be sufficient grounds for transferring FGrHist 10 F 9 to A. of Ephe-
sos19.

Setting out from the somewhat enigmatic title Trivpou" modern schol-
arship has almost unanimously assumed that A.’s work dealt exclu-
sively with ancient tradition concerning the ∆Agw;n sofiva" or, by ex-
tension, with the cycle of legends on the Seven Sages in general20. To
begin with, there can hardly be any doubt that the work was, indeed,
not exclusively devoted to the legend about the contest among the
Seven Wise Men, but must have concentrated on all members of the
collegium: so much can be gathered from the fact that in A.’s account
of the Agon only two members are directly involved (F 2a), while
judging from F 1 and 2b he had a clear notion of the group as a
whole. A close study of all of the available evidence, however, has
brought to light the fact that scholars have hitherto concentrated too
much on, and have consequently been led astray by, the three passag-
es that relate directly to the subject of the Seven Sages. Firstly, there
is no indication that A. regarded either Pythagoras or Pherekydes (or
both) as members of the college, and the testimony contained in F 1
would actually seem to argue against this possibility21. More impor-
tantly, the topic discussed in F 5-6 has no bearing whatever on the
Seven Sages: the invention of the Ionic script and the origin of the
designation of the letters are topics in ancient literature completely
separate from these figureheads of Greek culture, and hence another
interpretation of the title Trivpou" is necessary.

Naturally any conjecture about the general purport of the work is
bound to remain speculative in view of the limited number of F that
have been preserved. Nonetheless, the combined evidence of all F,
and especially the heurematological aspect conspicuous in F 5-6 and
latently present in F 422, would seem to suggest that what A. wrote
was actually an early form of cultural history of the Hellenic people.

18 See Jacoby in his introduction to FGrHist 10 (Ia, p. 480): “über die zuweisung
der zitate ohne distinktiv bestehen kaum zweifel (F 9?). sie gehören fast ausschließlich
dem Halikarnassier.”

19 See the commentary on F 6, p. 158.
20 The following list is long but hardly exhaustive: see M FHG II, p. 346;

K (1916: 415); B (1923: 2244); SC – SÄ I,1 (1929: 374);
B (1972: 144); SC –  PC (1991: 361 n. 8).

21 See the commentary on F 3-4, p. 144-145.
22 For the latter, see the commentary on F 4, p. 152-153.



   

Wholly in the spirit of the Greek tendency to attribute any given
cultural or intellectual achievement to a single inventor, the prw'to"
euJrethv"23, he would appear to have approached his subject in a high-
ly personalized way: he studied cultural phenomena from a biograph-
ical, or rather anecdotal, perspective, surveying the whole pantheon
of wise men (who were, essentially, the exponents of knowledge in
early communities24), and awarded to each of those sages a trivpou" in
return for their merits to Greek civilization, the tripod being, especial-
ly in early times, the coveted trophy in the many contests that took
place across the Hellenic world25.

Written in the fourth century .C. A.’s Trivpou" does not seem to have
enjoyed a long Nachleben: the extant F, though scarce, suggest that the
work did not survive the early Hellenistic Period. Indeed, F 2a was
possibly transmitted to Diogenes Laertios via Dikaiarchos or Hermip-
pos, F 3 probably reached Porphyry via early third-century (.C.)
sources and F 5 seems to have passed via Theopompos; in addition,
Diogenes Laertios clearly served as middle-man to later tradition as
represented by F 1 and F 2b. The disappearance of the work is a loss
to us, not least because A. is the earliest known written source for the
miracle-stories about Pythagoras that circulated in antiquity (F 3).

23 See K (1933).
24 See K (1981: 24 + n. 1) with reference to earlier discussions of the

subject.
25 See the commentary on F 2, p. 138-139.

The only scholar who has previously come close to the interpretation of A.’s Trivpou"
given above is W (1897: 172; 180-182); see especially his conclusion on p. 181:
“Androni ille tripus, praemium sapientibus propositum, ad quemlibet virum sapi-
entem quadrare, non cum constituto certo sapientium orbe coniunctus esse videtur;
qua de causa illum librum, in quo de omnibus, quos nosset, sapientibus agere sibi
proposuit, breviter trivpou" inscripsit, nihil aliud hoc verbo significans nise hoc fere:
cui debetur palma sapientiae?”

We know of two other treatises entitled Trivpou": on the one hand, D
L (10,14) refers to a work with this title by the Democritean philosopher
Nausiphanes (born circa 360 .C.; 75 A 6 p. 246,30 DK; B 1-4 p. 248-250 DK), on
the other hand, Galenos in his Subfiguratio emperica p. 63,14 B [cf. DCÄ
(19652: 83)] quotes a Trivpou" of Glaukias the Empiricist of Tarentum. At any rate,
the work of A. does not appear to bear any resemblance to these philosophical
treatises. While the exact contents of the latter remains a matter of dispute, there
exists a consensus among modern scholars that they should be related to Democrite-
an teaching: see U (1887: 413-414); DCÄ (19652: 83; 267-258; 276-
277);  F (1935: 2023). In addition D – K II (19523: 248) compared
them to Ion’s philosophical work Triad (Triagmov"), adopting the view that this was the
same as the treatise of Ion referred to as Kosmologikov" (for all texts pertaining to this
matter, cf. FGrHist 392 T 3, F 24-26; T 8-9, 22a-c, F 114-118 L), but the
suggestion that the Triagmos was a cosmological work has recently been challenged by
F (1991: 24-45); see also L (1992: 161-166; 186).





Commentary on the fragments

(1) In antiquity the Seven Sages’ contemporaneity was as undisputed
as their historicity. As a matter of fact, the entire complex of stories
relating to their activities—especially the manifold legends about the
∆Agw;n sofiva" and their various gatherings (at symposia or elsewhere),
and likewise the official proclamation by the Delphic priesthood of
the Seven as Sages in their presence—was based on the assumption
that all members of the collegium lived at (about) the same time. The
present F shows clearly that the notion of the Sages’ synchronism can
be traced back at least to the time of A., and the famous Herodotean
passage (1, 29) about the visit of the Greek sofistaiv to the court of
King Kroisos might indicate that it was already current in the fifth
century .C.26.

This contemporaneity of the Seven Wise Men came to be considered
such a beacon in time that it acquired, at least from the end of the
fourth century .C. onward, the status of a veritable epochal date.
Demetrios of Phaleron supposedly was the first to connect the group
with a fixed date, the archonship of Damasias in 582/1 .C.27. As far
as we know A. had no chronographic interests, and so it would be
rash to presume that he, working in the first half of the fourth centu-

26 On this, see B (1923: 2261); M (1976: 172). The contempo-
raneity of the Seven Sages was such a self-evident fact that one scarcely finds explicit
statements on this topic in ancient literature; in addition to the F under discussion, cf.
CC. De or. 3,137: septem fuisse dicuntur uno tempore qui ‘sapientes’ et haberentur et vocarentur.

27 Cf. D  P ap. D. L. 1,22 (= FGrHist 228 F 1 = F 149
W IV): Kai; prw'to" sofo;" wjnomavsqh (sc. Qalh'") a[rconto"  ∆Aqhvnhsi Damasivou, kaq’
o}n kai; oiJ eJpta; sofoi; ejklhvqhsan, w{" fhsin Dhmhvtrio" oJ Falhreu;" ejn th'/ tw'n  ∆Arcovntwn ajna-
grafh'/. JC (1902: 182-183; see also 1947: 21 + n. 25) has further argued that
Demetrios’ date became the first chronographic standard until it was superseded, in
Hellenistic times, by a more precise computation by the chronographer Apollodoros
of Athens, this being 585/4 .C., the year of Thales’ akme. In more recent times,
however, it has been stressed that there is no evidence to the effect that Apollodoros
actually changed the date given by Demetrios; Jacoby’s fault lay in assuming that in
the Apollodoran chronological system Thales’ akme coincided with the epoch of the
Seven Sages, whereas the extant texts would seem to suggest that the chronographer
preferred a date for the naming of the Wise Men that coincided with the acme of
none of them: this is the view of M (1979: 269), whose refutation of
Jacoby met with the approval of F (1985: 98 n. 220).

However, this is as far as the two scholars agree on this issue. For Mosshammer’s
own theory, see below, p. 135-136. F (1985: 97-104) again holds a maverick
position in the debate: he has claimed that Aristotle and not his pupil, Demetrios of
Phaleron, was the first to connect the absolute date of 582/1 with the Seven Sages.
Above, however, it has been argued that Fehling’s reconstruction is not exempt from
gratuitous conjecturing, despite his professed dislike of such reasoning: see p. 116-117
+ n. 17.

     





ry28, would already have established an absolute date (let alone an
Olympiad29) for the Sages.

At the same time, however, modern scholarship is prepared to
accept that the Ephesian author did not simply adopt the mere con-
temporaneity outside a specific time-frame (such as we find it, for
instance, in Plato’s Protagoras), but put forward a relative date. Jaco-
by30 deemed it “possible and even probable that A. mentioned the
Lydian king at whose court they (sc. the Seven Sages) met”31. Recent-
ly Mosshammer has presented a more elaborate case32. The main
thrust of his argument is that as early as the first half of the fourth
century .C. at least a relative date had been established for the Seven
Sages, which Demetrios of Phaleron subsequently went on to refine.
The clue to this for Mosshammer is the fact that in later chrono-
graphic tradition—the popular Olympiad chronicles that were used
by and can still be grasped through the extant works of Clemens of
Alexandria, Tatianos and Eusebios33—the epoch of the Seven Sages
was consistently placed in the fiftieth Olympiad (580/77), whereas the
archonship of Damasias coincided with the third year of the forty-
ninth Olympiad. Starting from this observation, and combining it
with the fact that Clemens of Alexandria always mentions the later

28 As has been argued above, p. 131.
29 B (1923: 2261) was jumping to conclusions when he wrote that “An-

dron ap. Clem. 1, 19,129” assigned the Wise Men to the fiftieth Olympiad: dating by
Olympiads was only introduced about the time of Andron, and strictly in scholarly
circles—the lists of the victors at the Olympic Festival were first published circa 400
.C. by H  E (FGrHist 6 F 2 = 416 T 3)—, so it is most unlikely that the
Ephesian would have used it in his Trivpou". By way of comparison, it may be noted
that Ephoros in all likelihood did not date the Seven Sages by means of Olympiads
either, but named them as contemporaries of King Kroisos instead (cf. E ap.
D. L. 1,40 = FGrHist 70 F 181; cf. also D. 9,2; 25-28; D. L. 1,67;
81; 99; 105).

30 JC (1947: 21 n. 25).
31 It should be pointed out, however, that none of A.’s F refers to a general

meeting of the Seven at the court of a Lydian king; also, unlike his contemporary
E  K (FGrHist 1006 F 1), for instance, Andron did not connect the
∆Agw;n sofiva" with King Kroisos (cf. F 2). But then again, given the precarious state of
our knowledge of the Trivpou", this argumentum e silentio hardly counts as a decisive
objection to Jacoby’s assumption: since the discovery of PSI IX, 1093—on which, see
S (1966: 115-118)—we know that the tradition of the symposium goes back at
least to the fifth century .C., and thus A. could have staged such a meeting at a royal
court after all in some lost part of his work.

32 See M (1976: 171-178) and I. (1979: 267-270).
33 Cf. C. A. Strom. 1, 14,65.1; 1, 21,129.3 (after which the F under discus-

sion follows); T. Or. ad Graec. 41; E in the list of Olympic victors (Chron.
aram. p. 93 K) and in both versions of the Chronicle proper: E. ap. H. Chron.
p. 101b H (cf. S. 453,14-15); E. Chron. aram. p. 187 K.

     





date (580/577) with reference to a fourth-century writer (A. and
Eudemos of Rhodos), Mosshammer has suggested that the different
Olympic dates did not arise from careless copying34, but reflect two
separate although connected traditions. His conjecture in three steps
was that the dating of the Seven Sages to the fiftieth Olympiad de-
rives from a relative chronology, according to which Thales and the
Seven Sages had lived about a hundred years before the Persian
Wars, and that Demetrios would have connected this relative date (a
mere rough estimate) with the closest significant event, namely, the
institution of the Pythian Games at Delphi which allegedly had taken
place in the archonship of Damasias35; the latter point in time be-
came the chronographic standard, but the earlier, approximate rela-
tive date somehow continued to circulate and was eventually convert-
ed—by the “popular Olympiad chroniclers” who served as sources to
Clemens, Tatianos and Eusebios—into an absolute date correspond-
ing to the first year of the fiftieth Olympiad. Accordingly, Mossham-
mer considered A. as a representative of the early fourth-century
assumption that the era of the Seven Sages occurred some hundred
years before the Persian Wars.

Attractive though the American scholar’s suggestion certainly is—
as already stated above, it does not seem too far-fetched to postulate
a relative date for the contemporaneity of the Seven Sages—, it re-
mains nonetheless hypothetical. Firstly, there is no evidence that the
notion of a century had any meaning to the Greeks, or that they
would have calculated as far back as a hundred years before the Per-
sian Wars36; on the contrary, they usually counted the years after a
fixed point in time or between two important events, such as the Sack

34 As F (1985: 98 n. 220)—not surprisingly—held.
35 The dating of the establishment of the Pythian Games to the archonship of

Damasias is attested in the Marmor Parium (cf. FGrHist 239 F 1, A 38). F (1985:
21, 98-99) was undoubtedly right in supposing that the event was dated to that year
by Demetrios’ teacher Aristotle, who was epigraphically honoured (SIG3 275 = T
GHI 187) for having drawn up the list of Puqioni~kai [on this work, a joint effort with
his relative Kallisthenes, see R (1978: 54-60); B (1991: 23-24)]. At the
same time, however, it is jumping to conclusions to claim—as did Fehling—that
Aristotle linked this date with the Seven Sages on his list of victors.

36 By M’s own admission (1976: 172 n. 23), this is the weak point in his
reconstruction. The only parallels he can muster to substantiate his claim about
dating backwards from an event are H. 2,53 (an instance of reckoning “four-
hundred years to our own times”) and T. 1,18 (where mention is made of the
span of “four-hundred years or a little more” between the end of the Peloponnesian
War and the institution of the Lycurgan constitution at Sparta—in Mosshammer’s
words, a case of going back to “a fixed terminus within historical memory”). At least
in the latter case, though, Thukydides clearly starts counting from the earliest date
onward, not backwards from the end of the ‘Great War’.

     





of Troy or the return of the Herakleidai. As things stand, therefore, it is
impossible to settle the matter in favour either of Jacoby’s or of
Mosshammer’s proposal (and the door cannot be closed on other
theories, either). Hence, the text of the F under discussion as given by
Müller should remain unaltered: there are insufficient grounds for
supplementing it with the Olympiad dating which the citation from
A. was tacked onto by Clemens (and which even according to
Mosshammer’s theory only amounts to a later development of the
original statement in the Trivpou").

(2) Irrespective of all possible variations in regard to detail, there
were two basic patterns along which the legend of the  ∆Agw;n sofiva"
was commonly developed37. The first version states that a golden
tripod was discovered under miraculous circumstances. An oracle
was consulted to divine its purpose, and there then ensued a migratio
of the prize for wisdom among all of the Seven Sages, each of them
finding himself a less deserving recipient than the next and humbly
passing the gift on. Ultimately the seventh and last member of the
collegium sacrificed the trophy to Apollo in one of his sanctuaries (those
in Delphi and Didyma being most popular)38. According to the sec-
ond version a single person dedicated a precious artefact (a tripod
or drinking-cup, preferably—again—in gold) to “oJ sofwvtato" tw'n
ÔEllhvnwn”. This act was also followed by the circulation of the prize
among each of the modest Seven Wise Men until, finally, it was either
offered as an anathema to Apollo or remained in the hands of the
final receiver by appointment of the god of wisdom himself 39.

The version of the legendary Agon which is reported here on the
authority of A. is singularly different from these standard accounts in
all but one aspect. Here, the entire people of Argos organizes the
contest and donates the “prize for virtue”. There are only two victors,
as the trophy is passed on just once (the other members of the col-
legium appear to have been effectively beaten in the contest), and the
second recipient evidently—that is, if the information provided by

37 For modern discussion of the various ancient traditions, see W (1897: 173-
216); K (1916: 414-420); B (1923: 2248-2251); W (1934: 150-
154); S (1982: 170-171; 180-181), who concentrates on traces of Greek tradi-
tion in Arabic literature (derived from Porphyry); F (1985: 25-39).

38 Cf. D. 9,3; 9,13.2; V. M. 4,1 ext. 7; P. Sol. 4,2-7; D. L. 1,27-
28; 1,31-33; 1,82-83; A Ludus septem sapientium 165-174; SC. . A-
. Plut. 9c p. 9 C; SC. C. A. Plut. 9a p. 5-6 C.

39 Cf. KC F 191, 32-77 P I; P. Sol. 4,8; Sept. sap. conv. 155e;
D. L. 1,28-30; A. 11,495d.
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Diogenes is complete—did not decide to sacrifice it to Apollo. The
single motif, known from the more common stories, which also recurs
in A.’s account, is the self-effacing state of mind of the initial re-
cipient, who immediately steps aside for somebody else whom he
regards as superior to himself.

The latter point notwithstanding, it is clear from the many unusual
ingredients which go to make up this particular version that its under-
lying purport is essentially different from that of the more convention-
al variants of the legend. Whereas the latter showcase the good will
and modesty of the truly wise person40, the former exhibits the ago-
nistic mentality which is so archetypally Hellenic and which only
celebrates the best of its kind. The inevitable question that thus arises
is the mutual relationship of the various branches of tradition: is that
represented by A. a reactionary departure from the more established,
fully developed ones, or does it afford us a glimpse of the tradition in
its original unadorned form, before it was elaborated and embel-
lished?

The nature of the Prize for Wisdom presented in the various sto-
ries may be taken as the starting-point for the following discussion. It
has already been stated above that two kinds of prize were known:
the tripod and the drinking-cup, usually made of gold. According to
Wiersma the version involving the bowl was older than that involving
the tripod. To a certain extent this stands to reason: it could be
argued that the tripod-version is more likely to be the later one,
which was developed as the Delphic priesthood took full control of
the legend of the Seven Sages and tried to mould it on its own
patterns. Plausible though this explanation may seem, however, it is
not fully convincing. At the beginning of this century it had already
been remarked that a tripod need not necessarily point to a Delphic
connection, as a tripod had from early times been been a highly-
prized a\qlon ajgw'no" awarded in various competitions41. Indeed in the
Archaic Period even tripods not made of gold were considered valu-
able objects42. Now, as mentioned above, the agonistic element pre-
vails in A.’s story, and so it strikingly resembles such an archaic con-
test in which a tripod—and Diogenes does not even report that it was
made of gold—was the big trophy. Accordingly there is a strong case

40 This particular characteristic was already recognized in antiquity: cf. V. M.
4,1 ext. 7; P. Sol. 4,2. In modern literature, see B ap. W (1897: 200 n. 1);
W (1934: 152).

41 See K (1916: 415).
42 See RC (1905: 1684-1685).

     





for arguing that A.’s version harks back to the earlier, more primitive
stages of the tradition.

Two additional considerations reinforce this impression. Firstly it
should be noted that only two members of the collegium are mentioned
as prize winners, thereby implying that the other five were actually
beaten in the contest. Of course it is more natural to assume that the
legend of the  ∆Agwvn was gradually expanded to incorporate all mem-
bers of the collegium of Seven Sages, rather than that somebody would
have devised a simple version in reaction against one involving all
seven of them. Secondly, the link with Apollo is totally absent from
A.’s version. At the end of last century it was remarked already that
the Greeks are unlikely even to have thought about removing the god
of reason and culture from the story once he had been introduced
into it43. Correspondingly any story in which Apollo fails to play any
part is almost bound to date from the formative phases of the tradi-
tion. To sum up: it may well be that A.’s story goes back to the
earliest phase of the legend concerning the  ∆Agw;n sofiva"44 (without
suggesting, of course, that there ever really was a historical contest).

The next question is exactly why A., who was aware of the collegium
as such (cf. F 1), has not recorded the tale of the full-blown migratio of
the Prize for Wisdom among all seven sages. One possible explana-
tion is that he could not have known this particular version simply
because it had not yet been invented at the time he wrote his version.
Wulf, among others, defended this view and claimed inevitably that
Eudoxos of Knidos, our earliest witness45 to the migratio among the
Seven Sages and in all likelihood a younger contemporary of A., must
have been the inventor of this variant which eventually became the
canonical account46. On the other hand, several scholars have
stressed the unmistakably folkloristic and archaic nature of the legend
not just in regard to the Seven Sages in general, but also with respect
to the contest for wisdom47. This was seen above to be a trait of A.’s
account as well. Accordingly there seems to be little ground for deny-
ing that the novella of the Agon was considerably older than the early
fourth century.

43 See W (1897: 180).
44 So also B (1923: 2249).
45 The otherwise unknown E  M (FGrHist IV A 2, 1018), quoted

by D L (1, 29) along with E, is wholly and hopelessly out of
time.

46 See W (1897: 199-201); in addition, see, for instance, B (1923:
2249).

47 See, among others, W (1934: 152); W (1973: 195).

     





The question remains, then, as to why A. recounted his peculiar
version of the legend. We may attempt to find an explanation on the
basis of the tentative early dating of A. to the first half of the fourth
century48. The available evidence suggests that the ultimately author-
itative version(s) of the legend had yet to be acknowledged as such at
that time: no less than three radically different accounts can be traced
back to the fourth century in general49. Hence, it may be argued that
certainly at the start of the century the legend still existed in its mul-
tiform guise, none of the various stories having yet attained the status
of a standard version, and that A. picked his particular account for
reasons which, given the precarious state of preservation of his work,
must elude us. As an added bonus the purport of A.’s version of the
tradition of the Agon may suggest that he is to be dated as far back as
possible in the fourth century .C.50.

The Aristodemos of Sparta (the expression ∆Aristovdhmo" Spartiavth" is
strikingly repeated in both passages) included by A. among the Seven
Sages cannot be identified with any of the other known bearers of the
name (even though many of them also originate from Sparta) in view
of the fact that he was a contemporary of Chilon (indicated explicitly
in F 2a) and the other members of the collegium (cf. F 1), and hence
lived in a different time from that of any of his namesakes. In fact he
had sunk into near-total oblivion even in antiquity: in addition to the
data contained in the two passages under discussion here, only one
further piece of information can be gleaned from the rest of ancient
literature, and its nature is apophthegmatic rather than biographical.
The following quotation is from Diogenes Laertios (1,31), where it is
recorded that Alkaios cited Aristodemos in two of his verses:

Mevmnhtai tou'  ∆Aristodhvmou kai;  ∆Alkai'o" (F 360 L-P) ou{tw":
w}" ga;r dhv pot’  ∆Aristovdamon fai's’ oujk ajpavlamnon ejn Spavrta/ lovgon
ei[phn: crhvmat’ a[nhr, pevnicro" d’ oujd’ ei]" pevlet’ e[slo" <oujde; tivmio">51.

48 Cf. supra, p. 131.
49 In addition to A.’s, see the accounts of E (FGrHist 1006 F 1), L()

(FGrHist 491-492 F 18; cf. KC F 191 P I) and T (P.
Sol. 4,7 = T 583 F  A.).

50 So also W (180-181).
51 These lines, and the apophthegm cited in them, are repeated three more times

in the extant literary sources from antiquity: cf. Suda C 477 s.v. crhvmata crhvmat’ ajnhvr;
SC. P. Isthm. 2,17 p. 215-216 DC III (through which the last two
words can be added to the quotation as given by Diogenes); Z. 6,43 p. 173
LC – SC I. In addition, there is a veiled reference to the saying (but
not the Alcaean verses) in P’s second Isthmian Ode (2, 15-18).

     





(Alkaios mentions Aristodemos thus:
Surely no witless word was this of the Spartan, I deem,
“Wealth is the worth of a man; and poverty void of esteem.”)

Judging from the introductory words to this passus, it was recognized
in antiquity that the unspecified Aristodemos “who spoke no insen-
sate word at Lakedaimon” was the same person as the Spartan who
was included by A. among the Seven Sages52. As it is, there can
hardly be any doubt about that identification: the memorable saying
quoted by Alkaios makes its originator a worthy representative of the
same Laconian braculogiva used by Plato in his Protagoras (343a) as the
criterion by which to designate the Seven Sages. In yet another re-
spect Alkaios’ verses and the apophthegm contained in them are
particularly revelatory: it appears that the said Aristodemos was al-
ready well-respected for his sagacity by the end of the seventh centu-
ry—his case is thus strikingly similar to that of the equally obscure
Myson of Chen, who was known as a wise man as early as the time of
Hipponax of Ephesos and who featured in the composition of the
collegium as given, for instance, by Plato and Eudoxos of Knidos53.

52 The only scholars who have suggested a different identification for the Aristo-
demos cited by Alkaios are K (1916: 415-416) and F ap. P
(1982: 159). The latter apparently tried to reconcile the accounts of Pindar and
Alkaios by making Aristodemos an Argive who made his succinct statement on the
frailty of human fortune whilst staying in Sparta. B (1892: 41), however, had
already pointed out that according to the Pindar-scholiast the Boeotian poet may
well have used  ∆Argeivo" here in the sense of Homer’s ÔElevnhn  ∆Argeivan (cf. Il. 2,161),
“  ∆Argei'o" being practically equivalent to Peloponnesian”—a possibility which is also
acknowledged by P (1982: 159) and which renders Farnell’s effort unneces-
sary. Kuiper seems to have been aware of this unusual meaning of the ethnic: depart-
ing from Pindar’s verses—where the originator of the apophthegm remains unnamed
but is designated as an  ∆Argei'o"—and from Alkaios’ own lines—where Aristodemos
is ‘merely’ said to have spoken his famous word ejn Spavrth/—the Dutch scholar pro-
posed (with reference to P. 4,33 and D. L. 1,94) to identify the said
Aristodemos as an Arcadian king who reigned together with his father Aristomenes
(sic) at the time of the Second Messenian War and who lost everything due to his
father’s betrayal of the Messenians in the so-called Battle of the Trench against the
Spartans. Regardless of the disturbing confusion over the father’s name (it should be
Aristokrates, not Aristomenes, the legendary hero of Messenian resistance), however,
Kuiper’s conjecture, too, rather seems to be no more than a purely academic exer-
cise: it has just been shown that ‘  ∆Argei'o"’ was a rare yet acceptable synonym for
‘Peloponnesian’ in poetry [for a suggestion as to why Pindar used it in this instance,
see B (1892: 41-42)], and Alkaios could have chosen to use the expression ejn
Spavrth/ instead of Spartiavth" or Lakedaimovnio" for metrical reasons, so there is no
need to question the identification accepted in the Laertian passage quoted above.

53 On Myson of Chen and the Hipponactean verses in question (F 65 D), see
the commentaries on E (1006 F 1), E  P (1007 F 1) and
H  S (FGrHist IV A 3, 1026 F 19).

     





The connection with Alkaios prompted Kindstrand54 to conjecture
that Aristodemos “originally belonged to [the] group [of the Seven
Sages] in different versions only to be replaced by other, better
known characters later55.” If this is accepted, however, and if it is
agreed that the tradition concerning the Seven Sages was no fourth-
century invention but harked back to the sixth and fifth centuries56,
serious doubts are cast on the possibility—pointed out by Kind-
strand57—that A. was responsible for introducing Aristodemos
among the Seven Sages. After all, the Ephesian can tentatively be
dated to the first half of the fourth century58, which would seem to be
rather too late for being credited with such an intervention. Instead,
it seems preferable to assume that A. derived his information about
Aristodemos as one of the Seven from an existing tradition.

Two more issues call for investigation here. Given the proximity of
the Alkaios-citation to A.’s F 2a in Diogenes Laertios, one might be
tempted to believe that these verses were ultimately derived from the
Trivpou", just as the preceding story about the prize for wisdom. This
matter can be linked to the problem of A.’s Nachleben; more specifical-
ly, the question here is whether the Ephesian’s work was still directly
available to Diogenes, or whether we have to assume that he bor-
rowed the relevant information about it from intermediary sources.

As it happens, we cannot categorically rule out the possibility that
a copy of the Trivpou" was still in circulation about the third century
.., but the odds are certainly against it, given the relative obscurity
of both author and work. If we look for possible intermediaries, two
names immediately spring to mind. Dikaiarchos of Messene (circa
300 .C.) in all likelihood and Hermippos of Smyrna (second half
third century .C.) for certain wrote a monograph devoted to the
subject of the Seven Sages, in which they both appear to have given
an overview of the wide range of traditions, contemporary and older,
regarding the subject59. Thanks to two quotations in Diogenes Laer-

54 K (1981: 38).
55 In antiquity a suggestion of this kind was made in the case of Myson of Chen by

A  T (ap. D. L. 1,108 = F 130 W II; cf. FGrHist
IV A 2, 1016), whose suggestion has won acceptance among modern scholars: see,
for instance, B (1923: 2243).

56 Cf. supra, introduction, p. 119.
57 K (1981: 38 n. 18).
58 As argued above, in the introduction, p. 131.
59 The case of Dikaiarchos is discussed by W I (19672: 51-52 ad F 30-32)—

see also the forthcoming commentary in FGrHist IV B; on Hermippos’ Peri; tw'n eJpta;
sofw'n, see FGrHist IV A 3, 1026 T 8; F 9-20.

     





tios60 we know that part of their studies consisted of a survey of the
different names (ten in Dikaiarchos, seventeen in Hermippos) of men
who were at any time considered suitable for inclusion in the collegium
of Seven Wise Men, and that they both listed Aristodemos among the
various candidates. Of course, other writers besides A., whom we
know nothing about any more, may well have reported the same
tradition as he did, but the chance that either Dikaiarchos or Hermi-
ppos (or both of them) were aware of A.’s Trivpou" is very real, not in
the least because they lived much closer in time to him61. Conse-
quently, it is a reasonable supposition that one of them (if not both,
given the Laertian’s acquaintance with their respective works) provid-
ed Diogenes with the references to A.

In the light of the foregoing, and given the fact that Alkaios’ poetry
was widely admired and constantly referred to throughout classical
antiquity62, the origin of the quotation in Diog. Laert. 1,31 is bound
to remain a mystery. It could be argued that Diogenes’ intermediary
found it in A. and transmitted it along with his peculiar version of the
∆Agwvn, but the case for that go-between having himself added the
verses to the original report is just as plausible: it is, for instance, an
established fact that Hermippos was not averse to citing literary texts
with a biographical angle to them63, while Athenaios’ Deipnosophistai
contains several quotations from what must have been an exegetical
commentary on Alcaean poetry by Dikaiarchos64. That Diogenes
Laertios was the first to connect the Aristodemos as featured in the
Alcaean verses with the homonymous Spartan mentioned in A.’s
Trivpou", seems only a remote possibility, the more so because the

60 For DC, cf. D. L. 1,41 = F 32 W I; for H, cf.
FGrHist 1026 F 10.

61 A strong argument in favour of Hermippos as Diogenes’ direct source on An-
dron would seem to be that author’s predilection for citing little-known authors
[there is a whole batch of them in the extant F: see chapter III.3 in B
(1998)], but then again, all statements regarding Andron’s fame (or lack thereof) in
the fourth and third centuries .C. are inevitably speculative (cf. F 3).

On the problematic nature of the assumption that Hermippos learnt the name(s) of
(Andron and) Aristodemos from his predecessor Dikaiarchos, see the commentary on
FGrHist 1026 F 10.

62 For a discussion of the high standing of Alkaios’ poems in the ancient world, a
gauge of which is the number of quotations (for stylistic ornamentation and/or scien-
tific and historical purposes) in the works of a great variety of authors active from the
fifth century .C. to the second century .., see M (1972: 112-125). Also
interesting in this respect (though much more limited in scope) is the chapter “Ver-
mutungen zur Alkaios-Überlieferung im 6. und 5. Jh.” in R (1980: 91-106).

63 See chapter III.3 in B (1998).
64 Athenaios gives the title of the work as Peri;  ∆Alkaivou: cf. F 94-99 W I.

     





only other quotation from Alkaios in the Lives and Opinions of Eminent
Philosophers also occurs in the first book and likewise concerns one of
the Seven Sages65: this could easily be construed as implying that
Diogenes did not know Alkaios’ poems directly, but found both quo-
tations in a predecessor’s work devoted, like his own Book 1, to the
legends concerning the Seven Wise Men66.

However that may be, there are very good reasons for stating that
at least the Pindar-scholiast is bound to have derived his information
directly from Diogenes Laertios. The first clue is the occurrence of
the Alkaios-quotation both in Diogenes’ work and in the same scho-
lium that spawned F 2b; secondly, it has already been remarked
above that the formulation  ∆Aristovdhmo" Spartiavth" is strikingly com-
mon to both passages. It is for this reason that both passages have
been placed together here under the same number.

(3-4) In view of the synchronicity with Thales posited for all Seven
Sages by A. in F 1, Corssen67 insisted that the author of the Tripod
could not have dealt with either Pythagoras or Pherekydes within the
context of the collegium of Seven Wise Men. Historically speaking, the
argument is as sound as a bell: the akmai established for Pythagoras
(second half of the 6th century .C.)68 and Pherekydes (544/1 .C.)69

do not accord with the traditional date of 582/1 for Thales’ prime.
On the other hand, it could be objected that this is hardly a conclu-
sive argument, since many authorities in antiquity had only a vague
sense of chronology and since a difference of (half) a century was
usually unproblematic with the ancients if they were intent on bring-
ing two figures together. In fact, there were writers who pushed
Pythagoras’ date far up into the sixth or even into the seventh centu-

65 Cf. D. L. 1,81, where the Laertian reports and comments on various
depreciatory epithets applied to Pittakos by Alkaios.

66 Still, it is a remarkable fact that the Alkaios-verses on Aristodemos, dating from
the end of the seventh century .C., have been quoted or referred to three more times
in antiquity, but always by authors postdating the Laertian: see the references given
above, p. 140 n. 51. Totally ignoring these later quotations, M (1972: 120-121)
conveys the impression that in his opinion Diogenes Laertios was familiar with Al-
kaios’ work. But then again, the American scholar does not deal explicitly with the
question whether the Laertian knew the Lesbian poet directly or not, so he may not
have given the matter much thought.

67 C (1912: 35). See also B (1923: 2244), who does not give any
arguments in support of his view.

68 B (1972: 110-111).
69 SC (1990: 1-2).
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ry70. Still, it will be shown below that A. knew his archon years and
was aware of certain chronological relations71. There is, furthermore,
no external evidence for assuming that A. regarded either Pherekydes
or Pythagoras (let alone both of them) as members of the Seven
Sages. Admittedly, both names occur on Hermippos’ list of seventeen
sages who had, in earlier times, featured in the ever-changing config-
urations (round a fixed core) of the group of Seven Sages72, and it has
been argued above73 that Hermippos might have learnt about Aristo-
demos’ membership of the collegium through the work of A., but this
hardly implies that the same goes for Pherekydes and/or Pythagoras.
Likewise, there is no perceivable connection between A. and the oth-
er passages (mostly from late antiquity) in which either figure is asso-
ciated with the Seven74. In sum, it can be concluded that A. did not
necessarily regard Pherekydes and Pythagoras as members of the col-
lege75.

(3) A direct parallel can be drawn between the F under discussion
and D. L. 1,116-117: (116) Polla; de; kai; qaumavsia levgetai
peri; aujtou' (sc. tou' Ferekuvdou). Kai; ga;r para; to;n aijgialo;n th'" Savmou
peripatou'nta kai; nau'n oujriodromou'san ijdovnta eijpei'n wJ" ouj meta; polu;
kataduvsetai: kai; ejn ojfqalmoi'" aujtou' katadu'nai. Kai; ajnimhqevnto" ejk
frevato" u{dato" piovnta proeipei'n, wJ" eij" trivthn hJmevran e[soito seismov",

70 Early sixth century: E ap. D. L. 8,47 (= FGrHist 241 F 11);
second half seventh century: P. Nat. hist. 2,37; 36,71. See B (1972: 110-
111).

71 See the commentaries on F 4 and 5, p. 152-153 and 156-157 respectively.
72 Cf. D. L. 1,42 (= H  S FGrHist IV A 3, 1026 F 10).
73 In the commentary on F 2, p. 142-143.
74 Pythagoras also appears on the list of twelve names of sages as reported by

H (cf. D. L. 1,42 = F 6 G); at I. Vita Pyth. 83, it is said
that Pythagoras’ oral instructions (the akusmata) are of the same class as the wisdom of
the Seven Sages, but that the latter lived before Pythagoras. As for Pherekydes, there
circulated in the time of Diogenes Laertios an obviously spurious exchange of letters
between him and Thales of Miletos (cf. D. L. 1,43; 122); in addition, cf.
C. A. Strom. 1, 14,59.5; D. L. 1,13; T. Graec. aff. cur. 5,63.

75 The two arguments given by W (1897: 187-188) in support of this conten-
tion are ingenious, yet fail to surpass the purely conjectural. He claims, firstly, that A.
would not have distinguished between Pherekydes the ‘astronomer’ and the ‘ theolo-
gian’ (cf. F 4) if he had considered one of them a member of the Seven Sages (instead
he would have used that epithet for the Pherekydes concerned). Secondly, he at-
tempts to reconstruct the composition of the collegium of the Seven as given by A., but
he does not manage to establish a watertight case against Pythagoras or Pherekydes:
his inclusion of Myson as the seventh member (besides the fixed core of Thales,
Solon, Bias and Pittakos—cf. DC ap. D. L. 1,41—and Aristodemos
and Chilon from F 2) is not convincing.
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kai; genevsqai.  ∆Aniovnta te ejx  jOlumpiva" eij" Messhvnhn tw'/ xevnw/ Perilavw/
sumbouleu'sai ejxoikh'sai meta; tw'n oijkeivwn: kai; to;n mh; peisqh'nai,
Messhvnhn de; eJalwkevnai. (117) Kai; Lakedaimonivoi" eijpei'n mhvte cruso;n
tima'n mhvte a[rguron, w{" fhsi Qeovpompo" ejn Qaumasivoi": prostavxai de;
aujtw'/ o[nar tou'to to;n  ÔHrakleva, o}n kai; th'" aujth'" nukto;" toi'" basileu'si
keleu'sai Ferekuvdh/ peivqesqai.  [Enioi de; Puqagovra/ periavptousi tau'ta
[Many wonderful stories are told about him (sc. Pherekydes). One day he was
walking along the beach in Samos and saw a ship sailing by with a fair wind; he
exclaimed that before too long it would go down, and down it went before his very
eyes. As he was drinking water which had been drawn up from a well he predicted
that on the third day there would be an earthquake, which duly happened. And on
his way from Olympia he advised Perilaos, his host in Messene, to move away
from there with all his possessions; but Perilaos could not be persuaded, and
Messene was afterwards captured. He admonished the Lacedaemonians not to
honour gold or silver, as Theopompos says in his Mirabilia. He told them he had
received this command from Herakles in a dream; and the same night Herakles
exhorted the kings to obey Pherekydes. But some assign these exploits to Pythago-
ras]. The combined evidence of Diogenes’ closing statement—e[nioi de;
Puqagovra/ periavptousi tau'ta—and of Porphyry’s more explicit testi-
mony on A.’s and Theopompos’ reports warrants the conclusion that
both authors recounted the same body of (at least) four miraculous
stories about their respective subjects, Pythagoras for A. and Phereky-
des for Theopompos76. The quartet served to highlight the two lumi-
naries’ prowess as seers77. Firstly, it was said that Pythagoras at
Metapontion and Pherekydes in his native Syros had successfully pre-
dicted, after a draught of water from a well, that an earthquake
would take place within three days78. Secondly, both men are said,
while standing on a beach, to have foretold the impending wreck of a

76 For the attribution of the fourth story to Andron as well as to Theopompos, see
also B (1972: 144 + n. 133); L (1926: 19-20), who briefly discusses the
Eusebios-passage, does not refer to the parallel in Diogenes. In the light of the
present F it is quite appropriate that Theopompos’ treatment of Pythagoras and
Pherekydes (cf. FGrHist 115 F 70-73) should have its place in book 8 of the Philippica,
which contained a collection of Mirabilia [Qaumavsia: cf. FGrHist 115 F 64-76; for this
digression on wonderful things, see S (1991: 15-21)].

77 For a survey of the whole body of miracle-stories which circulated in antiquity
about Pherekydes and Pythagoras alike, see   W (1979: 51-63); B-
 (1972: 141-147); SC (1990: 5-11).

78 There are several parallels for the story about Pherekydes containing minimal
changes: A (Mir. 5 p. 124 G; cf. P. V. 30 p. 340 G)
places the action in Syros and M  T (13, 5) in Samos, while CC
(Div. 1,112) and P (Nat. hist. 2,191) do not designate the place. A general refer-
ence to Pythagoras’ ability to infallibly predict earthquakes can be found at I.
Vita Pyth. 135-136.

On the meaning of drinking the water, see B (1972: 145 + n. 135).

     





boat which they saw sailing by with a favourable wind, either in the
waters near Megara Hyblaia (for Pythagaros) or off the Samian shore
(for Pherekydes)79. Thirdly, Pythagoras at Sybaris and Pherekydes at
Messene warned a friend (in Pherekydes’ case, his host Perilaos) that
his home town would soon be captured by its arch-enemy, events
which in both cases occurred in due course. Finally, Pythagoras and
Pherekydes alike preached abstinence from gold and silver to the
Lacedaemonians at the instigation of Herakles, who had appeared to
them in a dream and who visited the Spartan kings in like manner,
urging them to obey the words of their venerable guests.

Judging from Diogenes’ and Porphyry’s words, the odd correspon-
dence between the prophetic feats of Pherekydes and Pythagoras had
been duly noted in antiquity. Most interesting is Porphyry’s categor-
ical assertion that A.’s version featuring Pythagoras was the original
and that Theopompos shamelessly plagiarized it, changing the name
of the protagonist and altering geographical details in a clumsy at-
tempt to cover up the ‘ theft’. This is the reason why the Neoplatonist
author comes to raise the matter and refer to A.: F 3 derives from a
lengthy excerpt taken by Eusebios from the chapter “On the Thievish
Nature of the Greeks” which was part of book 1 of Porphyry’s Lesson in
Philology80. The discussion of the topic is set at a dinner (the grammar-

79 The version of this story featuring Pherekydes is also recounted in A.
Mir. 5 p. 124 G. As for the Pythagoras-story, a passing reference, without any
specific details, is made in I. Vita Pyth. 136. A variant of the latter can be found
in a few later sources—A. Mir. 6 p. 124 G; I. Vita Pyth. 142;
P. Vita Pyth. 28: the people of Metapontion eagerly await the freight from a
boat coming into the harbour, but the cargo appears to be a human corpse, as
predicted by the onlooking Pythagoras. Pace C (1912: 34), there are no
grounds for assuming that this account should be connected with Andron: in F 3
Porphyry unmistakably implies that the differences between the stories as related by
the Ephesian and Theopompos only concerned the locations, hence Andron evident-
ly did not mention the dead body (a similar impression is conveyed by the text of
D. L. 1,116-117 quoted above). Thus, firstly, one has to assume that Porphy-
ry drew on a different source for the version told in the Vita of Pythagoras [presumably
Aristotle: see B (1972: 142 + n. 123)]; secondly, it cannot be maintained that
Andron’s account was more moralizing and sensational than Theopompos and
therefore, in all likelihood, a later development thereof [besides, B (1972: 145
n. 139) has laid bare the fallacy inherent in this argument by pointing out that the
story featuring the sinking ship could just as well be a cruder variant of the version
with the boat carrying a single corpse on board]; thirdly, there is no demonstrable
link between the miraculous stories reported about Pythagoras by Andron and by
Aristotle: contra C (1912: 32-36), see B (1972: 145 + n. 139).

80 Cf. E. Praep. ev. 10,3.1-26 (= 407T, 408-410F S); the title is referred to at
the very start of the excerpt: Porfurivou Peri; tou' klevpta" ei\nai tou;"  ÔEllhvna", ajpo; tou'
prwvtou th'" Filolovgou ajkroavsew". On this treatise, and particularly the chapter under
discussion (the only remaining F), see S (1912: 40-57); Z (1950:
1979-1984); B (1953: 288).

     





ian Apollonios cited at the beginning of the F is one of the interlocu-
tors), and the first issue tackled by the banqueteers is the alleged
superiority of Ephoros over Theopompos. In the course of the ensu-
ing discussion the two reputed historians from the Isocratean school
are both accused of a shocking lack of originality and branded “lazy
plagiarists”: Ephoros is said to have purloined no less than 3000 lines
from his predecessors Daimachos, Kallisthenes and Anaximenes,
while Theopompos is said to have made extensive but uncredited use
of Isokrates’ Areopagiticus, the work of A. and the Hellenica of Xeno-
phon81.

This matter is primarily worthy of attention within the context of
the present investigation for the bearing it has upon the dating of A.,
which is a particularly problematic point. In fact, Theopompos is the
only definite lead we have for establishing, however roughly, the pe-
riod at which A. was active; especially if the chronological relation-
ship implied in the allegations of plagiarism were to prove correct, A.
could be situated at a fairly definite juncture in time. As it is, a
number of scholars have, over the past century, thought about the
case, but a lot of them have spoken out adamantly against the accura-
cy of Porphyry’s claims: their main reason for doing so is that the
anecdotes are more likely to have been taken from the lesser known
Pherekydes and attributed to the more famous Pythagoras82. On the
other hand, however, it could equally well be claimed that Theopom-
pos, who emerges from one of his F as a rabid enemy of Pythagoras
and Pythagorean doctrine83, deliberately set out to transfer wondrous
achievements of Pythagoras to his teacher Pherekydes84. The fact of
the matter, sadly, is that too many imponderabilia shroud the issue in a
thick mist. Even the internal evidence provided by the actual stories is
of little help for solving the problem: as Burkert was right to stress,
comparison of (historical and other) details yields no conclusive argu-

81 Cf. E. Praep. ev. 10,3.2-11 (= E FGrHist 70 T 17 = T
FGrHist 115 F 70, 102, 345 = P 408F S).

82 Thus, for instance, PC (1989: 176 + n. 7); S (1991: 17-18); B-
 (1972: 144 n. 131) cites older literature.

83 Cf. FGrHist 115 F 73 = H FGrHist 1026 F 27, with the respective
commentaries.

84 So B (1972: 145 + n. 138); S (1991: 18), too, took this possibil-
ity into consideration, at the same time stressing, though, that “ it is not clear whether
Theopompos agreed with the sources who made Pythagoras a pupil of Pherekydes.”
About the presumed close relationship of Pherekydes and Pythagoras, see the com-
mentary on F 4.

     





ment for the priority of either version because of the essentially leg-
endary nature of all four tales85.

Clearly, then, the matter is an intricate one. Yet some sort of valid
conclusion would seem to be attainable after all, on the basis of an
investigation into the reliability of the information provided by Por-
phyry. In this respect it is essential to distinguish two different strata in
our source text. On the surface the full excerpt from Porphyry pre-
sents itself as an exposition on plagiarism and forgery in ancient
Greek literature. When looked at as such, Porphyry, in the wake of
his sources, cuts a poor figure and fails to stand the test as a trust-
worthy witness: a lot of the accusations can be dismissed offhand
either as dictated by tendentious (if not downright hateful) faultfind-
ing or as the work of a hypercritical sleuth who cannot tell shameless
copying from complimentary citations, innocuous borrowing and in-
dependent parallels86. For instance, one can hardly attach complete
credence to the statement that Ephoros lifted verbatim three thousand
entire lines from the works of his predecessors Daimachos, Kallis-
thenes and Anaximenes, or that Menander wrote his Deisidaimon by
simply transcribing from A to Z an existing play (the Oionistes of
Antiphanes); furthermore, Theopompos’ exact quotation from
Isokrates’ Panegyricus in the eleventh book of the Philippica must surely
be interpreted as a respectful acknowledgement of a master by one of
his pupils rather than as a reprobate act of pilfering87. Similarly, the

85 On the one hand it could be argued that Pythagoras was scarcely associated
with Sicily (let alone Megara Hyblaea) in older tradition, which Andron would nec-
essarily have drawn on if priority is given to him; conversely, Pherekydes was only
born after the fall of Messene, which is set at 600 .C. at the latest in ancient tradition.
See the pertinent remarks of B (1972: 145 + n. 136-139) on these and other
points; on Pherekydes’ date of birth and its chronological relationship to Sparta’s
reduction of Messene, see also SC (1990: 6).

86 This is the tenor of the final verdict passed by Z (1950: 1991) on ancient
klophv-literature in general—but Ziegler was also the first to admit that the excerpt
from Porphyry preserved in Eusebios’ Praeparatio evangelica is by far our principal
source for the subject (perhaps in order to fend off charges of plagiarism against
himself, Porphyry meticulously cited the names of the various predecessors he bor-
rowed from while compiling his exposition), thereby recognizing the risk of ill-con-
ceived generalizations. As a matter of fact, the section on Hypereides plagiarizing
Demosthenes in a few of his speeches (E. Praep. ev. 10,3.15) has met with the
approval of B III.2 (18982: 55, 60-61).

87 Cf. E. Praep. ev. 10,3.3 (= E FGrHist 70 T 17 = DC FGrHist 65
T 1 = A 72 T 28 = K FGrHist 124 T 33); Ibid. 10,3.4 (=
T FGrHist 115 F 102); Ibid. 10,3.13 (cf. A p. 406 K –
A II; p. 82 KC II). See the remarks of Z (1950: 1980-1981).

     





assertion that Theopompos himself forged the stories about Phereky-
des by furtively appropriating and modifying A.’s anecdotes about
Pythagoras, can hardly be taken seriously: a much more plausible
explanation of the striking correspondence between the Chian histo-
riographer and A. is that both authors drew on legends which predat-
ed their own time, circulated widely about reputed wonder-workers
like their subjects88 and, in the particular case of Pythagoras and
Pherekydes, bore testimony to their interchangeability resulting from
the close association—master-pupil relationship—that was assumed
to have existed between them89.

Stripped of its superficial layer of petty criticism and of generally
rash or even hostile accusations of plagiarism, Porphyry’s text can still
be assessed in more general terms as a learned survey of some of the
sources consulted by the Greek authors mentioned in it. Indeed, re-
gardless of their ofttimes less than honourable intentions, it appears
that the malicious ancient ‘ ferrets’ proceeded most meticulously in
their endless search for cases of alleged plagiarism90. In this respect, a
considerable number of ‘hits’ seem to have balanced the inevitable
misses which such a working-method entails. Two examples from
Porphyry’s chapter may suffice to illustrate this. A first case in point is
that of Hekataios and Herodotos (E. Praep. ev. 10,3.16): while the
exact extent to which the pater historiae drew on the geographer from
Miletos (especially in ethnographical and geographical matters) can
hardly be estimated, no scholar nowadays doubts the very indebted-
ness of the former to the latter91. Likewise, modern scholarship easily
sees through the contrived charges of plagiarism raised in the lengthy
section on Ephoros and Theopompos (E. Praep. ev. 10,3.2-11) and
generally agrees that some degree of dependence of both authors on
the respective names connected with them does exist. This confidence
is primarily inspired by the actual discussion contained in the passus, a
discussion which can be traced back to late third-century-.C. author-

88 A parallel that easily comes to mind is Empedokles. About this shaman-like
mystagogue and wonder-worker, stories of actions verging on the magical and mirac-
ulous abounded: cf. B (1972: 153-154); W (1981: 11-13); C
(1986: 183-184). Prediction of an earthquake was also attributed to Anaximandros
(cf. CC. Div. 1,112; P. Nat. hist. 2,191).

89 So, most recently, SC (1990: 6), but see also Z (1950: 1981). This
conclusion was already anticipated by the second-century .C. compiler Apollonios,
who remarked in his Mirabilia (6 p. 124 G) that Pythagoras later in life th'"
Ferekuvdou teratopoiiva" oujk ajpevsth.

90 See especially Z (1950: 1978-1979).
91 See SC (1980: 36-38), who cites older literature; L (1989: 93-95);

W (1991: 144-160).

     





ities and which is highly detailed and informed as well as informa-
tive92. Firstly, the correctness of the report on the various details
recounted by Theopompos is vindicated by the matching parallel in
the work of Diogenes Laertios, and the same holds, albeit indirectly,
in the case of A. Secondly, mention is made by Porphyry of two
writers—Daimachos and A.—who were, then as now, hardly house-
hold names but whose works could well have been known and avail-
able to his sources. It is, furthermore, very plausible that Ephoros,
who has been acknowledged as the first ancient historian to abandon
the Herodotean-Thucydidean concept of autopsy and to rely heavily
on the writings of his predecessors93, really did consult the works of
Daimachos, Anaximenes and Kallisthenes (the list is by no means
exhaustive!), just as there is nothing improbable about Theopompos
having quoted Isokrates’ Areopagiticus in his Philippica. Most interest-
ingly, there is an important testimony linking an episode related in
Theopompos’ Hellenica (FGrHist 115 T 27 = F 21) to a passage from
book 4 of the work of the same name by Xenophon: the reference
can actually be verified (cf. X. Hell. 4,1.29-40) and it sits comfort-
ably with the present-day opinion that Theopompos (whose Hellenica
like Xenophon’s was conceived as a continuation from where Thucy-
dides had left off) mined the work of his Athenian counterpart as a
source for his own94.

As stated above, this high degree of accuracy betrays the great
amount of erudition involved in ancient klophv-literature. This, now,
is surely an element which also influenced invented cases of plagia-
rism, for it should never be forgotten that such accusations only make
sense and strike the reader as convincing if there is a minimum de-
gree of plausibility95. In the light of this situation it is perfectly con-
ceivable that one of Porphyry’s (direct or indirect) sources96 noticed
the correspondence between A. and Theopompos, disposed of indica-
tions—irretrievably lost to us97, but probably still available when the

92 For the following, see JC in his introductions to DC FGrHist 65 (II
C, p. 3-4) and E FGrHist 70 (II C, p. 24), as well as in his commentaries on 70
T 17 (II C, p. 37) and 124 T 33 (II C, p. 415); Z (1950: 1980-1982);
S (1991: 186-187).

93 See SC (1977: 102-106); M (1990: 89).
94 See M (1990: 93); S (1991: 12; 37); SC (1993: 186-187),

discussing FGrHist 115 F 21.
95 Compare what B (1972: 227) has got to say about a similar case of

alleged plagiarism.
96 Which, as indicated above, might take us back to the early Hellenistic Period.
97 Or maybe not: see the commentary on F 5, below, p. 157-158 + n. 125.

     





respective authors’ works were still circulating intact—that the author
of the Trivpou" was older than the famous historiographer from Chios
and, hence, could easily manoeuvre the former into the position of a
victim of the latter’s ‘kleptomania’. Therefore, regardless of the ve-
racity of the actual accusations, the burden of proof would eventually
seem to lie with those who seek to challenge the chronological rela-
tionship suggested by the F under discussion. Accordingly a date in
the first half of the fourth century .C. is on the cards for A.98.

This early date would make A. an important witness to early liter-
ary tradition regarding Pythagoras, for reports on the “Samian sage”
by fourth-century authors are very sparse indeed99. In fact his Trivpou"
would even predate Aristotle’s monograph On the Pythagoreans, in
which the Stagirite collected the traditional and legendary materials
regarding Pythagorean beliefs and practices (the principal themes
being mirabilia and acusmata) in circulation in his own time but as-
sumed to go back to much earlier times100.

(4) The proposed split-up of Pherekydes of Syros into two individuals
which is reported here on the authority of A. can be explained quite
easily101. Judging from Diogenes Laertios (1,119) there appears to
have been a local tradition on the island of Syros which credited
Pherekydes, the famous author of a theo-cosmogonic myth variously
entitled Qeologiva,  ÔEptavmuco", Qeokrasiva and Qeogoniva102, with the
invention of a solstice-marker (hJliotrovpion). It is not hard to see how

98 This was already the assumption of several scholars—see, for instance, M
(FHG II, p. 346); W (1894: 2160-2161), B (1923: 2244); JC
(1947: 24 n. 32); S (1991: 17)—, but none of them bothered to substantiate
this view. Only W (1897: 172-173; 180-182) did also come up with corroborative,
albeit circumstantial, evidence, but via another way (see the commentary on F 2, p.
145 + n. 75).

99 See D – H (1991: 6 + n. 24).
100 On Aristotle’s monograph, see especially P (1963: 191-194; 197); 

F (1963: 242); B (1972: 166-170).
101 See JC (1947: 24-25); SC (1990: 5).
102 Since JC (1947: 13-64) refuted the thesis that ‘Pherekydes’ was a collective

name for all anonymous early Ionian prose-writing, it has been commonly accepted
by modern scholarship [with the sole exception of the as yet unpublished dissertation
by T (1991)] that Pherekydes of Syros is to be distinguished from at least four
other bearers of that name, the most famous of whom is the genealogist Pherekydes
of Athens (FGrHist 3). On the mythographer and theogonist of Syros, see the recent
monograph by SC (1990). For the title of Pherekydes’ cosmogony, cf. A-
 D, De pronominibus 1,65.15-18 SC – U (F 70 SC) and
Suda F 214 s.v. Ferekuvdh" (F 2 SC). The incipit of the work has also been pre-
served: cf. D. L. 1,119 (F 14 SC), probably drawing (ultimately) on
Kallimachos’ Pinakes. On these issues, consult JC (1947: 14 n. 6) and SC
(1990: 4-5).
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an erroneous understanding of the passus from Homer’s Odyssey (15,
403-404) in which mention is made of “ the island Syrie (...) where the
turnings of the sun occur”, could prompt an ancient writer—Dio-
genes (or his source) seems to make A. himself responsible—to postu-
late a second Pherekydes of Syros: the similarity of the names of the
islands and the obvious connection between the celestial phenome-
non and the scientific achievement, on the one hand, and the an-
cients’ irrepressible urge to attribute any long-established cultural re-
alization to a prw'to" euJrethv"103, on the other, was an open invitation
to this solution for the heliotropion in question104.

As Jacoby105 acutely observed, this faulty inference of A. is never-
theless important “in so far as it shows that even in the fourth century
the theologian could not be dated earlier than the sixth century be-
cause as yet scholars did not like to assume pre-historic prose books.”
This inference would seem to hint at a keen chronological awareness
on the part of A., as well as a budding (and so, inevitably, primi-
tive106) critical reflection on existing traditions. All the same it appears
that Eratosthenes’ authoritative rejection effectively killed off the pre-
historic doublet, which is not encountered anywhere else in our
sources. Diogenes’ wording actually suggests that Eratosthenes took
issue with A.’s proposition and emphatically denounced its deficiency;
correspondingly it is conceivable that the Laertian (or his direct
source) came across A.’s name in one of the chronographical works of
the Alexandrian scholar107.

Pherekydes’ main claim to fame in antiquity was that he was the
very first Greek prose writer108. In addition, there was a widespread
tradition according to which he was the teacher of Pythagoras, a
relationship which in all likelihood was contrived on the basis of
similarities in doctrinal matters (both men’s teachings on the soul and
on metempsychosis) and did not rest on actual and direct personal
rapport. This tradition, which culminated in the stories about Pythag-

103 See K (1933).
104 To A.’s credit it can be pointed out that S was also misled by the likeness

of the names Syros and Syrie, witness Geogr. 10,5.8 c. 487. However, while there is
still some dispute as to the exact interpretation of the Homeric passus [see, for in-
stance, HC – H (1989: 257)], it is certain that the Cycladic island was
not meant by the great poet.

105 See JC (1947: 25).
106 After all, a far easier way out of the chronological problem for A. would have

been simply to deny any connection of the theologian with the heliotropion.
107 Ostensibly JC (FGrHist IIB, p. 1015) was not sure whether to attribute the

Eratosthenes-F under discussion to the Cronografivai or to the  jOlumpioni'kai.
108 See JC (1947: 20 + n. 22); SC (1990: 3-4).

     





oras coming to Delos in order to assist his dying master and bury his
corpse, has been surveyed comprehensively by Schibli in his recent
monograph on Pherekydes109; the only noteworthy point here is that,
in the light of the early date suggested for A. in the introduction to
the F, the author of the Tripus is the earliest surviving witness to this
tradition.

In the present state of affairs, it is difficult to make out whether the
basic information contained in the F under discussion—the descent of
Pherekydes110 and the fact that he was Pythagoras’ teacher—points
to a cursory mention of Pherekydes in the extensive section on
Pythagoras (cf. F 3) or whether Pherekydes received separate treat-
ment in A.’s Tripod, on a par with the chapter on the Samian sage.
The fact that A. distinguished between two bearers of the name
Pherekydes might seem to favour the second possibility; on the other
hand, we do not even know how A.’s work was laid out or in what
context Pythagoras and/or Pherekydes were discussed111. Conse-
quently a non liquet is in place here.

(5-6) While the attribution of F 6 alone could cause some problems,
the joint evidence of both passages leaves little room for doubt that A.
did indeed discuss the origin of the Greek (Ionic) alphabet in his
Trivpou". For the determination of the exact contents of the work as a
whole these two F are, consequently, extremely important: they indi-
cate in unmistakable fashion that the work did not deal exclusively
with the legends surrounding the Seven Sages, as there is no indica-
tion whatever in ancient sources that those figureheads of Greek cul-
ture were ever associated with the invention or introduction of the
Ionic script, nor is there any trace of them in the two F under discus-
sion.

(5) Upon a cursory reading doubts might be raised about the ascrip-
tion of the passus running from Tou;" de;  ∆Aqhnaivou" to ejpi; Eujklevou": it
was possibly derived from A., but could equally well go back to Theo-
pompos, who is cited in the sentence that immediately follows and is
inextricably linked to the passus under discussion. Judging from the
available evidence, however, the unusual epithet polugravmmato"
(‘deeply lettered’) applied by Aristophanes to the people of Samos left
the ancients very puzzled indeed, for several attempts at elucidation

109 See SC (1990: 6; 11-13).
110 On the origin and the geographical distribution of the name of Pherekydes’

father, Babys, see SC (1990: 1 + n. 2).
111 Cf. supra, p. 144-145.
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are recorded in our sources112. Kallistratos’ invention, now, is the
starting-point for a verily tailor-made explanation which hinges on a
direct personal relationship between the Samian and Aristophanes.
The double reference, within the space of a few lines, to the otherwise
obscure Kallistratos113 lends the entire section a sense of unity which
strongly suggests that all information contained in it goes back to one
and the same author, who can safely be identified as A.114.

Although the explanation given by A. is manifestly unhistorical—
it clearly runs counter to the established view that the Greeks adopted
the Phoenician script at some time between the 12th and 8th centu-
ries .C.115—and suspiciously appropriate, it nevertheless does not
seem to be a ready-made invention on his part. In fact the story
would seem to be rooted in a genuine tradition, for it can be related
to two other passages which recount a similar story about the origin
of the Ionic alphabet: in Hesychios’ Lexicon we read that the Samians
were the first of the Greeks to adopt the use of the twenty-four letters
and to pass the custom on to the other Hellenes116, and in a Homer-

112 Basically two other explanations (transmitted with some variations) are provided
in the ancient texts. According to A in the Constitution of the Samians (cf. the
text of the F under discussion), the label polugravmmato" was given to the Samians
after they had enfranchised their slaves (who bore brandmarks) for five staters, at a
time when they were being oppressed by tyranny [on which K – A III.2
(1984: 66) commented: “Aristotelis explicatio vix habet quo aut commendari aut
refelli possit”]. According to various other sources (cf. P. Per. 26,4; A. Var. hist.
2,9; Suda S 77 s.v. Samivwn oJ dh'mo" wJ" polugravmmato"; Suda T 142 s.v. Ta; Samivwn uJpopteuv-
ei"), the name was derived from an ugly episode in the Samian Revolt of 441-439, in
which the Samians had branded Athenian prisoners of war with stigmata on the
forehead by way of retaliation for the Athenians’ having earlier marked their Samian
captives in a similar manner (there is confusion in our sources as to which sign was
used by which people). Since such incidents, though rarely attested in ancient sources
(cf., in addition to the aforecited passages, H. 7,233.2; P. Nic. 29,2), were
not entirely out of place in ancient warfare—see DC (1968: 214-215); P-
 (1978: 141 + n. 3); S (1989: 249-250); S (1987: 117); PCC
in B – C – M – PCC (1993: 314)—the origin of the
epithet used by Aristophanes may well lie here.

113 See SÄ (1919: 1735).
114 This is also how K – A III.2 (1984: 66) understand the passage,

judging from their notes on Aristophanes’ F 71; ditto for M FHG II, p. 348 F
7 (see the Latin translation in particular). The way in which JC has edited the
passus under discussion for Theopompos (cf. FGrHist 115 F 155: only the two sentenc-
es about Archinos are quoted there) suggests that he, too, held the same view.

115 On this issue, cf. infra, p. 159 + n. 131.
116 HC. A. Lex. S 150 p. 8 SC IV s.v. Samivwn oJ dh'mo" (...)  [Esti de; kai;

eJtevra iJstoriva, di’ h}n polugravmmaton e[fh dh'mon: ejpeidh;  ÔEllhvnwn Savmioi polugravmmatoi
ejgevnonto prw'toi kai; crhsavmenoi kai; di(a)dovnte" eij" tou;" a[llou"  {Ellhna" th;n dia; tw'n k—d—
stoiceivwn crh'sin.

     





scholium it is reported on the authority of Ephoros that Kallistratos of
Samos passed the new system of writing on to the Peloponnesians and
imparted it to the Athenians in the archonship of Eukleides117. If
anything, this evidence indisputably attests to the existence, in antiq-
uity, of a tradition—probably a local Samian one118—which accord-
ed to the inhabitants of the Ionian island (continuously in the fore-
front of Greek civilization from the Archaic Period onward) a crucial
part in the introduction of the Ionic alphabet into the Greek world.

Having said this, it appears upon close investigation that A.’s ver-
sion does stand apart from the two parallels which, in turn, are clearly
compatible with each other. On the one hand, there is the story that
the Samians borrowed the alphabet from another source—through
Ephoros’ F 105 we know that he, like Herodotos, traced it back to the
Phoenicians—and spread it across the Greek mainland; in this con-
nection Ephoros specifically mentions the name of one Kallistratos.
On the other hand, there is A.’s account, which also refers to a
Kallistratos of Samos, but which is marked by two key differences: the
said Kallistratos is put forward as the actual inventor of the new
system of writing, while another person is credited with the dissemi-
nation thereof in Attica119. Correspondingly it is a reasonable conjec-
ture that we have before us both the original, blatantly unhistorical
and overtly patriotic form of the tradition and the re-adjusted one
which at least respects the established historical facts.

In the light of the foregoing a glimpse can be caught of A.’s histor-
ical notions as well as of his method as a researcher and an author. It
appears, firstly, that A. did not postulate a mythological inventor of
the Greek alphabet but, in the Herodotean vein, adopted a historical
theory120. Secondly, it can again be observed that A. had a clear

117 SC. H. Il. 7 185: Kallivstrato" de; Savmio" ejpi; tw'n Peloponnhsiakw'n methv-
negke th;n grammatikh;n kai; parevdwken  ∆Aqhnaivoi" ejpi; a[rconto" Eujkleivdou, w{" fhsin
[Eforo" (70 F 106). For a discussion of Ephoros’ views on the origin of the Greek

alphabet, see SC (1987: 318-319).
118 The island had, from early on (fifth century .C.), a rich tradition of local

chronicles: see JC in his introduction to the section on local histories from Samos
(FGrHist IIIb, p. 455-456 + n. 11).

119 On Archinos, the prominent Athenian politician from the second half of the
fifth century .C. who proposed to the ekklesia the decree about the official adoption
of the Ionic instead of the Attic alphabet and who may also have written a short
treatise on the subject in support of his case (cf. T ap. S. Comm. in
Met. p. 191,29-192,3 K; cf. T 681 F), see U (1870: 590-592);
JC (1894: 541); KC (1901: 169) no. 2526; D (1989: 200); T
(1995: 390-391) no. 213880; M (1996: 1002).

120 On the ancients’ theories concerning the origin of their alphabet, see the com-
mentary on F 6, below, p. 159 + n. 131.

     





sense of chronology121: he was aware of the archon dates for his
facts—presumably derived from Hellanikos’  ∆Atqiv"—ànd he made
sure his account was sound by manipulating his evidence accordingly
(in casu by contriving a personal relationship between Kallistratos and
Aristophanes which predated the official introduction of the Ionic
alphabet into Attica122). Thirdly and finally, it appears that, these
positive assets notwithstanding, A.’s Historikerqualität cannot be es-
teemed highly. A comparison with Ephoros makes this especially
clear. A. was informed of the tradition about the allegedly prominent
part played by the Samians in the diffusion of the Ionic alphabet and
reproduced the basic story essentially unaltered, changing it only in
order to make the archon years fit in with it and to bring it into line
with the point he intended to develop—and all this even though a
serious writer like Herodotos (5,58) had already drawn attention to
the pioneering role of the Phoenicians, and in spite of the fact that a
late fifth-century date for the invention of the alphabet must have
struck educated members of the public as dubious in the first half of
the fourth century .C. The difference with Ephoros is telling: the
Cymaean historian, too, was aware of the ‘Kallistratos’-tradition, but
at the same time he sought to reconcile this datum with the Herodot-
ean theory about the Phoenician origin of the Greek script, reducing
the part of Kallistratos from that of inventor to that of intermediary.
Of course, it should be stressed that we are groping in the dark about
any pretensions A. may have made to accuracy or veracity, and
hence this criticism may be unfair to him; nonetheless, his manipula-
tion of current evidence cannot be overlooked.

A final word remains to be said about the short reference to Theo-
pompos attached to the A.-F as outlined above123. Mention has al-
ready been made of the close link that binds the two quotations. In
fact the wording of the entire passus conveys the inescapable impres-
sion that Theopompos’ account was closely similar to that of A., but
contained further information about the said Archinos who is said to
have acquainted the Athenians with the Ionic alphabet: the repetition
of the verb peiqei'n is particularly significant in this respect, serving as

121 This is consonant with the conclusion reached in the commentary on F 4,
above, p. 153.

122 Maybe A. arrived at this conclusion because an Athenian namesake of the
Samian Kallistratos was actually recorded in the documentary sources as the corhgov"
of the year 427/6 .C.

123 Regrettably I have not been able to consult H (1912: 27 n. 18), referred to
by JC in his commentary on 115 F 155 (IIC, p. 380), so I am not aware what the
former has said about the passus under discussion and the place of Theopompos in it.

     





a trait-d’union. Especially in view of the conclusion reached at the end
of the commentary on F 3 concerning the dates of A. and Theopom-
pos124, one might consequently venture with a degree of caution to
think that A. was cited by the Chian historian as his main source on
this particular issue, which he supplemented with information gath-
ered from elsewhere125.

(6) Apparently Jacoby had slight doubts about identifying the A.
cited in this passage without ethnic or book-title as A. of Halikarnas-
sos, the fourth-century (.C.) author of a treatise Suggevneiai126. As a
matter of fact there are sufficient grounds for reconsidering the as-
cription of the F under discussion and attributing it to A. of Ephesos.
For one thing, the assumption that the issue of the invention of the
Ionic alphabet was dealt with in a work on the genealogical relations
between the Greek tribes and cities, is anything but binding (hence,
probably, Jacoby’s own reserves). More importantly, it is highly plau-
sible that F 5 and 6 derive from the same context127, and one cannot
lightly pass over the explicit reference in F 5 to  [Andrwn ejn Trivpodi
which is, moreover, coupled with a detailed quotation128. The confi-
dence thus inspired receives a further boost in the light of the hypoth-
esis, defended above, that the general title of A.’s work need not be
restricted to the legend of the Agon of the Seven Sages, but might
indicate a work conceived in celebration of the great cultural heroes
of the Hellenic world129. As an argumentum contra it could be objected
that A. would then have juxtaposed a mythological and a historical
theory about the origin of the Greek script in one and the same work,
but this consideration is hardly prohibitive: for all we know, A. may
have reported several variant stories on the topic, surveying examples
of both kinds of theories130.

124 Cf. supra, p. 151-152.
125 Conversely, this conclusion would seem to provide proof positive that Porphy-

ry’s Hellenistic sources really did have incontestable proof that Andron was older
than Theopompos and that the latter could easily be accused of having plagiarized
the former’s miracle-stories about Pythagoras (see the discussion above, p. 151-
152)—but here, of course, we come dangerously close to begging the question.

126 He edited the passus as FGrHist 10 F 9, commenting in his introduction to the
author (FGrHist I a, p. 480): “über die zuweisung (sc. to A. of Halikarnassos) der zitate
ohne distinktiv bestehen kaum zweifel (F 9?)”

127 This was also assumed by M (FHG II, p. 348).
128 Surprisingly Jacoby does not even mention the parallel from the Suda recorded

here as F 5.
129 Cf. supra, p. 132-133.
130 It is probably incorrect to suppose that A. would have differentiated between

the Phoenician and Ionic alphabets, considering the former (invented by King Ak-
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The origin of the Ionic alphabet was, indeed, a matter of much
debate among the Greeks themselves and was explained in many
different ways. Witness the complete passus from which the present
F is derived (SC. D. T. p. 182,15-186,4 H), the
designation ‘Phoenician’ for the letters was all they could agree upon:
starting from this point—an indication that some vague notion about
the roots of their alphabet did subsist among the Hellenes—a whole
gamut of explanations was offered, ranging from the learned and
informed over the mythological and fabulous to the downright far-
fetched and contrived (and even outlandish). Roughly speaking two
distinct movements can be discerned: prior to Herodotos the inven-
tion of the phonetic system of writing was, as a rule, attributed to
mythical heroes, while the pater historiae was the first to provide a
historical theory (still mixed, admittedly, with what nowadays is con-
sidered legendary material), tracing the Greek alphabet back to a
Phoenician original131.

Obviously the story recapitulated in the F under discussion falls
into the former category. A full version of the tale has been preserved
in the Suda-lexicon, where it is recorded on the authority of Skamon
of Mitylene “in the second book of his work On Inventions”: Aktaion
(or Aktaios), the legendary first king of Attica, had four daughters and
no male descendants; when the youngest girl, Phoinike, died young,
the monarch decided to call the letters he had invented ‘Phoenician’

taion and named after his daughter in times immemorial) a primitive precursor of the
latter (introduced into Samos in the second half of the fifth century .C.): such a
distinction has been upheld by some modern scholars who have debated the ancient
evidence in general on the origin of the Greek script [on this, see E (1979:
174-177)], but there is no evidence that the ancients already followed this train of
thought.

131 Cf., in addition to the scholium on Dionysius Thrax cited above, AC. Prom.
468-469; H. 5,57-58; D. 3,67.1; 5,57.5; 5,74.1; P. Nat. hist. 7,192-193.
For surveys and discussions of the ancient theories, see, among others, H – W
(19282: 26-27); JC in his commentary on 70 F 105-106 (IIC, p. 62-63); L
(19612: 102 n. 4); V (1975: 81-84); ACC (1981: 9); B (1989: 106
n. 2).
In modern times the topic has, as a matter of course, attracted much attention. The
Phoenician origin of the Greek alphabet goes undisputed nowadays, but the exact
source of the alphabet, the route by which it reached Greece (was it taken home by
Greek settlers and merchants visiting Phoenicia itself, or was it developed in some
area of Phoenician culture, like Crete?) and the time at which this happened (sugges-
tions vary between the 12th and the 8th centuries .C., though even a date circa 1400
.C. has been proposed) are still vexed questions; for a recent status quaestionis, see
I (1991: 283-291); A G (1991: 293-311).

     





in her honour132. Unfortunately our knowledge of the said Skamon of
Mitylene is poorer still than that of A.; if the fourth-century (.C.) date
suggested by Jacoby (on the basis of a tentative identification with the
homonymous son of Hellanikos of Lesbos) is correct, he would belong
to roughly the same period as A.133. Even so, it is impossible to make
out who influenced whom, or whether both writers reported the same
tradition independently. Likewise it is impossible to establish the rela-
tionship (if ever there was one) between A. and Menekrates of Olyn-
thos, because the latter is not cited anywhere else in what has come
down to us of ancient literature134.

(7) The available manuscripts for this passage unanimously read  ∆An-
drovtiwn, without any further specification. The only clue provided for
the identification of this author is the designation of the Seven Sages
as sofistaiv: until sometime towards the middle of the fourth century
.C. both terms were perfectly interchangeable, while afterwards the
derogatory connotation which the label ‘ sophist’ had gradually taken
on since the end of the fifth century gained the upper hand and
precluded further use thereof in the particular sense of ‘wise man’135.
The terminus ante quem thus obtained means that only one known bear-
er of the name Androtion qualifies for identification as the author
referred to by Aristeides, namely, the famous Atthidographer who
published his local history of Attica circa 340 .C.136. Since the latter,

132 Cf. Suda F 787 s.v. Foinikhvia gravmmata: (...) Skavmwn d’ ejn th'/ deutevrai tw'n EuJ-
rhmavtwn ajpo; Foinivkh" th'"  ∆Aktaivwno" ojnomasqh'nai: muqeuvetai d’ ou|to" ajrsevnwn paivdwn
a[pai" genevsqai: aujtw'/ qugatevra"  [Aglauron  {Ershn Pavndroson th;n de; Foinivkhn e[ti par-
qevnon ou\san teleuth'sai: dio; kai; Foinikhvia ta; gravmmata to;n  ∆Aktaivwna boulovmenon timh'"
ajponei'mai th'/ qugatriv. On Aktaion/Aktaios, see W (1893: 1209); T
(1893: 1212).

133 See JC (1927: 437). Much less decided about the identity of Skamon:
M (FHG IV, p. 489-491); S II (1892: 399 n. 314 on p. 400).

134 Modern scholarship is completely at a loss how to identify this figure: see, for
instance, M (FHG II, p. 344); S I (1891: 649 n. 685). Perhaps signifi-
cantly, he is completely missing from Pauly-Wissowa’s RE.

135 For designation of (one of) the Seven Sages as sofistaiv, cf. H. 1,29.1 (cf.
also 2,49.1); 4,95.2 (to the extent that Pythagoras counted as a member of the
collegium); I. Or. 15, 235; 313; A. in Et. M. s.v. sofisthv" p. 722,16-17
G (F 5 R = Peri; filosofiva" F 5 R = F 871 G); [D.] Or.
61,50; AC ap. P. De frat. am. 478b-c; P. De am. mult. 96a; De E 385d-
e; De Her. mal. 857f; I. Vita Pyth. 83. For the label sofisthv" applied to Sokrates by
contemporaries, cf. AC. Or. 1,173 and possibly E F 388 K – A V.
On the original—neutral or even positive—denotation of the term ‘sophist’ and the
subsequent shift in meaning it underwent, see U I (19612: -);
C (1976: 1-4); K (1981: 24-41).

136 For the crucial dates in Androtion’s life and career, see JC in his introduc-
tion to FGrHist 324 (IIIb, p. 87-93; 103 + n. 125); H (1994: 13-25).
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however, is not known to have dealt with the Seven Sages, Siebelis
suggested changing the name to  [Andrwn, implying that the Ephesian
author of the Trivpou" must have been meant here by Aristeides. This
emendation has met with mixed reactions from modern scholarship,
ranging from circumspect acceptance137 to firm rejection138.

As things stand, a quick round-up of all arguments pro and contra
reveals that no definite conclusion can be reached in this matter.
Three arguments plead in favour of Androtion. Firstly there is his
fourth-century date. More importantly, the congruence of the manu-
scripts cannot lightly be dismissed. Closely connected with this second
point is the observation that textual corruption of Androtion into A. is
far more plausible than confusion in the reverse direction139. The
emendation of the manuscript text to A. can be supported by two
considerations: primo, A. can tentatively also be dated to the first half
of the fourth century .C., and secundo, it is an established fact that he
dealt with the Seven Sages in his Trivpou" (cf. F 1-2 of this edition)140.

On the other side of the spectrum, arguments have been brought
forward against both hypotheses which ultimately fail to settle the
matter for good. According to the one camp A. could hardly be
meant in the passus under discussion since it is difficult to imagine a
place for Sokrates in a work dealing with the legend of the Prize for
Wisdom awarded to the various members of the collegium of Seven
Wise Men; however, the presence of Sokrates in the Tripod can easily
be explained if we drop the notion that the work was devoted exclu-
sively to the Seven Sages141. As for the other camp, a lot has been
made of the observation that, judging from the extant material, An-
drotion had no interest whatsoever in the Seven Sages or philoso-

137 M originally edited the F under discussion as one of the Atthidographer’s,
while approving of Siebelis’ correction into A. in a short note (FHG I, p. 375, F 39),
and subsequently edited the F a second time as F 4 of A. of Ephesos (FHG II, p. 347).
Likewise, JC edited the F under the heading “Zweifelhaftes und Gefälschtes” as
F 69 of Androtion (FGrHist 324), commenting (IIIb, p. 170-171) that Siebelis’ sugges-
tion is “rather obvious” and adding that Androtion’s “ interest in the history of
philosophy seems to have been inconsiderable.” Unfortunately H (1994) does
not express a view on this point in his recent monograph; on the other hand, the fact
that philosophical issues do not come up for consideration in this study is in accor-
dance with Jacoby’s analysis.

138 Thus D – K II (19523: 252).
139 This is the view of JC in his commentary on 324 F 45 (IIIb, p. 153 + n. 1:

“the alteration of   [Andrwn to  ∆Androtivwn is slight”) and F 69 (IIIb, p. 171 + n. 3).
140 The latter point was decisive for M (FHG I, p. 375 F 39) in his endorse-

ment of Siebelis’ conjecture.
141 On which, cf. supra, introduction, p. 132-133.

     





phy142. However, true as this may be143, it hardly counts as a conclu-
sive element against the reading of the manuscripts: it would be
methodologically unsound to exclude, on the basis of a mere 68 gen-
uine F remaining from a work originally comprising eight books, the
possibility that in some lost part of his Atthis Androtion did mention
the Seven ‘Sophists’ after all, no matter in how unlikely a context.

As already indicated above, the case cannot be decided conclusive-
ly either way. Especially in view of the manuscripts’ unanimity and
the unlikely nature of a textual alteration of A. to Androtion, it would
nevertheless seem preferable to accept the reading of the manuscripts
and to attribute the F under discussion to Androtion of Athens, the
Atthidographer.

Jan B

142 See the references cited above, p. 161 n. 137, to which may be added JC in
his introduction to FGrHist 324 (III b,1 p. 101 + n. 111).

143 There is, for example, one F dealing with Solon (FGrHist 324 F 34) in the
context of Athenian constitutional history, where Solon is considered as a lawgiver,
not as one of the Seven Sages.
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1006. Eudoxos of Knidos
(° c. 390 ..–† c. 337 ..)

F

1 (G p. 63 = F 371 L) D. L. 1,29-30: (29) Eu[doxo" d’
oJ Knivdio" kai; Eujavnqh" oJ Milhvsiov" (FGrHist IV A2 1018) fasi tw'n Kroivsou

tina; fivlwn labei'n para; tou' basilevw" pothvrion crusou'n, o{pw" dw'/ tw/'

sofwtavtw/ tw'n ÔEllhvnwn: to;n de; dou'nai Qalh'/. (30) Kai; perielqei'n eij" Civlwna,

o}n punqavnesqai tou' Puqivou tiv" auJtou' sofwvtero". Kai; to;n ajneipei'n Muvswna,

– peri; ou| levxomen (sc. D. L. 1,106): tou'ton oiJ peri; Eu[doxon ajnti;

Kleobouvlou tiqevasi, Plavtwn (Prot. 343a) d’ ajnti; Periavndrou.

5 ajneipei'n : ajnelei'n Richards
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1006. Eudoxos of Knidos
(° c. 390 ..–† c. 337 ..)

F

1 Eudoxos of Knidos and Euanthes of Miletos state that one of Kroisos’
friends received a golden drinking-cup from the king who instructed him to
give it to the wisest of the Greeks, and that he handed it to Thales. Then, so
our sources continue, the cup went round and came to Chilon, who inquired
from Apollo if anyone were wiser than he; the god replied ‘Myson’—about

whom we will speak below; Eudoxos and the writers following him place this
man (sc. in the collegium) instead of Kleobulos, Platon substitutes him for Perian-

dros.

     



    

1006. Eudoxos of Knidos
(° c. 390 .C.–† c. 337 .C.)

Introduction

Modern scholarship is almost unanimous in accepting that the fa-
mous fourth-century mathematician, astronomer, geographer and all-
round philosopher Eudoxos of Knidos1 is meant in this passage,
culled from Diogenes Laertios’ discussion of the various traditions
regarding the prize for wisdom awarded to the Seven Sages (1,27-33).
While the particulars are still a matter of debate, it is also agreed that
E. did not devote a separate monograph to the subject, but touched
upon it in his Gh'" perivodo"; more specifically it is assumed that the
present F derives from a digression elicited by the discussion of a
place connected with the Sages2. The proverbial exception to the rule
is provided by Fehling, whose hypercritical views on early (i.e. pre-
Platonic and ante-Callimachean) traditions regarding the collegium of
seven wise men and the Agon held among them are matched only by
his equally excessive scepticism regarding Herodotos’ acknowledge-
ment of his sources3. A full discussion of Fehling’s theory, which rests
in part on the outdated view that Diogenes systematically invented
references to his earliest (fifth- and fourth-century) ‘sources’, can be
found in the preliminary remarks to the present section on fourth-
century writers dealing with the Seven Sages4. Suffice it here to say,

1 On this important figure see, most recently, TC (1994: 57-61), who
will lead the interested reader to the older literature; special mention may neverthe-
less be made of L (1966), who collected the ancient testimonia regarding and
the fragments of E. A new edition of the geographical F will be included in the
forthcoming edition of FGrHist V, which is currently being prepared by a working
group of the Ernst-Kirsten-Gesellschaft [see the ‘Arbeitsvorhaben’ in Gnomon 66
(1994), p. 192]. In addition to Gisinger and Lasserre, whose views will be discussed
below, K (1916: 419-420), B (1923: 2245, 2251), HC II (19312: 701)
and JC in the commentary on 491-492 F 16-18 (IIIb, p. 408 n. 45 & 49)—to
name but these four—also assumed that the famous E. is meant here.

2 While G (1921: 63) attributed the F to the third book of the work (the
Lydiaka), starting from the legends connecting King Kroisos with the Seven Sages,
L (1966: 266-267) was more cautious, listing the F among the quotations “aus
unbestimmten Büchern”; he hesitated between the descriptions of either Miletos
(Thales’ home town) or Chen (where Myson’s cradle supposedly stood), at the same
time ruling out the possibility that the excursus was in any way linked to Delphi (about
which, cf. infra, p. 176 + n. 21).

3 See F (1985: 29-37). For this scholar’s opinion on Herodotos’ source
citations, and harsh critique thereof, see the references given above, in the Preliminary
observations, p. 114 n. 7, and on p.130.

4 Cf. supra, p. 112-119.



   

firstly, that there is no reason to doubt the Laertian’s veracity in the
light of the conclusions reached by Mejer5 in regard to his Hellenistic
background; secondly, that E. could, indeed, have elaborated upon
the Seven Sages in an excursus in his Description of the World—a convinc-
ing parallel for which is furnished by the case of Leandr(i)os of Mile-
tos (late fourth or early third century .C.), whose local history of his
home town (Milhsiakav) apparently contained a full treatment of the
Seven Sages6.

The latter assumption would seem to render the inclusion of this
E.-F in the present fascicle highly problematic, but two grounds can
be adduced to justify its treatment here. First and foremost the passus
deals with a theme which would continue to feature prominently in
later (fourth-century and Hellenistic) literature, not least in biograph-
ical treatises (cf. Peri; tw'n eJpta; sofw'n by Hermippos of Smyrna—
FGrHist IV A3, 1026 F 9-20) and in works Peri; bivwn (see Dikaiarchos
F 30-32 W I and possibly Klearchos of Soloi F 70 W III).
An additional point is that, together with the remaining F of Andron
of Ephesos’ Trivpou" (1005 F 2a), this is one of the oldest literary
testimonies for the Agon-tradition still extant.

5 See M (1978).
6 See FGrHist 491-492 F 16-18 (“Reste einer ausführlichen behandlung der Sie-

ben Weisen”); we know that Leandr(i)os’ discussion of the Seven Sages (and his
Milhsiakav in general) served as a source to both KC (F 191,32-77 P
I) and his pupil H (FGrHist 1026 F 10 and 12 with commentary). Similarly
Phanodikos of Delos might have discussed the legend of the ajgw;n sofiva" in his
Dhliakav: cf. FGrHist 397 F 4 with Jacoby’s remarks in the introduction to Phanodikos
and in the commentary on the F (FGrHist IIIb, p. 208-209 and 209-210).
For a very long time, modern scholarship tended to identify an author by the rare
name of Leandr(i)os, who is quoted several times in ancient literature (FGrHist 492 F
10-19), with the fourth-century-.C. writer Maiandrios of Miletos, whose name and
local history of his home town are attested by epigraphical evidence (cf. FGrHist 491
F 1). W (1935: 356-360) tried to set the record straight and argued that the said
Leandrios had an identity of his own, and attempted furthermore to identify him as
a contemporary of Kallimachos on the basis of a textual emendation. While other
scholars had no difficulty in endorsing Wendel’s arguments—see, among others, 
 M (1942: 95) and P I (19652: 96 ad F 88)—, nonetheless JC in
his commentary on FGrHist 491-492 (IIIb, p. 404-405) was not at all charmed by
Wendel’s effort and expressed a very harsh (but fair) judgement on the proposed
synchronisation with Kallimachos. However he, too, had to admit that it is rather
problematic simply to equate the two names, a fact which he acknowledged by
granting a separate number to both authors while printing their respective F with
continuous numeration; if they really were two different persons, he finally agreed to
place them in one and the same generation c. 330-300.





Commentary

(1) The delimitation of the F poses no problem: the text to be as-
cribed to E. (and Euanthes) coincides with the information contained
in the indirect speech (right up to Muvswna), augmented with the
additional detail given in the subsequent parenthesis. The continua-
tion in direct speech immediately following the printed text7 obvious-
ly belongs to a different author, who can, in all probability, be iden-
tified as Diogenes Laertios himself: he clearly anticipates (in a rather
clumsy way) the discussion of the same topic further on in the first
book at § 106, where a cross-reference is made to the passus under
discussion.

Two important aspects of the general tradition regarding the Seven
Sages come up for discussion here: first and foremost the F focuses on
the prize for wisdom connected with an Agon established to designate
the wisest of all mankind, and secondly there is a note on the compo-
sition of the collegium.

In its most common form the story regarding the Agon of the Seven
Sages involves a bronze or gold tripod which is found under miracu-
lous circumstances, somehow appears to be reserved for tw/' sofwtavtw/,
then gets passed around among the Seven Sages and finally ends up
at a sanctuary of Apollo8. Even from this basic structure (which,
judging from the existing evidence, could be fleshed out ad libitum)
E.’s story differs in a remarkable way: the tripod is replaced by a gold
wine-cup, the object is not discovered under extraordinary circum-
stances, but is sent out with a specific dedication by King Kroisos of
Lydia, and one Myson is the final recipient through the mediation of
Apollo. While singularly different from the best-known version of the
legend, this account is not wholly unique: parallels (again, with nota-
ble variations as to the individual details) can be found in the frag-
mentary remains of the Hellenistic poets Phoinix of Kolophon and

7 Cf. D. L. 1,30: Peri; aujtou' (sc. Muvswno") dh; tavde ajnei'len oJ Puvqio":
Oijtai'ovn tina fhmi; Muvswn’ ejni; Chni; genevsqai

sou' ma'llon prapivdessin ajrhrovta peukalivmh/sin.
 JO dæ ejrwthvsa" h\n  ∆Anavcarsi".

8 For a survey (with all relevant references to the ancient authorities) and discus-
sion of the various traditions such as they are preserved in extant ancient literature,
see W (1897: 173-216); K (1916: 414-420); B (1923: 2248-2251);
W (1934: 150-154); F (1985: 25-39). Let it once again be noted that the
latter’s conclusions should be approached with due caution (see the Preliminary obser-
vations made above, p. 112-119).

     





Kallimachos, as well as of the prose writers Leandrios of Miletos (who
was cited by Kallimachos as his source) and Klearchos of Soloi9.

Actually modern scholarship is inclined to posit the chronological
primacy of this particular branch of the tradition, featuring a pothvrion
instead of a trivpou" and a human rather than a divine dedicator of
the prize of wisdom10. In keeping with this assumption (though by no
means conclusive proof of the early nature of the story) is the prom-
inent role played by Kroisos in the proceedings as described by E.:
from Herodotos onward the Lydian king was portrayed in close con-
nection with Greek sages, in some cases even hosting the symposium
which they all attended11. Regardless of which version of the legend
preceded which, it is commonly accepted that E., the earliest repre-
sentative of the pothvrion-branch, did not originate it. Still some schol-
ars have argued that the Cnidian’s account was a cocktail mix which
he himself prepared on the basis of ingredients borrowed from earlier
authors. To be sure, this suggestion cannot lightly be dismissed as
such. Having said that, however, the conjectures concerning E.’s an-
tecedents which Wulf and Gisinger formulated are easily refuted12.
On the whole, moreover, Lasserre made the better thought-out sug-

9 For a general testimony on this branch of the tradition, cf. P. Sol. 4,8; for
P, cf. A. 11,495d (= F 4 p. 234 P); for KC, cf. F 191,32-
77 P I; for L(), cf. D. L. 1,28-29 (= FGrHist 491-492 F 18);
for KC, cf. D. L. 1,30 (= F 70 W III). The Kallimachos-F has
attracted most of the attention of modern scholarship; see, among others, K
(1916: 419-429); D (1950: 23-24); F (1985: 22-24).

10 So W (1934: 152), followed by F (1985: 22 + n. 26, 25-27).
11 Cf., for instance, H. 1,27; 29-33; E ap. D. L. 1,40 (=

FGrHist 70 F 181; cf. also D. 9,2; 25-28; D. L. 1,67; 81; 99; 105); P.
Sol. 27-28.

12 Indeed, the proposals of G (1921: 64), based on suggestions made earlier
by W (1897: 185-186 n. 1; 200), do not stand up to close scrutiny. Firstly, it is not
possible to combine the story as told by E. with the version of Leandr(i)os of Miletos,
because the latter differs on a number of characteristic points. The idea that the
unnamed friend of Kroisos in the present F can be identified as the Arcadian Ba-
thykles who is featured as the dedicator of a gold cup in Leandr(i)os’ F 18 (cf.
KC F 191,32-77 P I)—an idea which was entertained not only by
the aforementioned scholars, but also by K (1916: 428-429)—constitutes a very
tenuous link which is not supported by the ancient evidence: the exact roles played in
the proceedings by Bathykles and the anonymous fivlo" Kroivsou are entirely differ-
ent. Furthermore, the composition of the collegium of sages in Leandr(i)os’ account
must have been different from that in E.’s, as the former is said to have excluded
both Kleobulos and Myson (cf. D. L. 1,41 = FGrHist 492 F 16). These
discrepancies far outweigh the fact that Thales was the first recipient of the prize in
both E.’s and Leandr(i)os’ reports, for that was nothing but a commonplace in the
tradition concerning the Agon in general.

Secondly, E.’s version was erroneously linked to F of Andron of Ephesos and

     





gestion that the rendition found in the present F is based on a literary
motif which also occurs in early Socratic literature (the most famous
instance of which being the episode with Chairephon inquiring at the
Delphic oracle about any man wiser than Sokrates) and may well go
back to the sophistic era13.

In regard to the second point, concerning the group of Sages as
described by E., we find that he undoubtedly thought of a clearly
defined closed group of wise men, amongst whom the award was
passed around (perielqei'n). At the same time, Myson does appear as
something of an outsider in this context: in no other version of the
Agon-tradition does any deity serve as a ‘master of ceremonies’ who
directs the proceedings, for the sages always indicate the next receiver
themselves. In this respect Lasserre was rightly reminded of the sug-
gestion made by Gigon (in an altogether different context) to the
effect that in one form of the tradition regarding the collegium there
were six generally recognized and famous sages who were comple-
mented by a seventh, who was acknowledged as the wisest of them all
precisely because nobody was able to report anything worthwhile
about him14. As a matter of fact, the evolution of the Myson-legend,
to the extent that it can tentatively be reconstructed, goes some way
toward corroborating what was no more than an assumption on the
part of Gigon. The designation of Myson as a Sage by Apollo can
already be traced back to Hipponax (end of the 6th century .C.), but
it has been conjectured that the relevant verse—D. L. 1, 107

Hipponax of Ephesos. The order in which E. placed the sages who were awarded the
prize for wisdom—Thales, Chilon and Myson—was doubtless inspired partly by
Andron “who also put Chilon in second place” (cf. D. L. 1,30 = FGrHist
1005 F 2a) and partly by Hipponax, the oldest known source for the oracle in which
Apollo declared Myson to be the wisest of all mankind (cf. D. L. 1,107 = F
65 D). Andron’s account, however, was radically different from E.’s in at least
three respects: the context of the Agon (a competition instituted by the citizens of
Argos, with no mention whatever of Kroisos), the nature of the prize (a tripod instead
of a drinking-cup) and the number of sages who were awarded the prize (only two—
the Spartans Aristodemos and Chilon—, while E. must have had in mind a full
collegium of seven wise men, as will be argued below). As for Hipponax: this point will
also be touched on in greater detail below (p. 174-175), but it can already be noted
that Myson’s incorporation into the collegium must have occurred in the time after the
Ephesian iambographer and prior to the Cnidian polymath, and hence there are no
grounds for making the latter rely on the former for that point.

13 See L (1966: 267), with reference to G (19792: 96-99) for the
Chairephon-oracle.

14 See L (1966: 267), referring to G (19792: 198).
A strikingly similar case to Myson’s is that of Aristodemos, another noble unknown,
who featured in the constitution of the Seven Sages as presented by A 
E in his Trivpou" (cf. FGrHist 1005 F 2).

     





= F 65 D: Kai; Muvswn, o}n  JWpovllwn / ajnei'pen ajndrw'n swfro-
nevstaton pavntwn—has nothing to do with a story about the Seven
Sages, and is derived instead from a different context intended to
celebrate the simple and happy life of the unassuming and practical
peasant as that of the paragon of wisdom15. Still, it remains an indis-
putable fact that at least in the fourth century .C. Myson was effec-
tively regarded as a member of the venerable collegium: the occurrence
of his name in the list given in Plato’s Protagoras (343a) bears witness to
that. Now, it is not hard to see how the original story about the
simple, unassuming peasant Myson (so beautifully portrayed in the
story told by Diogenes Laertios at 1, 106) would have provided the
point of departure for his subsequent incorporation into the group in
the form in which we encounter it here16.

In the course of time a standard version of the collegium of the
Seven Sages was eventually agreed upon, but especially in the fifth to
the third centuries .C. the group’s composition was subject to much
variation, depending on the considerations (patriotic, philosophical or
otherwise) that prevailed in any given quarter with an interest in the
tradition: in Diogenes Laertios’ Book 1 alone (which contains the
most comprehensive extant treatment of the issue) no less than twen-
ty-three names are cited of wise men who at one time or another
were included in the group17. As far as E. is concerned, we can only
be certain that he included Thales, Chilon and Myson and excluded
the tyrant Kleobulos of Lindos18. However, taking into consideration

15 For this moralizing context of the Hipponax-F, see H (1922: 149-170),
whose conclusions gained wide acceptance: they were endorsed, for instance, by
W (1931: 42); P (1933: 1192-1193); P – W I (1956: 384-385).

16 For a detailed treatment of Myson as a member of the Seven Sages, see the
commentary on F 19 of H  S (FGrHist IV A 3, 1026).

17 Twenty-one names are given in D. L. 1,41-42: (in alphabetical order)
Akusilaos of Argos, Anacharsis the Scythian, Anaxagoras of Klazomenai, Aristodem-
os of Sparta, Bias of Priene, Chilon of Sparta, Epicharmos of Sicily, Epimenides of
Crete, Kleobulos of Lindos, Lasos of Hermione, Leophantos of Lebedos or Ephesos,
Linos of Thebes, Myson of Chen(ai), Orpheus, Pamphylos, Periandros of Korinthos,
Pherekydes of Syros, Pittakos of Mytilena, Pythagoras of Samos, Solon of Athens and
Thales of Miletos. To these can be added Peisistratos of Athens (cf. D. L.
1,13; 108; 122) and the doublet Periandros of Ambrakia (cf. D. L. 1,98-99).
For a full discussion of this point, see, once again, the commentary on H’
Peri; tw'n eJpta; sofw'n, in FGrHist IV A 3 (especially the commentary on F 10).

18 Though the F under discussion should not be construed to mean that E. delib-
erately left out Kleobulos in favour of Myson because he was a tyrant (and the same
goes for Plato’s alleged ‘removal’ of Periandros from the collegium): the author may
simply have followed a pre-existing tradition, from which the Lindian tyrant hap-
pened to be absent, and he (as well as Plato) may have been credited with fashionable
anti-tyrannical feelings by later generations. For this, see B (1923: 2243);
K (1981: 33-34 + n. 4; 38; 40-42).

     





that Solon, Pittakos and Bias belonged to the fixed core of sages, who
managed to find their way into all groups19, their names can safely be
added to the previous three. That leaves only one place vacant, the
most likely candidate for which would seem to be Periandros20.

Trivial these musings are not, for modern scholars have actually
tried, on the basis of E.’s version of the Agon-legend and of the partic-
ular configuration of the collegium featured in his work, to draw con-
clusions about his position vis-à-vis the tradition of the Seven Sages
and, on a higher level, about his general position as a philosopher.
The main inferences thus drawn are that E. did not display overzeal-
ous patriotic bias (by omitting Kleobulos from the list, although
Rhodian Lindos together with Knidos belonged to the eJxavpoli" cwvrh
off and on the south-western shores of Asia Minor) and that he was
not a blind follower of Plato’s beliefs and opinions (as can be gathered
from the fact that he did not share the latter’s appraisal of Delphi and
Delphic wisdom, and from the different composition of his group of
wise men)21. The second point is actually consistent with the view,
recently propounded by Centrone, that the assertion that E. was a
disciple of Plato is only a later invention, and that the Cnidian rather
leaned towards the Pythagoreans and the Italian school of philoso-
phy22.

The central issue within the context of the present fascicle must be
the transmission of the F under discussion. Of course the fact that the
Euanthes of Miletos referred to is utterly obscure—his name is other-
wise unattested in the whole of classical literature23—renders the dis-

19 This conclusion was already reached by DC (cf. D. L. 1,41 =
F 32 W I) and the statement is confirmed by the remaining evidence: cf. L
(19713: 187-188).

20 B (1923: 2245) obviously reached the same conclusion.
21 See G (1921: 64-65); L (1966: 267). The very fact that Delphi is

absent from E.’s version of the Agon-tradition (no tripod, and the oracle consulted by
Chilon could just as well be that of Didymaean Apollo) induced Lasserre to rule out
the possibility that the Cnidian added the excursus on the Seven Sages to his descrip-
tion of Delphi (cf. supra, p. 170 n. 2).

22 See C (1992: 4215-4216). On the dubious nature of the ancient tradi-
tion stressing E.’s close relationship and debt to Plato, see also TC (1994:
58-60).

23 To be sure, there is an equally little-known E  S, who reportedly
wrote about Solon (cf. P. Sol. 11,1-2, cited through the intermediary of H-
  S = FGrHist IV A 3, 1026 F 15). Now, because of the similarity both of
the first names and the information they are cited for (in relation to the Seven Sages),
some scholars have argued that one and the same person must be meant, the differ-
ent ethnics arising from an error by Plutarch or corruption in the manuscript trans-

     





cussion of the matter problematic: he could have been E.’s source,
one of the authors who followed the Cnidian’s version (oiJ peri;
Eu[doxon)24, or a wholly independent author who had come across the
same tradition as E. via a different path. Still, irrespective of these
various possibilities and in spite of Mejer’s rehabilitation of Diogenes
Laertios as a writer with an independent personality, the Laertian is
unlikely to have found the information about Euanthes directly in the
latter’s work, and hence it is justifiable to postulate an intermediary
source at least for the Milesian writer. This leaves two options open:
either Diogenes found the quotation from Euanthes in the unknown
‘Mittelquelle’ and combined it with a reference of his own invention
to E.25, or he already found E. and Euanthes quoted together there.
Unfortunately that is as far as the evidence allows us to proceed on
firm ground: beyond this point we are left to guesswork.

All the same one interesting and attractive proposition has been
made regarding this point: the name of Hermippos of Smyrna has
been put forward as Diogenes’ source for the entire passus under
discussion. Admittedly this suggestion was first made at a time when
nineteenth-century ‘Quellenforschung’ was in its heyday and Dio-
genes was dismissed as a mindless excerptor who compiled his work
from one or (at most) a few main sources26. Nevertheless, good
grounds can be adduced for upholding it. First of all Hermippos was
indisputably an important source of information for the Laertian’s
Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers (not least in Book 1 on the
Greek sages, where he is cited by name six times), and we can reason-
ably assume that the amount of information drawn from the ‘Calli-
machean’ exceeds the thirty-seven nominatim quotations found in that

mission; accordingly they have gone on to claim that Euanthes of Miletos was the
common source underlying both passages. For this identification of the two homo-
nyms, see M FHG III p. 2 not.; p. 39 F 11; in addition, see JC (1907: 846);
W Suppl. I (1974: 48). The gratuitous nature of these considerations, however,
is abundantly clear: since we have no other reference either to a Euanthes of Miletos
or a Euanthes of Samos, it might just as well be argued that Diogenes made a mistake
and that the former should be identified as the Euanthes of Samos mentioned by
Hermippos. Therefore, it would ultimately seem more advisable not to tamper with
either of the passages and simply to recognize our ignorance: we could well be
dealing here with two obscure writers who happened to share a first name and an
interest in the Seven Sages, but who were two distinct persons after all [as was
already suggested by L (1901: 126)].

24 G (1921: 63-64) took this for granted, although rather gratuitously.
25 There are three other quotations from E.’s Gh'" perivodo" in D (cf. 1,8;

8,90; 9,83 = F 341; 339; 278 L), and it is certainly not impossible that he had
read (part of) the famous work [on 8,90, see M (1978: 34 + n. 71)].

26 See B (1867: 14), followed by G (1921: 63).

     





work27. Secondly, both Euanthes and E. could well have been cited
by Hermippos in his Peri; tw'n eJpta; sofw'n: on the one hand, the case
of Euanthes is reminiscent of the acknowledgements of otherwise
unknown sources abounding in the Callimachean’s F28; on the other
hand, we actually know that Hermippos was aware of the work of E.
and included a short biographical note on the Cnidian in his treatise
On the Seven Sages29.

Be that as it may, the cumulative aspect of these considerations still
does not add up to a clear-cut case for the biographer Hermippos as
Diogenes’ source for the passus under discussion. Indeed, as stated
above, definite answers cannot be reached in this matter: similar
hypotheses featuring different writers—be it another Hellenistic biog-
rapher like Satyros30, or an unknown antiquarian who wrote compi-
latory treatises in the vein of Andron of Ephesos’ Trivpou", Demetrios
of Phaleron’s Tw'n eJpta; sofw'n ajpofqevgmata or Sosiades’ Tw'n eJpta;
sofw'n uJpoqh'kai31—are equally conceivable. At the same time,
though, it has hopefully been shown that the present F could possibly
derive from a biographical work based on the many legends and folk-
tales circulating in antiquity about the various members of the colle-
gium of the Seven Sages, and hence that E. can be seen as the earliest
remaining representative of a given tradition which, among other
things, furnished later biographical literature with its material. In the
present state of affairs, this conclusion would seem to warrant the
inclusion of the F under discussion, originating from a non-biograph-
ical work, in a collection of F conceived to shed light on the origins of
biographical writing proper and on important antecedents in the an-
cient Greek world.

Jan B

27 On Diogenes’ relation to Hermippos, see M (1978: 32-34); see also chapter
II. c in B (1998).

28 No less than seven F (out of a total of some eighty-five) contain references to
wholly obscure authors who have otherwise failed to leave any trace whatever in our
written sources: on this, see chapter III.3 in B (1998).

29 Cf. D. L. 8,88 = FGrHist IV A 3, 1026 F 9.
30 Who also wrote on the Seven Sages: cf. D. L. 1,68; 82 (an edition of

and commentary on Satyros’ F is forthcoming in FGrHist IV A 4, under number
1033).

31 For A  E, see the commentary on 1005 in this fascicle; for the
works of D and S, cf. S. Ecl. 3,1.172-173 p. 111-128 H I.
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1007. Euthyphron, son of Herakleides Pontikos
(2nd half 4th cent. ..)

T

(1) D. L. 1,107: Eujquvfrwn d’ oJ ÔHrakleivdou tou' Pontikou' (F 18
W VII) ktl. (cf. F 1).

F

(1) D. L. 1,106-107: (106) Levgetai dh; prov" tino" ∆Anacavrsido"

punqanomevnou ei[ ti" aujtou' sofwvtero" ei[h, th;n Puqivan eijpei'n a{per

proeivrhtai ejn tw'/ Qalou' bivw/ uJpe;r Civlwno" (cf. D. L. 1,30):

Oijtai'ovn tinav fhmi Muvswna ejn Chni; genevsqai

sou' ma'llon prapivdessin ajrhrovta peukalivmh/si.

(...) (107)  [Alloi de; to;n crhsmo;n ou{tw" e[cein fasiv “ ∆Htei'ovn tinav fhmi:” kai;

zhtou'si tiv ejstin oJ  ∆Htei'o". Parmenivdh" me;n ou\n dh'mon ei\nai Lakwnikh'", o{qen ei\nai

to;n Muvswna. Swsikravth" (F 9 G A; cf. FGrHist IV A4 1041) d’ ejn

Diadocai'", ajpo; me;n patro;" ∆Htei'on ei\nai, ajpo; de; mhtro;" Chneva. Eujquvfrwn d’ oJ

ÔHrakleivdou tou' Pontikou' (F 18 W VII), Krh'tav fhsin ei\nai:  ∆Hteivan

ga;r povlin ei\nai Krhvth".  ∆Anaxivlao" (FHG II p. 84 sub fine ; FGrHist IV A 7) d’

∆Arkavda.

4 eijpei'n codd. : ajneipei'n Casaub. : ajnelei'n Richards 13 ∆Anaxivlao" codd. :  ∆Anaxilaivdh" coni.
Schwartz

1

5

10
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1007. Euthyphron, son of Herakleides Pontikos
(2nd half 4th cent. ..)

T

1 Euthyphron, the son of Herakleides Pontikos etc. (cf. F 1).

F

1 It is reported that when Anacharsis inquired whether there were anyone
wiser than himself, the Pythian priestess gave the response which has already
been quoted in the Life of Thales as her reply to a question by Chilon:

Myson of Chen in Oita; this is he
Who for wiseheartedness surpasseth thee.

(...) Others cite the first line of the oracle differently, “Myson [of Chen] the
Eteian”, and inquire what “the Eteian” means. Parmenides claims that Etis is a

district in Lakonia to which Myson belonged. Sosikrates in his Successions of Philosophers

makes him come from Etis on his father’s side and from Chen on his mother’s. Euthy-
phron, the son of Herakleides Pontikos, states that he was a Cretan, Eteia
being a city on the island of Crete. Anaxilaos states that he was an Arcadian.
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1007. Euthyphron, son of Herakleides Pontikos
(2nd half 4th cent. .C.)

Introduction

The passage under discussion is the only place in the whole of ancient
literature where mention is made of E. and any literary activity on his
part1. Since E.’s father Herakleides of Pontos, the famous disciple of
Plato, lived approximately between c. 380 and 310 .C.2, it is clear
that E. mainly lived and worked in the second half of the fourth
century .C.3.

E. is cited here by Diogenes Laertios as his source for the Cretan
origin of the sage Myson, one of several hypotheses that did the
rounds in antiquity on this issue. Unfortunately the quotation does
not provide us with the title of E.’s work. We do know that his father
also wrote on the Seven Sages: two fragments testify to this4. It should
be noted, however, that there are no indications that Herakleides
wrote a separate treatise on the collegium of Wise Men: one of the two
fragments is effectively said to be derived from the work Peri; ajrch'"5,
and no title dealing specifically with the Seven Sages is listed in the
catalogue of Herakleides’ writings given by Diogenes Laertios (at
5,86-88 = F 22 W VII). As it is the various legends which

1 See JC (1907: 1518).
2 Any doubts about the identification of E.’s father as the famous Platonist can

safely be scotched in view of the fact that the name of the latter’s father was also
Euthyphron: cf. D. L. 5,86 (= F 3 W VII); 5,91 (= F 14a W VII);
in Suda H 461 s.v.  ÔHrakleivdh" (F 2 W VII) Herakleides’ father is called Eu-
phron, but this can easily be corrected into Euthyphron. Hence we can conclude that
Euthyphron was Herakleides’ eldest son; nothing else is known about Herakleides’
family. See W VII (19692: 59 on F 1-2); GC (1980: 2). For a discussion
of the chronology of Herakleides’ life and his relationship to Plato and Aristotle (and
their respective schools), see W VII (19692: 59-60 on F 1-2,3; 63 on F 14-17);
GC (1980: 3-6).

3 Thus he should, for obvious chronological reasons, be distinguished from the
titular hero of Plato’s early dialogue on piety entitled Euthyphro; besides modern
scholarship tends to identify the latter with Euthyphron of the deme Prospalta in
Attica, the seer (mavnti") mentioned several times in P. Crat. (396d; 399a, e; 407d;
409d; 428c): see, for instance, KC (1907: 1517); W (1984: 9).

4 Cf. D. L. 1,94 (on Periandros), from the work Peri; ajrch'" (F 144 W-
 VII); 1,25 (on Thales), which in the opinion of W VII (F 45) was derived
from the Peri; bivwn but which might just as well be assigned to the Peri; ajrch'", too
(especially if ijdiasthv" is interpreted as a synonym for ijdiwvth" and is attributed a
political sense, “private, without political function”).

5 See the previous note.
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circulated on the subject of the Seven Sages in antiquity, pre-emi-
nently lent themselves to incorporation into various kinds of writings:
mere collections of (biographical) anecdotes and sayings, but also, for
example, ethical treatises and books on the various ways of life. Ac-
cordingly it is impossible to say whether E. wrote a (biographical)
monograph on the Seven Sages, or simply touched on the subject in
another work.

Commentary

F

(1) Myson of Chen was undoubtedly associated with the group of the
Seven Sages in antiquity: his name was not included in what finally
became the standard composition6, but he was referred to as a mem-
ber of the venerable group by Plato and Eudoxos of Knidos7, and
hence writers about the tradition could not neglect him and duly
continued to record him as one of the ‘variable members’8. The
ancients already noted that the otherwise obscure Myson figured on
Plato’s list and the Corinthian tyrant Periandros did not; accordingly,
it was concluded that the Academic had deliberately excluded the
latter and introduced the former because he was more worthy of the
title of sage9. A number of modern scholars have taken this to mean
that Myson was a later (possibly only a fourth-century) addition to the

6 See the group of the Seven Wise Men as given by S. Ecl. 3,1.172 p. 111-125
H I, a list which goes back to Demetrios of Phaleron (F 114 W IV):
Kleobulos, Solon, Chilon, Thales, Pittakos, Bias and Periandros. B (1923:
2244) enumerates all ancient authors who seem to have followed this particular
version.

7 Cf. P. Prot. 343a (a passage which is quoted in full by S. B. s.v. Chvn,
and which is also referred to in D. L. 1,41; 1,108); D. L. 1,30 =
E  K F 371 L = FGrHist 1006 F 1. Already Hipponax (second
half sixth century .C.) knew Myson as a sage, witness D. L. 1,107 (= F 65
D); on this passage, see D (19912: 82) and the commentary on 1006 F 1,
p. 174-175.

8 Cf. A ap. D. L. 1,108 (= F 130 W II); H 
S ap. D. L. 1,42 (= F 10 W Suppl. I = FGrHist 1026 F 10);
H ap. D. L. 1,42 (= F 6 G; cf. FGrHist IV A 4, 1039); D.
Bibl. 9,7; P. 10,24.1; C. A. Strom. 1, 14,59.5; D. L. 1,13; T.
Graec. aff. cur. 5,63.

9 Cf. D. Bibl. 9,7; C. A. Strom. 1, 14,59.5. On this issue, see the forth-
coming commentary on H FGrHist IV A 3, 1026 F 11 in fascicle IV A 3.
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collegium of Seven10. Against this view it has been argued that the few
stories that were told about Myson point to the archaic period. At
that time several different versions of the list of seven names must
have been in circulation11, and so Myson may, according to a specific
branch of the tradition, have been an original holder of a place
among the Seven, who in later times, when the tradition was stream-
lined, had to yield to a more famous name12. Accordingly, Plato
might well have given preference to an old list on which Myson did
and Periandros did not occur13.

In spite of his association with the Seven Sages Myson was already a
thoroughly obscure figure in antiquity, about whom precious little
information was available, and even the few facts reported about him
were disputed14. According to Aristoxenos of Tarentum, the reason
why Myson remained obscure and why some writers even left him
out of the group of the Seven Wise Men was that he did not originate
from a city but a village, and an insignificant one at that15. As a
matter of fact his birthplace was so obscure that the ancients did not
even know where he had been born. To be sure, Myson is consistent-
ly mentioned as oJ Chneuv"16, referring to a village Chen (Chvn) or Chen-
ai (Ch'nai or Chnaiv), but the discussion centred on the exact location
of that village, which is only ever cited in ancient literature in connec-
tion with Myson.

We are best informed of the uncertainty surrounding the sage’s
origin through the full context of the E.-F proper, in which Diogenes
dwells on the various theories in circulation on the issue. Judging
from the Laertian’s discussion, the point of departure for the whole
discussion was the text, or rather, the opening words of the oracle

10 Cf. e.g. P (1933: 1192); D (1969: 1533); W Suppl. I (1974: 53).
11 See the forthcoming commentary on H  S, FGrHist IV A 3,

1026 F 10.
12 Compare what A  T had to say about this: cf. supra,

p. 185 n. 8.
13 See K (1981: 33-34 + n. 4; 38; 40-42). Though Plato’s is the earliest

known list of a group of seven sages, the tradition itself must have been considerably
older: cf. supra, p. 119 + n. 23.

14 His ‘vita’ in the first book of Diogenes’ work (1,106-108) is by far the shortest
one in that book, which is a clear indication of his obscurity. On Myson, see P
(1933: 1192-1194); D (1969: 1533).

15 Cf. once again the reference made above, p. 185 n. 8.
16 In addition to the references in the following footnotes, cf. P. Prot. 343a;

M ap. S. Ecl. 4,15.18 p. 381-382 H II; M. T. 25, 1; Suda M 1480
s.v. Muvswna to;n Chneva.
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given by Apollo in reply to the question of Anacharsis as to whether
there was anyone wiser than himself. These words were variously
given as Oijtai'ovn tina fhmi; Muvswn’ ejni; Chniv (“I say Myson the Oetaean
of Chen is”) or  ∆Htei'ovn tina fhmi; Muvswn’ ejni; Chniv (“I say Myson the
Eteian of Chen is”), the former version obviously being the original
(and in all likelihood historically correct), and the latter being a clear
example of an invention intended to make sense of a piece of infor-
mation not understood (because little-known). Accordingly, Myson
was said to be an inhabitant either of Chen in Oite, that is, in the
central part of the mountain range due south of the valley of the river
Spercheios in central Greece (south of Thessaly, west of Malis)17; or
of Chen in Etis, the latter being a district in Lakonia18; or of Eteia, a

17 Cf. D. Bibl. 9,6-7; P. 10,24.1. The Oijtai'oi were already known to H-
 (7,217); see L (1937: 2294-2299); K (1937a: 2299); K (1937b:
2294-2299); M (1972: 265-266). On the synonymous ethnics Oijtai'o" and
Oijtaieuv", see also D (1906: 174).

18 This localization is also given by S. B. s.v. Chvn: povli" th'" Lakwnikh'".  JO
polivth" Chnieuv": ou{tw ga;r Muvswn tw'n eJpta; sofw'n kriqevntwn ei|" Chnieu;" ejcrhmavtizen; in
addition, cf. S. B. s.v.  \Hti": dh'mo" Lakwnikh'" kai; th'" Krhvth" povli": o{qen h\n Muvswn
ei|" tw'n eJpta; sofw'n crhmativzwn ∆Htei'o", ou| mevmnhtai Plavtwn ejn tw'/ Prwtagovra/ Chneva
tou'ton eijpwvn. P. 3,22.11 mentions that  \Hti" in Lakonia was founded by Aeneas on
his way to Italy and named after his daughter  ∆Htiav" (cf. also P. 8,12.8). A-
  T ap. D. L. 1,108 (= F 130 W II) may seem to be
referring to this Laconian tradition (he relates an anecdote about Myson “who was
spotted in Sparta”), but then again, the place where an anecdote is located does not
necessarily hint at the protagonist’s origin. On Etis in Lakonia, see P (1907:
718); L (1929: 1324).

Incidentally, the Parmenides on whose authority Diogenes records this particular
version of Myson’s birthplace, is an utterly obscure figure: one must be really desper-
ate to identify him either with the Eleatic philosopher [admittedly L II (1964:
590) does list the passage under discussion among the references to the latter, but he
does not comment on this; the F is duly omitted from every available Parmenides-
edition] or with the only other known namesake, a rhetorician who wrote a treatise
on his art (cf. D. L. 9,23). Modern scholarship has been remarkably silent
about this testimony, an attitude exemplified by P’s remark (1933: 1194) that
“mit dem (...) von Diogenes zitierten Parmenides nichts anzufangen ist.” R
(1870: 576) did propose to correct the name into Parmenivsko", the Alexandrian
grammarian [2nd-1st cent. .C.; see W (1949: 1570-1572) and S II
(1892: 162-164)] who is quoted in the scholia on Homer and Euripides, by Stephanos
of Byzantion and in astronomical treatises connected with Aratos’ Fainovmena, and
who seems to have had a special interest in topographical questions and geographical
homonyms. This emendation is hardly binding, but is interesting nonetheless, the
more so in view of the fact that Parmeniskos was primarily mined as a source by
Didymos, whom S  B s.v.  \Hti" records as having said, in the
tenth book of his Symposiaka, that Myson was an  ∆Htei'o".
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town in Crete19; he was even said to have been an Arcadian20. Finally
there was a fifth version: Sosikrates of Rhodos obviously attempted to
reconcile two different strands of tradition, stating that on his father’s
side Myson was of Chen in Laconian Etis, while his mother originally
came from Chen in Oite21.

Where E. got his information about Myson’s birthplace, and how he
came to associate the sage with Crete, is anyone’s guess. A Cretan
town by the name of Eteia is only attested in the passage under
discussion and in the related passus in Stephanos’ Ethnica22, but still
modern scholarship is prepared to accept the historicity of the place
name, which has a clear Bronze Age origin23. Even so, the choice of
place is odd, for in the fifth and fourth centuries .C. Crete was
merely a shadow of its former glory, a backwater which seemed to
play no part in the major achievements of Hellenic civilization24. Nor
did the island feature prominently in ancient legendry about the Sev-
en Sages. In fact the only Cretan to be associated with the collegium
was the famous wonder-worker Epimenides, who—among other
things—was known for having spoken disparagingly of his fellow-

19 For a parallel, see the reference to S. B. s.v.  \Hti" in the previous footnote.
With regard to this passage it should be noted that the manuscripts read  ∆Htiva; in the
lectio Meinekii this is changed into  \Hti". As it is, Et. M. s.v. Darei'o" (p. 248,34-35
G) contains the following piece of information:  \Hti", o[noma povlew": kai;
∆Htei'o", oJ polivth". Gaisford preferred to read this with ms. V as  \Hli" and  ∆Hlei'o",
referring to Et. M. s.v.  ∆Hlei'o" on p. 426,32, but he might just as well have referred
to p. 426,41, where  ∆Htieu;" is written. Casaubon, on the other hand, proposed to
alter the manuscript text into  [Hteia, precisely on the basis of the passus under
discussion—and indeed Stephanos has most likely derived his information from this
passage, since he uses the same terms dh'mo" Lakwnikh'" and Krhvth" povli".

20 The Anaxilaos cited by Diogenes Laertios for this alternative is another noble
unknown (see the forthcoming commentary in FGrHist IV A 7), nor is it clear where
he got his information from. Possibly he had an inkling that Etis was situated on the
Peloponnese, and subsequently he may have found that primitive and isolated Arka-
dia was pre-eminently suited for having produced the simple and unknown peasant
that Myson in tradition was made out to be.

21 This interpretation of the passus in 1,107 is facilitated by Diogenes’ earlier refer-
ence to Sosikrates at 1,106: Muvswn Struvmwno", w{" fhsi Swsikravth" (F 8 G
A; cf. FGrHist IV A 5, 1041)  {Ermippon (FGrHist IV A 3, 1026 F 19) paratiqev-
meno", to; gevno" Chneuv", ajpo; kwvmh" tino;" Oijtaikh'" h] Lakwnikh'". At any rate it is not
possible, pace Pfister (1933: 1193), to ascribe to Sosikrates (author of a Krhtikav:
FGrHist 461 F 1-7) the tradition which traced Myson’s roots back to Eteia on Crete.

22 Cf. supra, p. 187 + n. 18.
23 See BC (1907: 706); I. (1922: 1814). On the origin of the name ‘Eteia’,

see HC (1962: 319); W (1965: 34-35).
24 Thus W (1965: 4).
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islanders, calling them “inveterate liars, bad animals, lazy gluttons”25.
Finally, it may be observed that Diogenes’ text could give the

impression that E. did not speak of the village Chen anymore, but
only tried to give an explanation for the ethnic  ∆Htei'o", speaking of
the town Eteia (as opposed to a region such as Oite or Etis, in which
Chen would have been located). However, since the text of the oracle
which served as the starting-point for the whole discussion, speaks
clearly of Muvswn’ ejni; Chniv and since the controversy (if Diogenes
Laertios’ survey of the problem is accurate and complete) never
touched on the latter detail, it is reasonable to assume that E. kept it
in his story; possibly he identified Chen as a hamlet of the Cretan
city, or else he may have thought that Eteia was a city which resulted
from a synoikismos involving, among other things, a village by the
name of Chen26.

Jan B

25 On Epimenides’ association with the Seven Wise Men, cf. L()  M-
 ap. D. L. 1,40 (492 F 16), and also A. Ath. Pol. 1 (where Epime-
nides is presented as a contemporary of Solon); a full discussion of this topic will be
given in the forthcoming commentary on H 1026 F 12 (FGrHist IV A 3). For
Epimenides’ famous saying, cf. S. P, Tit. 1,12 (3 B 1 D – K): “Krh'te" ajei;
yeu'stai, kaka; qhriva, gastevre" ajrgaiv.”

26 Like Laconian Etis, one of three cities which were merged in order to form the
larger city of Boiai (due west of the Promontory Malea, in the south-eastern corner of
Lakonia): cf. P. 3,22.11 and see O (1897: 627-628); P (1907:
718).
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1008. Hermodoros of Syracuse
(4th cent. ..)

T

1 (F 1 I P) P. Hist. Acad. col. 5,32-33; 6,6-10 p. 181; 184
G:

col. 5,32 (...) Plavtwno" m[aqh-]

[ta]i; h\s[a]n (...)
col. 6,6 (...)  ÔEr-

m[ov]dwro" Surakovsio" oJ kai; pe-

ri; a[uj]tou' (sc. Plavtwno") gravya" kai; tou;" lov-
gou" eij" Sikelivan [met]afev-

r[w]n ktl.

2 (F 2, 3 I P = Bausteine 2.1a-b D I) a) CC. Ad Att.

13,21a.1: Dic mihi, placetne tibi primum edere iniussu meo? Hoc ne
Hermodorus quidem faciebat, is qui Platonis libros solitus est divulgare, ex

quo “lovgoisin ÔErmovdwro".” b) Z. 5,6 p. 116 LC – SC

I: Lovgoisin ÔErmovdwro" ejmporeuvetai: oJ ÔErmovdwro" ajkroath;" gevgone

Plavtwno" kai; tou;" uJp’ aujtou' sunteqeimevnou" logismou;" komivzwn eij"

Sikelivan ejpwvlei. Ei[rhtai ou\n dia; tou'to hJ paroimiva. c) Suda L 661 s.v.

Lovgoisin  ÔErmovdwro" ejmporeuvetai: oJ  ÔErmovdwro", ajkroath;" genovmeno"

Plavtwni, tou;" uJp’ aujtou' sunteqeimevnou" lovgou" komivzwn eij" Sikelivan

ejpwvlei.

3 (Cf. F 2a-b) a) S. Comm. in Arist. Phys. p. 247,30-34 D:  ∆Epeidh;

pollacou' mevmnhtai tou' Plavtwno" oJ ∆Aristotevlh" wJ" th;n u{lhn mevga kai;

mikro;n levgonto", ijstevon o{ti oJ Porfuvrio" iJstorei' to;n Derkullivdhn ejn tw'/ i—a—

th'" Plavtwno" filosofiva", e[nqa peri; u{lh" poiei'tai to;n lovgon,  ÔErmodwvrou tou'

Plavtwno" eJtaivrou levxin paragravfein ejk th'" Peri; Plavtwno" aujtou'

suggrafh'", ejx h|" dhlou'tai o{ti ktl. (F 2 follows). b) S. Comm. in Arist.

9 suppl. Gomperz 14 lovgoisin VB Gaisfordus : lovgou" Schottus 14 gevgone : ejgevneto VB
15 aujtou' VBP Gaisfordus : aujtw'/ Schottus 15 logismouv" : lovgou" VB 16 Ei[rhtai ou\n dia;
tou'to hJ paroimiva : o{qen hJ paroimiva VB
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1008. Hermodoros of Syracuse
(4th cent. ..)

T

1 The following were pupils of Plato (...) Hermodoros of Syracuse, who
wrote a work on him (sc. Plato) and who transferred his dialogues to Sicily;
etc.

2 a) Tell me: do you take pleasure in editing a work of mine first, even
before I order you to do so? Not even Hermodoros did that, he who used to
publish Plato’s books, whence the saying “Hermodoros makes capital out of
dialogues.” b) “Hermodoros makes capital out of dialogues”: after he had
become a pupil of Plato, he shipped the latter’s dialogues to Sicily and sold
them. Hence the proverb. c) “Hermodoros makes capital out of dia-
logues”: after Hermodoros had become a pupil of Plato, he shipped the
latter’s dialogues to Sicily and sold them.

3 a) As Aristotle often mentions that Plato called matter the great-and-small,
it should be known that Porphyry relates that Derkyllides in the eleventh
book of his Philosophy of Plato, where he speaks about matter, quotes a passage
of Hermodoros, the disciple of Plato, from his book On Plato, from which
appears that etc. (F 2a follows). b) (...) was made clear by Hermodoros, the
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Phys. p. 256,32-33 D: (...) ejdhvlwsen  ÔErmovdwro" oJ tou' Plavtwno" eJtai'ro"

ejn tw'/ Peri; Plavtwno" biblivw/ ta; dokou'nta tw'/ Plavtwni e[n te toi'" a[lloi" kai;

peri; th'" u{lh" gravfwn ktl. (F 2b follows).

F

PERI PLATWNOS

(F 1-2)

1 (F 4 I P) a) D. L. 2,106 (= [HC. M.] De vir.

ill. 27 Eujkleivdh" p. 19 FC =—D = II A 5 G I): Pro;"

tou'ton (sc. Eujkleivdhn; I  A 4B D = II A 5 G I) fhsin oJ

ÔErmovdwro" ajfikevsqai Plavtwna kai; tou;" loipou;" filosovfou" meta; th;n

Swkravtou" teleuthvn, deivsante" th;n wjmovthta tw'n turavnnwn. b) D.

L. 3,6 (F 5 I P): Ei\ta genovmeno" ojktw; kai; ei[kosin e[th,

kaqav fhsin ÔErmovdwro", eij" Mevgara pro;" Eujkleivdhn (I  A 4A D =

II A 5 G I) su;n kai; a[lloi" tisi; Swkratikoi'" uJpecwvrhsen.

2 (F 7, 8 I  = Bausteine 2.2a-b D I = Baustein 124.1

D – B IV) a) S. Comm. in Arist. Phys. p. 247,30-248,15 D:
∆Epeidh; pollacou' mevmnhtai tou' Plavtwno" oJ  ∆Aristotevlh" wJ" th;n u{lhn mevga

kai; mikro;n levgonto", ijstevon o{ti oJ Porfuvrio" iJstorei' to;n Derkullivdhn ejn tw'/

i—a— th'" Plavtwno" filosofiva", e[nqa peri; u{lh" poiei'tai to;n lovgon, ÔErmodwvrou

tou' Plavtwno" eJtaivrou levxin paragravfein ejk th'" Peri; Plavtwno" aujtou'

suggrafh'", ejx h|" dhlou'tai o{ti th;n u|lhn oJ Plavtwn kata; to; a[peiron kai;

ajovriston uJpotiqevmeno" ajp’ ejkeivnwn aujth;n ejdhvlou tw'n to; ma'llon kai; to; h|tton

ejpidecomevnwn, w|n kai; to; mevga kai; to; mikrovn ejstin. Eijpw;n ga;r o{ti “tw 'n

o [ntwn ta ;  me ;n kaq’  au jta ;  ei \nai le vgein, w J" a [nqrwpon kai ;  i {ppon, ta ;

de ;  pro ;" e {tera, kai ;  tou vtwn ta ;  me ;n w J" pro ;" e jnanti va, w J" a jgaqo ;n

kakw'/ ,  ta ;  de ;  w J" pro v" ti, kai ;  tou vtwn ta ;  me ;n w J" w Jrisme vna, ta ;  de ;

w J" a jo vrista”  ejpavgei: “kai ;  ta ;  me ;n w J" me vga pro ;" mikro ;n lego vmena

pa vnta e [cein to ;  ma 'llon kai ;  to ;  h |tton: e [sti <ga ;r> ma'llon ei \nai

mei 'zon kai ;  e [latton ei j" a [peiron fero vmena: w Jsau vtw" de kai ;
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disciple of Plato, who in his book On Plato wrote down Plato’s doctrines,
including that on matter (...) (F 2b follows).

F

ON PLATO
(F 1-2)

1 a) Hermodoros relates that Plato and the other philosophers came to
him (sc. Eukleides) after Sokrates’ death, dreading the cruelty of the ty-
rants. b) Then, at the age of twenty-eight, according to Hermodoros, he
withdrew to Eukleides in Megara together with certain other disciples of
Sokrates.

2 a) As Aristotle often mentions that Plato called matter the great-and-small,
it should be known that Porphyry relates that Derkyllides in the eleventh
book of his Philosophy of Plato, where he speaks about matter, quotes a passage
of Hermodoros, the disciple of Plato, from his book On Plato, from which
appears that Plato admitted matter in the sense of the infinite and indetermi-
nate, and that he showed with this that it belongs to things which admit of a
more and less, to which belongs also the great-and-small. First, namely, he
says: “He (sc. Plato) says that of all existing things certain things
exist by themselves, such as man and horse, and others with
relation to other things. Of this latter group some are related to
a counterpart such as good and bad, and others simply to some-
thing else. And of these some are limited, others undeter-
mined.” He (sc. Hermodoros) continues: “And all that is called great
with relation to small, has a more and less in it. For it is possi-
ble to be greater and smaller ad infinitum , and in the same way
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platu vteron kai ;  steno vteron kai ;  baru vteron kai ;  koufo vteron

kai ;  pa vnta ta ;  ou {tw" lego vmena ei j" a [peiron oi jsqh vsetai. Ta ;  de ;  w J"

to ;  i [son kai ;  to ;  me vnon kai ;  to ;  h Jrmosme vnon lego vmena ou jk e [cein

to ;  ma 'llon kai ;  to ;  h {ton, ta ;  de ;  e jnanti va tou vtwn e [cein.  [Esti

ga ;r ma 'llon a [nison a jni vsou kai ;  kinou vmenon kinoume vnou kai ;

a jna vrmoston a jnarmo vstou, w {ste au jtw 'n a jmfote vrwn tw 'n suzugiw 'n

pa vnta plh ;n tou '  e Jno ;" stoicei vou to ;  ma 'llon kai ;  to ;  h {tton de vdektai.

{Wste a [staton kai ;  a [morfon kai ;  a [perion kai ;  ou jk o ]n to ;  toiou 'ton

le vesqai kata ;  a jpo vfasin tou '  o [nto". Tw'/  toiou vtw/  de ;  ou j  prosh vkein

ou [te a jrch '" ou [te ou jsi va", a jll’ e jn a jkrisi va /  tini ;  fe vresqai. Dhloi '

ga ;r w J" o }n tro vpon to ;  ai [tion kuri vw" kai ;  diafe vronti tro vpw /  to ;

poiou 'n e jstin, ou {tw" kai ;  a jrch v ,  h J  de ;  u {lh ou jk a jrch v .”  Dio; kai; toi'"

peri; Plavtwna ejlevgeto miva, o{ti hJ ajrchv. b) S. Comm. in Arist. Phys. p.
256,31-257,4 D:  {Oti de; wJ" prwvthn aujth;n ajrch;n oujk ajxioi' levgein,

ejdhvlwsen  ÔErmovdwro" oJ tou' Plavtwno" eJtai'ro" ejn tw'/ Peri; Plavtwno" biblivw/

ta; dokou'nta tw'/ Plavtwni e[n te toi'" a[lloi" kai; peri; th'" u{lh" gravfwn, wJ" oJ

Derkullivdh" iJstovrhse. To; de; sumpevrasma ejgw; tw'n eijrhmevnwn paraqhvsomai:

“w{ste a [staton kai ;  a [morfon kai ;  a [peiron kai ;  ou jk o ]n to ;  toiou 'ton

le vgesqai, kata ;  a jpo vfasin tou '  o [nto". Tw'/  toiou 'tw /  de ;  ou j  prosh vkei

ou [te a jrch '" ou [te ou jsi va". ∆All ’  e jn a jkrisi va /  tini ;  fe vresqai, dhloi '

ga ;r w J" o }n tro vpon to ;  ai [tion kuri vw" kai ;  diafe vron tro vpw /  to ;

poiou 'n e jstin, ou {tw kai ;  a jrch v .  ÔH de ;  u {lh ou jk a jrch v .”   }O kai; toi'" peri;

Plavtwna ejlevgeto miva o{ti ei[h ajrchv.
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also broader and narrower, heavier and lighter, and all such
things will go on ad infinitum . But of things like the equal and
the permanent and the arranged there is no more and less; of
their opposites, however, there is. For ‘unequal’ admits of a dif-
ference of degree, and so does ‘moving’ and ‘unarranged’. Con-
sequently of both last-mentioned groups of pairs all have ac-
cepted the more and less, except the principle that is one.
Hence all these things (sc. that admit of the more and less) must
be called unstable, formless, unlimited and non-being, because
being is denied of it. And to such things it neither belongs to
have a beginning nor to have being, but it is proper to them to
move to an extent in a state of disorder. For it is clear that, just
as the efficient cause is the real and specific one of its sort, so is
the principle as well. And (therefore) matter is not a principle.”
And hence it was said that for Plato and his pupils there was only one
principle. b) That it (sc. matter) cannot be called a first principle was
made clear by Hermodoros, the disciple of Plato, who in his book On Plato
wrote down Plato’s doctrines, including that on matter, as Derkyllides re-
lates. I will quote the conclusion of what he has said: “Hence all these
things (sc. that admit of the more and less) must be called unsta-
ble, formless, unlimited and non-being, because being is denied
of them. And to such things it neither belongs to have a begin-
ning nor to have being, but it is proper to them to move to an
extent in a state of disorder. For it is clear that, just as the
efficient cause is the real and specific one of its sort, so is the
principle as well. And (therefore) matter is not a principle.” And
hence it was said that for Plato and his pupils there was only one principle.

     



    

1008. Hermodoros of Syracuse
(4th cent. .C.)

Introduction

H. of Syracuse, said to have been a pupil of Plato (T 1-3), presumably
got in touch with his master in the course of one of the latter’s so-
journs in the Sicilian metropolis. If he left Sicily at all and followed
Plato to Athens he apparently did not lose contact with his native
land: he is said to have sold copies of Plato’s dialogues there, which
may have earned him a lot of scorn in certain quarters, even within
the Academy itself, and which in any case made him the butt of an
abrasive proverb (T 2 with commentary).

Two works can be attributed with certainty to H.: a monograph
On Plato (T 1-3) and a treatise On the Mathematical Sciences (Peri; maqh-
mavtwn). In the latter, a mere two F of which remain1, he may have
attempted to write a history of science and to trace back all knowl-
edge in this field to the head of the Persian Magoi, Zoroaster; at any
rate H., through the two extant F, reveals himself as one of those
Academics who had a vivid interest in the figure of Zoroaster and
who attempted to link the great Persian Magos with Greek history and
culture2. In addition H. might have written a third work on the

1 Cf. D. L. 1,2 (B 1a B – C = F 6 I P), where
Zoroaster is dated to 5000 years before the Sack of Troy; 1,8 [D 2 B – C
= F 6a I P, edited in I P (1987: 292-294)], where a Greek
(erroneous) etymology is given for Zoroaster’s name. The same date for Zoroaster as
that proposed by Hermodoros is found in P. De Is. et Os. 369e (= D 4 B –
C), but without specific reference to the Platonist.

2 On the presumed contents of Peri; maqhmavtwn, see KÄ (1983: 131); I
P (1982: 438-439). On the first generation of Academics and their interest in
the lore of the Persian Magoi, see J (19482: 131-136); K (1951); J
(19552: 133-138); Z – M II 3.2 (1974: 846-855); C (1980: 342-
357); D II (1990: 166-218; 425-505); K (1995: 183 n. 64; 199-205).
In connection with the Laertian passage 1,2 I P (1982: 438-439) made
the at first sight interesting, but ultimately redundant suggestion that H., like Eudox-
os of Knidos, might have regarded Plato as “Zoroaster redivivus”, which he might in
turn have translated into a legendary biographical element (probably the Italian
scholar had in mind the remotely similar case of the divine ancestry—descent from
Apollo—attributed to Plato by Speusippos: cf. 1009 F 1). This suggestion seems to
rest on an erroneous understanding of the commentary by L (1966: 254-255)
on Eudoxos’ F 342, where, pace Isnardi Parente, it is denied that Eudoxos regarded
Plato as a second Zoroaster. To be sure Isnardi Parente herself immediately under-
mined her proposal by referring to S (1957: 215-217), which makes her original
suggestion even more peculiar. In fact there is no evidence whatever that any mem-
ber of the Academy regarded Plato as the reincarnation of Zoroaster, and hence
there is no ground for holding that H. did so either.



   

relationship between nobility of birth and nobleness of mind: so much
can possibly be inferred from a passus in the pseudo-Plutarchean trea-
tise Pro Nobilitate, where an otherwise unspecified H. is cited on the
topic3. The evidence, however, is not so unequivocal as to warrant
certain attribution to H. of Syracuse: on the one hand the issue of
virtue and noble birth was first put on the philosophical agenda by
the sophists4 and was also tackled, among others, by Plato and Aris-
totle5; on the other hand, the position adopted in the discussion by
the H. in Pseudo-Plutarch’s text is completely divergent not just from
that of the sophists, but from that of Plato’s too. Hence the matter of
authorship has still to be decided6.

Turning to On Plato, now, the first observation to be made is that the
work can be inserted in a whole series of writings on Plato (reported-
ly) composed by the first generation of pupils after him7: Aristotle
would have authored an encomiastic work (a lovgo" ejgkwmiastikov") in
honour of his teacher8; Speusippos, Plato’s nephew and successor as
scholarch of the Academy, wrote Plato’s Funeral Banquet (Plavtwno"
perivdeipnon) which is probably the same as his Encomium of Plato
(Plavtwno" ejgkwvmion)9; Xenokrates, who succeeded Speusippos as
head of the school, is credited with a work On the Life of Plato (Peri; tou'
Plavtwno" bivou)10; Philippos of Opus, Plato’s personal secretary, wrote

3 Cf. [P.] Pro nob. 7 p. 218-220 B VII = F 9 I P. On
the Pseudo-Plutarchean treatise, see SC (1969: 405-406).

4 Cf., for instance, L 83,4 D – K; A 87 B 44 fragm. B
col. 1,35-2,35 D – K; E. El. 37-38; 369-376; Phoen. 442; F 22; 53; 59; 95;
285,11-14 NC2.

5 For Plato, cf. Resp. 3,415b-c; Theaet. 174e-175b; for Aristotle a work entitled
Peri; eujgeneiva" is explicitly attested: cf. D. L. 5,22, as well as F 91-94 R,
F 1-4 R and F 68-71 G. In addition, cf. [P.] Div. 10 D. L. p. 12-
13 MC; Div. 10-11 C. MC. p. 43-44 MC.

6 This view is held cautiously by I P (1982: 444), as N (1912:
861) did before her. KÄ (1983: 121; 131) has no such doubts about the passage
in question: he categorically assigns the work to H. of Syracuse, and he even gratu-
itously entitles it Peri; eujgeneiva".

7 See L (1950: 2343); S R (1976: 5; 7-8; 204-205); D –
B III (1993: 235-236).

8 Cf. O. Comm. Plat. In Gorg. 41,9 (= F 650 R = F 708 G), who
characterizes the work thus: ejktivqetai ga;r to;n bivon aujtou' (sc. tou' Plavtwno") kai; uJpere-
painei'. In addition Aristotle’s Platwnikav may have been devoted exclusively to Pla-
to’s teachings (cf. P. Adv. Col. 1118c = F 1 R = Peri; filosofiva" F 1 R = F
709 G), but this is uncertain.

9 Cf. D. L. 3,2; 4,5; A. Plat. 1,2 (183-184). For the argument that both
titles refer to the same work, which presumably was an encomium delivered (or set)
at the funeral banquet for Plato, see the commentary on 1009 F 1-2 in the present
volume.

10 Cf. S. Comm. in Arist. Phys. p. 1165,33-38 D; Comm. In Arist. Cael. p.
12,21-26; p. 87,20-26 H (= F 264-266 I P = 1010 F 1a-c).



    

On Plato (Peri; Plavtwno")11; and, finally, both Erastos and Asklepiades
collected Memorabilia of Plato ( ∆Apomnhmoneuvmata Plavtwno")12. This lit-
erary activity focused on the figure of Plato is all the more remarkable
in view of the fact that Aristotle (who, admittedly, died in exile) was
not acclaimed in the same way by the first generations of Peripatetics
after his death13. Unfortunately only a mere handful of fragments
have come down to us from all of those works, which must have
constituted a veritable treasure-trove for later biographers of Plato
and which no doubt provided an excellent basis for the development
of many anecdotes and traditions about him.

Because a number of the surviving F of those works deal with bio-
graphical issues, quite a few scholars all too easily apply the epithet
“biographers of Plato” to the aforementioned writers; H., too, has
persistently been placed in this category on the basis of F 114. This
label, however, is inaccurate and too one-sided, in three respects.
Firstly, from their titles alone it is already clear that not all of the
writings on Plato were strictly biographical: a case in point are the
compendia of Erastos and Asklepiades, which unquestionably must
have contained a lot of (fictitious) anecdotal material and sayings.
Secondly, these literary productions were not straightforward bio-
graphical accounts: they took the form of eulogies, in which fact was
mingled with legend15. Thirdly, and most importantly, the few re-
maining F do not deal merely with biographical elements, but also
contain doxographical passages in which certain points of Plato’s doc-
trine are explained at considerable length16. Combined with Simpliki-
os’ explicit comment that H. in his book on Plato wrote about the
latter’s teachings (T 3: ta; dokou'nta tw'/ Plavtwni) it should be clear that,
while these works may have contained a substantial biographical
component, the latter was supplemented with, or rather, served as an
introduction to a survey of the most important elements of Plato’s

11 Cf. Suda F 418 s.v. Filovsofo" (= P  O F 1 p. 115 TÁ = T 1
L) and the commentary on no. 1011 in the present volume.

12 Cf. P. Hist. Acad. col. 6,10-12 (= E T 1 L = A T
1 L) and see the forthcoming commentary on these works in FGrHist IV F.

13 This dissimilarity was also noted by B (1940: 913).
14 See, for example, B (1940: 913); B (1945: 7); L (1950: 2343);

M (1965: 1272); S R (1976: 63); KÄ (1983: 122; 130).
15 This feature is most clearly present in the F of Speusippos, but cf. also the

remark by Olympiodoros on the contents of Aristotle’s lovgo", cited above, p. 199 +
n. 8.

16 This goes especially for two passages deriving from H. (F 2a-b in the present
edition) and for three borrowed from Xenokrates (F 264-266 I P =
FGrHist 1010 F 1a-c).



   

philosophical doctrine17. Accordingly the label ‘biographer’ reveals
only half the picture in the case, for instance, of Xenokrates and H.:
they would seem to have been early predecessors of the likes of
Apuleius and Diogenes Laertios who, in their works, also combined
biographical and doxographical information (bivo" kai; ajrevskonta)
about their subjects18. Even more interestingly, this would seem to set
the early writers about Plato apart from (the majority of?) Hellenistic
biographers in general who—judging by the available evidence—
seem to have concentrated solely on the biographical aspect of their
subjects, omitting any discussion of doxographical issues19.

In connection with the bad name which H. had earned himself by
selling Plato’s dialogues (T 2) and in view of the fact that F 2 concerns
points from Plato’s unwritten doctrine, a few scholars have interpret-
ed the passus in Plato’s Seventh Letter (341b-c), which contains a
severe denunciation of all those who claim to be able to reproduce
Plato’s (oral) teachings in writing, as an indictment of H., who not
only wrote a special monograph on Plato’s life and doctrine, but also
a treatise On the Mathematical Sciences, which may likewise have includ-
ed references to Plato’s thought20. Interesting though this interpreta-
tion is, it is nevertheless unlikely because, as has been indicated
above, H. was not the only Academic to address these points in a
literary work: if one insists on applying the passage from the Seventh
Letter to him, one ought to proceed likewise in the case of Speusippos
and Xenokrates (among others). All in all it is improbable that the
early literary tradition about Plato was subsequently rejected, in its
entirety, by the Academy.

17 This more qualified view of the work of H. is also adopted by Z II.1
(19225: 389 n. 1); N (1912: 861); SC (1967: 1080-1081); I P
(1982: 437); D – B III (1993: 235-236).

18 This connection was pointed out by D – B III (1993: 235-236), who
also drew attention to a number of late works which foresook the biographical intro-
duction and concentrated exclusively on a discussion of Plato’s teachings (for in-
stance, Peri; th'" Plavtwno" filosofiva" in at least eleven books by Derkyllides, Peri; th'"
Plavtwno" aiJrevsew" by Galenos of Pergamon, and Peri; tw'n Plavtwni ajreskovntwn in
three books by Albinos).

19 It can hardly be coincidence that among the very few F remaining of the early
writers on Plato there are several purely doxographical quotations, whereas there
exist a mere handful of such passages in the (relatively) large number of texts that
have been preserved from Hellenistic biographers such as A  K
(FGrHist IV A 2, 1015), H  S (FGrHist IV A 3, 1026) and S
(FGrHist IV A 4, 1033). On the apparant lack of interest of Hellenistic biographers in
doxographical issues, see M (1978: 90-93), who erroneously included the early
writers on Plato among them and clearly overlooked the two doxographical passages
of Hermodoros.

20 So I P (1982: 437-438); D I (1987: 295).





A mere two F (spread over a handful of passages) remain of H.’s
monograph on Plato, only one of which is biographical. Since this is
not the place to enter into a philosophical discussion on Plato’s theory
on matter, the interested reader is referred to the specialized litera-
ture for a commentary on the doxographical F 221. With regard to
the purely biographical part of H.’s work Lasserre22 has on several
occasions attempted to add to the available texts by making H. an
important source for Philodemos’ History of the Academy. Thus Philo-
demos, it is claimed, derived from H.’s On Plato his information re-
garding Plato’s voyages to Syracuse (col. X/Z), his final night (col. 3/
5, after Philippos of Opus), his school (col. Y, again after Philippos)
and his dialogues (col. 1*-1). Now, it has been rightly stressed that it
is quite possible that a number of anecdotes on Plato which are not
attested until later, were nevertheless derived from the first-genera-
tion writers on the founding father of the Academy23. Still, Gaiser24

has meticulously laid bare the fallacy of Lasserre’s Quellenforschung,
which is based on Mekler’s outdated edition of P. Herc. 102125.

Since, moreover, no additional text material can, in the present
state of affairs, be attributed to H. from the Plato-vita of Diogenes26,
we have to make do in the present fascicle with H.’s testimony re-
garding Plato’s stay with Eukleides of Megara.

Commentary on testimonies and fragments

T

(1) This T stems from the list of important pupils of Plato which
Philodemos has quoted at the end of the section in his Historia Academ-
icorum devoted to the founder of the Academy27. Close analysis of the
catalogue reveals that it is significantly different from the similar lists

21 See KÄ (1983: 130-131; 148-149), who gives the older bibliography; I-
 P (1982: 439-444); D I (1987: 296-302); D – B IV (1996:
485; 524-526). The translations of F 2ab were taken (with modifications) from 
V (1949: 205-207).

22 See L (1983a: 169-177); I. (1983b: 63-74); I. (1987: 217-223; 601-605;
667-680).

23 So S R (1976: 204 n. 12).
24 See G (1988: 89-91; 110-115; 439-440; 445).
25 M’s edition (19582) has been superseded by the excellent new editions,

replete with extensive explanatory notes, by G (1988) and D (1991).
26 See the commentary on F 1, p. 207-209.
27 Cf. P. Hist. Acad. col. 5,32-6,20 p. 181-186 G.

     





preserved in the works of Diogenes Laertios and Ibn al-Qiftî (which,
in turn, would seem to rest on a common source)28. Gaiser29 has
provided good grounds for assuming that Philodemos derived his list
from the Lives of the Philosophers (Bivoi tw'n filosovfwn) by Diokles of
Magnesia who, for his part, would appear to have taken it from the
historiographer Timaios of Tauromenion. The Sicilian origin of the
latter might account for the inclusion in Philodemos’ list of the Syra-
cusan H., who is noticeably absent from the two other aforemen-
tioned catalogues30.

(2) For an exact understanding of the charges brought against H. in
the verse in question the testimony of Cicero (T 2a) is crucial: he
reproaches Atticus for having surpassed even H. by publishing some
of his writings which he himself had not yet wanted to make public.
Accordingly, we may conclude that at least in Cicero’s view H. was
accused not of having divulged tenets of Plato which the master had
not yet consented to publish, but of enriching himself by selling the
works of Plato which had already received official approval by the
master himself, that is, the dialogues31. The latter act was already
highly unbecoming in a disciple of the school which had made no
secret of its abhorrence of commerce and money-making (the bivo"
crhmatistikov") and of imparting knowledge for profit32.

The origin of the caustic verse has been variously sought in con-
temporary comic drama33 and in Hellenistic anti-Academic tradi-
tion34. As a matter of fact both possibilities are perfectly compatible:
the catchy phrase could have been thought up by a comic playwright
and subsequently picked up by later tradition hostile to the Acade-
my35. At any rate the saying became so famous that it acquired pro-
verbial status, which ensured its perpetuation well into the Middle
Ages (cf. T 2b-c, deriving from the Suda and the Corpus paroemiographo-
rum).

28 Cf. D. L. 3,46; I -QÎ p. 24,2-8 L. For a comparison of the
three lists, see G (1988: 443-444).

29 G (1988: 110-115; 443-449 passim).
30 So G (1988: 447).
31 So also D I (1987: 294-295); G (1988: 447).
32 Sokrates’ dislike of this typically sophistic practice is a recurrent theme in the

ancient sources (cf., for instance, P. Prot. 313c-314e; 317b; Soph. 223c-224e; X.
Mem. 1,6.11-14; D. L. 2,65; 2,80), and the members of the Academy took
their cue from him (or, at least, were supposed to do so).

33 Cf. F 269 adesp. KC III = F 937 K – A VIII; see D I (1987:
294); G (1988: 447).

34 Thus I P (1982: 437).
35 This seems to be suggested by D I (1987: 294-295), too.
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(3a) While it is obvious that Simplikios derived the H.-excerpt from
Porphyry and that the latter borrowed it from Derkyllides, we have
every reason to believe that H.’s On Plato was still available to the
author of the treatise On the Philosophy of Plato, who lived in the first
century ..36. What happened with the work after that time is any-
body’s guess, but presumably H. did not make the list of authors
whose writings were thought worthy of being transferred from papy-
rus scroll to codex.

F

(1) H.’s explicit indication that Plato was 28 years old at the time of
Sokrates’ death suggests that he placed the birth of his master in the
year 428/7 .C., a date which corresponds to that calculated two
centuries later by the chronographer Apollodoros of Athens, namely,
(the first year of) the eighty-eighth Olympiad (428/7-425/4 .C.)37.
More importantly this small piece of information suggests that the
notice under discussion was part of a larger exposition built up on a
chronological framework and, hence, that H. gave a survey of several
events and phases in Plato’s life: this is a strong indication that the
work On Plato actually contained a biographical exposition on the
founder of the Academy.

It is an established fact that approximately ten years lie between
Sokrates’ death (399 .C.) and Plato’s journey to Sicily and southern
Italy (dated to c. 390-388 .C.), a period about which Plato himself
remains completely silent. Hence we are fortunate that his retreat
(“together with several other ‘Socratics’ ”) to Eukleides of Megara, in
the aftermath of the tragic death of his dear friend and teacher, is
vouched for by the excellent authority of Plato’s direct pupil H. Even
though the latter is the only authority for this particular point38, there

36 This is also the view of D – B III (1993: 236).
37 Cf. D. L. 3,2 = A 244 F 37. On the issue of Plato’s date of

birth, see G IV (1975: 10 + n. 2).
38 A few other passages also imply or refer to a visit to Eukleides by some pupils of

Sokrates immediately after the latter’s execution: cf. the Socratic epistles 15, 21 and
22, as well as D. L. 2,62 and I. C. Laud. S. Pauli 4,19 P;
sadly, none of the latter contain a reference to a source. There may also be a veiled
reminiscence of the episode in P. Ep. 7,329a.
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is no ground for assuming with Gigon39 that this piece of information
is suspect and that the withdrawal to Megara was invented, in typical
ancient biographical fashion40, on the basis of an aspect of Plato’s
teachings or writings which might lead one to postulate direct disci-
pleship of the latter with Eukleides41. As Döring42 rightly pointed out,
the inventions of Plato’s pupils seem to have sprung primarily from
their intention to glorify their master and turn him into a hero43, and
this is hardly the case here. Moreover, Megara was not far removed
from Athens (some 30-40 km) and Eukleides had, like Plato, been a
member of the inner Socratic circle, as can be gathered from the fact
that he, together with his friend Terpsion, had been among those
present in Sokrates’ final hour44. Hence there is no reason to suppose
that the visit did not actually take place, and the vast majority of
modern scholars are prepared to believe it did45.

39 See G (1946: 100-101) and I. (19792: 34; 283-284). Apart from Gigon,
G IV (1990: 36 + n. 18) is the only other scholar who has rejected the
historicity of the episode. It should be noted that the Italian scholar gives a wholly
misleading survey of modern literature on the subject, suggesting that most scholars
question the accuracy of Hermodoros’ account in its entirety; as will be shown below,
this suspicion only concerns the motive which is given in the F under discussion for
the move to Megara, not the fact that some Socratics, including Plato, really did stay
with Eukleides.

40 It is well known that a popular method adopted by ancient biographers of
literary men and philosophers in order to obtain material for their writings, was to
invent stories and anecdotes on the basis of elements contained in their subjects’
written works or known doctrines. On this practice, which will be abundantly illus-
trated in the forthcoming commentaries on H  S (FGrHist IV A 3,
1026 F 64, 66, 83) and S (FGrHist IV A 4, 1033; cf. P.Oxy. 9, 1176 fr. 39 col.
II; IX; X-XII; XVI,17-29 = F 19 KC) as well as on C  H-
 (FGrHist IV B; cf. F 25, 40 W IX = F 24, 40 G), see F-
 (1974: 231-242); L (1981 passim); A (1987: 139-148).

41 As will be argued below (p. 206-207) the F under discussion need not originally
have been intended to suggest that Plato went to Megara with the express purpose of
studying under Eukleides. On the other hand, it is theoretically possible (but the
question is purely academic!) that the episode was invented on the basis of P. Crit.
53a and Phaed. 99a, where Megara and Thebes are mentioned as possible havens of
refuge for Sokrates.

42 See D (1972: 76-77).
43 This is most notably the case in the remaining F of Speusippos’ Perivdeipnon (see

the commentary in the present volume on 1009 F 1-3).
44 Cf. P. Phaed. 59b-c; SC. Ep. 14,8-9 (= I  A 3a-b D = II A 4

G I).
45 Apart from Gigon and Giannantoni modern scholarship has indeed had no

difficulty in accepting the historicity of the withdrawal: see, for instance, U. 
W-M I (19592: 136); H (1961: 105-113); C
(1957: 191); D (1972: 76-77); G III (1969: 499) and IV (1975: 14); S
R (1976: 63); M (1985: 96).

     





Having said that, the ground which is adduced in F 1a (and c) for
the trip to Megara—“dreading the tyrants’ cruelty”—has been greet-
ed with much more scepticism by modern scholarship. To be sure, it
has long been clear that the designation ‘ tyrants’ should not be taken
to be a reference to the regime of the thirty oligarchs, but could well
apply, from the Socratics’ point of view, to the leaders of the restored
democracy who had put the revered philosopher to death46. Howev-
er, it is hardly credible that even the closest of Sokrates’ followers put
their lives at risk by staying around in Athens after his execution47.
Most likely the motive was invented post factum around the historical
kernel, namely, the withdrawal to Eukleides: it certainly corresponds
well with the Academics’ known and open dislike of the democratic
regime (or, for that matter, of any other then existing form of rule)48

and can be seen as a final swipe at those who perpetrated the grave
injustice of killing Sokrates. Whether H. already thought this up, or
whether it was added to his story at a later stage in the tradition, we
do not know, but the former possibility cannot to be ruled out49.

As to why Plato and some other pupils of Sokrates really left Ath-
ens for Megara, it should be borne in mind that it must have been a
relief to the grieving Socratics to be able to escape from Athens, a
place so full of fond memories, to a neighbouring city where they
could find like-minded spirits and where they could continue their
lively philosophical debates in a congenial atmosphere50. We have no

46 See Z II.1 (19225: 402 n. 2 on 402-404): “ein tuvranno" ist nach grie-
chischer Anschauung der Einzelne, welcher gesetzwidrig herrscht, eine Regierung,
wie die der Dreissig, ist keine Tyrannis, sondern, wie sie auch immer genannt wird
(sc. in the ancient sources), eine Oligarchie (...) ich sehe keinen Grund ein, warum
gewaltthätige Demokraten nicht gerade so gut, wie gewaltthätige Oligarchen, von
einem Gegner tuvrannoi genannt werden konnten.”

47 See U.  W-M I (19592: 136); Z II.1 (19225: 402
n. 2 on 403-404); H (1961: 105-106); D (1972: 76-77). G IV
(1975: 14) and M (1985: 96) suspend judgement on this issue, and the only
scholar to accept that political motives may have prompted the departure from
Athens is C (1957: 191).

48 Cf. P. Resp. 5,473c-d; Ep. 7,324b-326b.
49 See Z II.1 (19225: 402 n. 2 on 403-404); D (1972: 76).

That the motivation given for the retreat to Eukleides was something of a stock motif
might be inferred from the interesting parallel case of Aristotle, who is said to have
fled from Athens in the final years of his life lest he should suffer Sokrates’ fate (cf.
A T 44A-E; 45A-D D).

50 On possible grounds for Plato’s stay in Megara, see H (1961: 105-113);
G IV (1975: 14). It is conceivable that Plato, who himself was absent during
Sokrates’ final hours in prison (cf. Phaed. 59b), gathered much of his material for the
Phaedo during his stay with Eukleides and Terpsion in Megara: see T (1926:
176). That Plato and Eukleides [who were age peers: see D (1972: 73-74)] were

     





sure evidence about about the duration of the sojourn with Eukleides.
Only a vague clue is provided by the fact that, according to Aristox-
enos, Plato was actively involved in the foreign campaigns of the
Athenian army during the Corinthian war: this would mean that he
had returned to Athens by the outbreak of hostilities in 395 .C.51.

If the reason given in the passus under discussion for Plato’s ‘escape’
to Eukleides goes back to H., this would seem to preclude the as-
sumption, made by Isnardi Parente52, that in its original setting the
present F was not purely biographical in purport, but touched on the
history of Plato’s philosophical training as well, by asserting that he
became a pupil of Eukleides. It is, furthermore, not even an estab-
lished fact that the latter had already founded his ‘Megarian school’
by the time of Sokrates’ death; for all we know the impetus for this
undertaking may have been provided by the very fact that a number
of fellow-philosophers had gathered around him in his home town53.
More importantly, the context in which the present F is quoted by
Diogenes Laertios—it is embedded in the section of the Plato-vita
(3,6-7) devoted to the various traditions about study journeys alleged-
ly undertaken before the establishment of a new philosophical school
in the Akademeia-gymnasium—does not necessarily correspond to that
in the original work of H.

We are also unable to connect H.’s name with any of the other
statements reported by Diogenes concerning the educational trips of
Plato54. Actually the specific reference in two places by the Laertian
to H. regarding Plato’s stay with Eukleides clearly indicates that his

well acquainted with one another is commonly accepted: see M (1985: 96 + n.
47). It may also be noted that Eukleides and Terpsion still appear together in the
conversation which serves as the prologue to the Theaetetus (142a-143c).

51 For Aristoxenos’ report—the only other piece of information we have for the
ten-year period in Plato’s life between Sokrates’ death and the first Sicilian journey—,
cf. D. L. 3,8 (= F 61 W II). This passage, admittedly, appears to suffer
from confusion over campaigns undertaken by Sokrates and Plato, but it is not
certain that the Tarentine biographer was himself responsible for this, nor does this
observation suffice to raise doubts about Plato’s involvement in the Corinthian war:
see Wehrli’s commentary ad loc. (19672: 67), as well as B (1992: 3644-3645).

52 I P (1982: 437-438).
53 This is also the view of G IV (1990: 36), against M (1985: 96),

who tends to lend too much weight to Plato’s stay in Megara, considering it as a
major step in the latter’s development as a thinker and writer.
No less than three comprehensive collections of testimonia and fragments with com-
mentary have been published over the last few decades in regard to Eukleides and
the Megarian School: see D (1972); M (1985); G I (1990: 375-
483) and IV (1990: 33-39; 41-50; 51-60; 61-71).

54 Pace H (1993: 5 + n. 4).

     





name was firmly connected with that particular piece of information
and should not necessarily be combined with any other detail. Besides
it can easily be demonstrated that the entire passage F 1b has been
culled from, is a patchwork of several different sources. By introduc-
ing the H.-quote with ei\ta Diogenes links it closely to the immediate-
ly preceding statement that after Sokrates’ death Plato attached him-
self to Kratylos the Heraclitean and Hermogenes a Parmenidean.
However, since H. obviously situated Plato’s retreat to Eukleides in
the direct aftermath of Sokrates’ execution55, it is simply unthinkable
that he had anything to do with the information (which Diogenes
reports on no express authority and which may altogether be spuri-
ous56) that Plato became a disciple of the said Kratylos and Hermo-
genes. Accordingly, the seemingly coherent chronological sequence of
events projected by Diogenes is shattered—but then again, this is not
the only instance where he has put together different pieces of
information gathered from various sources in a deplorably clumsy
way57.

While H. in his biographical survey indubitably mentioned Plato’s
first voyage to Sicily58 it is, moreover, anything but certain that he
was aware of or described journeys by his master to other (mainly
oriental) parts of the then civilized world. Indeed, scholars are nowa-
days highly suspicious of this tradition, not least because the earliest
authority for it is Cicero59, whereas the latter’s contemporary Philo-
demos, who relied heavily on Hellenistic sources, apparently only
mentioned the trip to the Pythagoreans in Magna Graecia60; combined
with the fact that in ancient biographical tradition on philosophers in
general, sojourns in Egypt and contacts with the Persian Magoi were
mandatory elements of the curriculum vitae, this could be taken to mean
that the additional trips (even those to Egypt and Kyrene) belong to
the realm of myth and are secondary inventions which entered an-

55 So much can be inferred from the reference (invented or not) to the Socratics’
fear of the democratic government, and also from the statement that Plato was
twenty-eight at the time of the withdrawal to Megara, which coincides with the year
of Sokrates’ death.

56 See B (1992: 3639-3640).
57 On the occurrence of ‘Zitatennesten’ in Diogenes’ work (e.g. 2,38-39; 8,67-74),

see M (1978: 18; 19-22).
58 As already suggested above (p. 198), they presumably became acquainted in the

course of the trip.
59 Cf. CC. Resp. 1,10.16; Fin. 5,29.87.
60 Cf. P. Hist. Acad. col. X 5-9 p. 165 G.

     





cient biographical tradition on Plato well after H.’s time61. Conse-
quently there are no grounds for attributing any more of the text
from Diogenes’ section on Plato’s travels (3,6-7) to him.

Jan B
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1009. Speusippos of Athens
(c. 410/08–339 ..)

T

1     (F 2 I P = T 1 T) D. L. 4,1: Diedevxato dæ aujto;n

(sc. to;n Plavtwna) Speuvsippo" Eujrumevdonto" ∆Aqhnai'o", tw'n me;n dhvmwn

Murrinouvsio", uiJo;" de; th'" ajdelfh'" aujtou' Pwtwvnh". Kai; ejscolavrchsen e[th

ojktwv, ajrxavmeno" ajpo; th'" ojgdovh" kai; eJkatosth'" ∆Olumpiavdo".

2 (T a.1 L = F 2 I P = T 1 TÁ) D. L. 4,4-5:

Katalevloipe de; (sc. oJ Speuvsippo") pavmpleista uJpomnhvmata kai; dialovgou"

pleivona", ejn oi|" kai; (...), Peri; filosofiva" a— (...), Filovsofo" a— (...), Pro;"

Gruvllon a—, (5) (...) Plavtwno" ejgkwvmion (...).

3a (F 153 I P) P. HC. 164, F 12 p. 178 D: [oJ

Kuzikhno;" | Timov]lao"≥, Kalli≥g≥evnh≥[", | ÔAq]h≥nai'o" T[i]movlao", | [wJ"] ejn tw'i

[Peri]deivpnwi | [Plavtwno" iJ]storei' Speuv|[sippo", ∆Arcuv]ta" Taran| [ti'no",

(…). 3b (F 1 I P = no. 1 T 2 L) P. HC. 1021, col.

, l. 1a-15 p. 135 D:  ;1a[oJ Kuzikh]no;" Timovla|2ao", Kalli|3agev|4anh",

|5aÔAqh|6anai'o" |7aTimov|8ala≥", ou}" |9aejn tw'i |10aPeri| 11ad≥eivp≥n≥w≥i

|12a[Plav]t≥w≥n[o"], v ∆Arcuvta" |13Taran[ti'no", (…). 3c P. HC. 1005, F

111 p. 166 A: “ [ ] to; per]i;≥ [Sw]kravt[ou" | tou' ∆Ar]i≥s≥tivp≥pou≥ (F IV A
147 G) [k]ai≥; Speu≥|[sivppou to]u'≥ Plavtwno" | [ejgkwvmion] kai;

∆Aristotev|10[lou" ta;] ∆Analutika; kai; | [ta; Peri;] f≥uvsew", o{saper |

ej[nekrivn]o≥men.” (...).

7 filosofiva" : an filosovfwn scribendum? Cf. Diog. Laert. 9,23 8 Gruvllon fr : guvlaon B :
gu'lon F : guvllon P 10 Kalli≥g≥evnh≥[" : [kai;] D≥i≥o≥gevnh/["? Mekler 10 oJ ∆Aq]hnai'o" vel
ÔAq]hnai'o" Gaiser : ∆Aq]hnai'o" Mekler et Crönert 10-11 T[i]movlao", [wJ"] ejn tw'i [Peri]deivpnwi
[Plavtwno" iJ]storei' Speuv[sippo" Gaiser : [o}?] T≥i[m]ovlao" ejn tw'i [Peri]deivpnwi [aJplw'"?
iJs]torei', Speu[sivppou Mekler : [Ti]m≥ovlao", [tou;]" ejn tw'i P≥[eri]deivpnwi [eJstiavsa", wJ"
iJ]storei' Speuv[sippo" Crönert 11 ∆Arcuv]ta" Taran[ti'no" Crönert et Gaiser : pavn]ta ej≥xa≥vran[to"]
Mekler 14 ÔAqhnai'o" Gaiser : ∆Aqhnai'o" Mekler-Crönert-Lasserre 14-15 Timov[l]a", ou}" ejn tw'i
Perid≥eivp≥n≥w≥i [Plav]t≥w≥n[o"] Gaiser : [oJ] Timo≥lavw≥i≥ ejn tw'i perid≥eivp≥n≥w≥i [su]nta[xavme]no" Mekler :
Timovla≥", tou;" ejn tw'i Perid≥eivp≥n≥[w]i [eJstiavsa", Crönert 16 (...) to; per]i;≥ [Sw]kravt[ou" Angeli :
kai; Plavtwno" th;n ∆Apologivan t]o≥u'≥ S≥w≥kravt[ou" Crönert et Diano : ei\nai] pis[t]o;≥[n] Kravth[t]o≥"≥
Sbordone et Arrighetti 16 tou' Angeli : kai; Crönert et alii 17 [k]ai≥; Speu≥[sivppou to]u'≥ Angeli : ta;≥"
pe[ri; tinwn to]u'≥ Crönert et alii 17 [ejgkwvmion] Angeli : diatrib]a;≥[" Crönert et alii
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1009. Speusippos of Athens
(c. 410/08–339 ..)

T

1 Speusippos, son of Eurymedon, an Athenian, who belonged to the deme
of Myrrhinus and who was the son of Plato’s sister Potone, succeeded him
(sc. Plato). He was head of the school for eight years, beginning in the 108th
Olympiad.

2 He has left behind a vast store of research memoranda and numerous
dialogues, including (...) On Philosophy, one book; (...) The Philosopher, one
book; (...) (In Reply) To Gryllos, one book; (5) (...) Eulogy of Plato ; (...).

3a Timolaos of Kyzikos, Kalligenes, Timolaos of Athens, as Speusippos
relates in the Funeral Banquet of Plato, Archytas of Taras, (…). 3b Timolaos
of Kyzikos, Kalligenes, Timolas [sic] of Athens, who (are mentioned) in
(Speusippos’) Funeral Banquet of Plato, Archytas of Taras, (…). 3c “... the
work On Sokrates by Aristippos and Speusippos’ Eulogy of Plato and Aristotle’s
Analytics and his books On Nature, the very ones that we have chosen”. (...)

     -





4 (F 1 L = F 118 I P = F 3 TÁ) D. L. 9,23: (...),
w{" fhsi Speuvsippo" ejn tw'/ Peri; filosovfwn (cf. F 4).

F

1. PLATWNOS PERIDEIPNON (= PLATWNOS EGKWMION [?])

1a (F 27 L = F 147 I P = F 1a TÁ = P Baustein

58.1 D) D. L. 3,2 : Speuvsippo" d∆ ejn tw'/ ejpigrafomevnw/

Plavtwno" perideivpnw/ kai; Klevarco" (FGrHist 1021; FHG II, p. 316, F 43; F

2a W III) ejn tw'/ Plavtwno" ejgkwmivw/ kai; ∆Anaxilivdh" (FGrHist IV A 6) ejn

tw'/ deutevrw/ Peri; filosovfwn fasi;n wJ" ∆Aqhvnhsin h\n lovgo" wJraivan ou\san th;n

Periktiovnhn biavzesqai to;n ∆Arivstwna kai; mh; tugcavnein: Pauovmenovn te th'"

biva" ijdei'n th;n tou' ∆Apovllwno" o[yin: ”Oqen kaqara;n gavmou fulavxai e{w" th'"

ajpokuhvsew". 1b (F 27 L = F 148 I P = F 1b TÁ =
P Baustein 58.7 D) H. Adv. Iovin. 1,42: Speusippus quoque

sororis Platonis filius et Clearcus (FGrHist 1021 = FHG II, p. 316, F 43 = F
2b W III) in Laude Platonis et Anaxilides (FGrHist IV A 6) in secundo

libro Philosophiae Perictionem, matrem Platonis, fasmate Apollinis

oppressam ferunt, et sapientiae principem non aliter arbitrantur nisi de
partu virginis editum.

2 (F 28 L = F 151 I P = F 2 TÁ = P Baustein
58.4 D) A. Plat. 1,2: Talis igitur ac de talibus Plato non solum heroum

virtutibus praestitit, verum etiam aequiperavit divum potestatibus. Nam Speusippus

domesticis documentis instructus, et pueri eius acre in percipiendo inge-
nium et admirandae verecundiae indolem laudat et pubescentis primitias

labore atque amore studendi imbutas refert et in viro harum incrementa

virtutum et ceterarum convenisse testatur.

21 w{" (…) Peri; filosovfwn om. F 25 ∆Anaxilivdh" FPp.corr. (cf. Hier. Adv. Iovin. 1,42) :
∆Anaxilhvdh" B : ∆Anaxiavdh" Pa.corr. : ∆Anaxilai üvdh" Cobet : ∆Anaxileivdh" Lang 26 wJ" BF : om.
P 26 h\n FP : om. B 27 tugcavnein : ejpitugcavnein F (epi scrips. m2) 32 Anaxilides AC :
Amaxilides ES" 33 fasmate : fasmatae ES : phantasmate (fant. A) "AC 33 Apollinis S" :
Appolinis EAC 35 partu : partum ES 35 virginis : virgis " 39 acre RCPb Ioh. Colv. :
aere cett. codd. 39 in percipiendo Ioh. Sarisb. Colv. : in perciendo codd. : in aere partiendo
Rom. 40 pubescentis : pubescentes B3MV Ioh. Sarisb.
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4 (...), as Speusippos writes in his book On Philosophers.

F

1. PLATO’S FUNERAL BANQUET (= EULOGY OF PLATO [?])

1a Speusippos in his work entitled Plato’s Funeral Banquet, Klearchos in his
Eulogy of Plato, and Anaxilides in the second book of his work On Philosophers,
relate that there was a rumour in Athens that Ariston tried to violate Perik-
tione, then in the bloom of youth, but failed; and that, when he ceased the
violence, he saw a vision of Apollo; from that moment on he did not con-
summate the marriage until she had borne (her child). 1b Speusippos too,
the son of Plato’s sister, and Klearchos in his Eulogy of Plato, and Anaxilides
in the second book of his work entitled Philosophy say that Periktione, the
mother of Plato, was overpowered by an apparition of Apollo, and they
believe that the prince of wisdom was born in no way other than by birth
from a virgin.

2 With such a background and from such origin, Plato not only surpassed the virtues of

heroes, but he even equalled the powers of gods. Indeed, Speusippos, informed by
family tradition, praises this child’s inborn acumen and the innate quality
of his admirable modesty, and tells about the first steps of his adoles-
cence, imbued with diligence and love for study, and he testifies that
when he was an adult man these virtues even increased and combined
with others.

     ;  -





3 P. HC. 1021, col. V, additamentum II p. 180 G :—hjbouvleto

Neavnqh"≥. | OiJ de; tajdelfido[u'≥] (sc. tou' Speusivppou) eijs|[fevrou]s≥i[n p]avl≥in,

[wJ" ejn tw'i] | [uJp]no≥u's≥qai n[uvktwr th;n] | [yuc]h;≥n ajfiv[ei] (sc. oJ Plavtwn).

2. PERI FILOSOFWN (= PERI FILOSOFIAS / FILOSOFOS [?])

4 (F 1 L = F 118 I P = F 3 TÁ) D. L. 9,23:

Levgetai de; (sc. oJ Parmenivdh"; F 28[18].A.1 D – K = F 287 K –
R – SC = F 1 U) kai; novmou" qei'nai toi'" polivtai",

w{" fhsi Speuvsippo" ejn tw'/ Peri; filosovfwn.

45

44 oiJ de; tajdelfido[u'≥] Gaiser : N≥IDETADELFIDWEIO Crönert : OIDEPADELFID[ Mekler :
O≥IDETADELFID[ Dorandi 49 w{" (…) Peri; filosovfwn om. F

     -





3 This is how Neanthes wanted it. Others again relate the nephew’s (sc.
Speusippos’) version: that he (sc. Plato) gave up his soul during the night
while sleeping.

2. ON PHILOSOPHERS (= ON PHILOSOPHY /
THE PHILOSOPHER [?])

4 He (sc. Parmenides) is also said to have given laws to his fellow citizens, as
Speusippos writes in his book On Philosophers.
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1009. Speusippos of Athens
(c. 410/08–339 ..)

T

(1) This testimonium informs us of the close relations between S.,
Plato and the Academy, which enabled S. to know a great deal about
Plato’s personal life.

To begin with, S. was the son of Plato’s sister Potone1. From his
mother and other close relatives S. had undoubtedly heard a lot of
stories about his uncle’s younger years2. For Plato’s later life, S. could
also rely on his own experience, as he was a student in his uncle’s
school. After Plato’s death in 348/7 .., S. succeeded him as head of
the Academy3, probably upon the instructions of Plato himself4. S.’s

1 On the dates of S.’s birth and death, see most recently I P (1980:
208-209) and T (1981: 7).

2 Cf. the comm. on F 2.
3 Diogenes’ information about S.’s scholarchate starting in the 108th Olympiad

(i.e. 348-344 ..) comes from Apollodoros (FGrHist 244 F 344a). In P. O. 12, col.
I, l. 16-24 (= FGrHist 255 F 3) it is specified that Plato died and was succeeded by S.
in the first year of that Olympiad. For other references to the date of Plato’s death,
see T (1981: 176).

4 See P. HC. 1021, col. VI, l. 28-30 (= FGrHist 328 F 224 = F 1 I
P = T 2 T): Spe[uvsippo"] m≥≥e≥;n ou\n pa[r’ a]ujtou'  ;[Pl]avtwn[o" no]s≥w'n v
diedev[x]a≥to th;n d[iatribh;]n. This expression seems to indicate that S. was appointed
by Plato himself and not by election: cf. TÁ (1981: 10-11); G (1988: 459);
D (1991: 226). For the question why it was S. who succeeded Plato, rather
than Aristotle (or Xenokrates), see e.g. C (1971: 338-341); TÁ (1981: 8-11)
and W (1981: 225-232), all with references to previous literature. According
to Chroust, Plato was obliged under Athenian law, “which didn’t recognize the legal
fiction of the corporate personality”, to bequeath the school property to his nearest
agnatic male relative, being his nephew S. This assertion was convincingly refuted by
T (1981: 9; 11) and W (1981: 227-230). If Plato’s will quoted by D.
L. 3,41-43 is genuine, Adeimantos—probably the grandson of his eldest broth-
er—was Plato’s heir, whereas S. was only the second trustee. Moreover we know that
in 339 .. S. himself was succeeded by Xenokrates, who was not a relative and not
even an Athenian citizen. Legal problems do not seem to have played a role in
Plato’s choice of S. as his successor. What did determine his decision remains a
matter of conjecture. However, the contention—held by some scholars even today—
that S. owed his scholarchate only to his family ties with Plato, seems to have its
origin in a tradition hostile to S. or Plato and does not necessarily correspond to
historical fact; cf. I P (1980: 206) and T (1981: 203). On the
superscript above diedev[x]a≥to in P. HC. 1021, col. VI, l. 29, which Mekler emend-
ed to a{t’ w\n [Po]t≥wvn[h" uijov" and which was taken by many as evidence for Plato’s
nepotism, see most recently G (1988: 459) and D (1991: 226).

     





scholarchate lasted for a period of eight years5 and was ended only by
the philosopher’s death in 340/396.

(2) Diogenes Laertios’ catalogue of S.’s writings (T 2) is a “most
unsatisfactory document”7, which raises all sorts of problems in terms
of interpretation8. It is incomplete, lacks proper classification, and
some titles seem to appear twice under a slightly different form. By-
water and Merlan assume that Diogenes composed his catalogue
from two distinct lists and that he repeated some titles when they
were not literally the same9. If these authors are right, this would
prove that the titles enumerated on these lists—which seem to origi-
nate from the catalogues of Hellenistic libraries—are not always the
‘original’ titles and that they should not necessarily be preferred to
those cited by later authors10.

Some titles in Diogenes’ catalogue may indicate works which dem-
onstrate a certain biographical interest:

(1) The Peri; filosofiva" and the Filovsofo". One of these works is
possibly identical with the Peri; filosovfwn, cited by D. L.
9,23 (T 4 and F 4). See the commentary on F 4.

(2) The Pro;" Gruvllon, which might have been an eulogy of Gryl-
los11, the son of Xenophon, who died in the battle of Mantineia in
362 .. According to Aristotle (ap. D. L. 2,55) many authors
wrote an ejgkwvmion in his honour.

5 Cf. P. HC. 1021, col. VI, l. 39-40.
6 On the problems concerning S.’s succession by Xenokrates, see the comm. on

FGrHist 1010 T 1.
7 See B (1883: 27).
8 On this problematic catalogue, see e.g. B (1883: 27-28); L (1911: 42-

47; 48-49); M (1959: 200 n. 3); G II (19874: 579-581); I P
(1980: 212-217) and TÁ (1981: 188-198).

9 See B (1883: 28) and M (1959: 200 n. 3).
10 Cf. TÁ (1981: 191).
11 Cf. e.g. L (1911: 35); I P (1980: 214). Some scholars, e.g.

G (1958: 169 n. 42), think that S. wrote this work to rival with Aristotle’s Peri;
rJhtorikh'" h] Gruvlo". Others, e.g. H (1895: 313 n. 3) and M (1959: 204 n.
5), suppose that it might have been written against Isokrates’ ejgkwvmion rather than
against Aristotle’s work. But according to TÁ (1981: 195) no evidence can be
found for either of these views and he concludes that S.’s work may have contained
no attack at all. K (1971: 76-80) is of the opinion that Aristotle’s work was a
dialogue about rhetoric and not a eulogy of Gryllos. This scholar is not certain either
whether S.’s writing was directed against Isokrates and the flood of ejgkwvmia he
caused. If it was, one would expect the title Pro;" to;n Gruvllon, by analogy with S.’s
work Pro;" to;n ∆Amavrturon, in which he attacked Isokrates’ speech in the trial against
Euthynos.

     -





(3) The Plavtwno" ejgkwvmion, probably identical with the Plavtwno"
perivdeipnon, cited in the latter form in D. L. 3,2 (F 1a) and in
Philodemos’ Academicorum historia12 (T 3a-b). In a letter of Epikuros
cited by Philodemos (T 3c), however, we may find another attestation
of the form Plavtwno" ejgkwvmion. See the commentary on T 3c and F
1a-b.

(3a-b) These two testimonia have been very important for the recon-
struction of the relationship between the papyri P. HC. 1021 and P.
HC. 164, both copies of Philodemos’ work on the history of the
Academy. In the margin of P. HC. 1021, col. VI (T 3b) some
names are added to a list of Plato’s disciples, while in P. HC. 164,
F 12 (T 3a) the same names occur in the main text. This and other
facts13 have led to the conclusion that P. HC. 1021 must have been
Philodemos’ draft, on which he made corrections and into which he
inserted marginal notes to be included in the final version of the text,
as we find it in P. HC. 164. However, on palaeographical grounds
scholars assume that another copy constituted the link between P.
HC. 1021 and P. HC. 164, the latter of which can be considered
to be a re-edition of Philodemos’ Academicorum historia14.

According to the latest reconstruction and interpretation of these two
testimonia, Philodemos completed the list of Plato’s pupils15 by add-
ing three names mentioned in S.’s Perideipnon. But, as we can see from
the apparatus criticus to the texts, it took a long time for scholars to
reach the present interpretation.

On the basis of Mekler’s reading of P. HC. 164 F 12 (T 3a), von
Fritz conjectured that Timolaos had written a work called Perivdeip-
non16. This reading was rejected by Crönert, but Isnardi Parente—
although she adopted Crönert’s version—and Wörle still believed
that Timolaos had written a work with this title17. This contention

12 For more information about this work and the reconstruction of the two papyri
(P. HC. 1021 and 164) by which it was transmitted, see most recently G
(1988: 23-84); D (1991: 103-118) and B (1993). Cf. also the commen-
tary on T 3a-b.

13 See e.g. D (1991: 111).
14 Cf. G (1988: 56) and D (1991: 111), both with references to previ-

ous literature.
15 For a comparison between Philodemos’ list and the lists of D. L. 3,46

and I -Q ≥Î, the Arab translator of a Greek biography of Plato (probably that of
Theon of Smyrna), see L (1987: 436) and G (1988: 443-449).

16 See  F (1936).
17 See I P (1980: 201; 216) and W (1981: 160).
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was refuted by Giannattasio Andria18, who claimed that the sentence
[wJ"] (...) Speuv[sippo" should be interpreted as a testimony to S., as he
is attested with a work called Plavtwno" perivdeipnon, while such a
work by Timolaos is otherwise unknown. Finally, Gaiser restored the
gap after the word perideivpnwi with the word Plavtwno"19. His emen-
dation was accepted by Dorandi20.

In regard to the names of Plato’s students, several hypotheses have
been formulated. Until recently most authors regarded ∆Aqhnai'o" as
an adjective to be connected with the preceding name Kalligevnh".
Gaiser21, however, suggests the reading ÔAqhnai'o" (= oJ ∆Aqhnai'o"),
which he connects with the following name Timovla(o)". According to
this scholar his emendation is to be preferred to the old one because
we would not have to assume a useless repetition of the name
Timola(o)s. Another argument Gaiser advanced in support of this
reading is his claim that the name Timola(o)s is attested in Athens at
Plato’s time, but not the name Kalligenes. However, according to the
recently published second volume of the Lexicon of Personal Greek Names,
containing the residents of Attica, it turns out that the name Kalli-
genes is attested in Athens in the fourth century ..22. Hence, ono-
matography does not seem to be of any help here. The most convinc-
ing argument in favour of Gaiser’s hypothesis is the fact that the
first-mentioned Timolaos is also preceded by his ethnikon. This can be
taken to mean that S. wanted to stress the distinction between these
two namesakes by giving their respective origins, while Kalligenes
was not given an ethnikon because in his case there was no danger of
confusion. A second solution proposed by Gaiser is the reading ∆Aqhv-
naio", to be understood as a reference to Athenaios of Kyzikos, who
was mentioned by Proklos23 as the last mathematician in Plato’s
Academy24. In this case the name of Timolaos of Kyzikos would have
been repeated and the name Kalligenes would probably refer to a
citizen of Kyzikos as well. However, Gaiser himself prefers the first
solution, and Dorandi25 also accepted it recently, although at first he

18 See G A (1983: 81-82 with n. 10).
19 See G (1988: 185; 443).
20 See D (1991: 135; 178).
21 See G (1988: 441-442).
22 See O – B (1994: 247) s.v. Kalligevnh".
23 P. In prim. Eucl. Elem. libr. p. 67, l. 16-19 F.
24 See G (1988: 441-442).
25 See D (1991: 224).
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seemed reluctant to do so26. Except for Timolaos of Kyzikos27, the
students of Plato mentioned in S.’s Perideipnon are unknown to us,
unless of course the mathematician Athenaios of Kyzikos figures in
the list28. Whether they attended Plato’s funeral banquet, is a matter
for conjecture.

(3c) Another possible testimonium of S.’s work on Plato can be found
in P. HC. 1005 F 111, an excerpt from a letter of Epikuros quoted
by Philodemos. However, we are obliged to alert the reader to the
lacunas in the text, which have led scholars to propose very divergent
emendations29, especially for lines 6-9, which are directly relevant to
the present inquiry. Having re-examined the papyrus, Angeli recon-
structed the passage to make it read as a reference to a work by
Aristippos on Sokrates30 and to S.’s Eulogy of Plato. According to An-
geli, this is the oldest attestation of the title Plavtwno" ejgkwvmion for the
work of S. also referred to as Plavtwno" perivdeipnon31. Her conjecture
is accepted by Gaiser32, but one can wonder if the reading Plavtwno"
perivdeipnon would not be possible as well, assuming that we have
here a genuine testimony to S.’s work on Plato. As Angeli acknowl-
edges herself, it is a little difficult to see what called this work to
Epikuros’ attention. In her opinion, it was Epikuros’ interest in the
problem of Plato’s deification, a problem which, according to some,
might have been the central motif in S.’s work. Cf., however, the
comm. on F 1-2.

(4) If the expression peri; filosovfwn stands for the title of a work and
not for its contents, this title is lacking in the catalogue of S.’s writings
given in D. L. 4,4 (T 2). Yet, there is a possibility that the
author used this phrase to refer to another work by S., possibly the
Filovsofo" or the Peri; filosofiva". For a full discussion of this prob-
lem, see the commentary on F 4.

26 See D (1985: 109).
27 He is also enumerated in the lists of D. L. 3,46 and I -Q ≥Î. On

this Timolaos, see e.g.  F (1936); Z II 1 (19225: 421 n.1); W (1981:
160-162); TC (1994: 62-64).

28 On this Athenaios, see L (1987: no. 15).
29 Cf. the apparatus criticus with T 3c.
30 Cf. the work Pro;" Swkravthn enumerated in Diogenes’ list of Aristippos’ writings

(D. L. 2,83-85). But, for the controversy about Aristippos’ literary activity,
see A (1988: 238-239).

31 See A (1986: 121). On the question of the title of S.’s work on Plato, cf. the
comm. on F 1a-b.

32 See G (1988: 438).
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F

1. PLATO’S FUNERAL BANQUET
(= EULOGY OF PLATO [?])

(1a-b) In F 1a Diogenes Laertios relates the story of Plato’s Apollo-
nian birth and mentions as his sources S.’s work entitled Plavtwno"
perivdeipnon, Klearchos’33 Plavtwno" ejgkwvmion and the second book of
Anaxilides’34 Peri; filosovfwn. In Diogenes’ catalogue of S.’s writings
(T 2), however, the title Plavtwno" perivdeipnon is missing, while a work
called Plavtwno" ejgkwvmion is attributed to S. Hence earlier scholars35

tended to reject the title Plavtwno" perivdeipnon, assuming that in
D. L. 3,2 (F 1a) the titles of the works by S. and Klearchos
needed to be exchanged. But, as Tarán has demonstrated convinc-
ingly, their arguments are not compelling36. The hypothesis of re-
versed titles is, furthermore, contradicted by T 3a, where S. is attested
with a work called Plavtwno" perivdeipnon, and F 1b, where the Laus
Platonis, ascribed by Jerome to Klearchos, perfectly corresponds to the
title Plavtwno" ejgkwvmion in F 1a37. Hence, unless S. wrote two similar
works on Plato—a rather remote possibility38—we must assume that
the two titles Plavtwno" perivdeipnon and Plavtwno" ejgkwvmion refer to
one and the same work. Some arguments can be adduced in favour

33 There are two philosophers with the name Klearchos. The first attended the
Academy for a short time and became tyrant of Herakleia, but died before Plato, in
352 ..; on this Klearchos, cf. LC (1921); TC (1994: 79-87). The
other is Klearchos of Soloi (FGrHist 1021, c. 340-after 290 ..), a member of Aristo-
tle’s school, who wrote at least eight books of Bivoi or Peri; bivwn, “ways of life” rather
than real biographies; cf. W III (19692: 58). However, none of the extant
fragments deals with Plato or his mother Periktione. Most probably, the latter author
is meant here, cf. K (1921); P (19963).

34 For a discussion about the exact form of the name, see e.g. S R
(1976: 9 n. 5); TÁ (1981: 233 n. 20). According to TÁ (1970), this author is not
to be identified with the Pythagorean Anaxilaos of Larissa or with the Anaxilaos
mentioned in D. L. 1,107. His view is contrary to that of SC (1894),
followed by W III (19692: 46) and D (1990: 405).

35 See e.g. H (1839: 97 n. 45); L (1911: 32-38; 60-61) and G
(19254: 549 n. 197.1).

36 See TÁ (1981: 230-232).
37 L’s contention (1911: 33-34) that the change of titles is due to a “veteris

librarii neglegentia” cannot be proved, cf. TÁ (1981: 232 n. 16). On the question
why Jerome does not mention a title for S.’s work, cf. infra.

38 Cf. SC (1974: 63); contrary to TÁ (1981: 231; 235; 454), who does
not exclude the possibility of two distinct writings. Another hypothesis advanced by
TÁ (1981: 231-232), namely that the funeral banquet was a part of the ejgkwvmion,
is even less convincing.
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of the latter assumption. Firstly, it is generally known that book titles
were not used as rigidly in antiquity as they are nowadays and, sec-
ondly, the two titles can be explained if we understand the Perivdeip-
non as an encomium of the dead39.

As to the exact nature of the work, we are somewhat in the dark.
Martin40, followed by Schmutzler41, considers the Perivdeipnon to be
a real ejpitavfio", namely the actual oration that was pronounced by S.
on the occasion of Plato’s funeral, while Boyancé42 views it as a
dialogue set at Plato’s funeral banquet43. Tarán does not exclude the
possibility that the Perivdeipnon was some kind of symposium, if the
work contained the speeches of more than one disciple44. Anyhow,
since there are so few fragments that can throw light on S.’s work on
Plato, it seems impossible to classify it under a specific literary genre.
We certainly would not dare to call it a genuine biography45, as some
authors do46, although there may be an indication that the author
treated Plato’s life from his birth until his death. Cf. the comm. on
F 3.

39 Cf. e.g. M (1931: 163), followed by SC (1974: 63).
40 See M (1931: 162-166), who bases his view primarily on T  A-

 Progymn. 9 P – B, where it is stated that the ejpitavfio" is the
ejgkwvmion for the dead, and on D. Cor. 22, where according to Martin the
word perivdeipnon is used metaphorically in the sense of a funeral oration. However,
Theon does not say that a perivdeipnon is the same thing as an ejpitavfio", and in the
passage of Demosthenes the word perivdeipnon can be translated as “funeral banquet”
or “funeral feast”; cf. TÁ (1981: 231-232 n. 15).

41 See SC (1974: 63). On p. 64, the scholar expresses the conjecture that
for his funeral oration S. chose the encomium as literary form. On the supposed
parallels between S.’s work on Plato and Isokrates’ Euagoras, see e.g. L (1911: 35-
38) and SC (1974: 64-66); against this assumption, see TÁ (1981: 236-
237).

42 See BC (1936: 257-258).
43 K (1971: 83 n. 3; 84) follows L (1911: 38; 47) in inferring from the

place which the Plavtwno" ejgkwvmion  occupies in Diogenes’ list of S.’s writings that this
work is not a dialogue. But on the defectiveness of this catalogue, cf. the comm. on
T 2. K’s contention (1971: 84) that the description of Plato’s funeral feast
probably constituted a minor part of S.’s work, is based on a gratuitous interpretation
of P. HC. 164 F 12, refuted by the latest reconstruction of this text; cf. the comm.
on T 3a-b.

44 See TÁ (1981: 232-233). Contrary to M (1931: 165-166), who is of the
opinion that the Perivdeipnon consisted of one speech only.

45 Cf. SC (1974: 49).
46 See e.g. D (19702: 104); S R (1976: 5). On p. 7-8, however, Swift

Riginos is more careful, holding merely that the accounts (my italics) which Plato’s
disciples wrote about their master’s life constitute the basis for later biographies.
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The story of Plato’s miraculous birth is reported by several ancient
authors. Two of them, Diogenes Laertios and Jerome, mention S.,
Klearchos and Anaxilides as their sources. The question of the rela-
tionship between all these sources has recently been treated by Tarán,
who arrives at the following two possibilities47:

(1) Jerome depends directly on Diogenes Laertios48. Diogenes—
who most probably did not consult all of the sources he enumerates—
either found his information in Anaxilides, who is mentioned last49,
or in a source unknown to us which referred to the three earlier
authors.

(2) Jerome did not draw on Diogenes Laertios. In this case it is
most likely that both are ultimately dependent upon a common
source, unknown to us, which quoted S., Klearchos and Anaxilides50.

In order to obtain a more decisive answer to the question, it may
be useful to make a comparison between the reports of Diogenes and
Jerome, while also taking into account the other sources that relate
the same story without, however, mentioning S. as their source51. To
start with, Diogenes seems to be more accurate in referring to his
sources. Jerome omits the title of S.’s work, but mentions the titles for
the other two authors. Either he did not know the title he omits
because he did not find it in his source—in that case certainly not
Diogenes—or he withheld it for some other reason. According to
Bickel52, Jerome gave the title Laus to the works of both S. and Klear-
chos. In this case too, it is unlikely that Diogenes was Jerome’s source.
Other possible explanations—e.g. that we should not understand the
word laus as a title but rather as an indication of the contents of both
works, or that Jerome simply overlooked the title of S.’s work—are
less convincing. Furthermore, the church father does not say that the
story was told as a rumour that circulated in Athens53, and finally,
there are also some divergencies in regard to the contents of the story.

47 See TÁ (1981: 233).
48 Cf. L (1911: 61).
49 Cf. D (1990: 405).
50 Cf. BC (1915: 133-139), who is of the opinion that Jerome depended on

Porphyry and that Porphyry and Diogenes had Thrasyllos as their common source.
G (1986: 141) is also convinced that Jerome used Porphyry, but in his view
either Porphyry read Diogenes or both consulted Anaxilides independently. Howev-
er, there is no hard evidence to prove either of these hypotheses.

51 Cf. S R (1976: 9-15, anecdote 1) and D (1990: 404-414,
Baustein 58), who give a detailed analysis of all the sources for Plato’s Apollonian
birth.

52 See BC (1915: 133 n. 1).
53 wJ" ∆Aqhvnhsin h\n lovgo"; cf. P. Quaest. conv. 8,1,2 (717 d-e): legomevvnh"; A. Plat.

1,1: sunt qui (...) dicant; O. In Plat. Alcib. 2,21-24 W: fasi;n and cf. infra.
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Diogenes’ text contains the following elements: Ariston tried vio-
lently to make love to Periktione, but did not succeed; when he gave
up his attempt, he saw an apparition of Apollo54, and from this mo-
ment on had no intercourse with Periktione until Plato was born.
Diogenes does not explicitly say that Periktione was a virgin at the
time of Plato’s conception, but this can be gathered from the phrases
wJraivan ou\san th;n Periktiovnhn and kaqara;n gavmou fulavxai e{w" th'"
ajpokuhvsew"55, which seem to point to an ejgguvh-situation: Ariston was
Periktione’s legal husband and wanted to consummate the marriage
now that his wife had reached the age of puberty, but was unsuccess-
ful. If Ariston—having had a vision of Apollo—left Periktione un-
touched until the delivery, this must mean that Apollo was somehow
regarded as Plato’s real father, even though this is not actually men-
tioned by Diogenes either56. Dörrie is of the opinion that Periktione’s
virginity and Apollo’s paternity are not implied in Diogenes’ ver-
sion57. But his own contention that Periktione was already pregnant
when the incident took place is not supported by the text at all.

In Jerome’s summarized account of the story, S., Klearchos and
Anaxilides believe that Plato was the son of a virgin. Did he find this
information in his source or did he only make explicit what was
implied in it? Most probably the latter is the case. That he empha-
sized Periktione’s virginity so much, can be explained by the context
in which the story was told: a praise of virginity with examples from
the heathen world. Another difference in Jerome’s account is that
Apollo’s fasma and not Ariston assaults Periktione. Tarán assumes
that the church father changed the story deliberately “in order to
downgrade Plato’s alleged miraculous birth”, or that he misunder-
stood his source58. But is it not possible that Jerome found this version
in his own source? Apuleius59 had already mentioned the sexual

54 As S R (1976: 10) and TÁ (1981: 228 n. 4) rightly remark, Dio-
genes does not specify that Ariston had this vision in a dream. The dream is found in
P. Quaest. conv. 8,1,2 (717 d-e): kaq’ u{pnon, and A. Proleg. in Plat. philos. 2,15-17
W: o[neiron; but since these authors do not refer to S., there is no way of
knowing whether the dream was part of S.’s version of the story or not.

55 See LSJ s.v. wJrai'o" III: “of persons, seasonable or ripe for a thing, c. gen.” In this
context the word wJraivan obviously goes with the genitive gavmou, which means that
Periktione was ripe for sexual intercourse, cf. TÁ (1981: 228); B (1992:
3629 n. 27).

56 Cf. S R (1976: 10) and TÁ (1981: 228).
57 See D (1990: 406-407).
58 See TÁ (1981: 234 n. 24).
59 A. Plat. 1,1: sunt qui Platonem augustiore conceptu prosatum dicant, cum

quidem Apollinis figuratio Perictione se miscuisset; cf. O. C. Cels. 1,37 and 6,8;
O. In Plat. Alcib. 2,17-24 W;  Suda P 1707 s.v. Plavtwn.
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union between Apollo’s figuratio and Plato’s mother60. This may be a
deduction of Apuleius himself or of his source, but we should not
overlook the possibility that it was already part of S.’s version, since
Plat. 1,2 (F 2) seems to imply that Apuleius was familiar with S.’s work
on Plato61.

To conclude: the dissimilarities between F 1a and 1b seem to
indicate that Jerome was not immediately dependent on Diogenes
Laertios. There is no hard evidence for the assumption of many
scholars62 that Diogenes gives the most original version of the story,
since we have seen that Jerome’s version may also ultimately go back
to S. However, there is some logic in Tarán’s assertion that “it is
intelligible that the o[yi" of Apollo that appeared to Ariston according
to Diogenes Laertius became the figuratio or the fasma of Apollo which
had sexual intercourse with Periktione rather than that the latter
version could have given origin to Diogenes’ account”63.

It is impossible to say who may have been the ultimate common
source of Diogenes Laertios and Jerome. But it may be of interest in
this context to refer to Origenes64, who thinks (oi\mai) that his version
of Plato’s birth came from Aristandros, probably the soothsayer of
Alexander the Great,65 and says that many other Platonists have told
this story in their “biographies of Plato”66. It would be tempting to
see in this Aristandros the link between the accounts of Plato’s pupils
and later tradition67, were there not some elements that appear sus-
pect. Firstly, Origenes himself is not very certain about his source,
and, secondly, Plato’s mother is given the name Amphiktione instead
of Periktione68. Hence Dörrie assumes that we have here a “third-

60 T (1981: 228 n. 4) is uncertain whether “Jerome too refers to the figuratio of
Apollo having had sexual intercourse with Periktione”, but it is unclear what else the
church father could have meant.

61 Cf. S R (1976: 13).
62 See e.g. S R (1976: 10); T (1981: 228); D (1990: 406).
63 See T (1981: 234 n. 24).
64 O. C. Cels. 6,8: Kai; pro;" tau'tav fhmi o{ti peri; me;n Plavtwno" ∆Arivstandro" oi\mai

ajnevgrayen wJ" oujk ∆Arivstwno" uiJou' ajlla; favsmato", ejn ∆Apovllwno" ei[dei proselqovnto" th'/
∆Amfiktiovnh/ [sic]: kai; a[lloi de; pleivone" tw'n Platwnikw'n ejn tw'/ Plavtwno" bivw/ toiau't∆ eijrhv-
kasi.

65 So e.g. GC Ib (1926: 31 n.13); S R (1976: 11); D (1990:
412).

66 It is not very clear who Origenes is referring to when he mentions Platwnikoiv
who wrote biographies of Plato. S R (1976: 13) seems to think that Ori-
genes means Aristandros’ contemporaries. But in our view it is very unlikely that the
term bivo" could have been used to refer to their works; cf. D (1990: 413), who
is of the opinion that Origenes meant the Platonists who came after Aristandros.

67 Cf. S R (1976: 15).
68 Cf. also O. C. Cels. 1,37.
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rate reference” which does not go back to an authentic work of Ari-
standros, but rather to some dream book falsely attributed to Alex-
ander’s seer69.

What was S.’s aim when he told the story of Plato’s Apollonian birth?
Earlier scholars were convinced that S. wanted to represent Plato as
the son of a god and that by doing this, he paved the way for the cult
of Plato which originated in the Academy shortly after the philoso-
pher’s death70. Swift Riginos and Tarán contended that S. just told
the anecdote as a story that was rumoured in Athens, using the
phrase wJ" ∆Aqhvnhsin h\n lovgo" to distance himself from the story be-
cause he did not believe it himself71. And recently Dörrie claimed
that S. only wanted to prove that Plato, from his birth onwards,
enjoyed the protection of Apollo72.

The solution to this problem is related to the question as to which
elements in the story can be attributed to S. himself. Dörrie, who is of
the opinion that only Diogenes’ version can be trusted and should be
read literally, infers that S. did not intend to present Plato as the son
of Apollo73. According to this scholar, S. just said that the god had
ensured that after Plato’s conception Ariston observed cultic chastity
so that Plato would be born in all purity74. However, Dörrie’s whole
theory seems to be based on the assumption that Periktione was
already pregnant by Ariston when he tried to assault her, which is
—as shown above—an unwarranted reading of Diogenes’ text75. The
argument that S. must have known that Plato was not the eldest child
of Ariston and Periktione76 and therefore cannot have insinuated that

69 See D (1990: 412-413).
70 See e.g. BC (1936: 267-268) and R (1945: 140-141), also SC-

 (1974: 66); N v (1977: 222-223) and I P (1980: 386-387). On
the kind of cult received by Plato, cf. BC (1936: 249-275), who thinks that he
was heroized and R (1945: 139-146), who is of the opinion that he was
worshipped as a qeov" or a daivmwn. According to I P (1980: 386-387), it
is very difficult to solve this question. However, she assumes that if Plato was ever
venerated in the Academy, S. must have laid the foundation of the cult.

71 See S R (1976: 10) and TÁ (1981: 228-229). According to B-
 (1992: 3630), Tarán wondered whether S. did not actually mention this story in
order to put an end to the rumour. But personally this does not seem to me to be
implied by Tarán.

72 See D (1990: 408-409).
73 See D (1990: 405-409).
74 Cf. A. Proleg. in Plat. philos. 2,15-20 W.
75 Cf. supra.
76 Adeimantos and probably also Glaukon were older than Plato; cf. e.g. B

(19642: 168-169) and D (1971: 332-333).
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his uncle was the product of a virgin birth77, is not valid either, since
it was not necessarily S.’s intention to tell the truth. One has to keep
in mind that this anecdote was probably told during a funeral ora-
tion, i.e. an occasion for lavishing praise on the dead. Finally, the
contention that the idea of a historical figure having a divine father
was only intelligible from the Hellenistic age onwards, when stories
were circulated about Alexander’s divine origin, is refuted by the fact
that Pythagoras was also considered by some of Plato’s scholars to be
the son of Apollo78.

Swift Riginos and Tarán are undoubtedly right in their observa-
tion that S. probably did not believe in Plato’s miraculous birth him-
self79. However, their supposition that S. wished to dissociate himself
from the story80, is not very convincing. To start with, we are not
certain whether the phrase wJ" ∆Aqhvnhsin h\n lovgo" belonged to S.’s own
account. It might just as well have come from one of the other sourc-
es quoted by Diogenes, from one of Diogenes’ intermediary sources
or—even though this is less probable—from Diogenes himself. And
even if S. actually used the phrase, he may have done so in order to
reach a certain aim.

Whether that aim was to depict Plato as a being of divine origin or
just to illustrate the high regard in which his uncle was held81, is hard
to say. If some of the other anecdotes about Plato’s Apollonian na-
ture82 could be traced back to S., as some scholars are only too
willing to believe83, this would plead in favour of the first assumption.
However, one has to admit that the story under discussion is the only
one which can be attributed with certainty to Plato’s nephew.

77 Cf. S R (1976: 10 n. 8) and TÁ (1981: 228-229).
78 Cf. Eudoxos and Xenokrates ap. I. Vita Pyth. 2,7. This was also remarked in

D (1990: 407 n. 1; 408 n. 2), by those who completed Dörrie’s commentary
after the latter’s sudden death. On the question whether the story about Pythagoras
was older than that about Plato or not, cf. infra .

79 See S R (1976: 10) and TÁ (1981: 228-229).
80 Cf. D (1990: 406), who is of the same opinion, even though this seems to

run counter to his own inference (1990: 408) that S. wanted to demonstrate Plato’s
protection by Apollo.

81 Cf. TÁ (1981: 229-230 n. 6).
82 For an analysis of the other anecdotes emphasizing Plato’s Apollonian nature,

see S R (1976: 15-32, anecdotes 2-9); cf. D (1990: Bausteine 59-60).
83 BC (1936: 254-255); R (1945: 141) and I P (1980: F

149 and 150) assume that the anecdote about Plato dying on his 81st birthday may
come from S., since the latter worked on mystic arithmology; this view is opposed by
TÁ (1980: 229 n. 6). G (1986: 141-142) went even further and attibuted to
S.’s Perivdeipnon almost all the anecdotes which demonstrate the bond between Apol-
lo, Plato and Sokrates. According to F (1974: 273), however, those sto-
ries were probably invented by later biographers.
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On the origin of the story about Plato’s Apollonian birth there are
three major hypotheses. Several scholars84 think its roots are to be
sought in the legend concerning Pythagoras, who was also considered
by some to be the son of Apollo. But, as Swift Riginos rightly re-
marks, it is not certain which legend originated first, since the earliest
reliable sources for both stories are disciples of Plato85. According to
Swift Riginos86, the story about Plato’s miraculous birth may have
been inspired—just as the other anecdotes about his Apollonian na-
ture—by Plato’s own writings, in which the philosopher showed spe-
cial devotion to the god Apollo87. Another explanation advanced by
the same scholar88, is that an attribute of many poets—namely Apol-
lonian descent—was transferred to the philosopher Plato.

(2) In this passage S. praises the virtues of Plato, which were manifest
from his childhood on. Even though Apuleius89 does not mention a
book title, we can assume90 that this fragment ultimately derives from
S.’s work known as Plavtwno" perivdeipnon or Plavtwno" ejgkwvmion (cf.
the comm. on F 1a-b), since such a laudation is a typical item in a
funeral oration. This supposition gains some support from the previ-
ous paragraph91, in which Apuleius reported the story of the philoso-
pher’s divine parentage, a tale which S. narrated in his work on Plato
(cf. F 1a-b). Although it is rather improbable that Apuleius consulted

84 See e.g. BC (1936: 260-261); T (1957: 156); SC (1974: 66);
Nv (1977: 223).

85 See S R (1976: 13-14). When I. Vita Pyth. 2,7 rejects the story of
Pythagoras’ Apollonian birth, he cites Epimenides (FGrHist 457 F 16), Eudoxos (F
324 L) and Xenokrates (F 22 H = F 221 I P) as his sources
for it. According to L (1966: 264), the reference to Epimenides—who is
mentioned by Aristotle as one of Pythagoras’ teachers—proves that this story be-
longed to the old Pythagorean legend and was therefore older than the similar story
about Plato; cf. I P (1982: 413-414). However, the figure of Epimenides
is very shady and the idea of divine ancestry contradicts the Pythagorean belief in
reincarnation, which is stressed in the earlier accounts of Pythagoras’ descent; cf.
B (1972: 124; 146). On the other hand, it cannot be denied that the relation-
ship between Pythagoras and Apollo also played an important role in the Pythagore-
an school.

86 See S R (1976: 14; 30).
87 E.g. Phaedo 84e-85b, where Plato depicts the philosopher as the real servant of

Apollo.
88 See S R (1976: 32).
89 Apuleius’ authorship of De Platone et eius dogmate is nowadays generally accepted,

cf. H (1987: 408).
90 Cf. e.g. L (1911: 35-36; 61); M (1931: 163); SC (1974: 63);

I P (1980: 388); TÁ (1981: 235).
91 Cf. supra, n. 59.
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S.’s work directly92—for in that case he would have cited S.’s name in
Plat. 1,1 as well—it is very tempting to think of an intermediary
source which depended on S.—directly or indirectly—for both ac-
counts.

As Isnardi Parente remarked, this passage could be used as an
argument by those who claim that S. wanted to deify his uncle93. Yet
it should be noted that the sentence in which Plato is said to have
possessed superhuman qualities does not necessarily belong to the
quotation from S.94, and, secondly, that nothing in the quotation
suggests that he did95.

According to Apuleius, S. was ‘domesticis documentis instructus’. By
making this remark he obviously wanted to emphasize S.’s privileged
position as a source for Plato’s youth96. However, there is no reason
to think that the phrase ‘domesticis documentis’ points to some kind of
family archive, given the fact that family tradition was usually trans-
mitted orally in classical Athens97. Moreover, it is rather doubtful
whether S. relied on family tradition where Plato’s virtues are con-
cerned, since the qualities enumerated fit in remarkably well with the
characteristics which Plato himself ascribed to the philosophic na-
ture98.

(3) According to K. Gaiser99, the additamentum to P.HC. 1021 col.
V, l. 21-22 may constitute another fragment of S.’s work on Plato.
Since no book title and not even S.’s name are quoted, the identifica-
tion depends entirely upon the restoration and interpretation of the
word tajdelfid.[, which Gaiser emends to ta; or to; tou' ajdelfidou'
meaning “the version, the description of the (sc. Plato’s) nephew”100.
Although at first101 Lasserre also interpreted the scholion as an allusion

92 Cf. TÁ (1981: 235).
93 See I P (1981: 388).
94 Cf. e.g. SC (1974: 124-125), who found several indications which point

to Apuleius as author of the sentence. According to this scholar, it was meant to link
the two first chapters of Apuleius’ biography of Plato. H (1987: 427 n. 130) sees
in the phrase an expression of Apuleius’ “extraordinary reverence” for the Athenian
philosopher.

95 Cf. TÁ (1981: 235).
96 Cf. the comm. on T 1.
97 See T (1989: 100-108, esp. p. 100); cf. SC (1974: 125), who

understands the phrase to be a reference to oral reports of S.’s relatives.
98 Cf. TÁ (1981: 236) with references to some passages.
99 Cf. I P (1982: 355-359) and D (1991: 222).

100 See G (1988: 437). Yet, it should be noted, as G (1983: 58 n. 31)
himself did, that there are as yet no linguistic parallels for this interpretation.

101 See L (1983b: 67).
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to S.’s report of Plato’s death, he afterwards102 changed his mind and
suggested that it points to Plato’s grandnieces, which the philosopher
had to marry off according to Pseudo-Plato’s Letter thirteen103. In
Lasserre’s opinion104, the annotation relates to l. 35-36, which he
emended to [”Ermip]po" [dev fhsin ejn gav]moi"105: a reference to Her-
mippos’ version of Plato’s demise, according to which the latter
passed away during a wedding feast (cf. FGrHist 1026 F 70)106. But if
we can go by Gaiser’s reading of l. 32-33107—which is accepted by
Dorandi108—the enumeration of Plato’s pupils starts from these lines
and that would exclude the possibility that l. 35-36 dealt with Plato’s
death. Moreover, Lasserre109 does not explain the relationship be-
tween Neanthes of Kyzikos (FGrHist 1032), whose name—as he ad-
mits himself—is clearly legible in the marginal note, and the refer-
ence to Hermippos’ narrative or Plato’s grandnieces. In Gaiser’s
reconstruction everything makes perfect sense. The annotation op-
poses S.’s assertion that Plato died during his sleep to the description
of Plato’s final night110 as it was transmitted by Neanthes111, based on
the account of Philippos of Opus112 (cf. FGrHist 1011 F 1). Given the
lacunas in the papyrus, all reconstructions must necessarily remain
hypothetical. Nevertheless, we must admit with Dorandi113 that Gai-
ser’s hypothesis seems more plausible than that of Lasserre.

102 See L (1987: 610).
103 [P.] Epist. 13, 361c-d.
104 See L (1987: 610).
105 G (1988: 181) restored l. 35-38 as follows: Speuvsip]p≥o" | [∆Aqhnai'o" oJ to;]

mou≥s[e]i≥'o≥n≥ | [para; Plavtw]n≥o≥[" diadexav|meno" (...).
106 Hermippos’ account may have been inspired by the spurious Plato letter, cf.

B (1992: 3631-3632). R’s assumption (1909: 332-334) that Plato really
died on the wedding day of one of his grandnieces should be dismissed. For a full
discussion of the origin of Hermippos’ narrative, see the comm. on FGrHist 1026 F
70.

107 See G (1988: 181): P≥l≥avt≥w≥n≥o≥"≥ m[aqh|ta]i; h≥\s≥[a]n (...).
108 See D (1991: 134).
109 See L (1987: 610).
110 On the restoration and interpretation of this passage, L (1983a); (1987:

162-163; 219-220; 607-611) and G (1988: 176-181, 421-436) do not agree
either; cf. the comm. on FGrHist 1011 F 1.

111 L (1983a: 171 n. 7); (1983b: 66-67); (1987: 602-603; 668-669) conjec-
tured Hermodoros (FGrHist 1008) as Philodemos’ immediate source for, among other
things, his account of Plato’s last moments; against his arguments, see G (1988:
108-109).

112 The identification of Philippos of Opus in col. III, l. 35, as proposed by M
(1902: XXVII), is now generally accepted, cf. T (1975: 125 n. 519; 133 n. 555),
L (1987: no. 20 F 14a), G (1988: 421).

113 See D (1991: 222).

     





If the fragment under discussion actually refers to a passage from
S.’s work on Plato, this would endorse the assumption that in this
work S. discussed his uncle’s life from his birth (cf. F 1a-b) to his dying
day114. The assertion that “others reported the nephew’s version”
would suggest that Philodemos did not consult S. directly115. He more
likely depended—for this fragment as well as for T 3a-b—on an
intermediary source, possibly a more recent biographer whose name
is unknown to us116.

On the way in which the most famous philosopher of all time left this
world, there exist several anecdotes117. The story that Plato emitted
his last breath while he was sleeping, is one of them. Besides its
possible mention by S., it is also recorded in two other sources.

In his essay On the Soul118 Tertullianus mentioned Plato, who died
in his sleep, together with Chilon, who died while congratulating his
son on his Olympic victory119; Kleidemos (FGrHist 323 T 2), who
passed away when he was honoured for his historical work, and Cras-
sus120, who laughed himself to death. It is interesting to note how
these ways of dying, which were considered by the Ancients as exam-
ples of a happy death121, are used by the Christian author to illustrate
the cruelty of a death which strikes on occasions when it would be
more pleasant to live.

114 Cf. G (1988: 110).
115 Contrary to the hopes of I P (1982: 359).
116 Cf. G (1988: 109-110; 437-438).
117 Cf. S R (1976: 194-198, anecdotes 143-148).
118 T. De anima 52,3: Nam etsi prae gaudio quis spiritum exhalet, ut Chilon

Spartanus dum victorem Olympiae filium amplectitur, etsi prae gloria, ut Clidemus
Atheniensis, dum ob historici stili praestantiam auro coronatur, etsi per somnum (codd.
somnium), ut Plato, etsi per risum, ut P. Crassus, multo violentior mors quae per aliena
grassatur, quae animam per commoda expellit, quae tunc mori affert, cum iocundius
vivere est in exultatione in honore in requie in voluptate. While W (1947: 537)
was hesitant, scholars nowadays generally accept the correction proposed by Z
II 1 (19225: 427 n. 2), cf. e.g. W Suppl. I (1974: 70-71); S R (1976:
195); G (1988: 436).

119 Cf. FGrHist 1026 F 18.
120 Tertullianus was probably referring to M. Licinius Crassus, the grandfather of

P. Crassus, of whom the satirist Lucilius said that he had laughed only once in his
entire life, cf. M (1926). As this scholar remarked, only by combining Lucilius’
statement with the account in Tertullianus can we understand the point of the joke:
all his life Licinius had refrained from laughing; so the one time that he did laugh, it
resulted in his death.

121 On the stock motive of a blessed death as the fulfilment of a good life, cf.
F (1974: 269-270).

     





In the Suda122 we read that Plato died in his sleep after feasting
sumptuously at a celebration. This story reminds us of the anecdotes
reported in D. L. 6,25, in which Diogenes the Cynic blamed
Plato for his voracity123, and it looks as if the author or his source
wanted to suggest that Plato died because of indulgence in food and
drink124. The Suda’s version seems to be a combination of Tertul-
lianus’ statement—which might ultimately go back to S.—with Her-
mippos’ account, in which Plato died at a wedding banquet125. How-
ever, to infer from this that Hermippos—who must have been
acquainted with the works of S. and Neanthes—might have specified
that Plato didn’t die during but after the wedding banquet126, seems to
be going too far127.

2. ON PHILOSOPHERS (= ON PHILOSOPHY /
THE PHILOSOPHER [?])

(4) The indication peri; filosovfwn is not very clear. Is Diogenes quot-
ing the title of a work by S. or does he only refer to the contents of
one of S.’s works which dealt with philosophers? Most editors of this
fragment reproduce the phrase with a capital letter and hence seem
to consider it to be a title. Long tentatively suggested correcting the
title Peri; filosofiva" in D. L. 4,4 to Peri; filosovfwn (cf. app.
crit. with T 2), but this emendation is unnecessary128. Lang and Isnar-
di Parente argued that Peri; filosovfwn cannot be the correct title of
the work, since such a title would seem to indicate a systematic survey

122 Suda P 1707 s.v. Plavtwn: Eujwchvqh d’ ejn eJorth/' kai; uJpnw'n ajpebivw.
123 Cf. S R (1976: 71; 113-114, anecdotes 68-69).
124 Cf. S R (1976: 195 with n. 7), who made this remark in connection

with Hermippos’ story that Plato expired at a wedding feast. But, as J. Bollansée
points out in the comm. on FGrHist 1026 F 70, Hermippos’ narrative (which does not
mention the detail of the sleep) seems to have stressed the irony of the fact that Plato,
a confirmed bachelor, died at a wedding. That this element is completely missing in
the Suda’s version indicates that the author (or his source) had a different purpose in
telling the story. What this aim was, can be deduced from the use of the verb eujwcevw,
which emphasizes the aspect of sumptuosity and seems to imply that Plato died as a
result of his gluttony.

125 Cf., however, the comm. on FGrHist 1026 F 70 for the exact relation between
Hermippos and the Suda.

126 This is what G (1988: 438) suggests.
127 Cf. S R (1976: 195 n. 7): “Suidas’ report (...) is not a reliable indica-

tion that Hermippus’ original account had Plato’s death occurring while he slept”.
128 Cf. TÁ (1981: 192-193), who mentions several other Academics and Peripa-

tetics who wrote a work entitled Peri; filosofiva".
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of previous philosophers, and this kind of work is not attested at S.’s
time129. Hence they attributed the present fragment to the work
Filovsofo". But, as Tarán rightly observed, the passage may just as
well be taken from the Peri; filosofiva" or even from another work by
S.130.

If the phrase peri; filosovfwn refers to the contents of a work on
philosophy (e.g. Peri; filosofiva"), the biographical character of the
fragment on Parmenides is most probably a mere coincidence; if it
indicates a dialogue on ‘The Philosopher’ (e.g. Filovsofo")131, the ref-
erence to Parmenides as a lawgiver might constitute an illustration of
a characteristic of the ideal philosopher132. Whatever the exact con-
text of the fragment under discussion, it is not surprising that a mem-
ber of the Platonic school should be interested in the political activity
of an earlier philosopher133.

The note on Parmenides’ activity as a lawgiver is also reported by
Strabo134 and by Plutarch135, who further relates how the magistrates
of Elea annually made the citizens swear that they would observe the

129 See L (1911: 41-42; 51-52) and I P (1980: 213; 364-365).
130 See TÁ (1981: 237).
131 So I P (1980: 213-214), who follows H (1895: 313) in conjec-

turing that by means of the Filovsofo" S. may have intended to complete the trilogy
which Plato had started with the dialogues Sofisthv" and Politikov".

132 Cf. I P (1980: 365). For examples of other early philosophers who
were said to have played a leading part in the affairs of their city, see e.g. J
(1928: 415 = 1960: 383); cf. infra, n. 136.

133 Cf. C. Alex. Strom. 2,4,19,3 (F 2 L = F 119 I P = F 4
TÁ): Speuvsippo" ga;r ejn tw'/ Pro;" Kleofw'nta prwvtw/ ta; o{moia tw'/ Plavtwni e[oike dia;
touvtou gravfein: “Eij ga;r hJ basileiva spoudai'on o{ te sofo;" movno" basileu;" kai; a[rcwn, oJ
novmo" lovgo" w]n ojrqo;" spoudai'o"”. On the political interests of Plato’s pupils, see e.g.
W (1981) and most recently B (1993: 282-342) and TC (1994).
S.’s own involvement in daily politics is illustrated by his support for Dio of Syracuse
in his actions against Dionysios II and by the (probably authentic) letter of recom-
mendation which he wrote to Philip II on behalf of the historiographer Antipatros of
Magnesia, cf. e.g. W (1981: 28-31); MSS (1992: 374 with n. 30; 108-109
with n. 201) and TC (1994: 110; 112; 138-140; 268), all with references to
ancient sources and modern literature. From A. 7,279 e, W (1981: 31-33)
deduced furthermore that S.—like Erastos, Koriskos, Aristotle and Xenokrates—
would have had connections with Hermias, the tyrant of Atarneus. Although this
supposition is quite plausible, there is no hard evidence to prove it; cf. TC
(1994: 140). On Hermias, who is often said to have reformed his rule under the
influence of the Academics, see most recently TC (1994: 66-79).

134 S. 6,1,1 (C 252): (…) oiJ de; nu'n ∆Elevan ojnomavzousin, ejx h|" Parmenivdh" kai;
Zhvnwn ejgevnonto, a[ndre" Puqagovreioi. Dokei' dev moi kai; di∆ ejkeivnou" kai; e[ti provteron
eujnomhqh'nai.

135 P. Adv. Col. 32 (1126 a-b): Parmenivdh" de; th;n eJautou' patrivda diekovsmhse novmoi"
ajrivstoi", w{ste ta;" ajrca;" kaq∆ e{kaston ejniauto;n ejxorkou'n tou;" polivta" ejmmevnein toi'" Par-
menivdou novmoi".

     





Parmenidean laws. Neither Strabo nor Plutarch mention their source,
but there is a considerable possibility that through some intermediary
sources they are ultimately drawing on S., who gives the earliest
account of the facts136. It is hard to say who Diogenes depends on.
Tarán suggests that it may have been Favorinos, seeing that Diogenes
often draws on him and that Favorinos is cited immediately before
and after the fragment under discussion137.
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1010. Xenokrates of Chalkedon
(396/5–314/3 ..)

T

1 (F 2 I P) D. L. 4,14: Diedevxato de; (sc. oJ Xenokravth")
Speuvsippon (T 7 T) kai; ajfhghvsato th'" scolh'" pevnte kai; ei[kosin e[th ejpi;

Lusimacivdou ajrxavmeno" kata; to; deuvteron e[to" th'" dekavth" kai; eJkatosth'"

∆Olumpiavdo". ∆Eteleuvta de; nukto;" lekavnh/ prosptaivsa", e[to" h[dh gegonw;"

deuvteron kai; ojgdohkostovn.

2 (F 53 H = F 264 I P) S. In Arist. Phys. 8,1 (251 b
19), p. 1165, l. 33-38 D: (...) Xenokravth" (...) ejn tw'/ Peri; tou' Plavtwno"

bivou tavde gegrafwv" (...) (cf. F 1a-c).

F

PERI TOU PLATWNOS BIOU

1a (F 53 H = F 264 I P) S. In Arist. Phys. 8,1 (251 b

19), p. 1165, l. 33-38 D: “Eti de; tou'to safevsteron pepoivhke Xenokravth"

oJ gnhsiwvtato" tw'n Plavtwno" ajkroatw'n ejn tw'/ Peri; tou' Plavtwno" bivou tavde

gegrafwv": “Ta; me ;n ou \n zw'/a pa vlin ou {tw dih/rei 'to (sc. o J  Pla vtwn )  ei j"

i jde va" te kai ;  me vrh pa vnta tro vpon diairw'n, e {w" ei j" ta ;  pa vntwn

stoicei 'a a jfi vketo tw 'n zwv /wn, a }  dh ;  pe vnte sch vmata kai ;  sw vmata

wjno vmazen, ei j" ai jqe vra kai ;  pu 'r kai ;  u {dwr kai ;  gh 'n kai ;  a je vra”.

1b (F 53 H = F 265 I P) S. In Arist. De Caelo 1,2 (268

b 17), p. 12, l. 21-26 H: Kai; o{ti kai; Plavtwn pevnte ei\nai ta; aJpla'

swvmata nomivzei kata; ta; pevnte schvmata, ajrkei' Xenokravth" oJ gnhsiwvtato"

aujtou' tw'n ajkroatw'n ejn tw'/ Peri; tou' Plavtwno" bivou tavde gravfwn: “Ta; me ;n

ou \n zw'/a ou {tw dih/rei 'to (sc. o J  Pla vtwn )  ei j" i jde va" te kai ;  me vrh

pa vnta tro vpon diairw'n, e {w" ei j" ta ;  pe vnte stoicei 'a a jfi vketo tw 'n

3 Lusimacivdou BFa. corr. : lusimavcou Fp. corr. P 4 prosptaivsa" a : p. calkh/' f 18-19 oJ
gnhsiwvtato" aujtou' : oJ fusikwvtato" aujtou' kai D
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1010. Xenokrates of Chalkedon
(396/5–314/3 ..)

T

1 He (sc. Xenokrates) succeeded Speusippos and led the school for twenty-
five years from the second year of the 110th Olympiad (339/8 ..), when
Lysimachides was archon. He died by falling over a dish at night-time, at the
age of eighty-two.

2 (...) Xenokrates (...) having written the following in his work On the Life of
Plato  (...).

F

ON THE LIFE OF PLATO

1a This has been made even clearer by Xenokrates, the most genuine of
Plato’s pupils, who wrote the following in his work On the Life of Plato: “Ac-
cordingly, he (sc. Plato) again divided living beings into classes
and species, dividing them all systematically, until he arrived at
the elements of all l iving beings, which he called five figures
and bodies: ether, fire, water, earth and air”. 1b And that Plato
too believes that there are five simple bodies, corresponding to the five
figures, is made clear enough by Xenokrates, the most genuine of his pupils,
who writes the following in his work On the Life of Plato: “Accordingly, he
(sc. Plato) again divided living beings into classes and species,

     -;  





zwv/wn, a }  dh ;  pe vnte sch vmata kai ;  sw vmata w jno vmazen, ei j" ai jqe vra kai ;

pu 'r kai ;  u {dwr kai ;  gh 'n kai ;  ajevra”. 1c (F 53 H = F 266 I

P) S. In Arist. De caelo 1,3 (270 a 9), p. 87, l. 20-26 H: Kai;

mevntoi kai; ejk tw'n uJpo; Xenokravtou" peri; touvtwn iJstorhqevntwn, w|n oujde;n a]n

ei[h cei'ron kai; nu'n uJpomnh'sai, ejn toi'" Peri; tou' Plavtwno" bivou gegrammevnoi"

w|de: “Ta; me ;n ou \n zw'/a pa vlin ou {tw" dih/rei 'to (sc. o J  Pla vtwn )  ei j"

i jde va" te kai ;  me vrh pa vnta tro vpon diairw'n, e {w" ei j" ta ;  pa vntwn

stoicei 'a a jfi vketo tw 'n zwv/wn, a }  dh ;  pe vnte sch vmata kai ;  sw vmata

wjno vmazen, ei j" ai jqe vra kai ;  pu 'r kai ;  u {dwr kai ;  gh 'n kai ;  a je vra.”
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dividing them all systematically, until he arrived at the elements
of all l iving beings, which he called five figures and bodies:
ether, fire, water, earth and air”. 1c And indeed (one can infer this)
also from what Xenokrates relates about these things, which it is worthwhile
recalling at this point, as he writes the following in his work On the Life of
Plato: “Accordingly, he (sc. Plato) again divided living beings into
classes and species, dividing them all systematically, until he
arrived at the elements of all l iving beings, which he called five
figures and bodies: ether, fire, water, earth and air”.

     





1010. Xenokrates of Chalkedon
(396/5–314/3 ..)

T

(1) From this passage we can deduce the dates of X.’s birth and
death. Since X. took up the scholarchate of the Academy in 339/8
and held this position for twenty-five years until his death, he must
have died in 314/3. According to Diogenes’ information, X. attained
the age of eighty-two, which brings us to the year 396/5 for his birth.
In regard to the succession of Speusippos (FGrHist IV 1009) by X., we
are faced with two problems1. Firstly, there is a gap between Speusip-
pos’ death in 340/39 and X.’s assumption of the scholarchate in 339/
8. Does this indicate a period of ‘anarchy’, maybe due to rivalry
between the candidates for the headship of the Academy2? This im-
mediately leads to the second problem. There are two major tradi-
tions concerning the way in which X. became head of the Platonic
school3. According to Diogenes Laertios4, Speusippos, who suffered
from paralysis, sent for X. requesting him to come and take over the
direction of the school. But in Philodemos’ History of the Academy5 we

1 For the Academy’s legal status at the time of X.’s succession, see W
(1981: 233) and especially I P (1981: 141-149), with references to ealier
literature.

2 Cf. JC (1902: 312-314) and the comm. on FGrHist 244 F 344-346; TÁ
(1981: 7; 209-210).

3 In the Neoplatonic lives of Aristotle (Vita Marciana 24; Vita Vulgata 18; Vita Latina
24 D) we find a tradition referred to already in CC. Acad. 1,4 (17), namely that
both Aristotle and X. succeeded Speusippos, the latter teaching in the Academy and
the former in the Lyceum, apparently for organizational reasons. This version would
reflect a later tendency to reconcile the philosophies of the Academy and the Peripa-
tos. M (1946: 109 = 1976: 150), on the other hand, argues that people in those
days may have regarded Aristotle and X. as the leaders of one school located in two
different buildings, cf. e.g. D (1977: 23).

4 D. L. 4,3 (= X F 19 I P = S F 2
I P = S T 1 TÁ): “Hdh de; uJpo; paraluvsew" kai; to; sw'ma diev-
fqarto, kai; pro;" Xenokravthn diepevmpeto parakalw'n aujto;n ejlqei'n kai; th;n scolh;n diadevx-
asqai. Cf. T. Or. 21,255 b (= S T 11 TÁ); [G.] Hist. Philos. 3 (=
S T 12 TÁ), who gives an abbreviated version in which he states that
Speusippos appointed X. as his successor; cf. also the two spurious letters from
Speusippos to X. (Epist. Socr. XXXII and XXXIII O = S F 157-158
I P, with comm. p. 403-405).

5 P. HC. 1021, col. VI, l. 41-col. VII, l. 6 D: OiJ d[e;] n≥eanivskoi yhf[o]forhv
|sante" o{sti" aujtw'n hJghv{s}|seta[i], X≥enokravth[n] ei{lonto≥ | to;n [Ka]lch≥d≥ovnion,
∆Aris≥to(VII)tevlou" m≥e;n ajpodedhmh|kovto" eij" Makedonivan, Me|n≥edhvmou de; tou' Purraivou |
kai; ∆Hrakleivdou tou' ÔHrakle|5w≥vtou par’ ojlivga" yhvfou" hJt|thqevntwn.

     





find a detailed report of an election in which X. was chosen by the
other members of the school while Aristotle was absent6 and while his
rivals Menedemos and Herakleides were defeated by only a few votes.
Some modern scholars try to reconcile both versions7, assuming that
Speusippos summoned X.—who may have been his favorite candi-
date—because he knew that X. had to be present in Athens in order
to be elected leader of the Academy8. Others consider the latter tra-
dition, which is the older, to be the only correct one9.

As to X.’s character, Philodemos10 stresses the difference between
X., who was chosen as scholarch because of his swfrosuvnh or ‘self-
control’11, and his predecessor Speusippos, who is said to have had an
inclination towards hedonism. X. is also considered to be Plato’s most
faithful disciple12 from the personal13 (and the doxographical14) point
of view.

As he was one of Plato’s pupils from his early youth15 and the

6 Cf. D. L. 5,2-3 (= FGrHist 1026 F 33), in which we read only that X.
was appointed head of the Academy while Aristotle was away. On the relationship
between the texts of Diogenes and Philodemos, see the comm. on FGrHist 1026 F 33.

7 See e.g. M (1946: 108 = 1976: 149); W (1981: 233).
8 If this assumption is correct, we do not know whether Speusippos notified

Aristotle too. In any case Philodemos’ text seems to imply that Aristotle’s absence
from Athens—deliberate or not—was the only reason why he was not elected. This
means that Aristotle was considered by the Academics to be by far the most valuable
candidate; apparently  he was not excluded because his philosophy would have been
incompatible with that of the Platonic school, cf. M (1946: 103-107 = 1976:
144-148) and W (1981: 233).

9 See e.g. G (1958: 159-161); I P (1980: 205-206; 403) and
(1981: 140-141); TÁ (1981: 183-184).

10 P. HC. 1021, col. VII, l. 11-18 D.
11 On X.’s swfrosuvnh, see e.g. I P (1981: 131-132) and W

(1981:  242-243).
12 Cf. the phrase oJ gnhsiwvtato" tw'n ajkroatw'n (F 1a-b).
13 Cf. e.g. D. L. 4,11 (= F 107 H = F 2 I P), where X.

says to Dionysios, who is threatening to decapitate Plato: “No one will cut off that
head before mine”, and A. Var. hist. 3,19 (= F 11 I P), where X.
defends Plato against the irreverence of Aristotle, who had expelled the 80 year old
philosopher from the Academy’s peripatos. On the latter story and its ultimate source,
cf. e.g. S R (1976: 130); I P (1981: 133 with n. 2) and (1982:
283); B (1993: 18-21).

14 According to I P (1981: 134 with n. 1), X. was the only Academic
who remained loyal to Plato’s theory of Ideas and dedicated his whole career to the
exegesis of his master’s doctrine. However, D (1977: 23), for example, is less
affirmative in this respect, when he states that X. took up the task of systematizing
Plato’s phylosophy, but that while doing so he came to some new conclusions as well.
On X.’s opinion about Plato’s Ideas, see D (1977: 28-29).

15 Cf. D. L. 4,6. Like Speusippos he might have accompanied Plato on his
third trip to Syracuse; cf. D. L. 4,11; T. ap. A. 437b; A. Var. Hist.
2,41.

     





Academy’s third scholarch, X. was in an ideal position to write an
eyewitness account of his master’s life. Yet, whether he actually did
write a biography, is a question which will be treated in the commen-
tary on F 1a-c.

(2) If the phrase Peri; tou' Plavtwno" bivou refers to the title of a book,
this very item is missing in Diogenes Laertios’ list of X.’s works16. Cf.
the commentary on F 1a-c.

F

ON THE LIFE OF PLATO

(1a-c) Did X. write a biography of Plato? The expression ejn tw'/ / ejn
toi'" Peri; tou' Plavtwno" bivou seems to indicate the title of a work.
However, it is rather doubtful whether the word bivo" was used by X.
himself. Possibly the original title was Peri; Plavtwno", the element
bivo" being added by Simplikios or one of his sources.

The fragment under discussion, which deals with the theory of five
simple bodies17, is not biographical in nature. This, however, is in
itself no proof that X.’s writing did not contain any biographical
elements. As with many other Peri;-titles, we may conjecture a work
containing both biographical and doxographical elements, no bio-
graphical fragments of which have come down to us. Unfortunately
the scanty evidence provides us with no certain information.

Els T

16 D. L. 4,11-14 (= F 2 I P).
17 On the theory of five simple bodies and the question whether Plato himself

developed it against the doctrine of four simple bodies (fire, air, water and earth)
advanced by the materialists and mentioned in the Timaeus and other Platonic dia-
logues, see e.g. TÁ (1975: 36-42, esp. p. 39-40). TÁ is of the opinion that X.
wanted to read Aristotle’s doctrine of ether into Plato’s Timaeus; contrary to e.g.
Z II 1 (19225: 951 with n. 2), who thinks that Plato changed his doctrine at the
end of his life.
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1011. Philippos of Opus
(end 5th (?)-4th cent. ..)

T

1a (F VI T = no. 20 F 14b L) D. L. 3,37: “Enioiv te

fasi;n o{ti Fivlippo" oJ ∆Opouvntio" tou;" Novmou" aujtou' (sc. tou' Plavtwno")

metevgrayen o[nta" ejn khrw'/. Touvtou de; kai; ∆Epinomivda fasi;n ei\nai. 1b (F

VII T = no. 20 F 14c L) A. Proleg. in Plat. philos. 24,13-19, p.
37 W: ∆Escavtou" de; tou;" Novmou" fasi;n gegravfqai, diovti

ajdiorqwvtou" aujtou;" katevlipen (sc. oJ Plavtwn) kai; sugkecumevnou" mh;

eujporhvsa" crovnou dia; th;n teleuth;n pro;" to; sunqei'nai aujtouv". Eij de; kai; nu'n

dokou'si suntetavcqai kata; to; devon, oujk aujtou' tou' Plavtwno" sunqevnto" ajllav

tino" Filivppou ∆Opountivou, o}" diavdoco" gevgone tou' Platwnikou'

didaskaleivou.

2 (F I T = no. 20 T 1 L) Suda F 418 s.v. Filovsofo": o}" tou;"

Plavtwno" Novmou" diei'len eij" bibliva ibæ, to; ga;r igæ aujto;" prosqei'nai levgetai.

Kai; h\n Swkravtou" kai; aujtou' Plavtwno" ajkousthv", scolavsa" toi'" metewvroi".

‘Wn de; kata; Fivlippon to;n Makedovna sunegravyato tavde: (...) Peri; Plavtwno"

(...).

F

PERI PLATWNOS

1 (F V T = no. 20 F 14a L) P. H. 1021, col. III, l. 35 -

col. V, l. 19 D: |35 LE. [. Fivlippo" oJ f]i[lov]|s[ofo" ajs]trolovgo"

[t∆ ej]xhgei'|t∆ aujtw'i gegonw;" ajnagra|fe≥u;" tou' Plavtwno≥" kai; aj|kousthv",

o{ti "geghrakw;" |40 h[dh P≥lavtwn xevvn[on] uJpe|devx[at]o Calda[i'o]n≥ E.|[.....]

;t≥ina≥" v [............] ejpuvrexe≥[n. ∆Ekei'] (V) n[o]" d∆ uJpo; Q≥ravitth" e{g ge | mevlo≥"

18 oJ f]i[lov]|s[ofo" Gaiser : oJ Med]ma[i']o≥[" temptanter Lasserre 20 ejp≥[widav"] Gaiser : ejp≥[i;
lovgou"] Lasserre 21 [ejpavidonta, o{ti] Gaiser : [Ei\ta de; mikro;n] Lasserre 21 ∆Ekei']n[o]" Gaiser
: aujlouvme]n[o]" Lasserre
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1011. Philippos of Opus
(end 5th (?)-4th cent. ..)

T

1a Some say that Philippos of Opus copied his (sc. Plato’s) Laws, which were
left on waxen writing tablets. They also state that the Epinomis is his work.
1b They say that the Laws were written last, since he (sc. Plato) left them
uncorrected and in disorder, lacking time—because of his decease—for their
final editing. And if they make a well-edited impression today, it is not
because Plato has arranged them, but a certain Philippos of Opus, who
became his successor in the Platonic school.

2 Philosopher [sic], who divided Plato’s Laws in twelve books, since it is said
that he added the thirteenth himself. He was the disciple of Sokrates and of
Plato himself, devoting his time to the study of astronomical phenomena.
Living in the days of Philip of Macedon, he wrote the following works: (...)
On Plato (...).

F

ON PLATO

1 ... Philippos the philosopher and astronomer, who had been Plato’s
secretary and disciple, told him: “When Plato already was an old man, he
received as a guest a Chaldaean ... (Plato) had fever. He (sc. the Chaldae-

     -;  





h{r<m>otte davktul·wi‚ ;on v | ejndidou;["] rJ≥uq≥movn. Aujtovqi | d∆ wJ"

pa[r]afrono[iv]h te fwnei'n |5 to;n Plavt≥wna kai; ejperwth'|sai, tou' d∆

eijpovnto": ‘∆Enno|ei'" wJ" pavnthi to; bavrbaron | ajma≥[q]ev": a{≥te ge

paravruqmon | ou\[" g]h'≥ bavrbaro" fevrousa |10 T[..
..]EIAS [  ] ajdunatei' ma|[qei'n]’,

hJ≥s≥qh'nai megavlw" kai; | ejn e[uj]divai megavlhi to;n a[n|dra [..] OMUTEIN

ejp≥[ei; k]ai; tau'|tæ ejpi; nou'n h[rcet≥æ [a]ujtw'i kai; |15 [p]roavgei.

Diaqerman≥qevn≥|to" de;≥ [m]a'llon e[k t[i]no" ej|gevrsew" nuvktwr

aj[k]air[ov]|teron≥ [ge]nomevn[h"] EPEI[...]|KUON≥[.].[....]..[

22 e{g ge mevlo≥" h{r<m>otte davktulon Mekler et Gaiser : e[g ge mevl[ei] e[k≥rou≥s≥e daktuli≥k≥[o;n]
Lasserre 23 pa[r]afrono[iv]h Mekler-Gaiser-Lasserre : rJ≥uq≥movn Mekler et Praechter 25 ou\[" g]h'≥
Gaiser : f≥uv[si"] Gomperz et Mekler : ou{[tw]" Lasserre 26 t[a;" pn]o≥ia;" Wilamowitz et Mekler :
t[a;" pn]oa;" Lasserre : p≥w[" fo]r≥a;" Gaiser 27 [euj]f≥hm≥ei'n Gaiser : [p]op<p>uvzein Buecheler-
Mekler-Lasserre 28 [p]roavgei Gaiser : eujpravgei Buecheler : ajkroavsei? Mekler : [die]k≥ravt≥ei
Lasserre 30 aj[k]air[ov]teron≥ [ge]nomevn[h"] Gaiser : uJ≥[pnwtikw]tevro[u ge]nomevn[ou Mekler :
y≥[u]c≥r[o]tevrou ge]nomevn[ou Lasserre 30 ejpei[qæ eJl]kuvon[t≥]o≥[" aujto≥u'≥ movgi" to;n] aj[evra,
katevlipen hJ yuch; t]o; s≥[w'ma.” Taujta me;n ou\n hjbo]uvl≥[eto Neavnqh". Gaiser : ejpei[s]hv≥c≥qh≥s[an
p]iv≥n≥[ake" Lasserre
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an), accompanied by a Thracian female slave, wanted to strike up a song,
indicating a dactylic rhythm. Immediately Plato shouted that he/she was
out of his/her mind and asked him (sc. the Chaldaean) (for an explana-
tion) and when he answered ‘You notice that the barbarian creature is
completely ignorant because

unrhythmical is the ear of the barbarian land,
(so that) it is unable to learn ...’,

Plato was very amused and, having regained his full composure, he [con-
gratulated?] the man because this (verse) had come into his mind and he
had pronounced it. After a worse fever had come upon him because of an
awkward awakening during the night ...”.

     





1011. Philippos of Opus
(end 5th (?)-4th cent. ..)

T

(1-2) In the ancient sources P. is referred to under very different
names1. From the contents of the Suda-article Filovsofo" (T 2) it is
clear that this ‘anonymous’ philosopher must also be identified with
P. In regard to the question as to why the philosopher’s name is
missing in the lemma, there are two plausible answers2. P.’s name
might have been left out before the word Filovsofo", an understand-
able omission seeing that both words have the same initial syllable. In
this case the mistake must be due to the lexicographer’s own source,
since in the Suda  the Filovsofo"-article occurs in the correct alphabet-
ical order3. Another possible answer is that the author of the Filovso-
fo"-lemma or his source misunderstood the abbreviation FILOS
OPOS (= Fivlippo" ∆Opouvntio"), used by the epitomist Hesychios of
Miletos, on whom the lexicographer ultimately depended4.

As to dating P., we lack precise information. In the Suda (T 2), we
read that P. was a pupil of both Sokrates and Plato and lived in the
days of King Philip of Macedon. Hence earlier scholars5 considered
him to be a younger contemporary of Plato and situated his birth
around 419/8, his death around 340 ..6. However, as von Fritz7

pointed out, it is clear from the evidence of Eudemos8 that P. be-
longed to the same generation as Eudoxos of Knidos (FGrHist 1006)9,
who was born around 400 .. Hence it seems impossible that P. was
ever a disciple of Plato’s own teacher Sokrates, who died in 399 ..
Again, there appear to be two possible solutions. Either the informa-

1 Cf.  F (1938: 2351-2352).
2 For a review of the earlier literature concerning this problem, see O

(1908: 454 n. 138; 458-459).
3 Cf. e.g.  F (1938: 2351) and L (1987: 593).
4 Cf. e.g. T (1975: 124 n. 518).
5 Cf. e.g. O (1908: 454-456).
6 This date for his death was deduced from the fact that in P. H. 1021, col.

VI, l. 41-col. VII, l. 6 D P. is not listed among Xenokrates’ contenders for the
scholarchate of the Academy in 339 .. Of course, this argumentum ex silentio is not
completely reliable, since P. did not necessarily have to be a candidate for the
leadership of Plato’s school.

7  F (1938: 2353).
8 E ap. P. In prim. Eucl. Elem. libr. p. 67-68 F.
9 On Eudoxos, see e.g. also L (1966); T (1994: 57-61); T-

 (19963).
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tion in the Suda is based on a misunderstanding10, or the Sokrates
referred to is Sokrates the Younger. The latter solution was proposed
by Lasserre11, who assumes that P. entered the Academy during Pla-
to’s second sojourn in Sicily and had Sokrates the Younger as his
teacher until Plato’s return12. Lasserre places P.’s birth between 385
and 380, which would make him a genuine contemporary of Philip of
Macedon.

In regard to the relationship between the testimonia under discus-
sion, Tarán13 has shown that—at least where P.’s role in the edition
of the Laws is concerned—the anonymous Prolegomena and the Suda
made inferences14 from Diogenes Laertios or a similar source, on
whom they probably both depend.

It is very difficult to say whether P.’s editorship consisted merely in
transcribing Plato’s manuscript, which may have been left—at least
partly—on waxen writing-tablets15, or whether he corrected it (and if
so, to what degree). Diogenes Laertios uses the verb metagravfw,
which can have both meanings16. The passages in the Prolegomena and
the Suda are not of much assistance either. The author of the Prolegom-
ena writes that Plato left the Laws uncorrected17 and in disorder and
that if they make a well-edited impression now, this is thanks to P.
Yet in all likelihood the author inferred the Laws’ alleged state of
disorder from Diogenes’ statement that they were ejn khrw'/18. Moreo-
ver, it is not clear whether he assumed any major intervention by P.
besides the arrangement of the work19. The author of the Filovsofo"-

10 Cf.  F (1938: 2353), who supposes that the lexicographer or his source
read Swkravtou" instead of Swkratiko;", and T (1975: 127). As O (1908:
454-455 n. 139) convincingly demonstrated, Praetorius’ emendation of Swkravtou"
into ∆Ecekravtou" should be dismissed.

11 L (1987: 594).
12 L (1987: 503-505) gives the same explanation for the equally puzzling

notion in the Neoplatonic lives of Aristotle (Vita Marciana 5; Vita Vulgata 4; Vita Latina
5 D = no. 4 T 5a-b-c L) that the Stagirite stayed three years with
Sokrates before he turned to Plato.

13 T (1975: 128-130).
14 Cf. infra.
15 On the meaning of the phrase o[nta" ejn khrw'/, see Z II 1 (19225: 979 n.1)

and T (1975: 130 n. 542).
16 See LSJ s.v. metagravfw: “copy, transcribe”; “rewrite, alter or correct what one has written”.
17 Cf. P. ap. Proleg. 25,6-8 W, where Proklos argues against the au-

thenticity of the Epinomis: Pw'" oJ tou;" Novmou" mh; eujporhvsa" diorqwvsasqai dia; to; mh; e[cein
crovnon zwh'" to; ∆Epinovmion meta; touvtou" o]n ei\cen gravyai…

18 Cf. T (1975: 128-129). The Anonymous’ statement that P. succeeded Plato
as leader of the Academy may be an incorrect inference from P.’s editorship men-
tioned in D. L. 3,37 (T 1a) and the eminent place which he occupied in the
list of Plato’s pupils in D. L. 3,46.

19 The verb suntivqhmi does not have any connotation of ‘correction’.
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article in the Suda only mentions the division of the Laws into twelve
books. Leaving aside the fact that this author also seems to have
inferred incorrectly that this division was P.’s work20, his report does
not suggest that P. rewrote or corrected the Laws. Modern scholars
who have examined the internal evidence of the work have come to
highly divergent conclusions. In the nineteenth century many schol-
ars were convinced that P. corrected the Laws extensively, and they
analysed the text thoroughly in order to reconstruct Plato’s original
work21. Later on there was a tendency to consider the Laws to be the
work of Plato only, mainly on the basis of the argument that the work
contains many mistakes which P. could have corrected, if he had
wished to do so22. Most probably the truth lies somewhere in be-
tween. Though P. in all likelihood preserved a lot of things which
Plato might have left out or altered during a final revision of his work,
he probably made some changes in order to transform the text into a
coherent unity23.

The problem concerning the authorship of the Epinomis is possibly
even more complicated. According to Diogenes, some stated that the
Epinomis was P.’s work, and it is obvious that the lexicographer of the
Suda also thinks of P. as the author of the Epinomis, when he writes
that ‘the philosopher’ was said to have added ‘the thirteenth book of
Plato’s Laws’24. Proklos25 denies Plato’s authorship, but resorts to in-

20 The lexicographer (or his source) probably deduced this from the account of P.’s
editorship of the Laws and his supposed authorship of the Epinomis in Diogenes or a
similar source and from the division of the Laws into twelve books during his own
lifetime. However, since we know that long writings such as the Iliad and the Odyssey
were divided into books by Alexandrian scholars, there is little reason to assume that
in this case the task had already been fulfilled by the early Academics; cf. T
(1975: 129-130), with references.

21 For a survey of these authors, see  F (1938: 2359).
22 Cf. still S (1983: 2-3). The opinion of T (1975: 130 with n. 543 and

544) is not very clear. While in n. 543 he defends the view that P. transcribed the
Laws without correcting them, in the following note he clarifies his statement that P.
in all likelihood prepared the work for publication, by saying that “publication prob-
ably meant that a final, corrected (my Italics) copy of the work prepared by P. was
made available at the Academy”.

23 Cf. Z II 1 (19225: 978-982) and  F (1938: 2359-2360).
24 This subtitle of the Epinomis is attested as early as the second cent. A.D.; cf.

T (1975: 124).
25 P. ap. Proleg. 25,4-12 W. According to Proklos, Plato cannot be the

author of the Epinomis, firstly, because he did not even have the time to correct the
Nomoi, which were written before the Epinomis (cf. supra, n. 17), and secondly, because
in the latter work the planets move from the left to the right, while in the other
platonic dialogues they move in the opposite direction.
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ternal evidence to prove it26 and does not mention P. as the real
author. Modern scholars are divided on the issue. Some follow the
ancient sources, rejecting Plato’s authorship and considering P. as the
author of the Epinomis27. Others assign the work to Plato. They reject
the testimony of Diogenes because he fails to cite his sources and the
arguments contained therein28, and that of Proklos because his argu-
ments cut no ice29. Both sides appeal to internal evidence for their
stand. However, as von Fritz remarked as far back as 193830, our
present state of knowledge does not enable us to settle the question. If
Plato did not write the Epinomis, the author may have been P. or even
another member of the early Academy31. We may never know for
certain the correct answer to this question.

Among the writings which the Suda (T 2) attributes to P., there is a
work called Peri; Plavtwno". On the question whether this work was
biographical in nature, see the comm. on F 1.

F

ON PLATO

(1) Although P.’s name is emended in l. 35, we can be quite certain
that it is he who is meant; firstly, because he was an astronomer and
one of Plato’s pupils (cf. T 2), and secondly, because the term ajnagra-
feu;" probably refers to P.’s activity as editor of the Laws32.

As to the origin of the passage, Oldfather33 spontaneously took it to
be a fragment of P.’s Peri; Plavtwno". However, as von Fritz34 pointed

26 Some scholars regard this as an indication that if Proklos knew the tradition
related by Diogenes and the Suda, he did not find it trustworthy enough to go on; cf.
T (1929: 1);  F (1938: 2360).

27 See e.g. M (1927); D (1967).
28 Cf. e.g. T (1929: 1); Nv (1960: 15).
29 Cf. e.g. N v (1960: 15-16).
30  F (1938: 2366).
31 The authorship of the Epinomis may have been attributed to P. just because he

was known as the editor of the Laws; cf.  F (1938: 2360); T (1975: 133).
However, on the basis of a comparison between the topics in the Epinomis and the
titles of P.’s writings and the scanty evidence for them, T (1975: 133-138), who
excludes Plato as author, thinks it probable that P. was indeed the author of the
Epinomis.

32 Cf. M (1902: XXVII); O (1908: 456 with n. 144); T (1975:
124-125; 132-133); L (1983b: 63); G (1988: 108; 428). On P.’s editor-
ship of the Laws, cf. supra, comm. on T 1-2.

33 See e.g. O (1908: 456 n. 144).
34  F (1938: 2354); cf. T (1975: 133).
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out, the phrase ejxhgei't’ aujtw'/ seems to indicate an oral report or a
dialogue, which would exclude direct use of P.’s work. Of course, it is
also thinkable that what is presented as an oral tradition in reality
comes from P.’s Peri; Plavtwno"35 or that the content of P.’s oral
account was also to be found somewhere in his work on Plato; but
this we cannot ascertain36.

Like many other works with a Peri;-title, this Peri; Plavtwno" may
have contained biographical as well as doxographical elements37. If
the content of the present fragment somehow corresponds with a
passage of P.’s work on Plato, this would illustrate the biographical
flavour of the work38. Yet, as mentioned above, we have no firm
evidence that this is the case.

On which intermediary source, referred to in l. 37 with the pronoun
aujtw'/, depended Philodemos, the author of the work preserved on P.
H. 1021? According to Lasserre this source was Hermodoros
(FGrHist  1008), an author for whom a work called Peri; Plavtwno" is
attested and whom Lasserre considers to be Philodemos’ main source
for his account of Plato39. This scholar tries to make his case with a
number of arguments which depend mainly on Mekler’s reconstruc-
tion of P. H. 1021. However, since Gaiser and Dorandi’s reexam-
ination of the papyrus in question, Lasserre’s source analysis has lost
its foundation40. On the basis of his new reconstruction of the text,
Gaiser considers Neanthes of Kyzikos (FGrHist 1032) to be Philodem-
os’ direct source41.

35 This is the opinion of L (1987: 604-605). However, the arguments which
this scholar adduces to demonstrate that the fragment under discussion must be from
P.’s Peri; Plavtwno", do not seem compelling.

36 Cf. G (1988: 109; 428-429).
37 Besides the account of Plato’s last night, L (1987: no. 20 F 15-23) at-

tributes to P.’s Peri; Plavtwno" a lot of other fragments about the evolution of math-
ematics. However, there is a reference to the Peri; Plavtwno" in any of these passages
and the attribution seems to be based on a rather uncertain relationship between
Lasserre’s F 16-23 and F 15a-b, a fragment which is traditionally assigned to Eudem-
os of Rhodes; cf. G (1988: 90-91; 347).

38 Some scholars, e.g. S  (1976: 5) and G (1988: 109), call the
Peri; Plavtwno" a biographical work. However, they fail to adduce any arguments in
support of this interpretation. Moreover, it seems rather improbable that we can
speak of genuine biography at this early period.

39 L (1983b: 63-67) and (1987: 601-605; 668-669).
40 Cf. G (1988: 89-91; 103-104).
41 See G (1988: 108-109); cf. B (1993b: 34).

     





As far as the interpretation of the present fragment is concerned,
everything depends on how the text is edited. Lasserre follows Mek-
ler’s edition with some adjustments of his own. The Swiss scholar
subdivides the fragment into three components. First of all, there is
said to be a conversation between the old Plato and a Chaldaean, a
conversation which was not reproduced by Philodemos, but which in
Lasserre’s opinion dealt with astronomy42. The second episode dealt
with a female Thracian flute-player who has to strike up a song in the
calming dactylic rhythm in order to attenuate Plato’s fever, but who
misses the right rhythm and gets reprimanded by Plato43. According
to Lasserre it is P., who then pronounces the aphorism that “the
barbarian creature is ignorant in everything”44, a phrase which would
not only refer to the poor performance of the Thracian flute-player,
but also to the incompetence of the Chaldaean during the previous
conversation on astronomy45. The last part of the fragment treated of
Plato’s very last moments. After a feverish sleep Plato wakes up dur-
ing the night and feeling better, he asks someone to bring him writ-
ing-tablets. According to Lasserre, P. was referring in this passage to
the composition of the Epinomis. Plato’s pupil is said to have tried to
demonstrate the authenticity of the work, while in reality he had
written it himself46. In our opinion, the composition of the Laws could
equally have been meant, that is if Lasserre’s proposed reading of l.
15-19 (Diaqermanqevnto" de; ma'llon, e[k [dev] tino" ejgevrsew" nuvktwr
y≥[u]c≥r[o]tevrou≥ [ge]nomevn[ou], ejpei[s]hv≥c≥qh≥s[an p]iv≥n≥[ake"...) would
have been well founded. His reconstruction is based on Cic. Cato 5,13
(= no. 20 F 14d L), where it is stated that Plato died ‘while
writing’. However, Cicero’s assertion does not necessarily have to be
taken literally, indicating that Plato actually died at his writing-desk47,
and, what is more important, Gaiser and Dorandi reject the emenda-
tion on papyrological grounds48.

42 See L (1983a: 172-173) and (1987: 607-608).
43 L (1983a: 173-174) and (1987: 608-609) assumes that the choice of a

Thracian flute-player is not accidental. In his opinion it is an allusion to the heure-
matographical tradition according to which music was invented by the Thracians,
astronomy by the Chaldaeans, geometry by the Egyptians and arithmetic by the
Phoenicians. Lasserre therefore concludes that reflection on this mathematical quad-
rivium must have constituted an important part of P.’s Peri; Plavtwno".

44 B (1993b: 35) is of the same opinion. However, cf. infra, n. 56.
45 Cf. L (1983a: 172-173) and (1987: 608).
46 Cf. L (1983a: 173); in (1987: 609-610) it is not so clear whom the scholar

considers to be the real author of the Epinomis. On the authorship of the Epinomis, cf.
the comm. on T 1-2.

47 Cf. N v (1977: 226).
48 See G (1988: 421); D (1991: 222).

     





In Gaiser’s opinion, the whole fragment consists of Plato’s final
conversation, which he held with a Chaldaean and which—according
to this scholar—dealt with the significance of rhythm. Yet, Gaiser
sees two possible ways to interpret the text. The conversation resulted
from a mistake in rhythm, made either by the Thracian flute-player
or by the Chaldaean himself. If the flute-player lost her rhythm, the
dactyls would provide the correct rhythm; Plato’s remark was direct-
ed against her; the Chaldaean’s answer referred especially to the
Thracian girl, and Plato’s joy was caused by the general meaning of
the quotation, namely that Greeks are superior to barbarians. If, on
the other hand, the mistake was due to the Chaldaean, then the
dactyls were the wrong rhythm; Plato addressed the comment to his
guest; the answer of the Chaldaean alluded to his own person and
Plato was pleased in the first place by the man’s self-knowledge.
Mainly for linguistic reasons Gaiser prefers the interpretation in
which the Chaldaean is responsable for the mistake49. Proklos50

claims that dactylic rhythm tranquillizes the soul. But according to
Gaiser, an explanation of Plato’s reaction could be that he did not
find the dactylos calming enough, maybe because—as a result of the
short notes—that rhythm is still more exciting than e.g. the spondeos,
which consists of long notes only51. Gaiser is of the opinion that Plato
and his oriental guest agreed upon the fact that Greeks have a better
sense of rhythm than barbarians. That the notion of rhythm should
be understood in a wider sense than just the musical one, is said to be
proven by the Chaldaean’s answer that barbarians are ignorant in
every respect52. The point of the story would then be that, while
admitting the barbarians’ inferiority compared to the Greeks, the
Chaldaean showed his own familiarity with Greek culture by quoting

49 See G (1988: 424). His first argument is the most important: in col. V, l. 1-
3, where the reason for Plato’s outburst is given, the Chaldaean is the subject of the
sentence. Since the emphasis lies on his actions, one might expect that they had
caused Plato’s irritation. Gaiser’s other arguments are less convincing. In his view it
is hard to understand why Plato responded to the Thracian’s mistake after the
Chaldaean had already corrected it. But, in our opinion, the mistake may have
occurred after the Chaldaean had indicated the rhythm, in which case Plato’s remark
immediately followed the mistake. Also Gaiser’s last observation, namely that Plato’s
joy would have been rather unmotivated if the Chaldaean had not made the mistake,
seems rather specious.

50 P. In Plat. Remp. I, p. 61 K: ∆Ek de; ajmfotevrwn ajpotelei'sqai th;n yuch;n
a{ma me;n eujkivnhton, a{ma de; hjremaivan.

51 See G (1988: 432-434).
52 See G (1988: 429).

     





some verses from a Greek tragedy53. Plato would have been very
pleased with the Chaldaean’s answer for three reasons. Firstly, be-
cause the man demonstrated remarkable alertness and astonishing
knowledge of Greek literature; secondly, because he was aware of the
limits of his knowledge, and finally, because the self-knowledge of this
Chaldaean proved that in the end the way to philosophy is open to
barbarians as well54.

Burkert, who claims to confine himself to the preserved parts of
the text, interprets the fragment in yet another way55. In his view
Plato was laid up with a fever in a room next to the one where his
guest, the Chaldaean, was sitting, while the Thracian girl played a
song in dactylic rhythm. When Plato shouted that he/she was out of
his/her mind, the Chaldaean or P.56 would have said that the barbar-
ian creature was completely ignorant. Plato would have been very
amused by these words and being in a good mood, he would have
blown his nose and then felt better. But after he had got a fresh bout
of fever, because of waking up during the night, Plato died. Burkert is
of the opinion that the apparent banality of the story pleads for the
authenticity of the text, even though Plato’s last joy, caused by a joke
about the barbarians’ inferiority, would have suited P. very well, con-
sidering what he wrote in the Epinomis57. According to Burkert, the
scene of the old Plato laid up with a fever, shouting from his sickbed,
blowing his nose and feeling relieved by doing so, could not be the
result of speculation. However, the scholar’s interpretation is based
on a dubious emendation58, and whether these trivialities lend credi-
bility to the story remains a matter of subjective judgment.

In conclusion we may say that the fragmentary state of the text
does not make it possible to interpret this passage with the degree of

53 See G (1988: 430). For his reasons for thinking that col. V, l. 8-11 are
derived from a tragedy, presumably by Euripides, see G (1988: 431-432). Un-
fortunately, these verses do not belong to any tragedy that has come down to us.

54 See G (1988: 430).
55 See B (1993a: 91-92) and (1993b: 34-36).
56 In (1993a: 92), Burkert was inclined to think it was the Chaldaean who said

these words, in (1993b: 35) he thought it was P. himself.
57 Epinomis 987 e: o{tiper a]n ”Ellhne" barbavrwn paralavbwsi, kavllion tou'to eij" tevlo"

ajpergavzontai (Whatever Greeks receive from barbarians, they improve and carry to
perfection). The connection between the fragment under consideration and the Epi-
nomis was already noted and discussed at length by L (1983a) and (1987: 604-
605; 607-608); cf. G (1988: 430). On the authorship of the Epinomis, cf. supra,
comm. on T 1-2.

58 B (1993a: 92 n. 28) and (1993b: 35) proposes to emend [..] OMUTEIN on
col. V, l. 13 as ajpomuvttein. However, this verb means ‘to blow one’s nose’ in the medial
voice, while the verb in the papyrus is active and moreover written with one t.

     





certainty that would be desirable and that it is therefore impossible to
ascertain whether Philodemos’ version of Plato’s death corresponded
to the truth or not59.

According to some scholars we may find echoes of the Chaldaean’s
visit in the testimonies of some later authors. In the anonymous Pro-
legomena we read that Magi came to Athens in order to “participate in
Plato’s philosophy”60. Seneca61 speaks of some Magi, who happened
to be in Athens at the time of Plato’s death. These Magi made a
sacrifice to the philosopher, convinced that he was more than human
because he had completed exactly 81 years of life. According to them,
81 was the most perfect number, being nine squared62. Another pas-
sage that may be connected with the fragment under discussion, is a
report by Favorinos, preserved in Diogenes Laertios63. There it is
stated that the Persian Mithradates had a statue of Plato erected in
the Academy, bearing the following inscription: “Mithradates, son of
Orontobates, Persian, has dedicated to the Muses this statue of Plato,

59 G (1983: 58) and B (1993a: 92); (1993b: 36) are convinced that
Philodemos’ version was the right one. According to L (1987: 610), there
were several stories in circulation for want of one irrefutable testimony. For other
versions of Plato’s death, see S R (1976: 194-198, anecdotes 143-148).

60 See A. Proleg. in Plat. philos. 6,23-27 W; cf. S R (1976:
190-191, anecdote 141); D (1990: Baustein 68.4b). In this passage D
(1990: 478-479) senses the flavour of an early ejgkwvmion on Plato. The author tries to
demonstrate Plato’s superiority over Pythagoras, who went to Persia to learn from
the Magi, while Magi came to Athens to study under Plato. Dörrie therefore suggests
that the report may go back to Speusippos (FGrHist IV 1009) or Klearchos (FGrHist
IV 1021), who both wrote about Plato in laudatory terms. On the question of the
respective titles of these authors’ works, cf. the comm. on FGrHist IV 1009 F 1a-b.

61 S. . Epist. mor. 58,31.
62 On the anecdote of Plato dying at the age of 81 and on the numerological

significance of this age, see S R (1976: 25-27, anecdote 7); D (1990:
Baustein 60). According to A. Proleg. in Plat. philos. 6,1-9 W, Plato’s age at
death proved his Apollonian nature: firstly, because 81 is the square of 9, the number
of the Muses, who were Apollo’s handmaidens, and secondly, because the number is
a dunamoduvnami", being composed of (32)2. However, K (1995: 196-197) is of
the opinion that this association with Apollo was only a secondary one, influenced by
other accounts that viewed Plato in Apollonian terms, while in Zoroastrian religion
multiples of three were of paramount importance; cf. S R (1976: 27).
Nevertheless, the special significance of Plato’s death at the age of 81 must have
constituted an element in the early tradition about this person; hence some scholars
consider Speusippos (FGrHist IV 1009) to have been a possible source of Seneca and
the anonymous Prolegomena.; cf. e.g. B (1936: 254-255); L (1987: 610-
611); D (1990: 421).

63 F ap. D. L. 3,25 (= F F 5 M  F 36 B-
).

     





made by Silanion”64. Several scholars65 hold the view that this Mith-
radates might be one of the Magi mentioned in Seneca and the
anonymous Prolegomena. Some authors even suggest that ‘the Persian’
and ‘the Chaldaean’ are one and the same person66, which is not
impossible, given that as from the fifth century .. Greeks often used
the terms Magi and Chaldaeans as synonyms67. If the Persian in Dio-
genes Laertios can be identified with (one of) the Magi in Seneca and
the anonymous life of Plato, then the offering mentioned by Seneca
would be Plato’s statue in the Academy68. According to some schol-
ars69, the erection of this effigy demonstrates the efforts of Plato’s
pupils to found a cult for their deceased teacher. An indication in that
direction would, then, be the anecdote, given in the anonymous Pro-
legomena70, of a woman71, who asked the oracle of Delphi whether she
should rank Plato’s sthvlh with the statues of the gods72. The answer
was that she would do well to honour Plato, and that by doing so, she
would obtain grace from the blessed ones, among whom this man
was counted. From an inscription dating from the first half of the
second century .., we know that the decisive moment of making

64 On this statue, see M (1963: 71-72); G (1982: 97-100) and (1988:
376-377; 435). For a long time archaeologists did not agree about the chronology of
the statue, which must have served as a model for the more than 20 preserved images
of Plato. However, from P. H. 1021, col. II, l. 11-31, a Philochoros-text in which
Plato is said to have refused a statue with his own image, Gaiser infers that Silanion’s
statue must date from after Plato’s death.

65 See e.g. B (1945: 2-3); K (1995: 198).
66 See e.g. G (1988: 377; 435); D (1990: 421-422); K (1995:

200). The conjecture of B (1936: 255-256) that the Chaldaean can be identi-
fied with the stranger mentioned in Aristotle’s eulogy of Eudemos, who is said to
have erected an altar to Plato, is rejected by M (1963: 73 n. 63) and G
(1988: 435). According to the latter scholar, it was Eudemos himself who raised the
altar.

67 Cf. e.g. B (1936: 254); G (1988: 436); K (1995: 200-202).
68 Cf. G (1988: 436).
69 See e.g. B (1936: 272-274); M (1963: 72); G (1988: 436);

cf. K (1995: 198).
70 A. Proleg. in Plat. philos. 6,8-13 W; cf. S R (1976: 27,

anecdote 8).
71 According to B (1936: 273), this woman can be identified as Axiothea of

Phleios, one of Plato’s two female disciples, who was said to dress in men’s clothes; cf.
D. L. 3,46.

72 In this context the word sthvlh could be translated as ‘gravestone’ or ‘monument’; cf.
LSJ s.v. sthvlh II. According to K (1995: 198), the sthvlh of Plato, which is
“explicitly compared with ‘statues’ of the gods, can only refer to the ‘statue’ (ajndriav")
of Plato or—in Mithradates’s own words—the ‘image’ of him (eijkwvn) which the
Persian had erected in the Academy”.

     





someone a hero came when an image of the person in question was
set up close to the statue of a deity73.

Many scholars see a connection between the fragment under consid-
eration and the orientalizing tendency in the Academy of that age74.
However, as Kingsley convincingly argued, there is no reason to as-
sume that only this ‘Chaldaean’ was responsable for the eastern influ-
ences on Plato and his school75.

There are numerous legendary traditions about Plato’s voyages in
his quest for knowledge76. The philosopher is said to have gone to
Kyrene, Italy and Egypt. According to some ancient authors, he also
intended to visit the Magi in Persia, but was prevented from travelling
there because of war77. Olympiodoros states that Plato therefore trav-
elled to Phoenicia and that Magi instructed him there78. Some mod-
ern scholars are of the opinion that these stories are modelled on
those concerning the alleged travels of Pythagoras79 and other Greek
wise men and do not, therefore, bear relation to historical reality80.
Dörrie81 distinguishes two contradictory tendencies within the legend
about Plato’s relation to the East. On the one hand, there is a tenden-
cy to represent Plato as a witness to Zoroastrian religion, but on the
other, there is a need to prove the independence of the philosopher
and his doctrine. A compromise was found in the story that Plato had
met some Magi in Phoenicia and not in Persia, the only country

73 Cf. B (1936: 274); M (1963: 72).
74 See e.g. B (1936: 254); B (1945: 1-3); G (1983: 58) and (1988:

434-435); L (1987: 610-611).
75 See K (1995: 204-207), who gives examples of the Greeks’ acquaintance

with oriental ideas prior to Plato and during his lifetime. Some authors, e.g. J
(19552: 133-138) and C (1980: 356), attribute to Eudoxos of Knidos a deter-
mining role in this orientalizing process.

76 Cf. S R (1976: 61-69, anecdotes 22-24); D (1990: Bausteine 62-
71).

77 See D. L. 3,6-7; A. Plat. 1,3, who adds that Plato wanted to meet
Indians as well (cf. P. 4,32,4, where it is stated that Plato and Aristotle followed
Chaldaeans and Indian Magi in their doctrine about the immortality of the soul).

78 See O. Comm. Plat. 2,138-143; cf. A. Proleg. in Plat. phil. 4,12-14 W-
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kept Plato from going to Persia.
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(1990: Baustein 67).

80 See e.g. S R (1976: 66) and D (1990: 475-477); in (1990: 453-
456), however, Dörrie denies that Plato ever went to Babylon or India, but does not
seem to exclude the possibility that he met some Magi in Athens or Phoenicia.

81 D (1990: 476-477).

     





where real initiation could have taken place. However, the version
which was most flattering for Plato was the report that the philoso-
pher did not go to Asia to be instructed by the Magi, but that these
wise men came to Athens to learn from him82.
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1012. Phainias of Eresos
(4th century ..; floruit 336-332 ..)

T

1 (= FHG II p. 293 = F 1 W IX) Suda F 73 s.v. Faniva" h] Fainiva":

∆Erevsio", filovsofo" peripathtikov", ∆Aristotevlou" maqhthv". «Hn de; ejpi; th`"

rJia’ ojlumpiavdo" kai; metevpeita, ejpi;  ∆Alexavndrou tou` Makedovno".

2 (= F 2 W IX) S. Geogr. 13,2,4 C. 618: ∆Ex  ∆Erevsou d’ h\san

Qeovfrastov" te kai; Faniva" oiJ ejk tw`n peripavtwn filovsofoi, ∆Aristotevlou"

gnwvrimoi.

3 (= F 3 W IX) D. L. 5,2,50: ∆Epistolai; aiJ ejpi<grafovmenai>
tw`/  ∆Astukrevonti Faniva/ Nikavnori.

4 (= F 4 W IX) D. L. 5,2,37-38: »Outo" (sc. Qeovfrasto") tav te

a[lla kai; peri; deikthrivou toiau`ta dieivlektai ejn th`/ pro;" Fanivan to;n

peripathtiko;n ejpistolh`/: “Ouj ga;r o{ti panhvgurin, ajll’ oujde; sunevdrion rJav/-

dion, oi|ovn ti" bouvletai, labei`n: aiJ de; ajnagnwvsei" poiou`sin ejpanorqwvsei": to;

d’ ajnabavllesqai pavnta kai; ajmelei`n oujkevti fevrousin aiJ hJlikivai.”  ∆En tauvth/

th`/ ejpistolh`/ scolastiko;n wjnovmake <eJauto;n>. Toiou`to" d’ w]n o{mw"

ajpedhvmhse pro;" ojlivgon kai; ou|to" kai; pavnte" oiJ loipoi; filovsofoi,

Sofoklevou" tou`  ∆Amfikleivdou novmon eijsenegkovnto" mhdevna tw`n filosovfwn

scolh`" ajfhgei`sqai, a]n mh; th`/ boulh`/ kai; tw`/ dhvmw/ dovxh/: eij de; mhv, qavnaton ei\nai

th;n zhmivan.

5 (= F 5 W IX) S. A. R. A 972 p. 85 W: Levgetai

de, i[oulo" kai; zw`/ovn ti, qhrivdion poluvpoun: eJkatevrwqen ga;r e[cei pollou;"

povda" w{sper hJ skolovpendra. Qeovfrasto" de; ejn th`/ pro;" Fanivan ejpistolh`/ (F
185 W = F 374 F) kai; o[non fhsi;n aujto;n kalei`sqai, wJ"

para; Sofoklei` ejn Kwfoi`" Satuvroi" (F 363 TGrF  R): kulisqei;" w{" ti"

o[no" ijsovsprio".
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2  ∆Erevsio" editio Basil. :  ÔAirevsio" codd. 7 ejpi<grafovmenai> Regenbogen : ejpi; codd.
10 deikthrivou B2 habuit F1 V : dikthrivou B1 P ante corr. Q : dikthrivou ge P3 : dikthrivou (=

dikasthrivou) P post corr. F2 : dikasthrivou WV in marg. vulgo : didaskalivou Wyse :

didakthrivou Apelt (cf. Glotz 1920: 202) deikthrivou 14 wjnovmake : wjnovmake <eJauto;n>

fort. suppl., cf. Regenbogen (1940: 1359) 23 w{" ti" L : w{sper P 24 ijsovsprio" Hesych.

Photios : ijsoprio" codd.  
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1012. Phainias of Eresos
(4th century ..; floruit 336-332 ..)

T

1 Phanias or Phainias of Eresos, a Peripatetic philosopher, a disciple of
Aristotle. He lived about the time of the 111th Olympiad and later during
the reign of Alexander of Macedon.

2 Theophrastos and Phanias, the Peripatetic philosophers and disciples of
Aristotle, were both from Eresos.

3 Correspondence with Astykreon, Phanias and Nikanor.

4 In a letter to Phanias the Peripatetic he (sc. Theophrastos) speaks, among
other topics, of a draft of a work as follows: “To get a public or even a select
circle such as one desires is not easy. If an author reads his work, he must re-
write it. Always to shirk revision and ignore criticism is a course which the
present generation of pupils will no longer tolerate”. And in this letter he has
called someone <himself ?> a scholar. Although his reputation stood so
high, he nevertheless had to leave the country for a short time with all other
philosophers, when Sophokles the son of Amphikleides proposed a law that
no philosopher should preside over a school except by permission of the
council and the people, under penalty of death.

5 Wood-louse (?) is the name of an animal and it is a small animal with
many feet; for it has many feet on both sides of its body like the millepede.
Theophrastos in his letter to Phanias says that this animal is also called Onos
as Sophokles says in his play “The Deaf Satyrs”: “He rolled like a wood-louse
(i.e. an insect that rolls itself up like a bean)”.
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6 (= F 6 W IX) Vita Aristotelis Marciana p. 430 R: ”Osa de; povlei"

o{la" (sc. eujergevthsen ∆Aristotevlh") ta; Stavgeira dhloi` kai; ∆Eresso;" hJ

Qeofravstou kai; Fanivou tw`n aujtou` maqhtw`n patriv" ... kai; ∆Eresso;n

mevllousan uJpo; Filivppou poliorkhqh`nai e[peisen ajfeqh`nai.

7 (= F 7 W IX) P. Non posse 1097b P: Tivna" ou\n oijovmeqa kai;

phlivka" hJdona;" ei\nai ta;" Plavtwno", oJphnivka Divwn oJrmhvsa" ajp’ aujtou`

katevluse Dionuvsion kai; Sikelivan hjleuqevrwse… tivna" d’  ∆Aristotevlou", o{te

th;n patrivda keimevnhn ejn ejdavfei pavlin ajnevsthse kai; kathvgage tou;" polivta"…

tivna" de; Qeofravstou kai; Fainivou tou;" th`" patrivdo" ejkkoyavntwn turavnnou"…

ijdiva/ me;n ga;r o{soi" ejbohvqhsan ajndravsin, ouj purou;" diapevmponte" oujd’
ajlfivtwn mevdimnon, wJ" ∆Epivkouro" ejnivoi" e[pemyen, ajlla; feuvgonta"

diapraxavmenoi katelqei`n kai; dedemevnou" luqh`nai kai; tevkna kai; gunai`ka"

ejsterhmevnou" ajpolabei`n, tiv a]n levgoi ti" uJmi`n ajkribw`" eijdovsin…

F

1. PERI TWN EN SIKELIAI TURANNWN

(F 1; 2 ?)

1 (= FHG II p. 297 F 12 = F 11 W IX) A. 6,231e-232d: Kai; ta; ejn

Delfoi`" de; ajnaqhvmata ta; ajrgura` kai; ta; crusa ̀uJpo; prwvtou Guvgou tou` Ludw`n

basilevw" ajnetevqh: kai; pro; th`" touvtou basileiva" ajnavrguro", e[ti de; a[cruso"

h\n oJ Puvqio", wJ" Fainiva" tev fhsin oJ ∆Erevsio" kai; Qeovpompo" ejn th`/

tessarakosth`/ tw`n Filippikẁn (FGrHist 115 F 193).  JIstorou`si ga;r ou|toi

kosmhqh`nai to; Puqiko;n iJero;n uJpov te tou` Guvgou kai; tou` meta; tou`ton Kroivsou,

meq’ ou}" uJpov te Gevlwno" kai;  JIevrwno" tw`n Sikeliwtw`n, tou` me;n trivpoda kai;

Nivkhn crusou` pepoihmevna ajnaqevnto" kaq∆ ou}" crovnou" Xevrxh" ejpestravteue

th`/  ÔEllavdi, tou ̀ d’  JIevrwno" ta; o{moia. Levgei d’ ou{tw" oJ Qeovpompo": “«Hn ga;r to;

palaio;n to; iJero;n kekosmhmevnon calkoi`" ajnaqhvmasin, oujk ajndria`sin ajlla; levbhsi kai;

trivposi calkou` pepoihmevnoi". Lakedaimovnioi ou\n crusw`sai boulovmenoi to; provswpon tou`
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26 eujergevthsen : eujhrgevthsen Rose 31 o{te om. g 33 de; om. g 33 Fainivou Rasmus

Sauppe : feinivou g feidivou X 34 ajndravsin : a[drasto" g 34 purou;" : pu`r G 37 levgoi

: levgh g 41 Fainiva" : faniva" A 46 h\n ga;r-ejk Sikeliva" epitomatoris culpa hiatibus abundare

statuit Kaibel 48 me;n ou\n Kaibel
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6 To what extent (sc. Aristotle became) the benefactor of whole cities is clear
from the examples of Stageira and Eresos, the native city of his disciples
Theophrastos and Phanias.  ... And when Philip was about to lay siege on
Eresos, he dissuaded him from doing so.

7 Then how high and full must have been the pleasure Plato knew when
Dion, influenced by his teachings, overthrew Dionysios and set Sicily free?
Or Aristotle, when he raised again his native city, levelled to the ground, and
restored it to his countrymen? Or Theophrastos and Phanias, who cleared
away the tyrants from their city? In private life what need is there to tell you,
who know it well, of the many they helped—not sending them wheat or a
bushel of meal as Epikuros did to a few, but obtaining remission of banish-
ment, release from prison, and restoration of wives and children that had
been taken from them?

F

1. ON THE TYRANTS OF SICILY

1 Now the votive offerings of silver and gold at Delphi, had been dedicated
for the first time by Gyges, who was king of Lydia; and before his reign, the
god at Delphi had no silver, much less gold, as Phainias of Eresos tells us,
and Theopompos in the fortieth book of his History of Philip. For these au-
thorities record that the Pythian shrine was adorned by Gyges and his suc-
cessor Kroisos, and after them by Gelon and Hieron, the Sicilian Greeks.
The former dedicated a tripod and a goddess of victory made of gold about
the time when Xerxes was making his invasion of Greece, the latter dedicat-
ed similar offerings. The words of Theopompos are as follows: “For in ancient times

the sacred precinct was adorned with bronze offerings which were not statues, but caul-

drons and tripods made of bronze. Now the Lacedaemonians, desiring to gild the face of

     -;  





ejn  ∆Amuvklai"  ∆Apovllwno" kai; oujc euJrivskonte" ejn th`/  ÔEllavdi crusivon pevmyante" [eij" qeou]̀

ejphrwvtwn to;n qeo;n par’ ou| crusivon privainto. JO d’ aujtoi`" ajnei`len para; Kroi`sou tou` Ludou`

poreuqevnta" wjnei`sqai [par∆ ejkeivnou]. Kai; oi} poreuqevvnte" para; Kroivsou wjnhvsanto. ÔIevrwn

d’ oJ Surakovsio" boulovmeno" ajnaqei`nai tw`/ qew`/ to;n trivpoda kai; th;n Nivkhn ejx ajpevfqou

crusou` ejpi; polu;n crovnon ajporwǹ crusivou u{steron e[pemye tou;" ajnazhthvsonta" eij" th;n

ÔEllavda: oi{tine" movli" pot’ eij" Kovrinqon ajfikovmenoi kai; ejxicneuvsante" eu|ron par’

∆Arcitevlei tw`/  Korinqivw/, o}" pollw`/ crovnw/ sunwnouvmeno" kata; mikro;n qhsaurou;" ei\cen oujk

ojlivgou".  ∆Apevdoto gou`n toi`" para; tou ̀ JIevrwno" o{son hjbouvlonto kai; meta; tau`ta plhrwvsa"

kai; th;n eJautou` cei`ra o{son hjduvnato cwrh`sai ejpevdwken aujtoi`".  ∆Anq’ w|n  JIevrwn ploi`on sivtou

kai; a[lla polla; dw`ra e[pemyen ejk Sikeliva".”  JIstorei` ta; aujta; kai; Fainiva" ejn tw`/

Peri; tw`n ejn Sikeliva/ turavnnwn (FHG II p. 297 F 12), wJ" calkw`n o[ntwn tw`n

palaiw`n ajnaqhmavtwn kai; tripovdwn kai; lebhvtwn kai; ejgceiridivwn, w|n ejf’ eJno;"

kai; ejpigegravfqai fhsivn:

qavhsaiv m’: ejteo;n ga;r ejn  jIlivou eujrevi puvrgw/

h\n, o{te kallikovmw/ marnavmeq’ ajmf’  ÔElevnh/:/

kai; m’  ∆Anthnorivdh" ejfovrei kreivwn  ÔElikavwn:

nu`n dev me Lhtoivdou qei`on e[cei davpedon.

∆Epi; de; trivpodo", o}" h\n ei|" tw`n ejpi; Patrovklw/ a[qlwn teqevntwn:

cavlkeov" eijmi trivpou", Puqoi` d’ ajnavkeimai a[galma:

kai; m’ ejpi; Patrovklw/ qh`ken povda" wjku;"  ∆Acilleuv":

Tudeivdh" d’ ajnevqhke boh;n ajgaqo;" Diomhvdh",

nikhvsa" i{ppoisi para; platu;n  ÔEllhvsponton.

2 (= FHG F 13 = F 13 W IX) A. 1,6e (P F 3 (816) PMG

P): Fainiva" dev fhsin o{ti Filo vxeno" o J  Kuqh vrio" poihth v", peri-

paqh ;" w ]n toi `" o [yoi", deipnw`n pote para ;  Dionusi vw /  w J" ei \den

e jkei vnw /  me ;n mega vlhn tri `glan parateqei `san, e Jautẁ/  de ;  mikra vn,

a jnalabw;n au jth ;n ei j" ta ;" cei `ra" pro ;" to ;  ou \" prosh vnegke.

Puqome vnou de ;  tou `  Dionusi vou ti vno" e {neken tou `to poiei ` ,  ei \pen o J

Filo vxeno" o {ti gra vfwn th ;n Gala vteian bou vloito v  tina par’  e jkei vnh"

tw `n kata ;  Nhre va puqe vsqai: th ;n de ;  h jrwthme vnhn a jpokekri vsqai
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49 eij" qeou` exp. Meineke : eij" Delfou;" Fuhr 50 Kroi`son to;n Ludo;n Schweighäuser :

Kroivsou tou` Ludou` codd. 51 par’ ejkeivnou om. C, exp. Kaibel 51 Kroivsou : Kroi`son

Jacoby dub., Grenfell-Hunt 56 o{son Casaubonus : o}n A C 58 Fainiva" : faniva" A
73 Dionusivw/ : Dionusivw/ tw`/ turavnnw/ Suda F 394 75 eij" ta;" cei`ra" om. Suda
76 puqomevnou-Galavteian : wJ" Suda 78 th;n de; C : th;n despovtin E 78 ajpokekrivsqai

Suda : oujk ajpokekrivsqai CE : fort. oujk ajpokekrivsqai eijdevnai Kaibel dub.
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the Apollon of Amyclae, but not finding any gold in Greece, sent to the oracle of the god

and asked the god whom they should purchase gold from. And he returned an answer to

them to the effect that they should go and buy it from Kroisos the Lydian. And so they

went and bought it from Kroisos. As for Hieron of Syracuse, he desired to dedicate to the

god the tripod and the goddess of victory of refined gold; for a long time he was at a loss

how to get it, and finally sent messengers to search for it in Greece, who at last came to

Corinth, and on investigation found it in the house of the Corinthian Architeles. He had

been buying up small amounts for a long time, and had a large store. Thus, he sold to

Hieron’s agents all that they wanted, and then, filling his hand with as much as it could

hold, he added that as a present to them. In return for this Hieron sent from Sicily a

shipload of grain and many other gifts”. Phainias records the same facts in his
work On the Tyrants of Sicily, and also that the ancient votive offerings were of
bronze, whether tripods, cauldrons, or daggers; and on one of these, he says,
is this inscription:

“Behold me; for verily I was in Ilion’s broad tower,
that time we fought for Helena with the beautiful tresses;

and Antenor’s son, lordly Helikaon, carried me.
But to-day the sacred soil of Leto’s son holds me in its keeping”.

On the tripod, which was one of the prizes offered at the games in honour
of Patroklos, was inscribed:

“A bronze tripod am I, dedicated as an offering at Pytho,
and Achilles, swift of foot, staked me in honour of Patroklos.

And Tydeus’ son, Diomedes good at the cry, made offering of me after his
victory with racehorses beside the broad Hellespont”.

2 Phainias says that Philoxenos, the poet of Cythera, who was
wild about dainty food, was once dining with Dionysios, and
when he saw that a large mullet had been set before Dionys-
ios, while a small one had been served to himself, he took it
up in his hands and placed it to his ear. When Dionysios
asked him why he did that, Philoxenos answered that he was
writing a poem on Galateia and desired to ask the mullet
some questions about Nereus and his daughters. And the
creature, on being asked, had answered that she had been
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dio vti newte vra a Jloi vh: dio ;  mh ;  parakolouqei `n: th ;n de ;  tẁ/  Dionusi vw /

parateqei `san presbute vran ou \san ei jde vnai pa vnta safw`" a }

bou vletai maqei `n. To ;n ou \n Dionu vsion gela vsanta a jpostei `lai

au jtẁ/  th ;n tri `glan th ;n parakeime vnhn au jtẁ/ .  Sunemevque de; tw`/

Filoxevnw`/ hJdevw" oJ Dionuvsio".  ∆Epei; de; th;n ejrwmevnhn Galavteian ejfwravqh

diafqeivrwn, eij" ta;" latomiva" ejneblhvqh: ejn ai|" poiw`n to;n Kuvklwpa sunevqhke

to;n mu`qon eij" to; peri; auJto;n genovmenon pavqo", to;n me;n Dionuvsion Kuvklwpa

uJposthsavmeno", th;n d’ aujlhtrivda Galavteian, eJauto;n d’ ∆Odusseva.

2. TURANNWN ANAIRESIS EK TIMWRIAS

(F 3-4; 5-6 ?)

3 (= FHG F 15 = F 14 W IX) A. 10,438c: Fainiva" de; oJ  ∆Erevsio"

ejn tw`/ ejpigrafomevnw/ Turavnnwn ajnaivresi" ejk timwriva" Skovpan fhsi to;n

Krevonto" me;n uiJovn, Skovpa de; tou` palaiou ̀uJidou`n filopotou`nta diatelevsai

kai; th;n ejpavnodon th;n ajpo; tw`n sumposivwn poiei`sqai ejpi; qrovnou kaqhvmenon

kai; uJpo; tessavrwn bastazovmenon ou{tw" oi[kade ajpievnai.

4 (= FHG F 14 = F 15 W IX) A. 3,90e: Swlhnistai; d’ ejkalou`nto

oiJ sunavgonte" ta; o[strea tau`ta, wJ" iJstorei` Fainiva" oJ ∆Erevsio" ejn tw`/

ejpigrafomevnw/ Turavnnwn ajnaivresi" ejk timwriva" gravfwn ou{tw": “Filo vxeno"

o J  kalou vmeno" swlhnisth ;" e jk dhmagwgou `  tu vranno" a jnefa vnh, zw `n

to ;  me ;n e jx a jrch `" a Jlieuo vmeno" kai ;  swlhnoqh vra" w [n: a jformh `" de ;

labo vmeno" kai ;  e jmporeusavmeno" bi von e jkth vsato”.

5 (= FHG F 16 = F 16 W IX) P. Erot. Pathem. 7 M:

Peri;  JIpparivnou.  JIstorei` Faniva" oJ  ∆Erevsio".

∆En de; th`/  jItalh`/  ÔHrakleiva/ paido;" diafovrou th;n o[yin (ÔIppari`no" [h\n] aujtw`/

o[noma tw`n pavnu dokivmwn) ∆Antilevwn hjravsqh: o}" polla; mhcanwvneno"

oujdamh`/ dunato;" h\n aujto;n aJrmovsasqai, peri; de; gumnavsia diatrivvbonti

polla; tw`/ paidi; prosruei;" e[fh tosou`ton aujtou` povqon e[cein, w{ste pavnta
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79 newtevra ou\sa Suda : newtevra Athenaios 82 tri`glan : trivglhn E 87  ∆Erevsio" :

aijrevsio" A 88 Skopan Leopardi : skovttan A 89 Skovpa Leopardi : skovtta A : kovtta" C
100  jItalh/` : ∆Italikh`/ Heynius 100 iJpparino" P1, acc. a P2 100 [h\n] exp. Meineke 101 pavnu

P 103 polla; del. Hercher : ta; polla; Zangemeister : pote Rose possis pollav<ki">
103 prosruei;" : prosfuei;" Legrand 103 e[f[h] in ras. P
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caught when too young, and therefore had not joined Nereus’
company; but her sister, the one set before Dionysios, was
older, and knew accurately all he wished to learn. So Dionys-
ios, with a laugh, sent him the mullet that had been served to
himself. Moreover, Dionysios was fond of getting drunk with wine in
the company of Philoxenos. But when Philoxenos was caught in the act
of seducing the king’s mistress Galateia, he was thrown into the quarries.
There he wrote his Kyklops, telling the story of what had happened to
him, and representing Dionysios as Kyklops, the flute-girl as the nymph
Galateia, and himself as Odysseus.

2. TYRANTS KILLED IN REVENGE

3 ... and Phainias of Eresos, in the work entitled Tyrants Killed in Revenge, says
that Skopas, the son of Kreon and grandson of the elder Skopas, spent his
life drinking and returned from drinking-bouts seated on a chair of state:
thus, carried aloft by four men he used to make his homeward journey.

4 “Razor-fish-catchers” (solenists) was the name given to the men who gather
these shell-fish, as Phainias of Eresos records in the book entitled Tyrants
Killed in Revenge. He writes as follows: “Philoxenos, surnamed the so-
lenist , rose from the posit ion of demagogue to that of tyrant.
At f irst he earned a l iving as a f isherman and was a catcher of
razor-f ish; but having accumulated some capital he won a
competence by trade on a large scale”.

5 On Hipparinos. The story comes from Phanias of Eresos: In Herakleia
in southern Italy Antileon fell deeply in love with a young boy who was
extraordinarily beautiful and came from a very noble family. His name
was Hipparinos. Although Antileon had tried in many ways he was by no
means able to become the permanent lover of the boy. When the boy did
his regular exercises in the training grounds Antileon often came round,
saying to him that his desire for him was so great that he would endure
any laborious task for his sake and that he would not fail to accomplish
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povnon <a]n> ajnatlh`nai, kai; o{ ti a]n keleuvoi, mhdeno;" aujto;n aJmarthvsesqai.

ÔO de; a[ra kateirwneuovmeno" prosevtaxen aujtw`/ ajpov tino" ejrumnou` cwrivou,

o} mavlista ejfrourei`to uJpov tou tw`n ÔHraklewtw`n turavnnou, to;n kwvdwna

katakomivsai, peiqovmeno" mh; a[n pote televsein aujto;n tovnde to;n a\qlon.

∆Antilevwn de; kruvfa to; frouvrion uJpelqw;n kai; lochvsa" to;n fuvlaka tou`

kwvdwno" katakaivnei. Kai; ejpeidh; ajfivketo pro;" to; meiravkion ejpitelevsa"

th;n uJpovscesin, ejn pollh`/ aujtw`/ eujnoiva/ ejgevneto, kai; ejk tou`de mavlista

ajllhvlou" ejfivloun.  ∆Epei; de; oJ tuvranno" th`" w{ra" ejglivceto tou` paido;" kai;

oi|ov" te h\n aujto;n biva/ a[gesqai, dusanascethvsa" oJ ∆Antilevwn ejkeivnw/ me;n

parekeleuvsato mh; ajntilevgein kinduneuvein, aujto;" de; oi[koqen ejxiovnta to;n

tuvrannon prosdramw;n ajnei`len. Kai; tou`to dravsa" drovmw/ i{eto kai; dievfu-

gen a[n, eij mh; probavtoi" sundedemevnoi" ajmfipesw;n ejceirwvqh: dio;

th`" povlew" eij" tajrcai`on ajpokatastavsh" ajmfotevroi" para; toi`"

ÔHraklewvtai" ejtevqhsan eijkovne" calkai` kai; novmo" ejgravfh mhdevna

ejlauvnein tou` loipou` provbata sundedemevna.

6 (= H F 89 W IX  = F 39 B ): P.H. 1021 =
P., Ind. Ac. Herc. col. 12,2-12,10 D; the restorations in col.

12, lines 10-16 follow Gaiser’s proposals:
Fainiva" d’ auj≥[t]o;≥n≥ [lev]|gei filovtimon ejm pleo≥n≥e|xivai genovmenon kai; th[̀"

g’ ∆O]|l≥umpikh`" nivkh" [e[]ti kat’ ajxiv|a≥n tuvrannon [ajn]a≥fanh`n≥ai|

n≥ean≥i≥kovn.  ∆Ep≥[i]ceirh`sai dev | tine" aujto;n l≥evgousin k[ai;] | povlin ktivsa≥[i
Cai]rwvn≥eia≥n≥≥ ejggu;≥" tẁn≥ [ka]l≥oumevnwn≥ | Megarik[w`n w{sper oij]kei≥ ⁄ wn

tel≥[mavtwn. Kai;≥;] aujto;n ⁄ levget≥[ai sfovdra] ejpiq[ev-] ⁄ meno≥[n ejn tw`/  jI]sq≥[m]w`/

p[ov-] ⁄ r≥o[n≥] di[oruvttein ajp]o≥crw`≥n≥ªtaº ⁄ th[̀"] eJnwv[sew" ajtucºei`n.
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104 ajnatlh`nai : a]n tlh̀nai Meineke <a]n> ajnatlh`nai Rose et Zang. 104 keleuvh/ Meineke :
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Cobet 112 aujto;n : aujto;(n) in lit. P 112 biva/ a[gesqai : biavzesqai Cobet : biva/

prosavgesqai Hercher 113 mh; ajntilevgein kinduneuvein : mh; ajntilevgonta kinduneuvein

Scaliger : mh; ajntilevgein mevllonti kinduneuvein vel m. aj. kinduneuvsonti Heynius, alii

alia 114 i[eto P, corr. Meineke 117 calkaiv P1, corr. P2 123 th[̀"  jO|l]ump. Mekler
123 [ouj] Wilamowitz et Mekler 124  [q]ea[tri]kovn Mekler : pikrovn Wilamowitz
125 makrw`n s]kel≥|w`n Schenkl
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whatever the boy should order him to do. Now the boy wanted to make
a fool of him; so he gave him the order to go and fetch the tocsin from a
certain stronghold that was closely guarded by the tyrant of the people of
Herakleia. For the boy was sure that he (sc. the insistent lover) would
never be able to fulfil this task. But Antileon managed to sneak into the
stronghold, lay in ambush for the guard of the alarm-bell and slew him.
When the man actually came back to the boy having fulfilled his promise
he was allowed to enjoy his favour, and from that time on they were very
much in love with each other. When the tyrant himself, however, felt a
sudden desire for the beauty of the young boy, he was in a position to use
even force to get him as his lover, but Antileon found this intolerable. He
asked the boy not to take any personal risk by offering resistance to the
tyrant, but threw himself upon the tyrant when he came out of his house
and killed him. Having done so he ran away and would have succeeded
in his flight had he not been overcome after running into a flock of sheep
which was bound together. When the city of Herakleia had restored its
old constitutional order bronze statues were erected in honour of both
lovers in the town of the Heracleoteans and a law was passed that in
future it was forbidden to drive a flock of sheep tied together.
6 Now Phainias says, that he (sc. Chairon of Pellene) had become pos-
sessed by ambition and in worthy consequence of his status as a victor at
the Olympic games turned out to be an energetic tyrant. He even under-
took, according to some authors, to found a new city named Chaironeia
close to the Megarian marshes as if they were his property. And when he
tried with all his energy to dig a passage deep and wide enough (sc. for
the passage of ships) on  the Isthmus (sc. of Corinth), he did not succeed
in joining the two seas.
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3. PRUTANEIS ERESIWN

(F 7; 8-10 ?)

7 (= FHG F 1 = F 17a W IX) A. 8,333a (= E. Comm. Hom. A
v. 39 p. 57,26-28   V = F 17b W IX): Oi\da de; kai; pollacou`

u{santa to;n qeo;n ijcquvsi: Fainiva" gou`n ejn deutevrw/ Prutavnewn  ∆Eresivwn ejn

Cerronhvsw/ fhsi;n ejpi; trei`" hJmevra" u|sai to;n qeo;n ijcquva".

8 (= FHG F 1a = F 18 W IX) A. 1,16e: Kai; oi{ mnhsth`re" de; par’

aujtw/~ (sc. JOmhvrw/) “pessoi`si propavroiqe quravwn” (H. Od. 1,107) ejtevrponto, ouj

para; tou` megavlou Diodwvrou [h] Qeodwvrou] maqovnte" th;n petteivan oujde; tou`

Mitulhnaivou Levonoto" tou` ajnevkaqen  ∆Aqhnaivou, o}" ajhvtthto" h\n kata; th;n

petteutikhvn, w{" fhsi Faniva".

9 (= FHG F 2 = F 19 W IX) C. A. Strom. 1, cap. 21, § 139,3-
4 S: Eijsi; de; oi} ajpo; Kevkropo" me;n ejpi; ∆Alexavndron to;n Makedovna sunavgousin

e[th civlia ojktakovsia ei[kosi ojktwv, ajpo; de; Dhmofw`nto" civlia diakovsia penthvkonta, kai;

ajpo; Troiva" aJlwvsew" ejpi; th;n  ÔHrakleidw`n kavqodon e[th eJkato;n ei[kosi h] eJkato;n

ojgdohvkonta. ∆Apo; touvtou ejpi; Eujaivneton a[rconta, ejf’ ou| fasin  ∆Alevxandron

eij" th;n  ∆Asivan diabh`nai, wJ" me;n Faniva" e[th eJptakovsia dekapevnte, wJ" de;

[Eforo" (FGrHist 70 F 223) eJptakovsia triavkonta penvte, wJ" de; Tivmaio" (FGrHist 566 F

126) kai; Kleivtarco" (FGrHist 137 F 7) ojktakovsia ei[kosi, wJ" de;  ∆Eratosqevnh" (FGrHist

241 F 1d) ejptakovsia ejbdomhvkonta tevssara, wJ" de; Doùri" (FGrHist 76 F 41) ajpo; Troiva"

aJlwvsew" ejpi; th;n  ∆Alexavndrou eij"  ∆Asivan diavbasin e[th civlia.

10 (= FHG F 18 = F 33 W IX) C. A. Strom. 1, cap. 21, §131,

6 S: Nai; mh;n kai; Tevrpandron (EGF I p. 38 K) ajrcaivzousiv tine":

ÔEllavniko" goùn (FGrHist 4 F 85b)  tou`ton iJstorei` kata; Mivdan gegonevnai, Faniva" de;

pro; Terpavndrou tiqei;" Levschn to;n Levsbion ∆Arcilovcou newvteron fevrei

to;n Tevrpandron, dihmillh`sqai de; to;n Levschn ∆Arktivnw/ kai; nenikhkevnai.
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134 h]] Qeodwvrou varia lectio, exp. Kaibel : Diodorus videtur is fuisse contra quem scripsit Phainias

(FHG II p. 300) 136 Faniva" : faneiva" C : faniva" E 138 Kevkropo"]  jWguvgou

Brandis 139 civlia ojktakovsia ei[kosi ojktwv] civlia diakovsia penthvkonta Gutschmidt :
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145  [tevssara] Müller 149 Mivdan : mh̀dan L 149 Faniva" : faneiva" L 150  ∆Arcilovcou-

to;n Tevrpandron :  ∆Arcivlocon-tou` Terpavndrou Unger, cf. Jacoby (1902: 148)
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3. THE PRYTANEIS OF ERESOS

7 I know, too, that it has rained fish in many places. Phainias, for example,
says in the second book of The Prytaneis of Eresos that on the Chersonesos it
rained fish for three whole days.

8 The suitors in Homer amused themselves by playing “draughts before the doors”.
They could not have learned the game from the celebrated Diodoros or
Theodoros, or the Mitylenaean Leon, whose ancestry was Athenian, and
who, according to Phanias, was never beaten at draughts.

9 There are some authors who calculate from the time of Kekrops to Alexander the

Macedonian one thousand 8 (?) hundred and 28  years, but from Demophon 1250

years, and from the capture of Troy to the return of the sons of Herakles 120 or 180

years. From then to the year in which Euainetos was archon, when—as it
is said—Alexander crossed to Asia, according to Phanias 715 years, to
Ephoros 735 years, to Timaios and Kleitarchos 820, following Eratosthenes 770 (or

774?) years, but acording to Duris from the capture of Troy to the crossing of Alexan-

der to Asia 1000 years.

10 And indeed some make Terpandros an earlier writer than he is. For Hellanikos

narrates that he lived in the time of Midas, but Phanias estimates that Lesches
the Lesbian lived before Terpandros and thus makes Terpandros young-
er than Archilochos, whereas Lesches had been a victorious competitor
against Arktinos.
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4. PERI TWN SWKRATIKWN

(F 11; 12 ?)

11 (= FHG F 20 = F 30 W IX = A V A 172 G)
D. L. 6,8: jErwthqei;" (sc. ∆Antisqevnh") uJpov tou, kaqav fhsi Faniva" ejn

tw`/ Peri; tw`n Swkratikw`n, tiv poiw`n kalo;" kajgaqo;" e[soito, e[fh: Æeij ta; kaka; a}

e[cei" o{ti feuknav ejsti mavqoi" para; tw`n eijdovtwnÆ.

12 (= FHG F 21 = F 31 W  IX = A IV A 1 G)

D. L. 2,65: Ou|to" (sc. ∆Arivstippo") sofisteuvsa", w{" fhsi Faniva" oJ

peripathtiko;" oJ ∆Erevsio", prw`to" tw`n Swkratikw`n misqou;" eijsepravxato

kai; ajpevsteile crhvmata tw`/ didaskavlw/. Kaiv pote pevmya" aujtw`/ mna`" ei[kosi

palindrovmou" ajpevlaben, eijpovnto" Swkravtou" to; daimovnion aujtw`/ mh;

ejpitrevpein: ejduscevraine ga;r ejpi; touvtw/.

5. PERI POIHTWN

(F 13)

13 (= FHG F 17 = F 32 W IX) A. 8,352c: Fainiva" d’ oJ

peripathtiko;" ejn deutevrw/ Peri; poihtw`n “Strato vniko", fhsi vn, o J  ∆Aqh-

nai `o" dokei `  th ;n polucordi van ei j" th ;n yilh ;n kiqa vrisin prw`to"

ei jsenegkei `n kai ;  prw`to" maqhta ;" tw `n a Jrmonikw`n e [labe kai ;  dia v-

gramma sunesth vsato. «Hn de ;  kai ;  e jn tw` /  geloi vw /  ou jk a jpi vqano".”
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palindrovmou" : cf. Suda s.v. palivndromo" 160 Swkravtou" om. Ambros. 165 aJrmonikw`n

Schweighäuser : aJrmenikw`n A
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4. ON THE SOCRATICS

11 Phanias in his work On the Socratics tells us how someone asked him (sc.
Antisthenes) what he must do to be a good and noble man, and he replied,
“you must learn from those who know that the faults you have are to be
avoided”.

12 Having come forward as a lecturer or sophist, as Phanias of Eresos,
the Peripatetic, informs us, he (sc. Aristippos) was the first of Sokrates’
followers to charge fees and to sent money to his master; on one occasion
a sum of twenty minai which he had send was returned to him, Sokrates
declaring that the supernatural sign would not let him take it; the very
offer in fact annoyed him.

5. ON POETS

13 The Peripatetic Phainias, in the second book of his treatise On Poets, says:
“Stratonikos of Athens, it is agreed, was the first to introduce
multiplicity of notes in simple harp-playing; he was also the first
to receive pupils in harmony, and to compile a table of musical
intervals. Nor in the matter of humour did he fail to hit the
mark”.
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6. FRAGMENTS TAKEN FROM OTHER HISTORICAL
OR BIOGRAPHICAL WORKS

(F 14-23)

14 (= FHG F 3 = F 20 W IX) P. Sol. 14,1-3: jEntau`ta dh; tw`n

∆Aqhnaivwn oiJ fronimwvtatoi sunorw~nte" to;n Sovlwna movnon <h]> mavlista tw`n

aJmarthmavtwn ejkto;" o[nta, kai; mhvte toi`" plousivoi" koinwnou`nta th`" ajdikiva", mhvte tai`"

twǹ penhvtwn ajnavgkai" ejnecovmenon, ejdevonto toi`" koinoi`" proselqei`n kai; katapau`sai ta;"

diaforav". Kaivtoi Faniva" oJ Levsbio" aujto;n iJstorei` to;n Sovlwna, crhsavmenon

ajpavth/ pro;" ajmfotevrou" ejpi; swthriva/ th`" povlew", uJposcevsqai kruvfa toi`"

me;n ajpovroi" gh`" nevmhsin, toi`" de; crhmatikoi`" bebaivwsin tw`n sumbolaivwn.

∆All’ aujtov" fhsin oJ Sovlwn ojknw`n to; prw`ton a{yasqai th`" politeiva", kai;; dedoikw;" tw`n

me;n th;n filocrhmativan, tw`n de; th;n uJperhfanivan.

15 (= FHG F 5 = F 21 W IX) P. Sol.  32,3: ∆Epebivwse d’ ou\n oJ Sovlwn

ajrxamevnou tou` Peisistravtou turannei`n, wJ" me;n  ÔHrakleivdh" oJ Pontiko;" (F 148

W VII) iJstorei`, sucno;n crovnon, wJ" de; Faniva" oJ ∆Erevsio" ejlavttona duei`n

ejtwǹ. ∆Epi; Kwmivou me;n ga;r h[rxato turannei`n Peisivstrato", ejf’

ÔHgestravtou de; Sovlwnav fhsin oJ Faniva" ajpoqanei`n tou` meta; Kwmivan

a[rxanto".

16a (= F 22a W IX) Suda K 2745 s.v. Kuvrbei": aiJ ta;" tw`n qew`n eJorta;"

e[cousai: kruvbiev" tine" ou\sai, ejn ai|" ta; tw`n qew`n ajpokruptovmena e[dei ei\nai.

∆Asklhpiavdh", o{ti ajpo; Kuvrbew" tou` ta;" oujsiva" oJrivsanto". {W" fhsi Faniva" oJ

∆Erevsio", ajpo; touvtou tau`ta kurwqh`nai toi`" gravmmasin.  16b (= FHG F 4

= F 22b W IX) Et. Gud. s.v. kuvrbe" = A FGrHist 339 F 1
= S FGrHist  341 F 2: Seleuvkou: kuvrbei": aiJ ta;" tw`n qew`n eJorta;"

e[cousai: h[toi ajpo; th`" kataskeuh`" (eijsi; ga;r kurbasivai), h] kuvrbei", ejpei; ta; tw`n qew`n

168 h] add. Richards 173 gh`" Herwerden 174 oJ sovlwn ojknw`n fhsi U 174 kai; del.

Cobet 176 ou\n oJ Sovlwn om. S 178 sucno;n U : polu;n S F 178 jErevsio" Xylander Bryan :

ejfevsio" SmU levsbio" St Lindskog Flacelière 178 duoi`n U 179 Kwmeva" est Aristoteli ∆Aqp.

14,1 et Marm. Par. 179 ejp’ S 183 kuvbriev" A, Et. 183 oujsiva"] qusiva" Anecdota Graeca

Oxoniensia 1, Gale, Salmasius 185  ∆Erevsio" Meursius : vel Faniva" contulit Hemsterhuis
187 kuvrbei" : kuvrbe" vel kuvber a b c 188 kurbasivai h] kruvbei" (Harpokr. s.v. = Apollodoros

FGrHist 244 F 79) Reitzenstein kurbastai; h] kuvrbie" (kuvrbe", kuvrbe, kruvbie") Et. Ekl.

kruvbei" (om. kurbasivai) Epim.
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6. FRAGMENTS TAKEN FROM OTHER HISTORICAL
OR BIOGRAPHICAL WORKS

14 At this point the most level-headed of the Athenians began to look towards Solon.

They saw that he, more than anyone else, stood apart from the injustices of the time

and was involved neither in the extortions of the rich nor the privations of the poor,

and so finally they appealed to him to come forward and settle their differences.
Phainias of Lesbos, however, maintains that Solon of his own accord
went behind the backs of both parties in order to save the city, and
secretly promised the poor that he would redistribute the land, and the
rich that he would guarantee the pledges which were their security.
Solon’s own version is that he only engaged in politics very unwillingly, because he

was afraid of the grasping nature of the one party and the arrogance of the other.

15 According to Herakleides of Pontos, Solon lived on for many years after Peisistra-

tos had made himself tyrant, but Phainias of Eresos maintains that he did not
survive for more than two. Peisistratos first became tyrant during the
archonship of Komeas, and Phainias states that Solon died in the archon-
ship of Hegestratos, who succeeded Komeas.

16a Kyrbeis: those objects which list the festive days in honour of the gods;  there are

also krybies, on which the mysteries of the gods had to be written. Asklepiades (sc. says

in his commentary on the Solonian kyrbeis) that a kyrbis signified the borders of landed

property. As Phanias of Eresos says, legal ownership of land was validated
by the letters (sc. on the kyrbeis). 16b From Seleukos: Kyrbeis: They list the
festive days in honour of the gods, namely from the preparation of the feasts (?); (for
they are kyrbasiai (?); or Kyrbeis: since the mysteries of the gods have to be written on
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ajpokruptovmena dei` ei\nai.  ∆Asklhpiavdh" de; ejn toi`" Tw`n ajxovnwn ejxhghtikoi`" ajpo;

Kuvrbew" tou` ta;" qusiva" oJrivsanto": < h]>, wJ" fhsi Fanivh" oJ  ∆Erevsio", [h]] ajpo; tou`

tau`ta kurwqh`nai toi`" gravmmasin.

17 (= FHG F 6 = F 23 W IX) P. Them. 1,1-2: Qemistoklei ̀de; ta; me;n

ejk gevnou" ajmaurovtera pro;" dovxan uJph`rce: patro;" ga;r h\n Neoklevou" ouj tw`n a[gan

ejpifanw`n  ∆Aqhvnhsi, Frearrivou tw`n dhvmwn ejk th`" Lewntivdo" fulh`", novqo" de; pro;"

mhtrov", wJ" levgousin:

 ÔAbrovtonon Qrhvissa gunh; gevno": ajlla; tekevsqai

to;n mevgan  ”Ellhsivn fhmi Qemistokleva

(A. 13,576c = A FHG IV p. 300 = Anth. pal. 7,306; A.

Var.hist. 12,43). Faniva" mevntoi th;n mhtevra tou` Qemistoklevou" ouj Qra`/ttan,

ajlla; Karivnhn, oujd’  ÔAbrovtonon o[noma, ajll’ Eujtevrphn ajnagravfei. Neavnqh"

(FGrHist 84 F 2 b) de; kai; povlin aujth`/ th`" Kariva"  ÔAlikarnasso;n prostivqhsi.

18 (= FHG F 7 = F 24 W IX) P. Them. 7,5-7: ∆Epei; de; tai`"  ∆Afetai`"

tou ̀barbarikou` stovlou prosmeivxanto", ejkplagei;" oJ Eujrubiavdh" tw`n kata; stovma new`n to;

plh`qo", a[lla" de; punqanovmeno" diakosiva" uJpe;r Skiavqou kuvklw/ periplei`n, ejbouvleto th;n

tacivsthn ei[sw th`" ÔEllavdo" komisqei;" a{yasqai Peloponnhvsou kai; to;n pezo;n strato;n

tai`" nausi; prosperibalevsqai, pantavpasin ajprovsmacon hJgouvmeno" th;n kata; qavlattan

ajlkh;n basilevw", deivsante" oiJ Eujboei`" mh; sfa`" oiJ ”Ellhne" provwntai, kruvfa tw`/

Qemistoklei ̀ dielevgonto, Pelavgonta meta; crhmavtwn pollw`n pevmyante". ’A labw;n

ejkei`no", wJ" ÔHrovdoto" (8,5) iJstovrhke, toi`" peri; to;n Eujrubiavdhn e[dwken.

∆Enantioumevnou d’ aujtw`/ mavlista tw`n politw``n  ∆Arcitevlou", o}" h\n me;n ejpi;

th`" iJera`" new;" trihvrarco", oujk e[cwn de; crhvmata toi`" nauvtai" corhgei`n

e[speuden ajpopleu`sai, parwvxunen e[ti ma`llon oJ Qemistoklh`" tou;"

trihrivta" ejp’ aujtovn, w{ste to; dei`pnon aJrpavsai sundramovnta". Tou ̀ d’

∆Arcitevlou" ajqumou`nto" ejpi; touvtw/ kai; barevw" fevronto", eijsevpemyen oJ

Qemistoklh"̀ pro;" aujto;n ejn kivsth/ dei`pnon a[rtwn kai; krew`n, uJpoqei;" kavtw

tavlanton ajrgurivou kai; keleuvsa" aujto;n te deipnei`n ejn tw`/ parovnti kai; meq’
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them (?). Asklepiades in his commentary on the axones (sc. writes): Kyrbeis comes
from the kyrbis (sc. boundary-stones or revolving pyramidal pillars for the publica-
tion of Solonian laws) which defines the sacrifices (sc. for the gods); or, as Phanias
of Eresos says, Kyrbeis: from the fact that legal ownership of land was
validated by the letters (sc. on such a kyrbis).
17 In the case of Themistokles his family was too obscure to have lent him any

distinction at the beginning of his career. His father was Neokles, a man of no parti-

cular mark at Athens, who belonged to one of the demes of Phrearrus and the tribe of

Leontis. On his mother’s side he was an alien, as her epitaph tells us:

“Abrotonon is my name

A woman of Thrace, yet famous among the Greeks:

I was the mother of Themistokles”.

However, according to Phainias, Themistokles’ mother was not a Thra-
cian but a woman of Caria, and her name was not Abrotonon but Eu-
terpe, while Neanthes even adds the name of the city she came from in Caria—that

is, Halikarnassos.

18 When the Persian fleet arrived at Aphetai, Eurybiades was appalled to learn the

number of ships that he had to face. And when he also discovered that another 200

vessels were sailing round beyond the island of Skiathos to take him in the rear, his

immediate impulse was to take the shortest way back into Greece, reach the Pelopon-

nese and there use his land forces to screen the fleet, for he regarded the Persians as

invincible at sea. This in turn alarmed the Euboeans, who were afraid that the rest of

the Greeks might abandon them, and they got into touch with Themistokles secretly

and sent Pelagon to him with large sums of money. Themistokles, according to Hero-

dotos, accepted the money and gave it to Eurybiades. Among his own country-
men the bitterest opposition he encountered came from Architeles, the
captain of the sacred state trireme, who was anxious to sail back to
Athens because he did not have enough money to pay his crew. So
Themistokles stirred up the feelings of Architeles’ men against him to
such a pitch that they made a rush at him and snatched away his dinner.
Then while Architeles was still nursing his indignation and chagrin at
this, Themistokles sent him a box containing a dinner of bread and meat
and under it a talent of silver. He told Architeles to eat his dinner at once
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hJmevran ejpimelhqh`nai tw`n trihritw`n: eij de; mhv, katabohvsein aujtou` pro;"

tou;" polivta" wJ" e[conto" ajrguvrion para; tw`n polemivwn. Tau`ta me;n ou\n

Faniva" oJ Levsbio" ei[rhken.

19 (= FHG F 8 = F 25 W IX) P. Them.  13,2-5: Qemistoklei`

de; para; th;n nauarcivda trihvrh sfagiazomevnw/ trei`" proshvcqhsan

aijcmavlwtoi, kavllistoi me;n ijdevsqai th;n o[yin, ejsqh`ti de; kai; crusw`/

kekosmhmevnoi diaprepw`".  ∆Elevgonto de; Sandavkh" pai`de" ei\nai th`"

basilevw" ajdelfh`" kai;  ∆Artauvktou. Touvtou" ijdw;n Eujfrantivdh" oJ mavnti", wJ"

a{ma me;n ajnevlamyen ejk tw`n iJerw`n mevga kai; perifane;" pu`r, a{ma de; ptarmo;"

ejk dexiw`n ejshvmhne, to;n Qemistokleva dexiwsavmeno" ejkevleuse tw`n

neanivskwn katavrxasqai kai; kaqiereu`sai panvta" wjmhsth`/ Dionuvsw/

proseuxavmenon: ou{tw ga;r a{ma swthrivan kai; nivkhn e[sesqai toi`" ”Ellhsin.

∆Ekplagevnto" de; tou` Qemistoklevou" wJ" mevga to; mavnteuma kai; deinovn, oi|on

ei[wqen ejn megavloi" ajgw`si kai; pravgmasi calepoi`", ma`llon ejk tw`n

paralovgwn h] tw`n eujlovgwn th;n swthrivan ejlpivzonte" oiJ polloi; to;n qeo;n a{ma

koinh`/ katekalou`nto fwnh`/, kai; tou;" aijcmalwvtou" tw`/ bwmw`/ prosagagovnte"

hjnavgkasan, wJ" oJ mavnti" ejkevleuse, th;n qusivan suntelesqh`nai. Tau`ta me;n

ou\n ajnh;r filovsofo" kai; grammavtwn oujk a[peiro" iJstorikw`n Faniva" oJ

Levsbio" ei[rhke.

20 (= FHG F 9 = F 26 W IX) P. Them.  27,1-8  (cf. A

10,4): Qoukudivdh" (1,137,3) me;n ou\n kai; Cavrwn oJ Lamyakhno;" (FGrHist 262 F 11)

iJstorous̀i teqnhkovto" Xevrxou pro;" to;n uiJo;n aujtou` tw`/ Qemistoklei` genevsqai th;n

e[nteuxin:  [Eforo" (FGrHist 70 F 190) de; kai; Deivnwn (FGrHist 690 F 13) kai;

Kleivtarco" (FGrHist 137 F 33) kai;  ÔHrakleivdh" (FGrHist 689 F 6), e[ti d’ a[lloi

pleivone" pro;" aujto;n ajfikevsqai to;n Xevrxhn. Toi`" de; cronikoi`" dokei` ma`llon oJ

Qoukudivdh" sumfevresqai, kaivper oujd’ aujtoi`" ajtrevma suntetagmevnoi". JO d’ ou\n

Qemistoklh"̀ genovmeno" par’ aujto; to; deinovn, ejntugcavnei prw`ton

∆Artabavnw/ tw`/ ciliavrcw/, levgwn  ”Ellhn me;n ei\nai, bouvlesqai d’ ejntucei`n
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and look after his crew in the morning, otherwise he would denounce
him publicly for accepting money from the enemy. This is the story we
are told by Phainias of Lesbos.

19 Meanwhile, Themistokles was offering sacrifice alongside the admi-
ral’s trireme. Here three remarkably handsome prisoners were brought
before him, magnificently dressed and wearing gold ornaments. They
were reported to be the sons of Sandauke, the king’s sister, and Artayktos.
At the very moment that Euphrantides the prophet saw them, a great
bright flame shot up from the victims awaiting sacrifice at the altar and a
sneeze was heard on the right, which is a good omen. At this, Euphran-
tides clasped Themistokles by the right hand and commanded him to
dedicate the young men by cutting off their forelocks and then to offer up
a prayer and sacrifice them all to Dionysos, the Eater of Flesh, for if this
were done, it would bring deliverance and victory to the Greeks.
Themistokles was appalled at this terrible and monstrous command from
the prophet, as it seemed to him. But the people, as so often happens at
moments of crisis, were ready to find salvation in the miraculous rather
than in a rational course of action. And so they called upon the name of
the god with one voice, dragged the prisoners to the altar, and compelled
the sacrifice to be carried out as the prophet had demanded. This, at any
rate, is the account we have from Phainias of Lesbos, who was a philos-
opher and well read in history besides.
20 According to Thukydides and Charon of Lampsakos, Xerxes was now dead and it

was his son Artaxerxes with whom Themistokles had his audience. On the other hand

Ephoros, Deinon, Kleitarchos, Herakleides, and many other authorities maintain that

he came to Xerxes. Thukydides’ version seems to me to fit in better with the dates that

are known to us over this period, although these are by no means firmly established.

At any rate Themistokles now had to face his long-awaited ordeal, and he
was received first of all by Artabanos, the vizier. Themistokles announced
to him that he was a Greek and wished to have an audience with the king
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basilei ̀peri; pragmavtwn megavlwn kai; pro;" a} tugcavnoi mavlista spoudavzwn

ejkeiǹo".  JO dev fhsin: “ «W xevne, novmoi diafevrousin ajnqrwvpwn: a[lla d’

a[lloi" kalav: kalo;n de; pàsi ta; oijkei`a kosmei`n kai; sw/vzein.  JUma`" me;n ou\n

ejleuqerivan mavlista qaumavzein kai; ijsovthta lovgo": hJmi`n de; pollw`n novmwn

kai; kalẁn o[ntwn kavllisto" ou|to" ejsti, tima`n basileva kai; proskuneìn wJ"

eijkovna qeou` tou` ta; pavnta sw/vzonto". Eij me;n ou\n ejpainw`n ta; hJmevtera

proskunhvsei", e[sti soi kai; qeavsasqai basileva kai; proseipei`n: eij d’ a[llo

ti fronei`", ajggevloi" eJtevroi" crhvsh/ pro;" aujtovn. Basilei` ga;r ouj pavtrion

ajndro;" ajkroa`sqai mh; proskunhvsanto".” Tauq’ oJ Qemistoklh`" ajkouvsa",

levgei pro;" aujtovn: “ ∆All’ ejgw; th;n basilevw" w\  ∆Artavbane fhvmhn kai;

duvnamin aujxhvswn ajfi`gmai, kai; aujtov" te peivsomai toi`" uJmetevroi" novmoi",

ejpei; qew`/ tw`/ megaluvnonti Pevrsa" ou{tw dokei`, kai; di’ ejme; pleivone" tw`n nu`n

basileva proskunhvsousin.  ”Wste tou`to mhde;n ejnpodw;n e[stw toi`" lovgoi",

ou}" bouvlomai pro;" ejkei`non eijpei`n”. - “Tivna dev”, ei\pen oJ  ∆Artavbano",

“ ÔEllhvnwn ajfi`cqai fw`men… ouj ga;r ijdiwvth/ th;n gnwvmhn e[oika".” Kai; oJ

Qemistoklh`": “tou`t’ oujk a[n”, e[fh, “puvqoitov ti" ∆Artavbane provtero"

basilevw"”. ”Outw me;n oJ Faniva" fhsivn: oJ d’  ∆Eratosqevnh" ejn toi`" Peri; plouvtou

(FGrHist 241 F 27) prosistovrhse, dia; gunaiko;"  ∆Eretrikh`" h}n oJ cilivarco" ei\ce tw`/

Qemistoklei` th;n pro;" aujto;n e[nteuxin genevsqai kai; suvstasin.

21 (= FHG F 11 = F 27 W IX) A. 2,48c: Prwt̀oi de; Pevrsai, w{"

fhsin  ÔHrakleivdh" (FGrHist 689 F 5), kai; tou;" legomevnou" strwvta" ejfeu`ron, i{na

kovsmon e[ch/ hJ strw`si" kai; eujavfeian. To;n ou\n [Krh`ta] Timagovran h] to;n ejk

Govrtuno", w{" fhsi Fainiva" oJ peripathtikov", [Entimon, o}" zhvlw/

Qemistoklevou" ajnevbh wJ" basileva, timw`n ∆Artaxevrxh" skhvnhn te e[dwken

aujtw`/ diafevrousan to; kavllo" kai; to; mevgeqo" kai; klivnhn ajrgurovpoda,

e[pemye de; kai; strwvmata polutelh` kai; to;n uJpostrwvsonta, favskwn oujk

ejpivstasqai tou;" ”Ellhna" uJpostrwnnuvein. Kai; ejpi; to; suggeniko;n a[riston
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on matters which were of special concern to him and of the highest
importance. Artabanos replied: “Stranger, the customs of men differ very
greatly from one another. Every people has its own standards of right and
wrong, but all agree that it is right to honour and uphold the customs of
their own country. Now you Greeks have the reputation of admiring
liberty and equality above all else. We, on the other hand, out of all the
excellent laws we possess, take most pride in honouring the king and
prostrating ourselves before him as the image of the god who is the
preserver of the universe. If you approve our customs, then, and will
make obeisance to him, you may see and speak to the king. But if your
ideas are different, you must find intermediaries other than myself to
communicate with him, since it is contrary to our customs for the king to
give audience to a man who has not paid obeisance to him”. Themisto-
kles, when he heard this, said: “My purpose in coming here, Artabanos,
is to increase the king’s fame and his power, and I will not only comply
with your customs myself, since this is the will of the god who exalts the
Persians, but I will multiply the number of those who now do homage to
the king. So do not let this matter stand in the way of what I have to tell
him”. “Which of the Greeks”, asked Artabanos, “am I to say has arrived,
for you are evidently a man far out of the ordinary run of intelligence”?
“No one”, Themistokles replied, “must learn my name before the king
himself”. This is the story we are told by Phainias, but Eratosthenes in his

treatise On Wealth adds that Themistokles secured his interview and his conversation

with the vizier through a woman of Eretria whom the latter had married.

21 The Persians were the first, according to Herakleides, to institute the so-called

“bed-makers” in order that the couches are made ready and soft. Now Timagoras
or Entimos from Gortyn in Crete, as Phainias the Peripatetic tells us,
once went up to visit the great king, emulating Themistokles. In his
honour Artaxerxes bestowed upon him a tent of extraordinary beauty
and size, and a silver-footed bedstead; he also sent rich coverings and a
slave to spread them, alleging that the Greeks did not know how to make
a bed. This Cretan was even invited to a breakfast of the king’s relatives,
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ejkaleit̀o oJ Krh;" ou|to", to;n basileva yucagwghvsa": o{per oujdeni; provteron

twǹ  ÔEllhvnwn ejgevneto, ajll’ ou\d’ u{steron.  ”Auth ga;r hJ timh; toi`" suggenevsi

diefullavteto. Timagovra/ me;n ga;r tw`/  ∆Aqhnaivw/ tw`/ proskunhvsanti basileva

kai; mavlista timhqevnti tou`to oujc uJph`rxe: tw`n de; paratiqemevnwn basilei`

touvtw/ tina; ajpo; th`" trapevzh" ajpevstelle. ∆Antalkivda/ de; tw`/ Lavkwni to;n

auJtou ̀ stevfanon eij" muvron bavya" e[pemye. Tw`/ d’ ∆Entivmw toiau`ta polla;

ejpoivei kai; ejpi; to; suggeniko;n a[riston ejkavlei.  ∆Ef’ w|/ oiJ Pevrsai/ calepw`"

e[feron wJ" th`" te timh`" dhmeuomevnh" kai; strateiva" ejpi; th;n  ÔEllavda pavlin

ejsomevnh".  [Epemye de; kai; klivnhn aujtw`/ ajrgurovpoda kai; strwmnh;n kai;

skhnh;n oujranofovron ajnqinh;n kai; qrovnon ajrgurou`n kai; ejpivcruson

skiavdeion kai; fiavla" liqokollhvtou" crusa`" ei[kosi, ajrgura`" de; megavla"

eJkato;n kai; krath`ra" ajrgurou`" kai; paidivska" eJkato;n kai; pai`da" eJkato;n

crusou"̀ te eJxakiscilivou" cwriv" tw`n eij" ta; ejpithvdeia kaq’ hJmevran

didomevnwn.

22 (= FHG F 10 = F 28 W IX) P. Them.  29,11: Povlei" d’ aujtw`/ (sc.

Qemistoklei`) trei`" me;n oiJ plei`stoi doqh`nai levgousin eij" a[rton kai; oi\non kai; o[yon,

Magnhsivan kai; Lavmyakon kai; Muou`nta: duo; d’ a[lla" prostivqhsin oJ Kuzikhno;"

Neavnqh" (FGrHist 84 F 17 a) kai; Faniva", Perkwvthn kai; Palaivskhyin eij"

strwmnh;n kai; ajmpecovnhn.

23 (= FHG F 40 = F 29 W IX) H s.v. khvvruke" L: OiJ

a[ggeloi, oiJ diavkonoi, oiJ ta;" uJphretika;" ejpitelou`nte" pravxei".  ∆Ekalei`to de; kai;

gevno" ijqagenw`n, ajpo; Khvruko" tou`  ÔErmou`: Faniva". Kai; tou;" ejrinavzonta" tou;"

ejrinou;" khvruka" levgousi.
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since he had caught the king’s fancy; this was an honour never accorded
to any Greek before or since, being exclusively reserved for kinsmen.
Certainly the Athenian Timagoras never enjoyed the honour, though he
had paid obeisance to the king and had been received by him with
special favour; but some of the food served to the king was merely sent to
him from the table. To the Spartan Antalkidas he sent his own chaplet
after dipping it in perfume. But for Entimos he not only did all this, but
also invited him to breakfast en famille. The Persians took umbrage at this,
because they felt that the honour was being vulgarized, and also because
a new expedition against Greece was impending. But the king sent Enti-
mos a silver-footed bed with its coverings, a tent with gaily-coloured
canopy, a silver throne, a gilded sun-shade, twenty gold saucers set with
jewels, one hundred large saucers of silver and silver mixing-bowls, one
hundred concubines and one hundred slaves, and six thousand pieces of
gold, beside all that was given to him for his daily necessities.

22 According to most writers he was given three cities to provide his bread, wine, and

meat, namely Magnesia, Lampsakos, and Myous, while Neanthes of Kyzikos
and Phanias add two more—Perkote and Palaiskepsis—which supplied
his bedding and his clothes.

23 Kerykes: The messengers, or the servants who fulfil the function of domestics.
Kerykes was also the name of a noble family clan, which derives its name
from Keryx, the son of Hermes, as Phanias says. Kerykes are also called the

people who hang boughs of the wild fig-tree near a cultivated fig-tree.
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1012. Phainias of Eresos
 (4th c. ..; floruit 336-332 ..)

Introduction and commentary on T 1-7

P.1 lived in the fourth century .. He was one of the earliest pupils of
Aristotle and became a leading scholar and prolific writer in the first
generation of the Peripatos. Fainiva" is the spelling of his name found
in inscriptions from his native island Lesbos and is therefore to be
preferred to Faniva", the Attic and common Greek form of the same
name2 used e.g. by Plutarch. An ancient biographical tradition,
which has come down to us through Hesychios and an article in the
Suda3, places the ajkmhv of our Peripatetic in the 111th Olympiad (336-
332 ..) and the reign of Alexander the Great (336-323 ..). If one
takes into account the fact that P. and Theophrastos are recorded as
being among the earliest pupils of Aristotle at Mytilene (from 345/44
on), P. may have been born about 365 .. or a few years earlier. At
any rate, the calculation of some ancient biographers who added the
standard number of 40 years to his ajkmhv in 336-332 .. and stated
that P. was born in 376-373 .. is to be rejected4. P. probably died
during Demetrios of Phaleron’s administration in Athens (317-307
..), but the exact year of his death is unknown. Unlike Theophras-
tos, Eudemos or Aristoxenos, P. never studied or lived as a scholar in
the Peripatos at Athens while Aristotle was head of the school (335-
323/22 ..).

In late Hellenistic and early imperial Roman times Theophrastos and
P. were regarded as two of the most famous Eresians. The historian
and geographer Strabo testifies this in his catalogue of a[ndre" e[ndoxoi
from this city5. He calls Theophrastos and P. two pupils of Aristotle

1 See F 1-7 W IX for the ancient testimonies on his life and F 8-51 W
IX for the remains of his works; see also L (1938: 1565-1591) and W
(1983: 461-473 on the Peripatos and 552-554 on P.).

2 Cf. IG XII2, 35, l. 14 for a Fainiva" Fainivou and SEG XXVI 919 A, 14 for a
Phainias from Lesbos; F – M (1987: 452) list two people called
Phainias of Eresos (our philosopher and one other man), and three other namesakes
from Mytilene.

3 Cf. Suda F 73 s.v. Faniva" = T 1.
4 Cf. W (1969c: 27) on T 1: “zwischen 376 und 373”.
5 Cf. S. Geogr. 13,2,4 C. 618 = T 2; Demetrios of Skepsis or Artemidoros are

possible sources for Strabo’s catalogue of a[ndre" e[ndoxoi; most of them are famous
writers, philosophers or intellectuals, whereas only a minority are included because of
their political or military career, as Leo has already remarked (L 1901: 132): “Die



   

who became—as was customary among his pupils—famous philoso-
phers and scholars. P., as appears from his broad range of interests,
was a typical scholar and writer of the early Peripatetic school. The-
ophrastos and P. were almost the same age, they were friends and
shared far-reaching scientific interests in biology, botany6, agriculture
and pharmacology, as well as a fascination for the “humanities”, for
instance for the lives of individuals and human behaviour in general,
cultural and local history, the history of literature, chronological ques-
tions as well as philosophy. In the first generation after Aristotle his
disciples began to form groups within the Peripatos based on personal
sympathy or antipathy, which had some influence on their scientific
interests and published work. One can for instance group Aristoxenos
with Dikaiarchos and Theophrastos with Eudemos. Although P. was
on friendly terms with Theophrastos, he should not be counted as a
member of any of these factions within the Peripatos because of his
distance from the regular daily life of the school7. P. and Theophras-
tos exchanged letters, in which they discussed scholarly problems,
their lives as teachers, subjects for lectures and means of giving in-
struction8. Theophrastos once remarked in a letter to P. that he re-
garded ajnagnw`sei" (reading drafts of his works to his pupils) as helpful
in improving his scientific works and in preparing them for final

alexandrinische Biographie erstreckte sich auf die ejn paideiva/ dialavmyante", auf die
viri in litteris illustres, diese versteht man von jetzt an unter den e[ndoxoi, den illustres”.
But even in the case of books entitled About Illustrious Men “we remain in doubt
whether they were a series of short biographies or a collection of anecdotes about
illustrious men”. (M 1993: 71). The observation may be of general interest
for the early development of Greek biography. Neanthes is the earliest writer to
whom a work with the title Peri; ejndovxwn ajndrw`n is attributed (FGrHist 84 F 13). For
his life of Themistokles Neanthes used an earlier work by P. as one of his sources.
The most important themes and some characteristic features of later, more devel-
oped biographies, such as the scope of the author to describe his heroes’ lives “from
the cradle to the grave”, his lineage and birth, his name, his education under impor-
tant teachers, his pupils, his old age and death, can already be found in the fragments
of Neanthes.

6 Cf. P Peri; futẁn (or Futwǹ iJstoriva ?) F 36-50 W IX. As a scholarly
discipline ancient Greek botany perhaps reached its peak with Theophrastos and P.
They did not confine themselves to collecting an enormous amount of knowledge on
all aspects of nature, but tried to develop a scientific classification for the species of
plants (cf. F 37 and F 39 W IX). In addition P.’s intense practical interest in
agricultural problems is attested in F 29, 40, 41, 43 W IX. M I (1854: 189-
193) gives an interpretation of P.’s botanical fragments.

7 See on these groups e.g. B (1940: 921-922).
8 Cf. D. L. 5,2,37 following G (1920: 202) who proposed the emen-

dation deikthrivou, that is a school room where Theophrastos gave his lectures (but
see also Wyse’s emendation didaskalivou), and 5,2,50 = T 3 and T 4; S. A.
R. A 972a = T 5.



    

publication9. It is attested that Theophrastos had many pupils10 in
Athens during the rule of Demetrios of Phaleron, and before the law
of Sophokles, son of Amphikleides of Sunion, was passed. This law,
which dates from 307/6 .., restricted philosophical teaching to
those philosophers who had been given permission to teach by the
assembly and the council of Athens. We do not know the exact number
or the names of P.’s pupils. In general Aristotle himself and most of the
early Peripatetics, such as Demetrios of Phaleron and Theophrastos,
had a dislike of 4th-century Athenian democracy, which was revived
after 307 .., and indeed, the majority of Athenian democrats were
convinced that Peripatetic philosophers were all sworn enemies of
democracy. However, we have no clear-cut testimonies on P.’s views
on the advantages and faults of certain systems of government11, and
it is unwarranted to speculate on this point on the basis of the opin-
ions held by his teacher Aristotle or his friend Theophrastos.

In view of P.’s prolific writings and his wide range of interests,
Plutarch aptly calls him (in F 19) an ajnh;r filovsofo" kai; grammavtwn oujk
a[peiro" iJstorikw`n. On the whole, he seems to have excelled in the
fields of science and the humanities rather than in purely philosoph-
ical research. Nevertheless P. deserves his place as a philosophical
writer by virtue of his works on Aristotle’s philosophy of knowledge,
which were probably three in number: Kathgorivai, Peri; eJrmeneiva"
and ∆Analutikav12. Two other philosophical works, Pro;" Diovdoron13

and Pro;" tou;" sofistav"14, are early examples of the genre of the phil-
osophical ajntigrafhv or polemical treatise15.

9 T 4; see also W (1969c: 27).
10 D. L. 5,2,37 gives the probably exaggerated total number of 2000 stu-

dents in the Peripatos under Theophrastos, but there can be no doubt that the
Peripatos prospered during these years, see W (1983: 462-464); for the Law of
Sophokles see D. L. 5,2,37 = T 4 and A. 13,610f with F (1911:
104) and recently H (1995: 81), who also makes important general remarks on
the philosophical schools (1995: 111-116).

11 But P. certainly had a dislike of tyranny, see below F 1-2 On the Tyrants in Sicily
and F 3-6 Tyrants killed in  Revenge.

12 But we are not sure whether F 8 W IX actually refers to three different
works under these titles. If so, P. perhaps confined himself to explaining the doctrines
and commenting on Aristotle’s teachings, as did Eudemos and Theophrastos, who
are named along with P. in this passage.

13 F 9 W IX Against Diodoros (Kronos?).
14 F 10 W IX Against the Sophists.
15 The earliest example of a political ajntigrafhv is a reply by a Sicilian orator

named A to I’ Panhgurikov" with a defence of the Sicilian tyrant
Dionysios I of Syracuse under the title ∆Antigrafh; pro;" to;n  jIsokravtou" panhgurikovn
(D. L. 5,1,35); six examples of Aristotelian ajntigrafaiv are mentioned by
W (1969c: 29) in his commentary on P F 10.



   

From the fragments of P.’s works it is clear that some of them consist-
ed in many books. Voluminous works are characteristic of the early
Peripatetic writers as well as an enormous literary production, of
which only scanty fragments and testimonies have been handed down
to us. The focus of scholarly interest had shifted from philosophical
research in the field of metaphysics to the sciences and ethics in the
broad contemporary sense. Historians of Greek philosophy have ob-
served some weak points in the ontology and transcendental philoso-
phy of the first Peripatetics after Aristotle16. The Academy or the
Stoa taught more elaborate doctrines in these traditional philosophi-
cal fields. Wehrli, a leading modern authority on the history of the
early Peripatos, has pointed out a tendency towards philosophical
disintegration through the plurality of opinions in the Peripatos, a
dangerous process of autonomy of research in the different scientific
fields and a lack of great Syntheseis or philosophical summae17. The
beginning of this development, which turned out to be a serious com-
petitive disadvantage for the Peripatos against other Hellenistic phil-
osophical schools, can be observed in the numerous fields of scholarly
research covered by P., and in the number and contents of his attest-
ed works.

According to Aristotle a man is characterized by what he says, what
he does and how he lives18. Thus he described the most important
ways of life (bivoi) and assessed their relative merits19: the philosophi-
cal life of contemplation (qewriva) was the best. The life devoted to
public and political activity came next in order as the second best,
and the life of luxury and pleasure was regarded by the philosopher
as the worst form. From these three bivoi a multitude of literary forms
illustrating exemplary bivoi sprang up in the first generation after Ari-
stotle’s death. There were ejgkwvmia and yovgoi, historical and political

16 See, e.g. B (1940: 921): “Neben der Weite und Intensität der empirischen
Forschung, neben der kraftvollen ethisch-rhetorischen Einwirkung auf die große
Schar der Gebildeten, fallen die eigentlich philosophischen Leistungen der ersten
Generation völlig ab. Das hat binnen kurzem zum Ruin der Schule geführt”.

17 Cf. W (1983: 464).
18 A. Eth. Nic. 4,7,5-6 1127 a 27-28: ”Ekasto" de; oi|o" ejstivn, toiau`ta levgei kai;

pravttei kai; ou{tw zh`/, eja;n mhv tino" e{neka pravtth/: “But when a man is acting without
ulterior motive, his words, actions, and conduct always represent his true character”,
transl. R (1926); further references to the Aristotelian method of deriving a
man’s character from his sayings and deeds were collected by L (1901); see esp. on
Phainias L (1901: 109-113) and recently C (1994: 303-332, esp. 316). The
method is not an Aristotelian invention, but was already used by earlier authors, cf.
X. Ages. 1,6 or I. Euag. 65.

19 Cf. A. Eth. Nic. 1,5,2-8 1095 b 17-1096 a 10.



    

treatises concentrating on individual exempla, and even single or col-
lective biographies. Biographical exempla historica of individuals (but
also of whole cities and peoples) were often used for the practical
purposes of teaching moral philosophy and rhetoric. Therefore it is
not surprising that a disciple of Aristotle and a philosopher like P.
should make some literary experiments with biographical material in
different genres.

On the basis of some of the preserved fragments two observations
impose themselves, firstly, that P. wrote early forms of collective Peri-
patetic biographies, and secondly, that he did not limit himself to
biographical material relevant to the lives of famous philosophers,
writers or scholars, but was evidently interested in the lives of famous
statesmen too (e.g. the Sicilian and other Greek tyrants, Solon or
Themistokles). However, it might be too sweeping a statement to call
P. an early writer of political biographies. For neither Plutarch nor
anybody else tells us that P. actually wrote a biography of Themisto-
kles or of any other historical figure, e.g. Solon. Momigliano (among
other scholars) has stressed the difficulty in distinguishing fragments
from early collections of anecdotes about individuals from those taken
from formal biographies20. Perhaps we today are the first to add up
the many interesting episodes from Themistokles’ life which Plutarch
has taken from P. to establish some kind of early formal biography of
that statesman. But we can at least say that P. contributed such a
large number of episodes, sayings or characteristic deeds from differ-
ent periods of the lives of some political men that his material covered
their entire lifetimes. In the case of Themistokles P. began with a
discussion of the lineage of his mother and continued his remarks
through to his last years of exile in Magnesia. The view that P. wrote
a biography of Themistokles rests, however, on two assumptions
which cannot be demonstrated to be true. The first is that all our
preserved fragments of P. concerning the life of the statesman come
from one and the same work, and the second that all these anecdotes
and episodes were linked together within a biographical framework
by P. himself and not just later by Plutarch. For if Plutarch took his
episodes concerning Themistokles from different works of P., it be-
comes difficult to imagine a formal biography among these sources.
But because of his works On the Tyrants of Sicily, Tyrants Killed in Revenge,

20 Cf. M (1993: 77-78): “In the present state of our knowledge it would
be absurd to deny altogether that Phainias wrote biographies; but it is a waste of time
to try to guess what sort of biography Phainias may have written, since we cannot be
certain that there even was biography by Phainias.” (78)



   

On the Socratics, On Poets and the fragments on Solon and Themisto-
kles, P. must in any case be regarded as an important figure in the
development of Greek biography.

Whatever his contributions, there can be no doubt that other early
Peripatetics, such as Aristoxenos, Dikaiarchos and Chamaileon, had
a more profound influence on the development of Peripatetic literary
history, doxography and biography than P. Looking back from impe-
rial times, Suetonius mentioned as representative writers of early
Greek biography Hermippos, Satyros, Antigonos and Aristoxenos21.
Theophrastos, too, is less important for the history of early Hellenistic
biography. He made some biographical remarks in works on non-
biographical topics, e.g. Peri; Kwmw/diva", and used biographical
material in his treatise Carakth`re" hjqikoiv22. Aristoxenos and Dikai-
archos, unlike Theophrastos, tried to find historical and contempo-
rary examples of the Aristotelian bivoi and to narrate the individual
lives of historical figures as personifications of certain types of charac-
ter. This literary form turned out to be very promising and ultimately
led to Plutarch’s Parallel Lives. Dikaiarchos extended the basic idea
and was thus able to declare even a whole people as representative of
a certain bivo". He wrote important works on ways of life23 as well as
his famous Bivo" ÔEllavdo", the first known Greek cultural history con-
ceived along evolutionary lines24. Aristoxenos and the Peri; bivwn of
Klearchos can be dated some years later than Dikaiarchos25.

The following commentary will concentrate on those fragments of the
works of P. that are of interest for a collection of fragments on Greek
biography26. Given the fragmentary condition of all these works, it
may ultimately be impossible to determine whether some of them
come closer to the historiographical genos or derive from early exam-
ples of the Peripatetic genre of collective biographies. The sample of

21 Cf. A F 10 b W II = FGrHist IV A 2 1016; but this is of course
not an exhaustive list.

22 See S I-II (1960-1962), S (1992) and L F (1996: 127-170).
23 Cf. D F 25-46 W I = FGrHist IV B and C.
24 Cf. D F 47-66 W I = FGrHist IV B and C.
25 K F 37-62 W III = FGrHist IV A 2 1021. See on P. and the Peri;

bivwn-works of the early Peripatetics L (1901: 109-114) and W’s commentaries
on K F 37-62 (1969a: 58-67) and H P F 45 W VII
(1969b: 72); see also D (1970: 71-76).

26 Some of the following texts were already indicated by J for inclusion in
FGrHist IV A in his handwritten notes for the preparation of IV A p. 998 (microfilm
KU Leuven).





P. examined in this volume includes fragments taken from Peri; tw`n
ejn Sikeliva/ turavnnwn (= F 1-2), Turavnnwn ajnairevsi" ejk timoriva" (= F 3-
6), Prutavnei" ∆Eresivwn (= F 7-10), Peri; tw`n Swkratikw`n (F 11-12),
Peri; poihtw`n (F 13) and some fragments from one or several different
historical or biographical works on Solon (F 14-16), Themistokles (F
17-22) and Athenian genealogy (F 23).

Commentary on F 1-13

1. ON THE TYRANTS OF SICILY

(1; 2 ?) Tyranny suggested itself to P. as a theme for research. It was
not simply a matter of abstract philosophical and ethical discussion.
According to Plutarch (T 7) P. and Theophrastos agreed in their
opposition to tyranny as a form of government and to individual
tyrants; he names them with other philosophers who had helped eject
tyrants from their native cities. Three brothers, Apollodoros, Hermon
and Heraios came to power in Eresos in the 340’s (or about 338 ..)
when P. was a young man and still living there. They ruled together
in an interesting collective form of tyranny organized by members of
the same family27. In 334 Alexander removed them from power
along with other oligarchs and tyrants. According to Arrian28,
Pharnabazos and Autophradates, two admirals of the Persian com-
mander-in-chief Memnon, captured Lesbos during the war against
Alexander in 333 .. and made Diogenes, who had been exiled from
his native city some time before, tyrant in Mytilene, Aristonikos ty-
rant in Methymna, and Agonippos and Eurysilaos tyrants in Eresos.
These tyrannies were overthrown anew by the Macedonians in 333/
2 or 332/1 .. and from 332 .. on democratic systems of constitu-
tion prevailed in the city-states of Lesbos29. During his life-time P.
thus had ample opportunity to become interested in the lives of indi-

27 Cf. IG  XII2, 526 on Apollodoros, Hermon and Heraios; on the historical
context and the disputed chronology of the various tyrannies in Eresos, see P
(1913: 51-76, especially 72-76), B (1967: 336-338) L, (1996: 26-40) and L-
 (1996: 23-34); on some of Plato’s pupils who became tyrants and for interest-
ing parallel collective systems of tyranny organized by members of the same family or
by eJtai`roi, see T (1994).

28 A. Anab. 2,1,5.
29 A. Anab. 3,2,3-7 with commentaries by B (1980: 266-269); on Agon-

ippos and Eurysilaos see T GHI II 191, lines 129-131 and B  (1980: 268);
C R 4,5,13-22, esp. 19 with commentaries by A (1980: 327-332).
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vidual tyrants and in tyranny as a form of constitution. P. had not
accompanied Theophrastos to Athens in 335 when he went there to
study in the recently founded Peripatos. Hence we cannot entirely
exclude the possibility that he actually took part in expelling one of
the Lesbian tyrants in 334 or 333/2 ..

Now it is Plutarch’s purpose in his treatise entitled That Epikuros Actu-
ally Makes a Pleasant Life Impossible to defend the Academic and Peripa-
tetic philosophers against accusations of having consorted with ty-
rants and monarchs. At the same time Plutarch wished to attack the
Epicurean philosophy of withdrawal from political life. Thus the po-
litical activities of Theophrastos and P. and their participation in
ejecting the tyrants in Eresos on Lesbos may have been exaggerated.
Aristotle is credited by the Vita Aristotelis Marciana (T 6) with having
won favour with P.’s native city because he persuaded Philip II not to
lay siege to Eresos. Given Philip’s foreign policy it is not easy, howev-
er, to imagine when and under what circumstances he might have
threatened the city of Eresos or the whole island of Lesbos with a
siege before 336 .. The whole story is probably a later invention in
favour of Philip, who actually gave no support to democracy at
Eresos. If not, then one might consider the reign of Alexander (in-
stead of his father Philip II) and his war against Memnon and the
Persian fleet in the Aegean as a possible historical context for this
story.

P. wrote two works dealing with different aspects of tyranny and
tyrants, On the Tyrants of Sicily and Tyrants Killed in Revenge. The frag-
ments of both works are of interest for a collection of fragments on
the roots of Greek biography. On the Tyrants of Sicily was perhaps a
biographical work, but may equally have been a large collection of
characteristic anecdotes. P. was among the first Greek authors to
treat rulers as a class apart from philosophers, the representatives of
learning and the arts30. Moreover, the assessment of different forms
of personal rule also constituted a central theme in Sicilian historiog-
raphy, and hence biographical passages on Sicilian tyrants and even
lists of good and bad rulers can be found in general histories of Sicily
and the Western Greeks, the Sikelikav31. In addition, there were some
historical monographs on individual Sicilian tyrants, e.g. those by

30 Cf. S (1928: 132-133 and 162).
31 Cf. FGrHist 554-577 with valuable commentaries by J; the recent scholar-

ly discussion on Timaios and other authors of general histories of Sicily can be found
in P (1987), V (1991), S (1992) and S (1994).
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Polykritos, Kallias or Antandros32. In Hellenistic times an impressive
literature On Kings and on individual kings of particular states existed,
which may partly have been influenced by P.’s On the Tyrants of Sici-
ly33. Cooper recently surmised that P. arranged On the Tyrants of Sicily
in the form of a political diadochv34. But, at least in the preserved
fragments, there are only insufficient hints indicating the concept of
succession from earlier to later tyrants or a theory of historical devel-
opment of tyranny as a form of rule, either of which one would
expect to find as the leading idea in such a diadochv.

Similarities between P.’s On the Tyrants of Sicily and Hieronymos of
Kardia’s ÔH peri; tw`n ejpigovnwn pragmateiva (or Ta; ejp’ ∆Alexavndrw/ prac-
qevnta) have been suggested35, but the most commensurable work
could have been Baton of Sinope’s On the Tyrants of Ephesos36. Unfor-
tunately, however, only two fragments from Baton’s work have sur-
vived, and we should not base important conclusions on mere similar-
ities in the attested titles. Baton, however, also treated the topic of
tyranny in a second work entitled On the Tyranny of Hieronymos37. The
Tyrants who lived in Europe and Asia by Charon of Carthage38 is also
known to us only as a title. These works are, moreover, to be dated
later than those of P. and therefore cannot give us decisive clues as to
the character of P.’s On the Tyrants of Sicily.

(1) Athenaios remarks that P. told the same story as Theopompos.
Hence Wehrli has provided the complete context of the quotation
from P. including the long fragment of Theopompos (FGrHist 115 F
193) as his F 11. Only the first eight lines and the end of the fragment
are, however, to be regarded with certainty as a direct quotation from
P., whereas the remainder is a quotation from Theopompos, which

32 Cf. P FGrHist 559 F 1, K FGrHist 564 F 1-7, A
FGrHist 565 T 5 and F 1.

33 Cf. N FGrHist 432 T 1 and F 17, C  N FGrHist 612 T
1, N  K FGrHist 700 F 1-2, D FGrHist 722 F 1-6,
E FGrHist 723 F 1-4, I  T FGrHist 734 F 1-3 and M
 E FGrHist 783 F 1-6; T FGrHist 88 F 1 probably took a series of
kings as the chronological structure of his universal history.

34 Cf. C (1995: 329).
35 H  K FGrHist 154 F 13; but see H (1981) on the

structure of Hieronymos’ work.
36 FGrHist 268 F 2-3; see already L (1938: 1567). See forthcoming com-

mentary on FGrHist IV A 4 1028.
37 Cf. B FGrHist 268 F 4.
38 Suda C 137 s.v. Cavrwn (cf. FGrHist IV A 7); he probably lived before 146 .., but

a later date after the refoundation of Carthage by Caesar cannot be ruled out.
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we cannot be sure that P. himself knew. We cannot rule out the
possibility that P. took the whole story from the Chian historiogra-
pher, but because of the peculiar composite character of the passage
in Athenaios, it is not possible to use F 1 as a typical example of P.’s
style in On the Tyrants of Sicily.

The proverbial wealth and luxury of the Sicilian tyrants was illustrat-
ed by P. by means of their expensive votive offerings, which were
made of gold and silver and displayed in the Panhellenic sanctuary of
Delphi, and in his description of the splendid life at their Sicilian
courts. P. reminded his readers of the frugality of the offerings made
to Delphi in earlier times. Gyges, king of the Lydians, was the first to
send offerings made of gold and silver. He was imitated by Kroisos
and the Sicilian tyrants Gelon and Hieron39. In On the Tyrants of Sicily
P. may have criticized the extreme luxury of life and the show of
wealth made in Delphi for purposes of propaganda by foreign rulers
from a philosophical point of view, but there is no explicit criticism in
the present fragment40. P. quoted two epigrams from “old” votive
offerings in Delphi to embellish his narrative and to give it greater
authority. But these epigrams should not be regarded as genuine, as
Wehrli has rightly emphasized in his commentary.

(2) Wehrli was unsure whether the fragment should be assigned to On
the Tyrants of Sicily or to On Poets41. Judging by its content it could fit
into both works. The fragment illustrates the luxury displayed at the
court and the table of Dionysios I and his relationship to famous
poets whom he tried to attract to his court42. F 2 relates a typical
anecdote about the poet Philoxenos, but one should also keep in
mind the Sicilian sojourns of Aischylos or Pindaros as topics possibly
dealt with by P. Philoxenos, a famous dithyrambic poet from Kythera
(c. 435/34-380/79 ..) and a composer of music regarded by his
contemporaries as quite innovative, stayed for some years with Dio-
nysios in Syracuse as his court poet43. During that time he dared to

39 For a brief account of Gelon and Hieron see B (1967: 140-152); for the
current scholarly views on the early tyranny in Syracuse see M in: G and
V II,1 (1980: 34-54).

40 On the votive offerings in Delphi see M (1993: 126-184); on the early
bronze statuettes of the eighth century which were dedicated, among others, by the
Corinthians, see R (1969).

41 Cf. F 32-33 W IX and see the commentary below on F 13.
42 Cf. S (1992: 63; 83-84; 147).
43 For Philoxenos’ works cf. P (1962), esp. P F 7 = P F 3

(816) P; see also C (1990: 223-224).
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criticize the tyrant’s attempts at writing tragedies. For this reason he
was thrown into the quarries near Syracuse. The dialogue between
poet and tyrant in P. may have been a prelude to the account of
Philoxenos’ catastrophe. The fragment is of some interest for P.’s
style, which was lively, and betrayed a fondness of rich detail and
pointed anecdotes. P. was primarily interested in the character and
personal qualities of Dionysios I and his relationship with Philoxenos,
not in evaluating his political or military role44.

2. TYRANTS KILLED IN REVENGE

(3-6) Aristotle himself had discussed legitimate grounds for expelling
or even killing an unjust ruler or a tyrant in his Politikav45. Thus a
work entitled Tyrants killed in Revenge fits perfectly into the Peripatetic
tradition, and one may presume that P. wished to illustrate the theo-
ries of his master with examples taken from history. F 3-6 are of great
interest for a collection of fragments on the roots of Greek biography.
They confirm Momigliano’s view that P. (like his teacher Aristotle)
did not cross the bridge from collecting anecdotes to writing formal
biographies46. Aristotle had made a characteristically subtle distinc-
tion between assaults on the life of rulers and tyrants and violent
attempts to change the form of government. According to the philos-
opher most assaults on the lives of rulers result from acts of u{bri"
committed by these rulers against the honour, the fortune or the body
of one of their subjects, their relatives or their lovers. In most cases
assaults on the lives of such insolent rulers or tyrants come from those
injured by the acts of hybris in question; they seek to take private
revenge by killing the wrongdoers. Aristotle himself had named Har-
modios and Aristogeiton, the famous Athenian pair of lovers, or the
man who killed Periandros as typical examples. A similar story is told
of Hipparinos and Antileon in F 5. P. systematically collected histor-
ical examples of violent revenge against tyrants or rulers and did not
confine himself to dividing his material into categories, but told his
stories in an entertaining and lively way. Consequently, he had to
concentrate on the direct cause of the violent revenge, the way it was
sought and the immediate consequences of the assault. It was neither

44 On Dionysios I of Syracuse see B III,2 (19232: 185-209), S
(1958), B (1967: 222-260), S (1987),  U ‒ S (1988:
1123-1151) and S (1992).

45 Cf. A. Pol. 5,10,1311a31-1313a15.
46 Cf. M (1993: 76 on Aristotle and 78 on P.).
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necessary nor expedient for P. to provide a historical narrative of the
whole reign of every tyrant mentioned in his work. Thus in all prob-
ability Tyrants killed in Revenge was not a collective biography of tyrants,
but a vast and systematically arranged compilation of concrete histor-
ical examples of violent acts of revenge and anecdotes related to
them. In collecting his examples P. did not restrict himself to a given
part of the Greek world or use examples taken exclusively from the
older tyranny of the 7th and 6th centuries, but included contempo-
rary examples, too.

(3) Skopas is often named as an example in connection with enor-
mous wealth, splendid ostentation and tyrannical insolence. He lived
in the second half of the sixth century .. and was a dynast or tyrant
in the Thessalian town of Krannon47, or, according to some more
reliable ancient authorities, at Pharsalos48. His exact constitutional
position is anything but clear49. But Skopas, son of Kreon, was the
head of the dynastic clan of the Skopads. One may describe him as
one of the Thessalian “tyrants”, but he may also have been an elected
tavgo", that is a constitutional warlord (or “duke”) of all Thessalians.

In the present text his notorious alcoholic excesses, his hybris and
complete disregard for his fellow-citizens’ opinion of his shocking
behaviour are stressed by P. Skopas gave orders that four servants
should carry him back from drinking parties sitting on his throne,
since he was usually too drunk to walk. One can conclude from the
only extant fragment on Skopas that P. described him in a very
negative way. In the eyes of a philosopher like P. and according to
ancient Greek popular morality a man (and in particular a ruler)
made himself a laughing-stock and lost his reputation, if he was seen
completely drunk in public. But Skopas even seems to have made a
show of his deplorable condition. Thrones were ceremonial seats that
should be reserved, according to most 4th-century Greeks, for the
statues of the gods, for priests or for rulers and magistrates when they
were exercising their religious or political functions. Skopas’ insolence
is dramatically demonstrated by the fact that he had himself carried
home on his throne while drunk.

47 Cf. A FGrHist 266 F 6; K. Aet. F 64,11ss P; C. De or. 2,86
and 2,157.

48 Cf. Q. Inst. or. 11,2,11 (following Simonides) and A FGrHist 244
F 67, E FGrHist 241 F 34, E F 55 S and other
parallel sources.

49 See B I (1967: 183-184).

     





The insolence of Skopas described in F 3 in all likelihood builds up to
the description (not handed down to us) of the revenge killing of
Skopas by the gods. As we know from other sources Skopas and his
family were killed in a terrible accident, when the ceiling of the din-
ing-room in their palace suddenly collapsed50.The court poet Simo-
nides was one of the few lucky survivors of this famous disaster. He
thought that the Dioscuri had saved him because he had celebrated
them in a victory song, just before the catastrophe occurred. Skopas
had given Simonides only half of the sum he had promised him for
this victory song. When Simonides had asked Skopas to give him the
full amount, the insolent tyrant had uttered a blasphemous joke and
advised the poet to ask the two sons of Zeus for the rest of the money.
The sudden death of Skopas and his family was an ideal theme for P.
He doubtless explained the catastrophe as the sentence of the gods for
the insolence and blasphemy of the tyrant. The disaster of the Sko-
pads remained well-known in the Greek and Roman world due to the
fame of Simonides51 and his association with Skopas. The example of
Skopas in F 3 differs from the example in F 5, because the accident in
the palace of the Scopads and the revenge are not described in the
text of F 3 and, moreover, the revenge does not come from a man
injured by the tyrant, but from the divine twin sons themselves. But it
can hardly be doubted that P. described the disaster of the Skopads in
the wider context of F 3. He may also have related earlier assaults on
Skopas by his injured Thessalian subjects in this context, but this is
not a necessary assumption. Since even cases of “divine revenge”
were included by P., one can surmise the wide thematic scope of his
work and the correspondingly large number of historical examples he
gave.

(4) In F 4 P. likewise illustrates the Aristotelian doctrine of tyrants by
giving examples. Aristotle had pointed to the fact that an important
office, a timhv (such as the position of an aijsumnhvth", a[rcwn or strath-
gov"), could be used as a stepping-stone by future tyrants, but that
many other tyrants had simply been leading demagogues in a Greek

50 Cf. C. De or. 2,86 and 2,157; Q. Inst. or. 11,2,11 = S F 5 (510)
P.

51 See B (1934: 230-239) and W’s commentary on his F 14 with refer-
ences to P. Prot. 339a-346d = S F 4 D = F 37 (542) P taken from
a skovlion probably entitled On Skopas, son of Kreon, the Thessalian and S. Ecl. 4,41,9
H = F 6 D = F 16 (521) P; see also  D’s and P’s important notes
on a threnos Eij" tou;" Skopavda".
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city-state without holding a constitutional office (ejk dhmagwgiva")52. We
should also not forget that quite a number of Academic (and some
Peripatetic) philosophers had given up their life of theoretical reflex-
ion to become tyrants. We know of a special treatise on such individ-
uals, namely Hermippos of Smyrna’s Peri; tw`n ajpo; filosofiva" eij"
<turannivda" kai;> dunasteiva" meqesthkovtwn53.

It is not known when and where Philoxenos rose up from the position
of swlhnisthv" (simple fisherman) and demagogue to become a tyrant.
Since P. indicates that Philoxenos made a fortune as a merchant and
a trader before he became tyrant, one is led to think that he used his
wealth as well as his demagogic qualities to obtain the tyranny.
Berve54 surmises that Philoxenos ruled in a city on the coast of Asia
Minor, probably in the 4th century, but there is no evidence as to the
exact time or place. One may presume that P. furnished his readers
with further information on Philoxenos, especially on his violent
death through revenge. The life of Philoxenos would have been of
equal interest to a Greek biographer, historian and philosopher: it
illustrated the chances offered by the position of leading demagogue
as a stepping-stone to tyranny and could be used as a salutary exam-
ple of what happens to those who rise too quickly on the social scale.
One might compare the great interest philosophically trained biogra-
phers took in the rise and fall of Hermias of Atarneus, a prominent
tyrant in Atarneus and Assos (in Asia Minor) in the 4th century, who
was Aristotle’s father-in-law (or the brother of his father-in-law) and,
according to some sources, himself a pupil of Plato55.

(5) F 5 comes from Parthenios of Nikaia. He came as a captive of war
to Rome in the first century .., but was soon given his freedom. As
a freedman he wrote ∆Erwtika; paqhvmata in prose and some elegies.
Parthenios lived for many years in Rome and Naples. He had a
considerable influence on some neoteric poets such as Gallus and was
on friendly terms with famous contemporary poets (even with Virgil).

52 Cf. e.g. A. Pol. 5,10,4 1310b 25-31.
53 Cf. H F 89-91 W Suppl. I = FGrHist IV A 3 1026 F 39-40

B.
54 B I (1967: 340).
55 On Hermias see recently T (1994: 66-79). If Hermias of Atarneus

was indeed a eunuch, as some ancient sources state (S. Geogr. 13,1,57 C. 610 and
D. L. 5,1,3 following Demetrios of Magnesia), Aristotle must have married
his brother’s daughter. There is another, not very trustworthy, version of this story by
Aristippos, that the woman was a beautiful concubine of Hermias.
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Parthenios56 may have served as an intermediary source between P.
and Claudius Aelianus for this story57.

The story of Antileon and Hipparinos, two lovers from Herakleia in
southern Italy, is closely paralleled by a story from Metapontion, to
which Aristotle alludes in his Eudemian Ethics. The philosopher
writes58: “For if a man is in love he is more daring than cowardly,
and endures many dangers, like the man who murdered the tyrant in
Metapontion and the person in Crete in the story.” While we cannot
identify the anonymous “man of Crete”, Plutarch59 in his treatise
∆Erwtikov" provides us with the decisive piece of evidence about Antile-
on of Metapontion and Aristogeiton of Athens (the latter of whom
killed Hipparchos the son of Peisistratos) from which it is clear that
these are two stock examples of lovers who dared to kill mighty ty-
rants out of injured love. Both stories may have originated from one
and the same assault made by a lover named Antileon. In Parthenios’
version Antileon is a citizen of Herakleia, but Kassel did not regard
this difference as an important obstacle for his identification of the
two60. Herakleia and Metapontion were neighbouring towns and
they may have quarreled for centuries over which of them rightly
deserved the honour of being the famous tyrant-slayer’s home town.

Wehrli, however, gives three reasons for his opinion that Parthenios,
following P., tells the original version of the story and that the violent
act of revenge took place in Herakleia on the Siris. This city is less
well-known than Metapontion. The bronze statues of the two lovers
were erected in this town and the aetiological story of the law against
binding sheep together is connected with Herakleia. The name of the
tyrant slain is not given in the text of Parthenios, but there is a
marginal note to the text in one manuscript to the effect that his
name was possibly Archelaos61. Berve tentatively dated the story be-
tween the killing of Phalaris of Akragas by Melanippos (ca. 570-554
..) and Aristogeiton’s assault on Hipparchos in Athens in 514 ..

56 On Parthenios’ poetical works see D (1942: 94-101); on the sad love-stories
related by Parthenios, see M (1902: esp. 52-53); there is also an English trans-
lation with very short notes by S (1992: 17 and 81).

57 Cf. A. Var. hist. F 70 H = F 73a-f D ‒ F.
58 A. Eth. Eud. 3,1,17 1229a 21-24, transl. R (1935); see W’s

commentary on F 16; also B I (1967: 159) and II (1967: 610-611).
59 P. Amatorius 760c.
60 Cf. K (1974: 190-191).
61 Cf. B  II (1967: 610-611).

     





Possibly P. knew the two concurring stories about Antileon as a ty-
rant-slayer coming from either Herakleia or from Metapontion. P.
was probably the first Peripatetic to illustrate his master’s hint in the
Eudemian Ethics with the story of Hipparinos and Antileon. If so, it is a
significant fact that P. who was aptly characterized by Plutarch as a
philosopher and as well-read in history besides (cf. F 19) did not
follow Aristotle’s location of the story, but preferred the version of
Herakleia. In spite of his decision the alternative story located in
Metapontion remained current until Roman imperial times. This sto-
ry related by P. also testifies to his interest in prosopographical detail
and the local traditions of Sicilian and southern Italian towns. Such
interest is equally revealed in his local chronicle of his native city
Eresos entitled The Prytaneis of Eresos (see below F 7-10).

(6) Mekler’s edition of 1902, which provided the basis for H
F 89 W S I, has now been superseded by Gaiser’s and Dorandi’s
recent editions of Philodemos. Dorandi’s text is a model of philolog-
ical and papyrological caution and correctness, but I shall make use
of Gaiser’s valuable conjectures as well for a tentative reconstruction
of the second part of the fragment. Gaiser’s and Bollansée’s valuable
commentaries should be used to supplement Dorandi’s brief re-
marks62. The new editions of P.Herc. 1021 and 164 by Dorandi and
Gaiser have altered our assessment of the entire character of Philo-
demos’ work. P.Herc. 1021 and 164, far from constituting a mere
Index of Academic philosophers have turned out, despite the numerous
lacunae, to be “eine biographisch angelegte, im wesentlichen aus Ex-
zerpten früherer Schriften bestehende Darstellung der platonischen
Schule von Platon bis in die eigene Zeit Philodems”63. They are an
important part of Philodemos’ great Syntaxis of Stoic, Epicurean and
Academic philosophers. For the history of biography the exact inter-
pretation of Philodemos’ technique of quoting and arranging his ma-
terial in his History of the Philosophers is of prime importance and de-
serves further intensive study64.

62 Cf. D (1991: 143 Greek text; 190 Italian translation; 233 a very brief
commentary); G (1988: 222-225 Greek text and German translation; 494-501
commentary on the passages concerning Chairon of Pellene and 123-128 on P. as a
source used by Hermippos). See also further references on the papyri from Hercula-
neum in G (1979: 230-233) and an exhaustive commentary in B
(1996: 355-379) on H 89 W Suppl. I = F 39 B.

63 G (1988: 13).
64 I intend to devote a separate study to this topic.
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Gaiser attempted to fill in the great lacunae in P.Herc. 1021 with
conjectures based on the reading of P.Herc. 164 and on ancient
parallel sources, e.g. from remarks on Chairon of Pellene in
Aischines, Pseudo-Demosthenes, Pausanias and Athenaios. The read-
er should be aware that only col. 12,2-11 of P.Herc. 1021 can be
translated and interpreted on the basis of an adequate Greek text.
Col. 12,12-21 are so damaged as to be beyond restoration. The
Greek text and the German translation proposed by Gaiser are thus
to be taken as an educated guess.

Chairon of Pellene is known to have continued his studies as a disci-
ple of the Academy until at least 339 .., because it is stated that he
was also a pupil of Xenokrates65. Between 338 and about 333 .. he
became an excellent wrestler and according to Pausanias won four
impressive Olympic and two other (Isthmian or Pythian?) victories.
His rivals did not even dare to fight against him in the wrestling ring
and so he won several times ajkonitiv66. Chairon no longer wished to
live on a par with his fellow-citizens and to obey the laws, but to rule
over them on the only (and, for a Platonic philosopher king, insuffi-
cient) basis, that he was of extraordinary physical strength and a
victor in several Panhellenic games. Backed by Macedonian military
supremacy and with political pressure from Alexander’s strathgo;"
∆Eurwvph" Antipater and his mercenary leader Korrhagos67, Chairon
was installed as a pro-Macedonian tyrant in Pellene on the Pelopon-
nese. He became tyrant between 335 and 333 or (at latest) in 331 ..
The date of the political coup is uncertain and depends on the dating
of a speech in the Demosthenic corpus On the Treaties with Alexander
and the reconstruction of political events in the late 330’s on the
Peloponnese68. Chairon turned out to be an insolent and enterprising
tyrant69 who secured his position by some typically tyrannical meas-

65 On Chairon’s political career see K (1899: 2032-2033), C G
(1980: 233-242), W (1981: 105-111), M (1985: 111-119) and T-
 (1994: 64-65).

66 On Chairon’s victories cf. P. 7,27,7.
67 On Korrhagos see C and S (1985: 30-47).
68 Cf. .-D. 17,10 On the Treaties with Alexander; P. 7,27,7: Chairon was made

tyrant by king Alexander, that is after 336 ..; A. 11,509a-b yields no certain
date, A. 3,165 only a terminus ante quem of 330 ..; P.Herc. col. 11-12 seems to
imply a direct connection between the arrival of Korrhagos’ forces in the Pelopon-
nesos and Chairon’s installation as a tyrant; for a discussion of the chronology, see
G (1988: 497-498) and T (1994: 64).

69 Following Dorandi I read neanikovn in P.Herc. col. 12,7. Far-reaching earlier
interpretations based on the reading qeatriko;n tuvrannon, that is, a pretentious tyrant
or a tyrant full of ostentation (Mekler), or maniko;n tuvrannon, a crazy tyrant or a

     





ures70. He forced a considerable part of the former citizens (the aris-
tocrats in a social sense or just the “best” in the moral sense?) into
exile, radically changed the political constitution of Pellene71, gave
citizen-rights to former slaves and divided the confiscated property of
exiled citizens among the new citizens in order to enlarge the number
of his supporters. He relied for his military protection on the Macedo-
nian mercenary force of 1000 soldiers under Korrhagos and on the
regular Macedonian garrison in Corinth. There is a hostile tradition
that Chairon had the wives of citizens marry their husband’s former
slaves. The charge is explicitly made in the papyrus from Hercula-
neum72. But I take it to be a topos of oratory and philosophy against
cruel tyrants.73 When Agis III stirred up the whole Peloponnese
against Macedon, Chairon was able to repay the support he had
received from the Macedonians to secure his position in Pellene. For
this city stayed loyally on the Macedonian side, although Korrhagos’
soldiers were badly beaten at the beginning of the war74. This unwa-
vering loyalty is even more remarkable, because Elis and the other
Achaians, with the exception of Pellene, now followed Agis. But An-
tipater’s decisive victory over Agis at Megalopolis in 331 .. defini-
tively restored Macedonian supremacy. Chairon was now on the vic-
tors’ side. His position in Pellene was confirmed by Antipater.

The attempt at digging a canal through the Isthmus of Corinth deep
and wide enough for the use of ships had been made for the first time,
but without success, by Periandros, tyrant of Corinth, in about 600
..75. It was fitting for an energetic and enterprising tyrant like Chai-

maniac as a tyrant, can be dispensed with now. Dorandi understood the term nea-
nikovn to be ironical (cf. col. 11,30), but it had already been used by Plato and Aristotle
in philosophical contexts in a negative sense meaning headstrong or insolent: cf.
P. Gorg. 508d and 509a and esp. A. Pol. 4,11,8 1296a 4: kai; ga;r ejk dhmokra-
tiva" th`" neanikwtavth" kai; ejx ojligarciva" givgnetai turanniv" ktl.

70 See esp. A. 11,509a-b; P.Herc. col. 11,19-12,2.
71 According to P.-D. 17,8-10 he abolished a democracy, but Trampedach

argues that it was probably a pro-Spartan aristocracy or a “Hoplitenpoliteia”.
72 P. P.Herc. col. 12,1-2; Philodemos’ sources Hermippos and Dikaiarchos

took this accusation from earlier democratic Athenian orators such as the speaker of
P.-D. 17. The same accusation was made against other famous tyrants, e.g.:
Dionysios I of Syracuse in D. 14,66,5; Klearchos of Herakleia in I 16,5,1-4;
Nabis of Sparta in P. 16,13,1.

73 Nonetheless, see M (1969: 184-186) and M (1985: 113-114) for a
different view.

74 Cf. A. 3,165 und D. 1,34.
75 D. L. 1,99; after Chairon other prominent Greeks and Romans made

some more unsuccessful attempts: Demetrios Poliorketes, Caesar, Caius (Caligula),
Nero and Herodes Atticus.

     





ron to renew Periandros’ plan, but he too failed to turn the project
into reality. Similar large-scale plans by other Greek cities or individ-
ual rulers had been criticized by earlier writers as examples of human
insolence and as a violation of the natural separation of land and
sea76. For that reason, there may be an element of criticism in P.’s
decision to relate this detail about Chairon. The geographical fact
that the territory of Pellene did not reach to the area near Corinth,
where a passage through the narrowest part of the isthmus may have
been projected, is not a decisive argument against the historicity of
such plans. Chairon was one of the most loyal Peloponnesian allies of
the Macedonians. They controlled the area around the Isthmus of
Corinth with their troops at Akrokorinthos. One could imagine that
Chairon directed such a project by appointment of the Macedonians.

A similar argument holds true against the claim, that Chairon could
not have planned to found a new city near the Megarian marshes,
since the territory of Pellene was limited to a coastal stretch77. The
Macedonians may have given him additional territory or allowed him
to use uninhabited land near the Megarian marshes as a reward for
his loyalty in the war against Agis in 331 .. Chaironeia could, of
course, be derived from his own name Chairon. Hence P. may have
given the name of the town as an example of Chairon’s insolence.
Did Chairon wish to imitate Alexander the Great on a smaller scale?
Moreover, the name of the new town Chaironeia reminded the Greek
world of the battle which secured Macedonian supremacy over
Greece. This supremacy and Chairon’s loyalty to Alexander and
Antipater were the preconditions for his rise to tyranny in Pellene and
his political survival.

Philodemos’ quotation from P. is embedded in a larger quote from
Hermippos of Smyrna78. Philodemos’ technique of combining quota-
tions from several sources raises questions which are difficult to an-
swer. Did Philodemos himself read the original works of all authors

76 Cf., e.g., H. 1,174 on the unsuccessful plan of the Knidians to turn their
peninsula into an island. During the preparation of his campaign against Greece in
480 .. Xerxes, however, did succeed  in turning his plan of digging a canal through
the isthmus at Mount Athos into reality, see H. 7,22-24; 37 and 122. This
enterprise was regarded by the historian Herodotos as Xerxes’ second act of inso-
lence after his unnatural bridging of the straits between Europe and Asia.

77 On the territory of Pellene see M (1937: 358-359).
78 Cf. P. P.Herc. col. 10,40-12,20 = H F 89 W Suppl. I = F

39 B.

     





whom he quotes on Chairon, namely Hermippos, P., Dikaiarchos
and other anonymous authors called tivne"? Or did he only use the
work of Hermippos of Smyrna and cite the earlier authors through
the latter? For Chairon’s life Philodemos refers by name to Hermip-
pos79 and P.80. But whereas Philodemos certainly read Hermippos’
works, some scholars, e.g. recently Gaiser81, have serious doubts as to
whether Philodemos in the first century .. directly consulted such
rarely read authors as P. On the other hand, one can easily underrate
the extent of Philodemos’ reading, and there is no convincing argu-
ment to rule out the possibility that he knew P.’s original works. The
beginning of the passage on Chairon shows that the first few lines of
the following text are a direct quotation from Hermippos. But the
wording of the papyrus itself does not exclude the possibility that in
col. 12,2 which is marked by the beginning of a new sentence, the
quotation from Hermippos comes to an end and a new direct quota-
tion from P. follows. Given the mutilated condition of the papyrus
after col.12,12 we cannot be sure where the new quotation ends82.

A second important question to be raised concerns the identification
of the work of P. quoted here. Hermippos has given the story of
Chairon’s tyranny in Pellene in his treatise On Those who Fell from
Philosophy to Tyranny(?) and (the Exercise of) Power. This title is cited
explicitly by Philodemos83. Chairon was introduced by Philodemos as
a former disciple of the Academy and a pro-Macedonian tyrant of
Pellene at the time of Alexander the Great. Chairon was also named
in Athenaios’ Deipnosophistai as an example of a philosopher who had
become a tyrant. Athenaios, however, was biased against Plato’s pu-
pils84. One may presume that the salutary example of Chairon had
already been adduced in the influential accusations against the philos-
ophers of Demochares of Leukonoe85. Contemporary examples of
men who are reported to have listened to Plato’s philosophical lec-

79 P. P.Herc. col. 11,4.
80 P. P.Herc. col. 12,2.
81 G (1988: 127-128).
82 On the problems involved in defining the size of the fragment from P. see

recently G (1988: 127) and B (1996: 369-370).
83 Cf. H F 89-91 W Suppl. I = F 39-40 B and the com-

mentaries by W (1974: 95-97) and B (1996: 355-357) on the lacuna in
the attested title. Perhaps dunasteiva should be understood as a terminus technicus. It
could mean a form of one-man-rule that was different from a traditional monarchy
or a tyranny.

84 Cf. A. 11,507f-509b.
85 Cf. G (1988: 121-122).

     





tures and have become tyrants in their later years include Euaion at
Lampsakos, Timolaos at Kyzikos, Hermias at Atarneus and Assos
and Klearchos at Herakleia86. It is, therefore, not very probable that
the fragment on Chairon comes from P.’s On the Tyrants of Sicily and
was adduced as a Peloponnesian parallel for some Sicilian and west-
ern Greek tyrants such as Dionysios I of Syracuse.

Perhaps P. used the episodes from Chairon’s life as an historical
example to illustrate a certain Aristotelian bivo", the life of the “ambi-
tious man”. His victories in several Panhellenic competitions made
Chairon a man possessed by ambition. His projects to dig a canal
through the Isthmus of Corinth for the use of ships and even to found
the new city named Chaironeia are fitting examples of megalomania.
P., and following him Hermippos, explained Chairon’s urgent desire
to become tyrant in Pellene as a consequence of the most striking
aspect of his character, namely his ambition. To give way to unlimit-
ed ambition was an act of defection from the true philosophic doc-
trine and way of life. From a philosophical point of view the tenor of
the passage is negative.

Chairon was a disciple of the Academy, but his career endangered
the position of the Peripatetics in Athens, too. P. tried to defend the
Athenian schools of philosophy against accusations that they were a
breeding-place of tyrants and sworn enemies of democracy. Hence he
had to reject the accusations of the democratic orators that Chairon
was a typical product of philosophical education. A fault of character,
his ambition, made Chairon desert the ranks of true philosophers.
Admittedly, this is only an educated guess inspired by the catchword
filovtimon in the preserved lines of the text, but if it is correct, P. may
have written a treatise in the Peripatetic tradition with the hypotheti-
cal title Peri; filotimiva". Filotimiva is also a major trait in Themisto-
kles’ character as described in some of the fragments taken by
Plutarch from P.’s work (or works) on Themistokles. Cooper, howev-
er, suggested that F 6 as well as the passages on Themistokles (cf. F
17-22) may come from a diadochv and tentatively attributed them to
P.’s attested work Against the Sophists. But his arguments for this hy-
pothesis are not convincing (see below for the commentary on F 17-22).

As stated above, there is a list in the readable part of the papyrus of
several tyrannical and harmful measures which Chairon took to se-

86 On these see T (1994: 62-87).

     





cure his position: he drove many enemies and formerly honorable
citizens into exile, gave citizenship to former slaves, confiscated the
property of his exiled enemies and is said to have even forced their
respectable wives to marry their former slaves87. By common Greek
standards of ethics each of these measures provided sufficient justifi-
cation for a violent assault on Chairon. Perhaps the killing of Chairon
was described by Philodemos in the following lines of the papyrus,
which have been preserved only in a very mutilated condition88. At
any rate, the preserved passages would fit well into P.’s Tyrants Killed
in Revenge. Consequently, in spite of some reservations, I have includ-
ed F 6 among the fragments from this work.

3. THE PRYTANEIS OF ERESOS

(7-10) The number of fragments assigned by Müller, Jacoby and
Wehrli to P.’s Prutavnei" ∆Eresivwn differed considerably. From such
lack of consensus one can draw conclusions as to the extent of our
ignorance of the character of The Prytaneis of Eresos89. Jacoby, unlike
Wehrli, at first took a further passage from Eustathios of Thessalonike
into consideration as a possible fragment of P., but rejected it upon
closer examination90.

Most scholars take The Prytaneis of Eresos to be a chronicle arranged
according to the succession of the Prytaneis, who were the city’s lead-

87 P. P.Herc. col. 11,19-12,2.
88 Cf. P. P.Herc. col. 12,17-21.
89 M, FHG II, p. 294-297 assigned eleven fragments (F 1-11) taken from

Plutarch’s Life of Solon and Life of Perikles, some of them of considerable length, to this
work, although the fragments have come down to us without any indication as to
which of P.’s works they have been drawn from. Thus Müller’s collection misleads
readers by giving them the impression that The Prytaneis of Eresos was P.’s main work
and that this chronicle had a broad political and historical scope.

90 In E. Comm. ad Hom. Od. 11,521 S (1825: 432 l. 34) an “Eresios” is
mentioned in a list of mnemones. K (1907: 420) thought that one should either
read the name “Eresos” in this passage instead of “Eresios”, or (more probably) that
“Eresios” is only the name of the place of birth of an author, whose name has been
omitted before “Eresios” in our text. This author from Eresos could—among other
candidates—be P. But Jacoby probably would have preferred to assign the whole
passage from Eustathios to P C’ Kainh; iJstoriva, whose fragments he
planned to collect in FGrHist VI together with other “Schwindelautoren”; on Ptole-
maios Chennos cf. F 6 H (1856: 269-293, esp. 273 n. 2), W (1843:
184) and T (1967: 103 and n. 57); on some characteristic features of the New
History and its general unreliability see H (1856: 275-285) and T
(1967).
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ing magistrates91. P., as a native Lesbian author, had easy access to
an official list of the Prytaneis at Eresos. Following the example of
Hellanikos of Lesbos’ Priestesses of Hera and Victors at the Olympic Games,
many authors wrote chronographic works or chronicles of different
cities. It would have been helpful to compare P.’s The Prytaneis of Eresos
with Charon’s Prutavnei" oiJ tw`n Lakedaimonivwn92, if both works had
only been preserved in a less fragmentary condition. Among contem-
porary Peripatetic works Wehrli pointed to Demetrios of Phaleron’s
∆Arcovntwn ajnagrafhv93. One could also mention the Lists of Winners at
the Pythian Games drawn up by Aristotle and Kallisthenes94. At any
rate, P. in The Prytaneis of Eresos and in his fragments on Solon (F 15)
and Themistokles (F 20) expressed his opinions about relative chro-
nology, discussed synchronisms and even tried to calculate exact
dates. Thus he used three types of chronological research which had
already been developed some generations before the scientific chron-
ological works of Apollodoros and Eratosthenes.

(7) The thematic scope of Greek chronicles varied greatly95. In view
of the very few fragments which can be claimed with certainty for The
Prytaneis of Eresos, it would be bold to attempt a detailed hypothesis on
the scope and method of P.’s work. There is only one fragment which
has been preserved with the title of the work, namely the present F
796. The type of information we get from this fragment may be con-
sidered as characteristic of certain Greek and Roman chronicles. All
sorts of political events, likewise natural catastrophes, such as earth-
quakes, excessive rains, periods of draught, eclipses of the sun etc.,
were to be registered in the year in which they occurred. Thus, the
rain of fish must have been recorded by P. as a curious natural
phenomenon under the year of a given Prytanis at Eresos. Cato, who
knew the early Roman annales as well as some early Greek chronicles,
considered Paradoxa and curious natural phenomena to be a charac-

91 It is well-known from epigraphical sources that one of the Prytaneis was also the
eponymous magistrate in Eresos; cf. IG XII2, 529,12 and other examples in L
(1996: 178-182) taken from the Addenda to IG XII by H  G
(1939) and C (1968).

92 C FGrHist 262 T 1. This work is described by the Suda as a cronika;-work.
It was presumably inspired by Hellanikos’ Priestesses of Hera in Argos (see FGrHist 4 F
74-84). But the title of Charon’s work is perhaps corrupt, since the Spartans did not
have Prytaneis as officials. Hence Westermann suggested emending the title to e.g.
Prutavnei" Lamyakenw`n.

93 D  P F 149-154 W IV = FGrHist 228 F 1-3 (10; 44).
94 Cf. M (1977: 105-132) and M (1979: 98-99).
95 The same holds true for local histories of different cities.
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teristic feature of some Roman annales, which indicated their narrow
scope of interest and separated them from genuine historical works97.
Indeed, the story in F 7 about the miraculous rain of fish which lasted
for three days at Chersonnesos has nothing to do with Lesbian local
history or disputed matters of chronology, but reminds one of a col-
lection of Paradoxa. We know of Peripatetic examples of this genre
beginning already in P.’s generation with Ps.-Aristotle’s Mirabiles aus-
cultationes. Eusthatios in his commentary understood F 7 to be an
example of such Paradoxa98. Hence Wehrli thought that F 7 might
have come from a paradoxographical work, were it not for the explic-
it reference to The Prytaneis of Eresos99. P.’s chronicle became a model
for Myrsilos of Methymna’s Lesbiaka, an early Hellenistic Lesbian
local history which also contained some marvels. It may be remarked
that Myrsilos was also the author of a work entitled Historical Curiosi-
ties.

(8) According to P. the Mytilenaean Leon, whose ancestry was Athe-
nian, was never beaten at draughts. The fragment has been assigned
to this work for no other reason than that it would be a fitting remark
in a local history or a chronicle of Eresos to remind the readers of
their famous fellow-citizen Leon. The origins of the petteiva and the
names of some famous players have been of interest to historians of
culture from the time of Herodotos100. If the fragment is to be as-
signed to The Prytaneis of Eresos, then this work probably included
other prosopographical remarks on famous inhabitants of Lesbos or a
digression on the moral aspects of playing draughts.

(9) I follow Mosshammer’s proposal101 and assign F 9 and F 10 to
The Prytaneis of Eresos. Admittedly, this attribution lacks certainty, be-

96 For the context of the passage in Eustathios, which was not taken directly from
P., but from Athenaios, see the edition of   V I (1971) with an extensive
introduction on Eustathios and his sources.

97 Cf. C F 77 P = G. 2,28,6 (I am indebted to G. Schepens for this
reference).

98 E. Comm. Hom. on Ilias A v. 39 on qaumavsia. F 7 is to be found in the
context of other similar ancient and contemporary Byzantine (  V 1971:
57, 20-25) miraculous stories, such as a heavy rain of frogs, see   V (1971:
57, 28-36); for characteristic themes in Hellenistic paradoxographers see J
(1995) and S ‒ D (1996: esp. 375-409); for an interesting 20th-centu-
ry collection of similar marvels see F (1995).

99 Two similar fragments (F 34-35 W IX) were tentatively assigned by Wehr-
li in his commentary to a paradoxographical work by P. with no known title.

100 Cf. H. 1,94.
101 Cf. M (1979: 233).
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cause no explicit title is to be found in the fragments, but their con-
tents provide justification. Both fragments derive from the Miscellanies
(Strwmatei`") of Clemens of Alexandria102. Clemens was one of the
earliest Christian scholars and head of the Alexandrian school of
Christian scholars in the second century .. It may not be pure
chance that fragments from P. have been preserved by both Clemens
and Athenaios (cf. F 7), two ancient writers who lived at the end of
the 2nd century .. and had the opportunity to use the rich collec-
tions in the libraries of Alexandria, where they were possibly able to
find a copy of such rare chronicles as The Prytaneis of Eresos. While
modern scholars readily accept the breadth of Clemens’ reading, it is,
however, generally assumed that he also drew heavily on anthologies,
collections of excerpts and other derivative works103.

Both fragments deal with questions of chronology. F 9 deals with
some disputed dates in Greek history from the fall of Troy to Alexan-
der’s crossing to Asia. F 10 discusses the chronological relationship
between four early Greek poets, Terpandros, Lesches, Archilochos
and Arktinos. In F 9 we find a discussion of the time that had elapsed
between the return of the descendants of Herakles (or the capture of
Troy) and the beginning of Alexander’s Persian war (i.e. his crossing
into Asia in early 334 ..). This event was a key date in Greek
chronology and a point of departure for a relative chronological
scheme in P.’s lifetime and for calculations by later chronographers
and historians. P. may have discussed this important date in works
belonging to various literary genres, but the extensive chronological
calculation perhaps fits best into a historical work or a chronicle.
Clemens of Alexandria, at least, compares P.’s opinion with those of
other historians and chronographers. In The Prytaneis of Eresos P. pro-
posed a chronological scheme for important dates in earlier Greek
history, which differed from that used by Ephoros in his Histories104.
The capture of Troy was the natural starting-point for all calcula-
tions. From that year to the return of the Sons of Herakles some
writers counted 120, others 180 years. Unfortunately we are not told
by Clemens to which group of authors P. belonged. Thus it is impos-
sible to determine in which year Troy was captured according to P.

102 Ed. S (1960); for an interpretation, see O ‒ B ‒ F-
 (1936); on Clemens’ philosophical and theological ideas, see L (1971).

103 See, e.g., C (1985: 34-37) and F (1974: 17-20).
104 Cf. M (1977) and (1979: 226-233).

     





Differing opinions in regard to some early dates in Greek history are
found already among the first writers who tried to establish a consist-
ent chronology. From the return of the Sons of Herakles to the begin-
ning of Alexander’s Persian campaign P. counted 715 years, Ephoros
735105. If we assume that the work from which the fragment of P. is
derived, was written after the publication of the Histories of Ephoros,
F 9 may point to an extensive treatment of early Greek chronology
and history by P. in The Prytaneis of Eresos and to his dispute over key
dates in early Greek history with contemporary authoritative histori-
ans such as Ephoros. At any rate, Clemens of Alexandria regards P.
as a scholarly writer on early Greek history and chronology who
deserves to be confronted with authoritative historians and chronog-
raphers such as Ephoros, Timaios, Kleitarchos, Eratosthenes and
Duris.

(10) Further speculation about the character of P.’s The Prytaneis of
Eresos is possible if we accept the proposal by Mosshammer106 that F
10 on the chronology of Terpander, Archilochos, Lesches and Arkti-
nos should be assigned to this local chronicle. Wehrli already allowed
for the possibility that this fragment might be better grouped with F
7-9 than with F 13, the only fragment definitely from P.’s On Poets.

Mosshammer considered F 10 to be an important testimony on the
development of Greek literary history and as evidence for chronolog-
ical research between the early works of Hellanikos or Charon and
the Hellenistic chronographers such as Eratosthenes or Apollodoros.
Moreover, Mosshammer revived Böckh’s proposal, made in his edi-
tion of Marmor Parium in 1843, that P. (together with Aristoxenos)
could be the main source of Marmor Parium for all notices on early
literary history. This proposal was sharply rejected by Jacoby in his
edition of the Marmor Parium in 1904 and again in FGrHist107. Marmor
Parium dates the ajkmhv of Terpandros and his far-reaching musical
innovations relatively late, namely to the years 645/4 or 644/3 ..,

105 Cf. E FGrHist 70 F 223; Clemens adds that Timaios and Kleitarchos
both counted 820 years, cf. T FGrHist 566 F 126 and K FGrHist
137 F 7, but E FGrHist 241 F 1d, depending on the reading in the text
of Clemens, either 770 or 774 years; D FGrHist 76 F 41 counted from the capture
of Troy to Alexander’s crossing to Asia 1000 years, perhaps because only a perfect
number of years could separate such great historical events; see J’ commen-
taries on these fragments in FGrHist.

106 Cf. M (1979: 233).
107 Cf. J (1904b: 63-107 = 1961: 521-559), (1904a) and his commentaries on

FGrHist 239.
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which contradicts the chronological tradition on Terpandros in Apol-
lodoros108. Thus it is obviously based on a different chronological
tradition, which might derive from P., who provided exact dates in
his chronicle and who differed from other earlier calculations (cf. also
F 9). It would have been fitting for P. to give the exact years of the
ajkmhv of famous poets in the context of his local chronicle The Prytaneis
of Eresos as well as in his treatise On Poets. In this collection of frag-
ments I have decided to include the chronological discussion and to
attribute it to his local chronicle.

Clemens of Alexandria thought that Hellanikos had dated Terpan-
dros much too early. So to refute him, Clemens quoted P.’s dissenting
chronology. P. proposed a recent date for the ajkmhv of Arktinos and
made him a contemporary of the Lesbian Lesches. He then stated
(out of local bias?) that Lesches was the winner in a poetical contest
against the Milesian Arktinos, a story which may have been invented
after the model of the famous Certamen Homeri et Hesiodi. Thus P.
placed the early poets in the following chronological order: Archilo-
chos, Lesches, Terpandros. Hellanikos had established an earlier
chronology and had made use of the fact that the ajkmhv and victory of
Terpandros at the recently instituted Carneian Games had occurred
during the reign of king Midas (not Gyges), but he had not given an
exact year for these events109. P. differed from this tradition and
favoured a later date, perhaps 645/4 or 644/3 .., for the ajkmhv of
Terpandros, although we cannot say with certainty which precise
year he adopted.

The main points in P.’s chronological scheme, according to which
Lesches the Lesbian was younger than Archilochos and older than
Terpandros, are rejected by most modern scholars, as they follow the
chronology of Apollodoros, which is based on Hellanikos and Sosibi-
os110. In addition to the scanty remarks in later Greek authors, mod-
ern research has also been able to make use of some indisputable
dates from cuneiform sources and astronomical calculations. In As-

108 Cf. J (1902) and M (1979: 226-233).
109 Cf. FGrHist 4 F 85a/b from the Catalogue of the Winners at the Carneian Games. The

exact year of this chronological scheme was fixed by Apollodoros by synchronizing
H (FGrHist 4 F 85a) and the remarks of S (FGrHist 595 F 3) on 676/
5 .. as the first year of the first Carneian festival.

110 Cf. N and L (1961: 55) on Terpander and (1961: 49-50) on Archi-
lochos; L (1971: 155-156 and 178) on Terpander and (1971: 135) on Archi-
lochos.

     





syrian cuneiform sources the first attack of the Cimmerians against
King Midas is dated to about 679 .. and his death during another
attack of the Cimmerians to about 652 .. In a famous fragment of
Archilochos the eclipse of the sun on April 6th 648 .. is men-
tioned111. This event marks the earliest date established with certainty
in the history of Greek literature and at the same time provides an
approximate date for the ajkmhv of Archilochos112. The chronological
device of counting 40 years as the usual interval between the ajkmaiv of
different generations of poets and of calculating the exact dates of
certain poets on the basis of this assumption, instead of providing
only a relative chronology, had already been developed by Peripate-
tics such as P. (and e.g. A F 16 W II) in the late
fourth century .. Hellenistic scholars such as Apollodoros were not
the first to invent this convenient method of calculation113.

4. ON THE SOCRATICS

(11-12) Both fragments relate an anecdote about famous pupils of
Sokrates, namely Antisthenes (F 11) and Aristippos (F 12), but only F
11 is referred to in Diogenes Laertios with the full title of the original
work On the Socratics. Although it may be suggested that the two frag-
ments should be treated in extenso in FGrHist IV B in the context of
Hellenistic doxographical literature or in the section on the history of
Greek literature, they have been included in the present collection
because they also testify to P.’s biographical interest in the lives and
sayings of Sokrates and his famous pupils. On the Socratics was proba-
bly a collection of anecdotes on or an early collective biography of the
Socratics. P. was among the first (if not actually the first) to treat in a
monograph the Socratics as a group of disciples of one philosopher in a
biographical or doxographical sense114. But more important works on
Sokrates were written by Demetrios of Phaleron115 and Aristo-
xenos116. Among other Peripatetics who wrote important biographi-

111 A F 122 W.
112 Cf. J (1941: 97-109, esp. 97 = 1961, I: 249-267, 249).
113 Cf. M (1977: 122) and (1979: 230).
114 Cf. M (1978: 74-75).
115 D Swkravtou" ajpologiva or Swkravth" F 91-98 W IV = FGrHist 228

F 40-45.
116 A Swkravtou" bivo" F 51-60 and Plavtwno" bivo" F 61-68 W II =

FGrHist IV A 2 1016.
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cal works Hermippos of Smyrna, Ariston of Keos and Sotion of Alex-
andria are the most outstanding117.

Müller assigned to On the Socratics two other passages which he classi-
fied as “fragments” from P.118. F 22 M on Hippys of Rhegion
and on Petron is purely doxographical, but not biographical in na-
ture. Hence this passage has not been included in the present collec-
tion. Moreover, in Plutarch’s treatise there is no hint as to the work
from which the passage has been taken. Wehrli thought it might be
from On the Tyrants of Sicily. F 23 M should also be omitted in
any dicussion of the scope and structure of On the Socratics. The lemma
on Archytas in the Suda does not even mention P.’s name, unless one
accepts the radical emendation of Bernhardy who suggested to read-
ing fhsi; Faniva" oJ ∆Erevsio" instead of fanerw`", the reading of all codic-
es. Hence Müller’s far-reaching conclusions on the scope of On the
Socratics should be rejected, too. We can only guess whether P. actual-
ly dealt with other philosophical schools in this work. Pace Müller it
is not at all probable that On the Socratics was part of a larger hypothet-
ical work with a more general scope entitled On the Philosophers.

(11) In this fragment we hear of a radically new definition of a kalo;"
kajgaqov"119. This definition breaks completely with the traditional
aristocratic ideal of the good and noble man and prefigures the Cynic
definition of ajrethv as self-sufficiency, as taught by Antisthenes’ most
famous pupil, Diogenes of Sinope.

(12) F 12 is on Aristippos of Kyrene120, the first Socratic to take
money for his philosophical teaching. He was criticized by his teacher
Sokrates, because he earned a comfortable income from his profes-

117 Their contributions to Greek biography will be assessed in extenso in FGrHist IV
A 3-5: cf. the forthcoming commentaries on H FGrHist IV A 3 1026,
A FGrHist IV A 4 1027 and S FGrHist IV A 5 1042.

118 P. De def. or. 422d = FHG II, p. 300 F 22 = F 12 W IX and Suda A
4121 s.v. ∆Arcuvta" = FHG F 23.

119 F 11 = FHG II, p. 299 F 20 = F 30 W IX = A V A 172
G. On the fragments of some of Antisthenes’ works which are of interest
for a collection of fragments on the roots of Greek biography, see FGrHist IV A 1
1004; on the general character of Antisthenes’ philosophy and works, see G-
 IV (1990: 195-412); on the Greek concept of the good and noble man, see W
(1961) and recently B (1995).

120 F 12 = FHG II, p. 299 F 21= F 31 W IX = A IV A 1 G-
. On Aristippos’ life and works, see G IV (1990: 135-184). For further
testimonies to the fact that Aristippos accepted large sums of money for his teaching,
cf. A IV A 1-14 G.
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sional philosophical teaching. In the fragment under discussion we
are informed by P. that Sokrates refused to compromise himself by
accepting a large sum of money (20 minai or 2000 drachmai) as a gift
from Aristippos. Probably P. was also trying to discredit Aristippos by
telling this story.

5. ON POETS

(13) P. and Aristotle wrote works with the same title On Poets121.
Aristotle’s work was composed as a dialogue. Perhaps there was a
similarity between the two works in scope and in formal structure. F
13 is taken from the second book of P.’s On Poets, but there is no hint
in the ancient testimonies as to the number of books in the complete
treatise. Given our insufficient knowledge of both works we cannot
prove Wehrli’s suggestion that On the Socratics and On Poets were each
arranged by P. as a collection of monographs on individual poets or
on early disciples of Sokrates122.

Musical innovations and their euJretaiv were a popular field of re-
search among Peripatetic scholars. Thus it comes as no great surprise
that P. was interested in the life and work of Stratonikos, a famous
Athenian musician123. Stratonikos was also a well-known composer
and propagator of a “new” musical genre124. A strong interest in
Stratonikos’ person as an innovator, modern composer, teacher and
writer of treatises on music fits into the assumed biographical scope of
P.’s On Poets. The famous kiqaristhv" lived from about 410 to 360 ..
Thus he was only a generation older than P. himself. Most of our
testimonies on Stratonikos come, like F 13, from Athenaios’ Deipnoso-
phistai. P. credits Stratonikos with the invention of polucordiva as a
new modal range in playing the kithara125. He was also a reputed

121 Cf. A’s On Poets F 70-77 R.
122 W (1983: 554): “Sammlung von Monographien”.
123 And an inventor of jokes about his colleagues and about dumb audiences in

some Greek towns, which were published only after his death as a collection under
the title Eujtravpeloi lovgoi.

124 Cf. M (1931: 326-327).
125 On polucordiva in Greek music and Stratonikos see C (1989: 64-65 and

70) and W (1992: 367-368); G I-II (1875) is still a useful work; for a short
introduction to the history of Greek music and to some philosophers’ opinions on
music see N (1977); the most important ancient texts on the early history of
Greek music and on the history of Greek literature have been discussed in the
Habilitationsschrift of K (1995).
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teacher of music in Athens126 and, as appears from the fragments,
perhaps wrote a treatise on musical problems127. P., being a Peripa-
tetic, did not share Plato’s critical attitude to musical inventions.
Wehrli128 has collected other ancient sources for philosophers’ oppo-
sition to modern and complex harmonies in Greek music. The frag-
ment under discussion does not criticize Stratonikos and his musical
inventions, as P. did in Against the Sophists with some poems and songs
written by Telenikos and Argas129.

6. FRAGMENTS TAKEN FROM OTHER HISTORICAL
OR BIOGRAPHICAL WORKS

(14-23) We do not know which of P.’s works F 14-23 derive from.
Hence they have been brought together in this sample under the
heading Fragments taken from other historical or biographical works. Wehrli
discussed them under Historisches verschiedener Herkunft (F 20-29 W
IX) and Solon und Themistokles (F 20-28 W IX). F 14-16 concen-
trate on Solon and his legislation. They are taken from Plutarch’s Life
of Solon and the late lexicographical tradition, namely the Suda and the
Etymologicum Gudianum. F 17-22 derive from Plutarch’s Life of Themisto-
kles (with the exception of F 21 from Athenaios). F 23 is taken from
the lexicographical tradition and has been preserved without any
reference to Solon or Themistokles. Thus most of the material in this
section is found in Plutarch. Recent surveys on his sources for the Life
of Solon and the Life of Themistokles stress that he relied for the historical
facts and the context of his Greek lives in the 6th and 5th centuries on
his own reading of the original works of the famous historians of this
period, namely Thukydides, Herodotos and Ephoros; other contem-
porary or later sources, such as P., he used to supplement these main
sources130. It is not possible to assign any of F 14-23 with certainty to a
single work (or to several works) identifiable as biographical in nature
and scope, but their content is of major interest for a collection of
fragments on Greek biography. F 14-23 have been included because

126 On Stratonikos cf. A. 163f and 348d.
127 This assumption rests on the interpretation of P.’s F 13 and of the terminus

technicus diavgramma, which means a musical scale or a treatise on musical modal
ranges and schemes.

128 Cf. W’s commentary (1969c: 38) on F 6 with references to Plato, to
K F 18 W III (1969a) and to .-P’s treatise De musica 1141c.

129 Cf. P F 10 W IX.
130 Current scholarly views on Plutarch’s handling of his sources may be found in

P – D (1992: 4053-4127, esp. on Solon  4115-4119 and on Themisto-
kles 4120-4122); see also S (1992).
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they are important precursors of later fully-fledged biographies. Giv-
en what we know of the literature of the fifth and fourth centuries ..
the hypothesis that the fragments derive from formal biographies
does not immediately suggest itself, but we cannot rule out the possi-
bility that they do131. However, since biography as a separate genre
had not yet emerged (or was just about to emerge) in P.’s time, it
nonetheless seems preferable to presume that F 14-23 come from one
and the same or several historical works with strong biographical
interests.

Cooper has recently suggested that P.’s fragments on Solon and
Themistokles may have been taken from a work in which history was
constructed in the form of a diadochv. According to Cooper “this
conception of history in terms of a diadochv was adopted by Phaenias
in a number of his works on political and philosophical history”132.
He tentatively proposed assigning F 14-22 to one of P.’s attested
works, namely Against the Sophists. But there is only one fragment of
Against the Sophists that has been preserved together with the book title
(F 10 W IX). It attacks two fourth-century musicians and com-
posers, Telenikos and Argas, for sophistry. According to Cooper P.
may have regarded Themistokles as a sophist, too. If so, P.’s contribu-
tion to the Peripatetic debate on the meaning of wisdom, wise men
and sophists “was to mark out the stages of transition from the prac-
tical wisdom of Solon to the sophistry of Themistokles and later soph-
ists. A key figure in the transition was Mnesiphilos, who as the student
of Solon and the teacher of Themistokles marked the beginning of
the transition from true politikoiv to mere sofistaiv”133. Whereas P.
most probably was familiar with the concept of organizing his mate-
rial as a diadochv and used it once in On the Socratics, the contents of F
14-22 in my view do not support Cooper’s far-reaching conclusions
on P.’s works and on the early history of the diadocaiv.

(14) This fragment relates the story that Solon134 was given the posi-
tion of archon, mediator and Athenian legislator by the fronimwvtatoi

131 Cf. Leo (1901: 113) on P. “der von Solon und Themistokles ausführlich biogra-
phisch gehandelt hatte, sei es in einem Buch über attische Geschichte sei es in
Schriften peri; Sovlwno" und peri; Qemistoklevou".”

132 C (1995: 329).
133 C (1995: 334).
134 On Solon as the mediator in a social crisis and as an Athenian law-giver (with

the Greek texts of the relevant fragments) cf. R (1966) and (1994: 351-
380); M ‒ P on P. Sol. 14,2 (1977: 178-179); on Solon’s impor-
tance in Athenian history see the—on some points controversial—articles by M-
 (1990: 124-156) and R (1991: 101-127).
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of the Athenians, i.e. by his fellow-aristocrats. According to P., Solon
deceived both hostile groups of Athenian citizens, both the rich and
the poor, before he was elected. In secret conversations he promised
each of the parties that he would fulfil their special wishes, which in
fact contradicted one another. He promised the poor the abolition of
debts, land reform and a new distribution of landed property, whilst
he guaranteed the rich their property rights and the maintenance of
existing debts. Thus he received the support of all citizens required to
carry out his legislation and reform debts. P. makes it clear at once
that Solon was an honourable man, even though he played foul tricks
on both parties, since he used this “noble lie” (the ajpavth) only ejpi;
swthriva/ th`" povlew". Solon, the wise man, legislator and, according to
some 4th-century orators and historians, even the founder of “genu-
ine” Athenian democracy, was an ideal subject for a Peripatetic phi-
losopher like P. who was interested in Athenian history. But modern
scholars have expressed doubt about the historical truth of P.’s story
in F 14 and of the following two stories in chapter 14 of Plutarch’s Life
of Solon.

The first story is told to exculpate Solon from later accusations that
he had attained his aims only by cheating his fellow-citizens. The
interest of the state justifies a ruler using bad means to accomplish
noble ends. This is a utilitarian position and a well-known principle of
“Realpolitik”, but would be astonishing of a Peripatetic philosopher
such as P. to defend it. Mühl explained the historical context in which
the story might have been invented135. In the fifth and fourth centu-
ries .. the Athenian archons declared solemnly, when they took up
office, that they guaranteed full protection for each man’s property
during their term of office and thus preservation of the legal and
social order136. The contemporary oath taken by the judges certainly
included a passage prohibiting the abolition of debts and any new
division of landed property in Attica137. Perhaps P. himself invented
the story in F 14, because he wanted to solve the apparent contradic-
tion between the common tradition about Solon’s seisacqeiva, on the
one hand, and the oath taken by the judges and the declaration by
the Athenian archons during his own lifetime which prohibited such
measures, on the other.

135 M (1955: 349-354).
136 Cf. A. Resp. Ath. 56,2-3 with commentaries by R (1981: 622) and

C (1990: 389).
137 Cf. D. 24,149-151 for a fourth-century version of this oath taken by the

judges.

     





Thiel made the interesting suggestion that the other two stories about
Solon in chapter 14 of Plutarch’s Life of Solon138 may derive from P.
too139. But P. is mentioned only for 14,2 as Plutarch’s source. His
source for 14,4 and 14,7-8 must, however, have been well acquainted
with 4th-century political philosophy and the definitions of kingship,
tyranny and lawful rule in the works of Plato and Aristotle140. The
author from whom Plutarch took the two anecdotes in 14,4 and 14,7
cannot have lived earlier than the second half of the 4th century ..,
because he also displays profound knowledge of Xenophon’s works.
P. could have had such knowledge, but we should be cautious in
following Thiel in his conclusions.

According to Plutarch (Sol.14,7), some friends encouraged Solon to
follow the example of Pittakos141, tyrant of Mytilene on Lesbos, P.’s
native island, and make himself tyrant in Athens. The cunning an-
swer, by which Solon rejects his friends’ proposals142, seems to be a
later invention born of the political struggles of 4th-century Athenian
demagogues. However, the historical fact that Solon rejected such
proposals is sufficiently clear from his own poems143. But he did so for
philosophical reasons and out of fundamental hatred of tyranny, not
because of the personal risks attached to such a position which are
alluded to in the alleged quotation144.

(15) It is clear from F 14 and 15 that P.’s work on Solon not only
covered the ajkmhv of his political life, that is, his year as Athenian
archon (594/3 ..), but also later events up to his death in 560/59
..145. The scholarly literature on the date and circumstances of
Solon’s death and on the beginning of Peisistratos’ tyranny is exten-
sive146. On these matters P. turns out to be a well-informed author,

138 P. Sol. 14,4 and 14,7-8.
139 T (1938: 204-210).
140 Cf. B (1918); on Aristotle S (1991: 37-170).
141 Cf. A. Pol. 3,14,5-6 1285 a 35-b 3; D. L. 1,75; S. Geogr.

13,2,3 C. 617.
142 P. Sol. 14,8: “a tyranny was a lovely place, but there was no way down from

it.”
143 E.g. P. Sol. 14,8-9 = S F 32 W.
144 There are some parallels between our passage and the discussion of tyranny in

Xenophon’s Hieron (cf. X. Hier. 7,11-8,10), to which T (1946: 71-81) alerted his
readers.

145 Cf. M ‒ P (1977: 282-283) on P. Sol. 32,3 = F 15.
146 Cf. recently A I-II (1988), S (1989), L (1990) and

M (1990).
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whom Plutarch prefers to other trustworthy sources such as Heraklei-
des Pontikos147. Perhaps P. relied on the official Athenian list of Ar-
chons, because he supported his date by adding the names of two
subsequent archons, Komias (561/60) and Hegestratos (560/59 ..).
P., author of The Prytaneis of Eresos, was used to exploiting official
chronological sources, but he may also have found the two dates in
an jAtqiv", a Local History of Athens, e.g. that by his fellow countryman
Hellanikos. Moreover, Aristotle, P.’s teacher, would have known the
exact dates of Solon’s death and of the beginning of Peisistratos’
tyranny from his research for the ∆Aqhnaivwn politeiva148, compiled by
him (or in his school) about 330 .., and thus may have been known
to P. But Aristotle does not give the names of the archons for these
years. Nevertheless, he is the most likely source for P.’s dates. Plut-
arch is absolutely right to reject the tradition found in Herakleides
Pontikos, since his considerably later date for Solon’s death was in-
vented to fit in with the anecdotes about Solon’s relationship with
Kroisos.

In his Life of Solon149 Plutarch relates a story about Solon’s alleged
opposition to Peisistratos’ assumption of power. It is easy to explain
such a story as part of the 4th-century mystification of Solon. The
inventors may have been the same orators and philosophers who
claimed that Solon had established certain Athenian laws, which in
fact were invented by themselves for their own political or judicial
aims. Mühl observed major oppositon to Peisistratos as a tyrant and
to tyranny in general in chapter 30 of the Life of Solon, whereas in
chapter 31 Peisistratos is described in a less hostile way. There we
find the entirely fictitious story that Solon and Peisistratos were rec-
onciled before Solon died. Accordingly, Mühl suspected that Plutarch
was drawing from a different source at this point in the Life of Solon,
probably Herakleides Pontikos instead of P. But it is not possible to
demonstrate that P. was the source for the entire chapter (P. Sol.
30) and thus to recover his possible words from the text of Plut-
arch150.

147 H P F 148 W VII.
148 Cf. A. Resp. Ath. 17,2.
149 Cf. P. Sol. 30-31; other well-known ancient sources for this alleged opposi-

tion are A. Resp. Ath. 14 and 16; D. 9,4 and 9,20 and H. 1,59-60.
150 On P. as the source of P. Sol. 30 see M (1956: 315-323, esp. 320-322).

     





(16a/b) In P.’s lifetime the a[xone" and kuvrbei", on which Solon’s
laws had been displayed, had become a symbol of the whole corpus
of traditional Athenian law. They were a visual reminder of Solon’s
legislation, and hence were often referred to by Athenian historians,
orators, philosophers and learned commentators151. Jacoby printed F
16b as a fragment of Asklepiades of Nikaia (or Alexandria)152, but
wrote in a note that he wanted to include a fragment of P. on the
kuvrbei" in FGrHist IV, too. In his collection Wehrli included two
lexicographical explanations of the lemma kuvrbei" (F 16a from the
Suda) or kuvrbe" (F 16b from the Etymologicum Gudianum), each as a
separate fragment from P. A detailed discussion of the problems
stemming from the lexicographical sources will, we hope, recommend
the revised text proposed in the present commentary.

We know of four ancient commentators of the Solonian a[xone" to-
gether with the titles of their works: Aristotle153 (Peri; tw`n Sovlwno"
ajxovnwn in five volumes), Asklepiades154 (Tw`n ajxovnwn ejxhghtikav), Didy-
mos155 (Peri; tw`n ajxovnwn tw`n Sovlwno" ajntigrafh; pro;" ∆Asklhpiavdhn)
and Seleukos156 (ÔUpovmnhma tw`n Sovlwno" ajxovnwn). Unfortunately,
Wehrli restricted himself in his commentary on F 16a and 16b to a
short prosopographical note. He identified Asklepiades with a gram-
marian from Nikaia or Alexandria (second half of the third and first
half of the second century ..)157. This identification has been ques-
tioned by Ruschenbusch, who suggested Asklepiades of Myrlea (first
cent. ..)158. But Jacoby’s and Wehrli’s proposal of Asklepiades of
Nikaia (or Alexandria), a disciple of Apollonios Rhodios, seems more
likely159.

151 On Solon’s laws and on the Kyrbeis and Axones see R (1966: 14-22)
and, with useful additions concerning the archaeological evidence and the epigraph-
ical testimonia, S (1979). Ruschenbusch has included F 16b (= Et. Gud. 164,11
R) as T 2 of his collection, but excluded F 16a = Suda K 2745.

152 A of Nikaia (or Alexandria) FGrHist 339 F 1. Unlike Wehrli, Jacoby
printed the context of our lemma from which one can recognize S of Alex-
andreia FGrHist 341 as the common source of the definitions.

153 R (1966) T 1; see FGrHist IIIB, p.195 and forthcoming FGrHist IV
B.

154 R (1966) T 2 und T 3 = FGrHist 339 T 3 und F 1.
155 R (1966) T 3 = FGrHist 340 F 1.
156 R (1966) T 4 = FGrHist 341 F 1-2.
157 Cf. W (1957: 34) on F 14a/b following W (1896: 1631); but see also

Jacoby’s commentaries on A FGrHist 339 and on S FGrHist 341.
158 Cf. R  (1966: 50 n. 135).
159 Cf. J on FGrHist 339 T 1 and n. 1.
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Reitzenstein made some attractive proposals for editing the text of F
16. These were partly accepted by Jacoby, but not by Wehrli160. If
one tries, however, to translate the Greek text of F 16a/b as printed
by Wehrli, serious difficulties arise from its grammatical and syntacti-
cal structure. Hence some of Reitzenstein’s emendations have been
adopted in the present collection, too. Alpers, who is preparing an
edition of the Etymologicum Genuinum, has kindly given me his opin-
ion161. If one compares the different glw`ssai for the word kuvrbei" in
the Etymologika and in the Suda, it follows that—by way of an interme-
diate source—the grammarian Seleukos is the common source for all
Byzantine lexica on this lemma162. General considerations on the rela-
tionship between the various Byzantine lexica163 led Alpers to con-
clude that Wehrli’s two fragments must be brought together. Conse-
quently I propose the following text, which has been reconstructed on
the basis of the two preserved fragments F 16a/b: Kuvrbei": aiJ ta;" tw`n
qew`n eJorta;" e[cousai: h[toi ajpo; th`" kataskeuh`" (eijsi; ga;r kurbasivai), h]
kuvrbei", ejpei; ta; tw`n qew`n ajpokruptovmena dei` ei\nai. ∆Asklhpiavdh" de; ejn
toi"̀ Tw`n ajxovnwn ejxhghtikoi`" ajpo; Kuvrbew" tou` ta;" qusiva" oJrivsanto": h],
wJ" fhsi; Faniva" oJ ∆Erevsio", <h]> ajpo; tou` tau`ta kurwqh`nai toi`" gravmma-
sin.

The lemmata on the kuvrbei" bring together three etymological expla-
nations. It is anything but clear what P.’s exact position was with
regard to the correct etymology of kuvrbei" and how his opinion is
related to Asklepiades’ later commentary. First, we find the derivation
of kuvrbei" from kruvptein, to conceal or to hide, and from the fasti or
sacred calendars and lists with dates and ceremonies of the feasts of
the gods. Plutarch reports that, according to some authors, the word
kuvrbei" applies strictly only to the boards on which the dates and
regulations for holy rites and offerings were noted (that is the part on

160 Cf. FGrHist 339 F 1 = F 22a/b W IX = F 16a/b E.
161 In his letter of November 30th 1993. I gratefully acknowledge his helpful ad-

vice.
162 FGrHist 341 T 1-2 and F 1-2. Some additions to the definitions and etymologies

in F 16a/b can be found in the so-called jEklogai; diafovrwn levxewn s.v. kuvrbei", in
C II (1835: 455,15-26). They are a source of the Etymologicum Gudianum, see
R (1897: 164 and n. 59); in the Etymologicum Gudianum we find the impor-
tant note on Seleukos as its source in the genitive case SELEUKOU. Thus the asterisk
* in FGrHist 341 F 2 is not justified; the Eklogai are also the source of the Etymologicum
Genuinum (which is the source of the so-called Etymologicum Magnum p. 547, 45) and the
compilers of the Lemma on kuvrbei" in the Suda K 2745.

163 For an excellent  short introduction see A (1990: 14-38); C (1913: 679-
730) is out of date, but has not been superseded.
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religious law in the whole corpus of Solonian laws), and that the rest of
the pillars, on which the other non-religious Solonian laws were writ-
ten, were called a[xone"164. From this opinion the first etymology
based on the mysteries of the gods written on the kuvrbei" has been
derived. But Plutarch makes it clear that he himself thinks that all the
boards on which the complete Solonian laws were written were called
kuvrbei". Secondly, the reader of F 16a/b is prompted to think of the
Solonian term kuvrbei" as a synonym for the o{roi, the boundary-
stones which marked the ownership of property or indicated mort-
gaged land. Finally, there is an etymology whereby kuvrbei" is derived
from the legal terminus technicus kurou`n, to make a legal claim valid in
the eyes of the law. A reader of the passages in the Suda and in the
Etymologicum Gudianum might assume that there was a tradition that P.
had quoted the etymology of Asklepiades. But this hypothesis is ex-
tremely improbable, as we know only of two grammarians named
Asklepiades (one of Myrlea and one of Nikaia) who were interested in
the study of Solon’s laws, and both of them lived several generations
after P. The assumption that there was a third learned commentator
on the a[xone" and kuvrbei" who was a contemporary of P. or even
earlier than he, is displeasing. But if one follows Reitzenstein and
Jacoby, the problem arising from the alleged quotation from Asklepi-
ades disappears. Then the lemma quotes as P.’s opinion an etymology
different from Asklepiades’ later explanation: “kuvrbei": ajpo; tou` tau`ta
kuroqhǹai toi`" gravmmasin”. This seems the most plausible solution to
the problems concerning the translation and interpretation of the
Greek text in F 16.

F 16 shows that P. had thoroughly studied the problems arising from
Solon’s legislation. Indeed, P. was a philosopher with strong historical
interests, as Plutarch holds. He knew of a rare legal meaning of the
word kuvrbei". Thus, it becomes even more understandable that the
Alexandrian grammarian and commentator Asklepiades used one of
P.’s works as a source. But the short text of F 16 gives us no help in
determining from which of P.’s works the remarks on Solon in F 14-
16 may have been taken. Certainly, it contained a detailed study of
Solon and his legislation, but also of other events and of the chronol-
ogy of his entire life. But we do not know of a special work by P.
entitled On Solon. F 16a/b may therefore also derive from a study on
Athenian constitutional history which included passages on Solon’s
life.

164 P. Sol. 25,1-3; cf. also A. Resp. Ath. 7,1 on the kuvrbei" with commen-
taries by R (1981: 131-134) and C (1990: 167-169).
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(17-22) F 17-22 concern the life of the Athenian statesman
Themistokles. His contemporaries were already sharply divided in
their view of him, and episodes from his life were often used as
examples by historians, philosophers and biographers. None of these
F (17-22) have come down to us with the title of the work from which
they derive. Thus it is possible that they have all been taken from a
single work, but they may equally be from different works by P., such
as a treatise on Athenian history which included characteristic epi-
sodes from Themistokles’ life, an excursus on Athenian orators and
demagogues, a collection of historical examples of Aristotelian bivoi, of
even a work foreshadowing later biographies of Themistokles.

In his work (or in the different works?), from which F 17-22 have
been derived, P. gave very detailed information about Themistokles’
life. However, to the limited extent to which we can judge, he did not
attempt a serious historical analysis of Themistokles’ place in Atheni-
an history. Instead, he was primarily interested in the ambiguous
character of a leading Greek statesman, which he wished to illustrate
by means of suitable anecdotes and episodes from his life. Leo, who
was familiar with the manifold problems concerning the roots of
Greek biography, was entirely correct when he stated in regard to P.
as a source of Plutarch’s Life of Themistokles that P. had treated
Themistokles in a thoroughly biographical manner165.

P. regarded Themistokles as an ambivalent character. He acknowl-
edged his intelligence, his military genius, his strategic and diplomatic
skills during the Persian wars, as most 5th-century historians had
done166. P. admired his rhetorical power and ready wit as well as his
personal courage in seeking a place of refuge with his Persian ene-
mies. But at the same time he emphasizes some faults of character or
sinister and ambiguous aspects of Themistokles, which had already
been criticized by earlier historians and political writers, such as
Herodotos, Thukydides and Stesimbrotos. Hence in P.’s stories
Themistokles is shown taking bribes, blackmailing his fellow Athenian
citizens, bribing others e.g. Architeles and the Spartan commander
Eurybiades, participating in a barbarian sacrifice of captive Persians,
betraying and deserting the Greek cause to save his own life and
finally seeking refuge in Persia, where he lived as a pro-Persian tyrant

165 Cf. L (1901: 110): “wenigstens Themistokles, die stärkste Persönlichkeit der
älteren attischen Geschichte und schon von Thukydides bevorzugt, ist ganz biogra-
phisch behandelt”.

166 Cf.  B (1962: 225-237 = 1979: 54-66).
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ruling over several Greek cities in Asia Minor. Judged by the stan-
dards of Aristotle’s ethics and the Peripatetic school Themistokles
(unlike Solon) was no example for P.’s readers to imitate.

Perhaps P. was influenced by his teacher Aristotle, when he intro-
duced a clear element of malice into the picture of Themistokles. In
the ∆Aqhnaivwn politeiva we find an assessment of Solon and Themisto-
kles similar to that found in P.’s fragments. Aristotle disliked
Themistokles and hence made the Areiopagos council ultimately re-
sponsible for the victory at Salamis167. Thus the philosopher implicit-
ly reduced the merits of Themistokles’ brilliant strategy. Finally, Aris-
totle assigned the first draft of the decisive strategic plan to Aristeides
instead of Themistokles.

(17) In the late sixth and fifth centuries .. a list of distinguished
Athenian politicians with foreign mothers included Kleisthenes,
Themistokles and Kimon. Plutarch and Athenaios168 are our most
important sources for early traditions on the place of origin of
Themistokles’ mother169. P. maintained she was a Carian woman
named Euterpe170, and in agreement with this tradition Neanthes
calls her a woman from Halikarnassos171. But according to Am-
phikrates172 her name was Abrotonon and she came from Thrace,
and Cornelius Nepos testifies to a tradition that she was from Akarna-
nia173. Probably none of these four authorities had any reliable infor-
mation about her name or place of origin. Judged by Athenian stan-
dards, all the foreign towns or countries named above were not very
reputable, and hence information about her may have been drawn

167 Cf. A. Resp. Ath. 23,1.
168 P. Them. 1,1-2 (= F 15) and A. 13,576 c-d.
169 For a complete collection and a critical assessment of ancient testimonies on the

lineage, parents and family-connections of Themistokles, son of Neokles from Phre-
arrioi, see B and F (1967), D (1971: 211-220 with a useful stemma),
P (1975) and F (1980: 60-63).

170 Cf. F 15.
171 FGrHist 84 F 2b; there is good reason for accepting with Jacoby that F 2b does

not come from Neanthes’ biographical work Peri; ejndovxwn ajndrw`n, but from his his-
torical work entitled  ÔEllhnikav FGrHist 84 F 2a, the source of our information on
Euterpe, Themistokles’ mother.

172 Cf. A Peri; ejndovxwn ajndrw`n ap. A. 13,576c-d = FHG IV, p. 300
F 1 = FGrHist IV A 6. Because this treatise included pieces of information on the life
of Themistokles, a famous statesman, it was not limited to biographies of philoso-
phers or writers as examples of illustrious men.

173 N. Them. 1,2.
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from jokes in contemporary comedy about her174. Neanthes of
Kyzikos used P. as his main source for Themistokles. He defended
P.’s version against other opinions and wanted to supplement P.’s
remarks by providing an additional detail, namely the name of the
city of Halikarnassos.

A striking parallel to Plutarch’s lack of information on Themistokles’
parents and childhood is the fact that he was not even able to give the
names of the mothers of such famous Athenian generals and politi-
cians as Nikias, Demosthenes, Lamachos, Phormion, Thrasybulos
and Theramenes175. Thus perhaps Plutarch did not know of any
fully-fledged biographies of Themistokles or the other prominent
Athenians mentioned, whereas he was able to discuss the lineage of
Alkibiades, whose life had been treated in early biographies because
of his connection with Sokrates and his fascinating personality.

(18) Plutarch’s description of the political and military situation dur-
ing the fighting around Cape Artemision follows Herodotos’ narra-
tive. He acknowledges Themistokles’ brilliant military strategy and
his diplomatic skills, but also points to some darker sides of his char-
acter when he relates two stories taken from Herodotos and P. about
Themistokles’ bribery of Eurybiades and Architeles. P. probably in-
vented the second story about Themistokles and Architeles as an
elaboration (or as a double) of the well-known story in Herodotos
about Eurybiades and Themistokles176. In this story Themistokles
cleverly used the money he himself had received from the Euboeans
to bribe Eurybiades and to influence him and the council of the
Greek allies to the advantage of the Euboeans. According to modern
scholarly opinion Herodotos wished by means of this invented story
to explain to his readers why the Greeks did not withdraw their ships.
There were, however, sound strategic reasons for the decision of
Eurybiades and the Greek provbouloi to fight the battle of Artemision,
and it is unneccessary to assume with Herodotos and P. that bribery
was the driving force behind the battle177.

174 See D (1971: 213-214).
175 Cf. P. Alc. 1,3; on Plutarch’s childhood narratives and the general impor-

tance of such stories for Greek biography, see P (1990: 213-244).
176 Cf. H. 8,5.
177 For the roles of Eurybiades and Themistokles in political decisions from the

battle at Cape Artemision to the battle of Salamis, see H (1973: 43-59);
H (1988: 518-591 esp. 552) dismisses the Herodotean story as an invention.
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Whereas both stories related by P. lay stress on Themistokles’ clever-
ness and his unscrupulous bribery and cheating, in the stories told by
Herodotos Themistokles acts in a more honourable way. In P.’s ac-
count he deliberately plays an unpleasant trick upon Architeles, the
captain of the Athenian state trireme. First he incited the crew against
their captain, whom he knew had no more money to pay their wages.
Then after he had placed Architeles in an embarassing and dishon-
ourable situation, he cheated him by sending him the box with the
dinner of bread and meat, under which a large sum of money was
hidden as a bribe. To put it frankly, P. makes Themistokles act like a
blackmailer to confound Architeles’ intention to sail home with his
crew in a situation of political and military crisis178. Obviously, P. has
brought an element of malice into his picture of Themistokles.

In P.’s days the crew of the Athenian state galleys received fixed state-
pay, namely four obols a day179. However, Architeles’ dire financial
straits in P.’s story presuppose that in 480 .. public pay for the
crews did not yet exist. Hence P., who would normally have known of
the state-pay, is possibly using an older version of the story of the
bribery of Architeles. If we knew the exact year of the introduction of
wages paid by the Athenian state, we could make a guess as to who
ultimately invented the story which P. told in a more elaborate ver-
sion.

F 18 and 19 are good examples of P.’s ability to compose thrilling
stories. We do not know enough of the context in which these stories
were told, but probably they were intended to illustrate key features
of Themistokles’ character. Some similar passages in Plutarch’s Life of
Themistokles have been claimed by Bodin and Laqueur180 as further
“fragments” of P., but their arguments are not convincing, although it
may very well be true that Plutarch used a work of P. for some further
details of his Life of Themistokles without acknowledging his source.

178 F (1980: 106-108) explained P.’s story by suggesting that the Eresian may
have mixed up two different stories about the Athenian Architeles and the Corinthi-
an Adeimantos.

179 See H. s.v. Pavralo" P 20 K and Jacoby’s commentaries on P-
 FGrHist 328 F 47-48 (III b, p. 234-235); see also J (1975: 157-158),
who gives no exact year for the introduction of state pay during the 5th century, and
recently G (1994: 110-114).

180 Cf. B I (1915: 251-281) and II (1917: 117-157); L (1938: 1588).

     





Since it cannot be demonstrated that the passages in question181

come from P., they cannot be used as evidence to claim the existence
of, and to reconstruct the contents and the scope of a possible politi-
cal biography of Themistokles by P.

(19) The passage on Themistokles and the human sacrifice or ritual
killing of three noble Persians before the battle of Salamis is perhaps
the most thrilling scene in P.’s preserved historical and biographical
fragments182. He intentionally uses many verb forms. Thus the action
is driven forward by the wording and the grammatical structure of
the language. He embellishes his prose with glamorous rhetorical
figures. He alludes to the normal procedure of making a sacrifice
before battle and makes use of religious terminology and omens very
effectively to convey the impression of ejnavrgeia, especially the sneeze
from the right (lucky) side and the sudden blaze which flared up from
the fire of the sacrifice at the same time. The fragment describes a

181 Cf. W (1969a: 35) on Bodin’s and Laqueur’s studies: a biography on
Themistokles “ist aber die unerwiesene Voraussetzung für die Quellenforschungen
von L. Bodin ... und Laqueur, welche darum auch zu wenig überzeugenden Ergeb-
nissen geführt haben”; see also W (1983: 554); in spite of methodological reser-
vations I include a list of the passages, which following Bodin and Laqueur could
derive from an alleged Life of Themistokles by P.: F 17 = P. Them. 1,1-2; P. Them.
2,8 (like Them. 10,3 and 19,3-6, two passages hostile to Themistokles and showing
him to be a fierce demagogue);  P. Them. 3,1-5 (on his ambitious character); P.
Them. 5,3-5 and 7 (criticizing his unrestrained ambition); F 18 = P. Them. 7,6-7;
P. Them. 10,1-3 (demagogical use of oracles and omens); P. Them. 11,1 (on
Aristeides’ banishment); P. Them. 11,3-6 (famous sayings attributed to Themisto-
kles): P. Them. 12,6-8 (an alleged dialogue between Themistokles and Aristeides
before the battle of Salamis; perhaps the first strategem); F 19 = P. Them. 13,2-5;
P. Them. 14,3-4 (a hostile reworking of earlier material taken from Herodotos and
a Persikav-source); P. Them. 16,2-4 (a dialogue between Themistokles and Aristei-
des, before the messenger was sent to persuade Xerxes to order a fast retreat); Them.
17,19, and 21 (P. as an intermediate source between Herodotos and Plutarch?);
P. Them. 23-25 (Themistokles’ flight from Athens; Bodin and Laqueur assign all
passages to P. in which Plutarch agrees with the account of T. 1,135-138); F 20
= P. Them. 27,6;  P. Them. 27,7-8 and 28,1-4 (P. based on T. 1,137,4);
P. Them. 28,6  (the chiliarch’s prayer to Ahriman); P. Them. 29,2 (a remark by
the chiliarch Rhoxanes); P. Them. 29,3 (the salutation scene and the second prosky-
nesis); P. Them. 29,5 (Themistokles asks for one year in which to learn Persian; this
story is based on T. 1,137,4 and 1,138,1); P. Them. 29,6-10 (cf. T.
1,138,2); F 22 = P. Them. 29,11; P. Them. 31,1-2 (Themistokles’ insolent
behaviour at Sardeis; his flight to the satrap’s harem where he even bribes the
concubines); P. Them. 31,4-7 (envy of Kimon’s success as the dishonourable mo-
tive for Themistokles’ suicide).

182 Cf. Wehrli’s valuable commentary on F 19 and B₃s over-subtle interpreta-
tions (1917: 118-123); see also P. Arist. 9,1-3; P. Pelop. 21,3 and D. 11,57,1-
5.
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battlefield sacrifice which was familiar to all Greek soldiers. During
the performance of these sacrifices both the priest (mavnti") and the
general in command, Themistokles, had to fulfil certain functions183.
Thus Themistokles was not just a passive observer of that cruel sacri-
fice. He had to take part in the consecration and preparation of the
Trojan victims of the sacrifice by cutting their fore-locks. This inter-
esting detail, however, was not related by P. as far as we can conclude
from the fragment under discussion.

P. makes a remarkable rhetorical and stylistic effort to give a histori-
cally untrustworthy scene the impression of authenticity. He presents
Themistokles as a military and political leader who at the moment of
crisis gives way to the brutal and irrational emotions of the masses.
Although Themistokles disdained the barbarian practice of human
sacrifice from the start and is set apart from the reaction of the people
in P.’s narrative, he is unable to prevent such a cruel ritual. But the
driving force behind this barbarian act is clearly the priest and seer
Euphrantides, who exploits the irrational emotions of the soldiers.

Our best sources for the battle of Salamis are the messenger’s report
in Aischylos’ Pevrsai184 and Herodotos’ description of the battle in his
ÔIstorivai185. Aischylos and Herodotos agree upon the important fact
that the three noble Persians were captured during the battle on the
island of Psyttaleia and that only then were they killed. But according
to P. Aristeides captured the three noble Persian youths, the sons of
the king’s sister Sandauke, before the battle started186. P. must have
known the reports on the battle in Aischylos and Herodotos, but once
more deliberately chose to give a different and a more elaborate
story, perhaps taking his version from Ktesias’ Persikav187.

183 On Greek battlefield sacrifices to enforce victory, see P III (1979: 48
with n. 4 and 83-90, esp. 85); P (1979: 126-127) has also some useful
parallels of sneezes from the right side as lucky omens.

184 A. Pers. 447-471; see also L (1988: 168-185).
185 H. 8,95; for the historical events cf. B (1962: 450-475) and more

recently H (1988: 569-591); for an evaluation of the two best sources, namely
Herodotos and Aischylos, see R (1974: 51-94).

186 Cf. P. Arist. 9,2-4; our passage from P. Them. 13,2-5 and P. Pelop.
21,3; see also Wehrli’s commentary on F 17.

187 But as B neatly observed (1962: 475): “The Quellenkritik of an author,
himself lost, is a task from which angels might shrink”; on Ktesias see K (1972),
B (1978: 19-41) and A (1991: 1-12).

     





The majority of commentators188 think that P.’s story of the sacrifice
before the battle of Salamis should be rejected for several reasons. It
contradicts the explicit reports in Aischylos and Herodotos (and even
some aspects of the same story in Plutarch’s Life of Aristides). Historians
of Greek religion, especially Henrichs189, have raised serious objec-
tions to the historicity of a human sacrifice in the context of an
Athenian battlefield sacrifice in the 5th century. They surmise that it
was the Lesbian historian and philosopher P. himself who invented
the story. Their strongest argument is the curious fact that Euphran-
tides explicitly requests permission to offer the sacrifice to Dionysos
Omestes190. Now the most reliable sources know of Athenian sacrific-
es before the battle of Salamis to Artemis, Aias and Zeus Tropaios.
Each of these three sacrifices is completely in accordance with Athe-
nian religious traditions191. Dionysos Omestes, “the eater of raw
flesh”, however, did not belong to the 5th-century Athenian panthe-
on, but was revered on Lesbos, P.’s native island. This is made suffi-
ciently clear by Alkaios192. Haslam has published a papyrus fragment
from a work which dealt with early Lesbian history and myths193.
Col. 2 of the papyrus gives different aijtivai for the cult name Diovnuso"
∆Wmhsthv". In col. 2,18-27 the name jWmhsthv" is explained with refer-
ence to a special sacrifice to Dionysos (col. 2,19 and 2,24). Because
the relevant lines have only been preserved in fragmentary condition,
their exact meaning is not clear. It seems that Omestes is not identical
with Dionysos, but could be either the priest who performed the
sacrifice, or even (but less probably) a name for the human victim194.
The cult of Dionysos Omestes is also attested on Chios and Tenedos.
But it is entirely improbable that the Athenians introduced a cruel
new sacrifice to a new deity from Lesbos before the battle of Salamis.

Notwithstanding its improbable historicity the story in F 19 has often
been adduced in discussions of human sacrifices and similar ceremo-
nies of ritual killing in Greece during the archaic and classical periods

188 Cf. e.g. F (1980: 150).
189 H (1980: 195-235; esp. 208-224; see also some interesting remarks in

the discussion p. 236-242) and H (1991: 112-115); B (1994: 181-225
and esp. 288-291), however, does not rule out the possibility that Athenian prisoners
may actually have been sacrificed as a favrmakon swthriva".

190 See H (1980: 218-224).
191 See, most recently, H (1991: 113 n. 129) following Henrichs and Pritchett.
192 A. F 129 L ‒ P.
193 H (1986: 112-125) = P.Oxy. 3711. There is no clear hint as to the author

of the text in the papyrus.
194 Cf. H (1980: 218-224) and H (1986: 122-123).

     





and has been used especially as evidence of human sacrifices in 5th-
century Athens195. There are some well-known stories of human sac-
rifices or ritual killings in Greek myths. Some of them were trans-
formed in famous works of literature by Athenian poets, for instance
by Euripides in his tragedies Iphigenia on Tauris and Iphigenia in Aulis.
But the intended sacrifice of Iphigenia at Aulis before the war against
Troy is no decisive parallel for the alleged “historical” human sacri-
fice before the battle of Salamis, since at Aulis the goddess Artemis
substituted an animal for Iphigenia. It was this animal which was
actually killed and from which the priests tried to foretell the future.
The most influential epic model for a ritual killing or a “Totenopfer”
was that of the twelve Trojan captives who were sacrificed in honour
of the dead Patroklos by Achilleus. There are some trustworthy ar-
chaeological testimonies to similar human sacrifices in certain Greek
states during geometric and archaic times. The victims of a ritual
killing have been found in the excavations of the Heroon of Lefkandi
in Euboia (10th century ..), at Salamis on Cyprus or at Anemospilia
on Crete (late 8th century ..). In both cases the archaeological
evidence shows striking similarities to Homer’s description of a sacri-
fice for the dead hero during his funeral ceremony196. Plutarch tells a
story in his Life of Philopoimen that in 183 .. the Achaeans stoned to
death some Messenian captives as a “Totenopfer”197 in honour of the
dead Achaean statesman.

But only very few testimonies of human sacrifice or cases of the ritual
killing of humans before decisive battles are recorded in the Greek
world in classical and Hellenistic times. From Plutarch’s Life of Pelopi-
das198 comes a story that a human sacrifice was intended, but not
performed, before the battle at Leuktra. Skedasos, the father of two
girls who had been mistreated by the Lacedaemonians, appeared to
Epaminondas and claimed the sacrifice of a girl. But instead of a
human victim an animal was sacrificed. If P. knew this story, it might

195 There is extensive literature on the subject, see S (1915), B
(1979), (1983) and (1994), H (1991: 71-138) and B (1994) and
(1997); R (1995: 65-85) is primarily concerned with Christian propaganda
against pagan traditions of human sacrifices.

196 Cf. H. Il. (18,336-337; 21,26-28; 23,22-23 and 174-76). Two Euripidean
tragedies (Troades and Hecuba) treated the sacrifice of Polyxeina after the capture of
Troy (E. Tr. 622-23; Hec. 40-41, 107-228). For the evidence from the excavations
at Lefkandi, Salamis and Anemospilia see B (1984: 19) and (1991: 45-60).

197 P. Phil. 21,9; cf. S (1915: 65).
198 P. Pelop. 21,3-22,4.

     





have been the model for his invention of the Athenian human sacri-
fice before the battle of Salamis. Human sacrifices and recorded cases
of the ritual killing of humans in the context of a battlefield sacrifice
(as in the fragment under discussion) need to be distinguished from
cruel civic rituals of purification, especially the ritual of the farmakov",
the violent expulsion of a human scapegoat199. Thus, the Athenian
scapegoat-ritual at the Qargeliva cannot be adduced as proof of the
historicity of P.’s story of a human sacrifice before the battle of
Salamis.

There is another obscure story, namely that of the Locrian Maid-
ens200, which could perhaps point to another case of human sacrifice
in Greece. Finally, Porphyrios in a short notice hints at the feast of
the Crovnia in Rhodes201, during which a convicted criminal was
killed in a strictly regulated ceremony. Some significant details, such
as the procession, the cult-image of the god, the decoration of the
human victim and the characteristic detail of giving him, like an
animal, a drink before killing him seem to imply that this ritual was
indeed a human sacrifice in the strict sense202. There are only a few
other examples from classical and Hellenistic times of the killing of
prisoners of war203, and of the self-sacrifice of citizens in the Greek
world, which may actually have been enforced by officials or fellow-
citizens in these states. For human sacrifice as a regular cult practice
was by the common consent of all Greeks regarded as an act of
extreme cruelty and as an abominable barbarian rite. Herodotos and
later historians dwelt upon bloody stories of human sacrifice among
the Scythians204 and other tribes on the fringes of Mediterranean
civilisation such as the Celts, Caucasians and Thracians.

(20) Plutarch knew of various versions of Themistokles’ famous flight
into exile in Persia. He refers to the narratives of the historians
Thukydides, Charon of Lampsakos, Ephoros, Deinon, Kleitarchos
and Herakleides and discusses their chronological schemes. In addi-

199 Cf. B (1983: 299-320; esp. 300-303) and recently H (1991: 164-
165); for the theory of sacrifice as a driving force in culture and for an anthropolog-
ical and theological interpretation of scapegoat rituals see also G (1986), (1987a)
and (1987b).

200 See H (1991: 166-184) on the Locrian Maidens.
201 Cf. P. Abst. 2,54,1-3.
202 B (1994: 99) regards this story as evidence for a human sacrifice, or at

least for religious terror before a ritual killing; but see H (1991: 125).
203 D (1968: 31; 36 n. 2 and 204-206).
204 H. 4,62.
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tion, he quotes P. at length, but unfortunately without giving the title
of P.’s work. Finally he reminds his readers of an additional detail in
the story as related by P., which derives from Eratosthenes’ treatise
Peri; plouvtou205. To judge from the contents of F 20, the story may be
from a historical work, a collection of anecdotes and episodes about
famous people or even from a biographical work. It seems that Plut-
arch did not find any precise indication of the time (during the reign
of Xerxes or of Artaxerxes) of the reported dialogue in P., because P.
is not named as one of the many authorities among the historians
whom Plutarch quotes on the disputed chronology. This may perhaps
be an indication that Plutarch’s source was a collection of anecdotes
or a biographical work. Following Thukydides and the other histori-
ans for the main historical facts Plutarch used P.’s lively206 episode to
embellish and elaborate their more sober narratives. Plutarch regard-
ed P.’s story as trustworthy. At least he makes no dissenting comment,
as he does for instance in regard to some unreliable details he takes
from Stesimbrotos’ On Themistokles, Thukydides and Perikles207. It is re-
markable that Stesimbrotos is not named in this passage as a source
for Themistokles’ exile, although Plutarch had quoted Stesimbrotos
on the early phases of Themistokles’ flight and thus knew of his elab-
orate narrative208.

Themistokles was perhaps the most famous, but was of course not the
only prominent Greek politician in exile in Persia209. According to
Thukydides, Themistokles having been ostracized from Athens, first
went to live in Argos. When the Spartans proposed that Themistokles
be condemned in Athens on the charge of mhdismov", he fled from

205 Cf. T. 1,137,3, C (FGrHist 262 F 11), E (FGrHist 70 F 190),
D (FGrHist 690 F 13), K (FGrHist 137 F 33), H (FGrHist
689 F 6) and E (FGrHist 241 F 27).

206 Cf. the effective use of the dialogue between Artabanos and Themistokles to
create the impression of ejnavrgeia.

207 FGrHist 107; see also the supplementary commentary on Stesimbrotos in
FGrHist IV A 1 1002 (E).

208 For Themistokles’ exile, see F (1980: 213-236) on P. Them. 27-32 and
H (1978: 171-176) s.v. Themistokles no. 305. C (1989: 144-161)
has maintained that Thukydides wanted to correct Stesimbrotos’ older version, but a
detailed analysis of both narratives makes this thesis improbable (cf. commentary on
FGrHist IV A 1 1002).

209 For prosopographical details on Greek envoys, counsellors or fugitives at the
Persian court and for the historical context of F 20-22, see H (1978) s.v.
Antalkidas no. 18, Entimos no. 97, Themistokles no. 305 and Timagoras no. 320-
322; also H (1972: 94-107); on 5th-century relations between the Greeks
and Persians after the Persian wars, see L (1977) and W (1984).

     





Argos to Korkyra and from there to king Admetos of Molossia. The
king sent the famous fugitive to the Macedonian city of Pydna. From
there Themistokles took a ship and, travelling incognito, reached
Ephesos in Asia Minor after some dramatic adventures. From Ephe-
sos he wrote to King Artaxerxes, who had recently succeeded Xerxes.
Then he began to learn Persian and after a year travelled to the
king’s court. Modern scholarly opinion assumes that he travelled to
Persia and met king Artaxerxes in 465/64 ..210. The chiliarch Arta-
banos, who is introduced by P. as the person with whom Themisto-
kles engages in a dialogue, killed Xerxes in 465 .. and tried to
remove Artaxerxes I, in order to become king himself. But in the
course of his assault on Artaxerxes, Artabanos himself was slain211.
Themistokles stayed for some time at the court and was later reward-
ed with the revenues from some towns in Asia Minor (see below). He
died as a Persian pensioner in Magnesia probably in 459 ..212 and
was buried there. Stories about his enforced suicide seem to be later
inventions.

In chronological matters Plutarch considers Thukydides and Charon
of Lampsakos to be more trustworthy than P. Having dealt with the
chronology, he quotes a long passage from P., since he told such an
impressive story. When P. makes the chiliarch say that it is not the
Persian custom for the king to give ear to a man who has not paid
him obeisance, this may be an ironic allusion to the extreme disobe-
dience of Artabanos, who killed Xerxes. The dialogue between
Themistokles and Artabanos may be a literary invention by P., de-
signed to show Themistokles’ rhetorical skill and courage. But the
passage is not derived from an ejgkwvmion on Themistokles, since P. not
only makes him promise the great king that he will observe Persian
customs, but also that he will induce more men to pay obeisance to
him than were doing so at the time. Because of this promise
Themistokles is described by P. as a traitor to the Hellenic cause and

210 P (1975: 37-44 and 197) dates Themistokles’ arrival in Persia to late 465
or early 464 .. after the assassination of Xerxes; there is a detailed discussion of
Themistokles’ flight in L (1978: 108-153); but see also  C
(1987: 267-273) for the dissenting opinion that those ancient sources that state that
Themistokles met Xerxes earlier in 465 .. should be given credit.

211 Cf. F (1980: 215 and n. 24).
212 The chronology of many events during the Pentekontaetia, including Themisto-

kles’ final years, remains obscure, see B (1993: 99-103), L (1992a: 1-14)
and (1992b: 96-120), D (1992: 15-33) and R (1992: 34-61); on the death
of Themistokles see most recently M (1995: 159-167).

     





a political turncoat. Similar accusations had already been made
against Themistokles by some contemporaries and in 5th-century his-
toriography.

P., the Peripatetic philosopher, was interested in Themistokles’ be-
haviour at the Persian court. He discussed the question of whether
the Greek statesman would adopt all of the strange Persian court
ceremonies, including the proskuvnhsi", a ceremonial gesture of sub-
mission by a subject to the Persian king. On a more general level P.
may also have discussed the moral problem of whether a Greek
should perform the proskuvnhsi" at all. We do not know which of P.’s
works F 20 is derived from and when exactly it was written. But if
Themistokles promised Artabanos that he would obey all the customs
of the country, that promise could have been understood by contem-
poraries of Alexander as an allusion to the well-known case of the
Peripatetic philosopher-historian Kallisthenes, who had deliberately
refused to perform the proskuvnhsi". According to Thiel213 the word-
ing of the present fragment makes it clear that P. was familiar with
the Aristotelian description of an oriental monarchy.

(21) F 21 is the only fragment on Themistokles which derives from
Athenaios, whereas F 17-20 and 22 have been taken from Plutarch.
In F 21 P. makes interesting observations about the Persian court
system of feudal grants and royal gifts. As is natural in an ancient
oriental monarchy, the king of Persia could promote individual sub-
jects to the highest positions on the basis of their proven loyalty to
him, without any regard for their place of origin or their former social
position. But P. does not analyse the system of promotion or royal
gifts214 as a sociological or constitutional phenomenon, but signifi-
cantly links it with biographical remarks and anecdotes about three
famous Greeks of the 5th and 4th centuries, namely Entimos,
Themistokles and Antalkidas. These are not listed in a strict chrono-
logical order. P. was more interested in biographical examples and
anecdotes than in historical consistency. Entimos, from the city of
Gortyn on Crete, was one of the early “imitators” of Themistokles
and sought his fortune at the court of Artaxerxes I (465-424 ..).
Possibly he travelled to Persia between 457/6 and 454/3 .. He was
honoured by Artaxerxes with rich gifts, but, at least in Athenaios’

213 T (1938: 208-210).
214 On the Persian system of royal gifts and grants with useful illustrations, see

W (1966) and W (1980: 7-21); on the king’s relatives as an honorary
title at the royal court, see W (1994: 192) and D – L
(1989).
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summary of P.’s original story, we are not told how Entimos earned
them. He may have been useful in the king’s diplomatic plans in
regard to Sparta, as was suggested by Zecchini215. Entimos was even
called to the “breakfast table of the king’s relatives” (suggeniko;n
a[riston), although he was not a native Persian. P. mistakenly assumes
that an invitation to this honorable position was restricted to actual
relatives of the king. The terminus technicus probably derives from a
Persikav-work or from a history of Alexander by an author familiar
with Persian ceremonial titles, among which was the high-ranking
title of being one of the king’s “relatives” (suggenei`"). As far as we
know, no important military or political office was regularly connect-
ed with this title. One may imagine that Entimos was a royal counsel-
lor who attended court in order to fulfil special tasks. P. may also
have mentioned in his account the extraordinary honour paid to the
Samian captain Phylakos, whose name was written down in the so-
called “book of the benefactors of the King”216.

Timagoras and Antalkidas lived in the 4th century. In the summer of
367 .. Timagoras217 was sent as an envoy to the Persian court at
Susa in order to plead the Athenian cause against a hostile Theban
envoy218. After his return to Athens he was accused by his fellow-
ambassador Leon of taking bribes from the Persian king and of con-
spiring with the Theban leader Pelopidas. He was then sentenced to
death and executed. The Greek text of F 21 suggests that P. did not
include Timagoras among his examples, although we cannot rule out
the possibility that he was also named by him. Finally, P. reminded
his readers of Antalkidas (or Antialkidas)219 as an example of a Greek
who was honoured at the king’s court and thus followed in the foot-

215 Cf. Z (1989a: 7-12) and (1989b: 201 and n. 13); see also H
(1978: 55-56) s.v. Entimos no. 97 and W (1924: 276). Z (1989a: 12-
13) suggested that P. may have regarded Entimos as a kind of pro-Persian tyrant and
that F 21 may have been taken from P.’s treatise Tyrants killed in Revenge; but, at least
in regard to Timagoras and Antalkidas, such a hypothesis is not convincing.

216 Cf. H. 8,85 and W (1980); A. Anab. 7,11,1 reports that
Alexander appointed some noble Persians to be his “relatives”. They were promoted
to be commanders in his army during the mutiny at Opis in 324 ..; the king’s
relatives enjoyed the privilege of greeting the king with a ceremonial kiss.

217 Cf. H (1978: 183-184) s.v. Timagoras no. 322; but see Z
(1989a: 5-6) for the possible explanation that we perhaps need to distinguish two
persons named Timagoras, a man from Crete in the fifth century, and the famous
member of the Athenian embassy in 367 ..

218 Cf. X. Hell. 7,1,33 and T GHI II no. 139,1-4, an inscription in which
Athens honours Strato, king of Sidon (about 367 ..).

219 See H (1978: 15-16) s.v. Antalkidas no. 18.

     





steps of Themistokles. In 387 Antalkidas travelled to the court of
Artaxerxes II in order to negotiate the “Peace of Antalkidas” or the
“King’s Peace”, the first example in an important series of common
peace treaties (koinai; eijrhvnai)220. Apart from the fact that all four of
these prominent Greeks (Themistokles, Entimos, Timagoras and
Antalkidas) had at a certain point in their political careers spent some
time—but under very different circumstances and in a different posi-
tion—at the Persian king’s court and that they had been honoured by
the king at that time, they do not have much in common. Thus P.
was perhaps interested in collecting historical or biographical exam-
ples of famous Greeks at the Persian court.

(22) The most reliable ancient sources on Themistokles’ later years
mention three Greek towns in Asia Minor the revenues from which
were given to him by the Persian king as a pension, namely Magne-
sia, Lampsakos and Myous221. This magnanimous donation was giv-
en to the former enemy as his “bread, wine and fish (or meat?)” (eij"
a[rton kai; oi\non kai; o[yon)222. Themistokles used Magnesia as his main
place of residence; he issued coins there, and received an income of
fifty talents per year from the city. After his death, a grave monument
and a statue were erected for him in the Agora. His descendants were
also honored in the city for a long time223. Whereas it is certain that
in 465/64 .. Magnesia on the banks of Maiandros was under firm
Persian control, doubts have been raised in regard to the two coastal
cities of Lampsakos and Myous. Possibly they had come under the
control of the Delian league in 465/64, in which case Themistokles
would have received revenues only from Magnesia. But in the years
round 460 .. Lampsakos and Myous belonged to a border-zone

220 On the”King’s Peace” and other koinh;-eijrhvnh-treaties see U (1991) and
J (1994).

221 The main sources are T. 1,138,5, D. 11,57,6-58,1, A. 10,5, P.
Bellone an pace 328e, N Them. 10,2-3, S. A. Equ. 84 = N
FGrHist 84 F 17b; see H (1978: 173) s.v. Themistokles no. 305, F
(1980: 219-223) and B (1985: 53-72).

222 B (1993: 193-194 n. 38) compares this passage with some of the Persepolis
tablets, on which the portions given to persons in the king’s suite were written: “they
consist of food animals; grain or flour or bread; and wine (oil appears once). Fish
would no doubt be substituted for a Greek more used to it than to meat”; see esp. the
so-called J-Texts (PF 691-740: Royal Provisions) in H (1969: 24-25 and 214-
223).

223 An honorary decree from Lampsakos, dated about the end of the 3rd century,
bears testimony to an annual festivity commemorating Themistokles, see H-
 (1978: 173-174).
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between the Persian empire and the Delian league, and thus there is
nothing improbable about them being ruled by Themistokles as a
pro-Persian “tyrant”. There is no convincing reason to doubt Thuky-
dides’ narrative in regard to the three towns.

But P. and, following him, Neanthes and Athenaios224 add a further
two towns to this plausible list of three, namely Perkote and Pa-
laiskepsis225, which had been given to Themistokles “for his bedding
and raiment” (eij" strwmnh;n kai; ajmpecovnhn). It seems that P. knew the
passage in Thukydides on the three towns and wanted to improve this
authoritative narrative by giving additional details, as he had done in
F 20. It would be interesting to know whether the words indicating
that the king gave the three towns to Themistokles “for bread, wine
and meat (or fish)” formed a phrase regularly used in official Persian
for royal donations to subjects and whether P. invented his similar
formula of the two additional towns “for his bedding and raiment” in
imitation of the official Persian phrase.

(23) Apparently Hesychios has brought together material from two
different works in his lemma on khvruke". The first part of F 23 should
be assigned to an antiquarian or historical treatise with special inter-
ests in genealogical and etymological questions about Athenian and
Eleusinian cults and Athenian local history, whereas the second part,
on wild and cultivated fig-trees, obviously comes from a botanical or
agricultural treatise, perhaps from P.’s Peri; futw`n. P. agrees with the
proud family-tradition of the Eleusinian priestly clan of the Kerykes,
which they derived from Keryx, the son of Hermes, and from Aglau-
ros, one of the three daughters of king Kekrops226. Once more he
does not follow the main tradition in a controversial question which
we find in Pausanias, and according to which Keryx was the younger
son of Eumolpos, but prefers the family-tradition of the Kerykes.

224 A. 1,29f-30a; P. is not explicitly named as Athenaios’ source, but see Wehr-
li on F 40, which comes from a passage in Athenaios immediately before the list of
five towns is mentioned.

225 On Perkote, a town situated in the Troas between Abydos and Lampsakos, cf.
S. Geogr. 13,1,7 C. 586 and 13,1,20 C. 590; on Palaiskepsis in the valley of the
Aisepos see S. Geogr. 13,1,45 C. 603 and 13,1,52 C. 607.

226 Cf. H. K 52 K s.v. Khvruke" with reference to I. Paneg. 17,157, who
derives the clan of the Heralds (Kerykes) from Keryx, son of Hermes, as do P. and IG
XIV 1389, an inscription on a monument of Herodes Atticus. But cf. P. 1,38,3 for
Keryx as a son of Eumolpos in the more common version; on the genealogy of the
Kerykes, see also T (1889: 81-82).
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Hence this fragment confirms Plutarch’s characterization of P. as a
philosopher and a man well read in history, because we may assume
that he knew both traditions.

Johannes E
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Concordance of the numbers of testimonies and fragments in Wehrli
and in FGrHist IV A 1:

Wehrli          FGrHist IV

F 1               T 1
F 2               T 2
F 3               T 3
F 4               T 4
F 5               T 5
F 6               T 6
F 7               T 7

F 11              F 1
F 13              F 2
F 14              F 3
F 15              F 4
F 16              F 5
Hermippos F 89      F 6
F 17a/b            F 7
F 18              F 8
F 19              F 9
F 33              F 10
F 30              F 11
F 31              F 12
F 32              F 13
F 20              F 14
F 21              F 15
F 22a/b           F 16a/b
F 23              F 17
F 24              F 18
F 25              F 19
F 26              F 20
F 27              F 21
F 28              F 22
F 29              F 23
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— (= 72). Anaximenes of Lampsakos

PERI OMHROU

cf. FGrHist IV B

  





—. Dikaiarchos of Messene

BIOI FILOSOFWN

cf. FGrHist IV C

  





—. Herakleides Pontikos

.

cf. FGrHist IV B

 





 1013 (= 337bis). Philiskos of Miletos
(c. 405/400-320/310 ..)

T

1a (= H FHG IV p. 177 F 71) H, PERI TWN EN PAIDEIAI

DIALAMYANTWN (SOFWN): Filivskon to;n Milhvsion rJhvtora, provteron

aujlhth;n o[nta paradoxovtaton,  jIsokravth" oJ rJhvtwr aujlotruvphn ejkavlesen. 1b

(= FHG -; only partly printed as FGrHist 496 F 9) Suda F 360 s.v. Filivsko":

Milhvsio", rJhvtwr, ∆Isokravtou" ajkousth;" tou ̀ rJhvtoro". ejgevneto de; provteron

aujlhth;" paradoxovtato": dio; kai; aujlotruvphn ∆Isokravth" aujto;n ejkavlei.

Gevgraptai de; aujtw/` tavde: Milhsiakov", ∆Amfiktuonikov" (FGrHist 496 F 9),
Tevcnh rJhtorikh; (R B XXXII 1) ejn biblivoi" dusivn,  jIsokravtou"

ajpofavsei".

2 (= FHG -) D. H. Isaeus 19 p. 122,10-17 U ‒ R: Ouj

dh; dei`n w/jovmhn  jIsokravtou" ejn a{pasi pavntwn touvtwn uJperevconto" lovgon tina;

poieis̀qai peri; ejkeivnwn oujdev ge peri; tw`n sumbiwsavntwn  jIsokravtei kai; to;n

carakth`ra th`" eJrmhneiva" ejkeivnou ejkmimhsamevnwn oujqenov", Qeodevktou levgw

kai; Qeopovmpou kai; Naukravtou", ∆Efovrou te kai; Filivskou kai; Khfisodwvrou

kai; a[llwn sucnw`n: oujde; ga;r ejkei`noi krivnesqai pro;" th;n ∆Isokravtou" duvnamivn

eijsin ejpithvdeioi.

3 (= FHG -) D. H. Epist. Amm. 2 p. 258,20-259,13 U ‒ R-

: i{Jna mh; tou`q’ uJpolavbwsin, o{ti pavnta perieivlhfen hJ peripathtikh;

filosofiva ta; rJhtorika; paraggevlmata, kai; ou[te oiJ peri; Qeovdwron kai;

Qrasuvmacon kai; ∆Antifw`nta spoudh`" a[xion oujde;n eu|ron ou[te ∆Isokravth" kai;

∆Anaximevnh" kai ∆Alkivdama" ou[te oiJ touvtoi" sumbiwvsante" toi`" ajndravsi

paraggelmavtwn tecnikw`n suggrafei`" kai; ajgwnistai; lovgwn rJhtorikw`n, oiJ

peri; Qeodevkthn kai; Filivskon kai ∆Isai`on kai; Khfisovdwron ÔUpereivdhn te kai;

8 Tevcnhn rJhtorikh;n A 9 ajpovfasi" om. F : ajpofavsei" coni. Blass 11 de; P corr. Usener –
Radermacher in dh; 11 dei` F corr F1 11 oijovmhn in marg. : wjovmhn B 11 oujqenov" FAV : oujdenov"
PB Usener – Radermacher  (= TB Aujac) 14 kai; naukravtou"-krivnesqai pro;" th;n om. in M
suppl. m uetusta atramento eodem usa sed signis rubris : Nausikravtou" alibi audit 14 filivstou libri
(i.e. FZ Aujac) : corr. Göller 15 sugkrivnesqai van Vliet non necessario 19 qeorqeovdwron P
20 qrasuvmmacon P 22 lovgwn rJhtovrwn rJhtorikw`n P 23 oiJ peri; rivdhn (marg. corr. uJperivdhn)
ceteris omissis B 23 fivliston M O P s : corr. Sylburg 23 uJperivdhn libri : corr. Herwerden
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1013 (= 337bis). Philiskos of Miletos
(c. 405/400-320/310 ..)

T

1a Isokrates the orator called Philiskos, the orator of Miletos, who in his
earlier days had been reputed to be a most admirable flute-player, the “flute-
borer”.
1b Philiskos of Miletos, orator, disciple of the orator Isokrates. In his early
years he was a most admirable flute-player; and therefore Isokrates used to
call him “flute-borer”. He wrote the following works: A Milesian Speech and
an Amphictyonic Speech, a technical Treatise on Rhetoric in two volumes, and a
Collection of Famous Sayings of Isokrates.

2 Therefore, taking into consideration Isokrates’ excellence over all these
orators in all respects, I have not deemed it necessary to speak of them nor
of Isokrates’ contemporaries  who imitated his style of writing, such as Theo-
dektes, Theopompos and Naukrates, or Ephoros, Philiskos and Kephiso-
doros and many others. For they all cannot bear comparison with Isokrates’
powerful expression.

3 In order that they do not suppose that all precepts of rhetoric are compre-
hended in the Peripatetic philosophy, and that nothing important was dis-
covered by Theodoros, Thrasymachos, Antiphon and their associates; nor
by Isokrates, Anaximenes, Alkidamas or their companions who composed
rhetorical handbooks and engaged in oratorical contests: Theodektes,
Philiskos, Isaios, Kephisodoros, Hypereides, Lykurgos, Aischines and all

     -





Lukour̀gon kai; Aijscivnhn, oujd’ <a]n> aujto;" oJ Dhmosqevnh" oJ pavnta"

uJperbalovmeno" touv" te pro; auJtou` kai; tou;" kaq’ eJauto;n kai; mhde; toi`"

ginomevnoi" uJperbolh;n katalipw;n tosou`to" ejgevneto toi`" ∆Isokravtou" te kai;

∆Isaivou kosmouvmeno" paraggevlmasin, eij mh; ta;" ∆Aristotevlou" tevcna"

ejxevmaqen.

4 (= FHG -) C. De or. II 94: atque et illi, Theopompi, Ephori, Philisci,

Naucratae multique alii naturis differunt, voluntate autem similes sunt et
inter sese et magistri.

5 (= FHG -) Anonymous BIOS ISOKRATOUS, l. 99-106 M – B,

p. XXXV-XXXVI: [Esce de; maqhta;" pollou;" me;n, tou;" de; eujdokimhkovta"

kai; ejpifanei`" touvtou": Qeovpompon (FGrHist 115 T 5),  [Eforon (FGrHist 70 T

3), w|n kai; iJstorivai fevrontai:  JUpereivdhn,  jIsai`on, Lukou`rgon, oi{tinev" eijsi tw`n

devka rJhtovrwn tw`n kriqevntwn kai; ajnaginwskomevnwn: ei\ta Filivskon,

∆Isokravthn oJmwvnumon aujtou`, Qeodevkthn (R B XXXVII),

∆Androtivwna (FGrHist 324 T 2b) to;n th;n ∆Atqivda gravyanta, kaq’ ou| kai; oJ

Dhmosqevnh" e[graye (D. or. 22), kai; Puvqwna to;n Buzavntion, to;n

rJhvtora Filivppou.

6 (= FHG I p. 193 = FGrHist 566 T 1) Suda T 602 s.v. Tivmaio",  ∆Andromavcou,

Tauromeneivth": o}n ∆Aqhnai`oi  ∆Epitivmaion wjnovmasan: Filivskou maqhth;" tou`

Milhsivou.

7 (= FHG III p. 2 = FGrHist 84 T 1a) Suda N 114 s.v. Neavnqh": Kuzikhnov",

rJhvtwr, maqhth;" Filivskou tou ̀Milhsivou.

8 (= FHG -) P. Vit. X or. 836c (M with modifications): ejpoivhse de; kai;

eij" aujto;n (sc. Lysias) ejpivgramma (cf. B II, no. XLII p. 640-641; W II,
p. 94-95) Filivsko" oJ ∆Isokravtou" me;n gnwvrimo", eJtai`ro" de; Lusivou, di’ ou|

fanero;n wJ" proevlabe toi`" e[tesin, o} kai; ejk tw`n uJpo; Plavtwno" (cf. P. Phaedr.

278e-279b) eijrhmevnwn ajpodeivknutai: e[cei de; ou{tw":

<nu`n> w\ Kalliovph" quvgater, poluhvgore Frovnti,

deivxei" ei[ ti fronei`" kaiv ti perisso;n e[cei":

tw/` ga;r ej" a[llo sch`ma meqarmosqevnti kai; a[lloi"

ejn kovsmoisi bivou sw`ma labovnq’ e{teron

24 oujd’ a]n] ou[te libri : oujd’ Sauppe 25 uJperballovmeno" P 25 aujtou` M B
26 genhsomevnoi" s 26 ejgevneto] a]n : ejg. Morello auctore uolgatur 29 codd. Philisti : em.
Göller 42 o}n-wjnovmasan post Milhsivou transp. praeunte. Bernhardy Daub, qui  ∆Aqhvnaio"-
wjnovmase coll. Athen. 6,272b vel, quod melius, ∆Aqhnai`oi del. 45 Milusivou V : Melhsivou
A 49 fanerovn ejstin wJ" E 49 o} om. E
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their associates. Even Demosthenes himself, who surpassed all his predeces-
sors and contemporaries, and left his successors with no scope for improve-
ment, would not have achieved such greatness if he had equipped himself
only with the precepts of Isokrates and Isaios, and had not thoroughly mas-
tered the handbooks of Aristotle.

4 And indeed the former group of orators, such as Theopompos, Ephoros,
Philiskos, Naukrates and many more, though differing in their natural gifts,
nevertheless resemble one another, and also their master, in their minds.

5 He (i.e. Isokrates) had many pupils, among whom the most famous and
best known are the following: Theopompos and Ephoros, who both also
wrote Histories; Hypereides, Isaios, Lykurgos, who belong to the ten classical
orators and whose works are still read; moreover Philiskos, a homonymous
disciple named Isokrates, Theodektes, Androtion, the author of the Local
History of Athens, against whom Demosthenes wrote; and Python of Byzan-
tion, the orator who was in service with King Philip II.

6 Timaios, son of Andromachos of Tauromenion, whom the Athenians
nicknamed “Epitimaios” (“the faultfinder”), a disciple of Philiskos of Miletos.

7 Neanthes of Kyzikos, an orator; he was a disciple of Philiskos of Miletos.

8 Philiskos, who was a pupil of Isokrates and a companion of Lysias, wrote
a funeral epigram on him (sc. Lysias), from which it is obvious, that he (sc.
Lysias) was older, a fact which is also confirmed  by Plato’s words. The
epigram reads as follows:

<Now>, daughter of Kalliope, Phrontis with Your abundance of
words, You will show the measure of Your intelligence and Your

superior talent of invention.
In honour of the one who has taken another form and another

body in another world of life
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dei` s’ ajreth`" khvruka tekei`n tina Lusiva/ u{mnon,

dovnta katafqimevnw/ † kai; sofw/` † ajqavnaton,

o}" tov t’ ejmh`" yuch`" deivxei filevtairon a{pasi,

kai; th;n tou` fqimevnou pa`si brotoi`"’ ajrethvn.

9 (= FHG I p. 185 = FGrHist 556 T 1b) Suda F 365 s.v. Fivlisto":

Naukrativth" h[ Surakovsio",  ∆Arcwnivdou uiJov", maqhth;" de; h\n Eujhvnou (D

I3, p. 92ff) tou` ejlegeiopoiou:̀ o}" prw`to" kata; th;n rJhtorikh;n tevcnhn iJstorivan

e[graye. sunevtaxe de; Tevcnhn rJhtorikhvn (R B XX 1 and B

XXXII 1), Aijguptiaka; ejn biblivoi" ibæ, Sikelika; ejn biblivoi" iaæ, Pro;" to;n

Trikavranon: Lovgon peri; Naukravtew", Peri; Dionusivou tou` turavnnou bibliva

"æ, Peri; th`" Aijguptivwn qeologiva" bibliva gæ, Dhmhgoriva": kai; a[lla tinav. Peri;

Suriva" kai; Libuvh".

F

1. BIOS LUKOURGOU (?)

(F 1)

1 (FHG -; FGrHist 337bis) O. Comm. Plat. in Gorg. 515c W 41,10

p. 215,23-27): kai; pavlin oJ Filivsko" to;n bivon gravfwn tou` Lukouvrgou fhsi;n

o {ti me vga" ge vgone Lukou `rgo" kai ;  polla ;  katw vrqwsen, a {  ou jk e [sti

dunato ;n katorqw`sai to ;n mh ;  a jkroasavmenon tw `n lo vgwn Plavtwno".

2. ISOKRATOUS APOFASEIS

(cf. T 1b; FGrHist IV B)

55 Luvsida uJmnei`n Bernadakis : Luvsidi u{mnon Wyttenbach 56 duvnta Jacobs : dovnta 56 dovnta
kata; fqimevnwn kai; sofw`/ ajqavnaton P corr. Diehl : kai; sofw`/ sensu carent : dubitat Mau an
substituenda ku`do"’ g’ vel ti klevo" ut Reiske 61 th;n om. G V M 61 tevcnhn per del. Bernhardy
63 tevcnhn-rJhtorikhvn om. V : sunevtaxe rJhtorikhvn Suda F 360 attr. Daub et Gutschmid
63 Aijguptiaka; ib Naucratitae vindicaverunt Bernhardy, Daub, Gutschmid 63 Sikeliaka; A G M;
ibæ G igæ vide Jacoby Comm. ad FGrHist 556 T 1a/b 64 Pro;"-Naukratevw" Naucrat. attribuerunt
Bernhardy, Daub, Pro;"-lovgon Suda F 360 attribuit Gutschmid 64 Dionuvsou V 65 "æ, sed  bæ
Gutschmid 65 bibliva om. G 65 Peri; th`"-gæ Naucratitae attribuerunt omnes 65 Dhmhgoriva"
Syracusano attribuit Gutschmid, Suda F 360 Daub 66 Peri;-Libuvh" Naucrat. attribuit Gutschmid
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You as a herald have to give birth to an ode on Lysias, which †
although  he went down to the world of the dead nevertheless gives

him immortal fame †,
an ode which will show to all men the affection my soul had for my

dear friend, and to all mortals the merits of the deceased.
9 Philistos of Naukratis or Syracuse, son of Archonides. He was a disciple of
Euenos the poet of elegies. He was the first to write a history in accordance
with the technical devices of rhetoric. He was also the author of a Treatise on
Rhetoric, of a History of Egypt in 12 books and a History of Sicily in 11 books,
Against the Three-Headed, a speech On Naukratis, a work On the Tyrant Dionysios
in 6 books, 3 books On Egyptian Theology, Assembly-Speeches; and yet other
works, e.g. On Syria and Libya.

F

1. LIFE OF LYKURGOS (?) OR ON LYKURGOS

1 ... and again Philiskos, describing on the life of Lykurgos, says that
Lykurgos became a great man and accomplished many things
that are impossible to accomplish for a person who never at-
tended Plato’s lectures.

2. COLLECTION OF FAMOUS SAYINGS OF ISOKRATES
(cf. T 1b)

     -;  





1013 (= 337bis). Philiskos of Miletos
(c. 405/400-320/310 ..)

Commentary on testimonies and fragments

T

(1-9) Several ancient and Byzantine sources call P. a pupil of Iso-
krates. Ultimately they all depend on Hellenistic works on the school
and pupils of Isokrates (such as the treatise by Hermippos of Smyrna).
Through Kaikilios of Kale Akte the source of some remarks in the vitae
X oratorum by Pseudo-Plutarch can be identified as Hermippos (cf. T
8). The same is true of pieces of information on P. that have been
preserved in the biographical lemmata of the Suda (cf. T 1a/b; T 6-7;
T 9). The same applies also to comments on P. and other disciples of
Isokrates in the collection Peri; tw`n ejn paideiva/ dialamyavntwn compiled
by Hesychios of Miletos (cf. T 1a).

P. is also  mentioned in an anonymous Bivo"  jIsokravtou" (T 5)1. The
author of that biography praises P. as one of the most illustrious and
famous pupils of Isokrates (oiJ eujdokimhvkote" kai; ejpifanei`" maqhtaiv).
Two other pupils of his, Ephoros and Theopompos, are classified
together, because they were famous historians, three others, Hyperei-
des, Isaios and Lykurgos, are listed in a second group, because they
belong to the “canon” of ten Attic orators. But there is a third sub-
group comprising five orators, who apart from their affiliation to
the school of Isokrates have no other special quality in common: P.
of Miletos, a homonymous orator named Isokrates, Theodektes
of Phaselis, Androtion, the author of an Atthis and—in the 340s—a
political enemy of Demosthenes, and finally Python, the Isocratean
orator in the service of king Philip II of Macedon. For one, it is not
easy to discern criteria for assigning P., Isokrates, Theodektes, An-
drotion and Python to this third group. Moreover, if one compares
this catalogue of ten with the proud remarks of Isokrates himself2
about his most important pupils, such as the famous general Timo-
theos and his colleagues, it is surprising to see that the names of some

1 The Greek text of T 5 follows the edition of M – B (19562:
XXXV-XXXVI lines 99-106). The anonymous Life of Isokrates was also included in
the earlier collections of W (1845 = 1964: 257) and of B – S
(1850: 4b l, 22-29).

2 Cf. I. Or. 15,87ff (Antidosis-speech) on his disciples.
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of his most famous pupils are not mentioned. Obviously, the anony-
mous author of the Life of Isokrates was more interested in men of
letters than in the military and political elite of 4th-century Athens, a
considerable number of whom were said to have been pupils of Iso-
krates. As a matter of fact even the three orators in T 5 who were at
the same time important Athenian politicians (Hypereides, Lykurgos
and Androtion), are in this context primarily regarded as orators and
men of letters, because they are grouped together with politically
inactive orators such as Isaios.

Scholars have suggested replacing the historian Philistos, whose name
appears in our manuscript tradition, by the orator P. of Miletos in
two passages of Dionysios of Halikarnassos (T 2-3)3 and one passage
of Cicero (T 4) on the pupils of Isokrates. Jacoby did not include T 2
in the testimonies of the life and works of the historian Philistos4,
because he approved of the conjectures of Göller (in T 2) and Sylburg
(in T 3) and followed the wording of the relevant passages adopted by
Usener and Radermacher in their edition of Dionysios of Halikarnas-
sos. Only if one accepts the emendation of the name, for which sound
reasons have been submitted, can the inclusion of the three passages
as T 2-4 of the life and works of P. be justified. Whereas no major
objections have been raised to the replacement of the name of Philis-
tos by P. in the two passages of Dionysios of Halikarnassos, most
authoritative editors and commentators5 have refrained from accept-
ing the same procedure for the passage from Cicero (T 4). But neither
in the extant volumes of FGrHist I-III nor in Jacoby’s handwritten
notes for FGrHist IV A has it been possible for me to find any indica-
tion of how the latter would have decided this matter. In order to
enable the reader to follow the discussion on P.’s life and works, I
have decided (with Blass and others) to include the disputed passage
from Cicero as T 4 in this survey of testimonies.

Whereas Lykurgos6, Hypereides and other prominent pupils of Iso-
krates are explicitly said to have been “hearers” or pupils of Plato as
well, there is no certain evidence that P. was a pupil of the Academy.

3 It may be noted that in the new edition of Dionysios’ critical works by A
(1978: 172) the reading P. instead of Philistos has been accepted.

4 Cf. P FGrHist 556 T 1-26.
5 Cf. as a prominent example W (1892: 274-275).
6 For Lykurgos as a disciple of Plato cf. D. L. 3,46 (following Chamaile-

on); Suda U 294 s.v. JUperivdh"; Plut. Vit. X or. 841b M; P Bibl. 497 a3; see also
R (1970: 219-231).
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F 1 (= FGrHist 337 bis) shows that the orator P. held the philosopher
Plato in high esteem. This impression is confirmed by the opening
lines of the elegiac poem which P. wrote on the death of the orator
Lysias, the older companion of his youth (T 8). From these lines it can
be inferred that P. was familiar with the Plato’s theology and the
doctrine of life after death7. As a writer who made some comments
on the life of Lykurgos or perhaps as the author of a work On the Life
of Lykurgos  he must have known how deeply Plato had influenced
Lykurgos. P. seems to have been sufficiently open-minded to have
appreciated the impressive intellectual qualities of Plato, the great
opponent of his own teacher Isokrates.

In T 8 P. of Miletos is called a companion of the orator Lysias and a
disciple of Isokrates. This is the only ancient testimony that enables us
to establish the approximate year of P.’s birth, which must have been
ca. 405-400 .. P. adduces the doctrines of Plato as the basis for the
astonishing political achievements of Lykurgos. Now Lykurgos be-
came a leading Athenian politician only after Chaironeia, but main-
tained his influence until a few months before his death in 324 ..
Consequently, P. must have dealt with the years after 338 .. and
perhaps continued until the death of Lykurgos. In order to do so, P.
himself would have had to outlive Lykurgos. This argument leads to
324 .. as a first terminus post quem for the death of P. of Miletos8.

Timaios of Tauromenion (T 6) and Neanthes of Kyzikos (T 7) are
reported to have been the most famous disciples of P. from the time
he became a professional teacher of rhetoric in Athens. It is, however,
anything but clear whether the information pertaining to the histori-
an Timaios necessarily leads to a date considerably later than 320
.. for P.’s death. Today, the majority of scholars agree with the
assumption that Timaios was born ca. 350-340 .. He may have
come to Athens in his early days on a first visit to improve his educa-
tion and to study rhetoric under P.9. But if one assumes that Timaios
did not become a disciple of P., before he was driven by Agathokles
into his long-lasting exile in Athens, T 6 would imply that P. died
considerably later than 320 .. Commenting on this vexed chrono-
logical question Jacoby wrote the following: “aber dass die verban-
nung mit der einnahme Tauromenions zusammenhängt, wird man
nicht leicht bezweifeln; und diese wird man doch wohl vor Agatho-

7 Cf. B (18922: 453-454).
8 Cf. again B (18922: 453) on the probable dates of P.’s birth and death.
9 This is the assumption of e.g. S I (1891: 563-564).
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kles’ erstem feldzug gegen Messana im j. 316/15 datieren”10. But we
cannot even be certain that Timaios was still living in Sicily in the
year Agathokles captured his home-town of Tauromenion. On the
basis of our present knowledge it is therefore impossible to determine
the exact year in which Timaios went into exile in Athens, an exile
that was to last for 50 years. But the brief reference to Neanthes of
Kyzikos (T 7)11 as P.’s pupil dates his death to approximately 320-310
.. or slightly later12.

There is a short passage in the lemma of the Suda on P. (= T 1a/b)
which states that P. in his early days excelled as a flute-player and
that Isokrates for this reason called him aujlotruvph" (“flute-borer”). It
is a well-known fact that Isokrates’ father was the owner of some
slaves who produced flutes, and Pollux states that aujlotruvph" was
used by the writers of comedies as a synonym for aujlopoiov" or pro-
ducer of flutes13. But the reference to P. as a “fluteborer” may have
arisen from a joke in a contemporary comedy that was preserved in
later biographical tradition on Isokrates and P. Strattis and Aristo-
phanes are reported to have made fun of Isokrates in their plays14.
Strattis called Isokrates, who at the time was already an elderly man,
the “flute-borer” of his young female companion (eJtai`ra) Lagiska
(“the female hare”). The Athenian audience would have understood
this joke immediately and laughed at the sexual implications of the
expression, which may have been used in an similar context  to make
fun of P.

10 On the gaps in our knowledge of the exact chronology of Timaios’ life, see
J in his commentary on FGrHist 566 (III B, p. 530-531; the quotation is taken
from p. 531, spelling as in the original); the most important ancient testimony on
Timaios’ exile is P. 12,25 h 1 = FGrHist 566 T 4b = F 34; V (1991: 70
and note 18) reviews current scholarly opinion on Timaios’ exile in Athens. B
and  P opted for ca. 339-329 .., M and J ca. 316/15, M
proposed 315, and  S preferred a very late date, namely 312 .. I prefer to
follow with due caution P (1987: 37 and note 3) and to propose the years  ca.
317-315 .. as the most likely date for the beginning of Timaios’ exile.

11 Cf. also J₃s commentary on FGrHist 84 (II C, p. 144).
12 Cf. S I (1891: 617-618). It is an established fact that a distinction must

be made between two homonymous persons with the name Neanthes of Kyzikos
(from the same family?), the older, who was P.’s disciple, and the younger, who
became a famous historian of king Attalos I and the author of a work on a[ndre"
e[ndoxoi (cf. the forthcoming edition and commentary in FGrHist IV A 4 1032).

13 Cf. D. H. Isocr. 1 p. 54 U-R, P. Vita X or. 836e-f,
P. 4,71 and P. Vit. soph. 1,17,4.

14 Cf. S of Olynthos in the ∆Atavlanto" or ∆Atalavnth (-ai) F 3 K ‒
A = H F 65 W S I from Peri; ∆Isokravtou" ap. A. 13,592d and
A F 722 K ‒ A.
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There is no ancient evidence for the thesis that P., who became a
metic upon arrival in Athens, was given Athenian citizenship15 at
some point during his long years of study and activity as a teacher of
rhetoric. As a metic, P. was in the company of other famous orators
of his time (e.g. Lysias, Deinarchos) who were denied the right to
participate in Athenian  political life and to become full members of
the citizen-elite of rJhvtore" kai; strathgoiv. Still, he seems to have
achieved considerable success as a professional writer of speeches and
teacher of rhetoric.

An elegiac poem on the death of his older companion, the famous
orator Lysias, is P.’s earliest attested work (T 8). While Bergk had
serious doubts on chronological grounds that a companion of the
famous orator Lysias (who died soon after 380 ..) and the P. who
wrote on the life of Lykurgos (who died in 324 ..) could be one and
the same person, it is unnecessary to assume the existence of two
different people named Lysias or of someone with a similar name
such as the Pythagorean Lysis, as several scholars have proposed16.

Among his rhetorical writings the bio-bibliographical lemma in the
Suda (= T 1b)17 lists two speeches entitled respectively Milhsiakov"
and ∆Amfiktuonikov" lovgo". No fragments have been preserved. Thus
we cannot establish which rhetorical genre the speeches may have
belonged to. Judging from the short titles, and given that the famous
orations of Isokrates may have served as P.’s models, one might sup-
pose that P.’s Milhsiakov" and ∆Amfiktuonikov" lovgo" were epideictic or
deliberative speeches. Perhaps both speeches, following the Isocrate-
an tradition, were only political pamphlets and were never actually
delivered before an audience. It is impossible to give approximate
dates of composition for them. Of course P. may himself have given
the speeches before the Milesian assembly. But if the two speeches
were written at a later date, when P. was living in Athens as a metic,

15 Hence P. is not found on the “check list of naturalized citizens” of O IV
(1983: 210-221) nor in his “index of names” (1983: 233).

16 Cf. the notes of B (19143: 640-641), W (19922: 94-95), C (1981:
202-203) and F (1960: 368) ad P. Vit. X or. 836c. W and F-
 claimed that the word Lysias was inadmissible in the Greek metre.

17 T 1 was included by J in an appendix on histories of Miletos as FGrHist
496 F 9. In his commentary on FGrHist 496 F 9 (III B, p. 414) he gave no reasons for
his decision and did not comment on P.’s life and works, but confined himself to a
short reference to B (18922: 453-454).
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the question arises as to the audience to which, the occasion on which
and the person by whom the Milhsiakov" and the jAmfiktuonikov" can
have been delivered. P., being a metic, could not himself have deliv-
ered his Milhsiakov" before the Athenian assembly or council. But he
could have written the speech as a logogravfo" for an Athenian citi-
zen. It may be noted that a speech on Milesian affairs would fit in
perfectly into the political context of the first years of Alexander’s
wars (c. 334/3 ..), when his “liberation” of the coastal towns of Asia
Minor raised the question in mainland Greece as to how these cities
would be treated. Similar considerations apply to the jAmfiktuonikov".
But it is thinkable that P. delivered this speech as an Athenian ambas-
sador or advocate before the Amphictyonic council. In ca. 344/3
Hypereides had delivered a Dhliakov" to defend the position of Athens
against the Delians before the Amphictyonic council at Delphi. If the
∆Amfiktuonikov" of P. was not just an epideictic show-piece, but an
oration that was actually delivered, we would have to think of some
such occasion, perhaps before the constitution of the “League of Co-
rinth” in 338/7 .., which deprived the old Amphictyonic council of
some of its former political and legal authority.

P. was also the author of a rhetorical manual in two books, a Tevcnh
rJhtorikhv (T 1,3). The purpose of this treatise may have been to teach
his own pupils the practical doctrines of Isocratean rhetoric. Diony-
sios of Halikarnassos (T 3) lists P. with other well-known composers of
rhetorical handbooks and with orators who engaged in rhetorical
contests (paraggelmavtwn tecnikw`n suggrafei`" kai; ajgwnistai; lovgwn
rJhtorikw`n). Again, there are no extant fragments of this handbook.
Thus one can only speculate on its date of composition. But it may
have been written after the death of Isokrates when P. himself was
teaching rhetoric in his own school in Athens. It is clear, in any case,
that P.’s Tevcnh rJhtorikhv belongs to the earliest attested examples of
the genre and was nearly contemporary with the more influential
works by Anaximenes of Lampsakos and Aristotle.

A lemma in the Suda (= T 1b) informs us of another work entitled
∆Isokravtou" ajpovfasi". As no fragments have been preserved, scholarly
opinion is free to make proposals on the title and genre of this work.
From the various suggestions that have been made, that of Blass
seems most attractive. The latter wished to alter the manuscript text
fractionally by reading ajpofavsei" for ajpovfasi", both of which were
pronounced identically in imperial Roman and Byzantine times.
∆Isokravtou" ajpofavsei" makes a perfect book-title. We can envisage a
collection of famous sayings by P.’s teacher Isokrates as an early
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example of the jApofqevgmata-genre18. It seems erroneous to interpret
the title as it stands in the Suda as a letter, treatise or speech, in which
P. formally dissociated himself from Isokrates. There is no other hint
in our sources that P. ever broke with his teacher. On the contrary,
he was remembered as one of his most faithful pupils who perpetuat-
ed his rhetorical doctrines.

The confusion between works of the historian Philistos and those of
the orator P., which already distorted some passages in Dionysios of
Halikarnassos and Cicero, became increasingly worse in the course of
time. Hence some scholars19 have suspected that in the biographical
lemma in the Suda on the historian Philistos (T 9 deriving from Hesy-
chios) some works have been included which should be attributed to
homonymous authors, or even to the orator P. of Miletos, for exam-
ple, the Dhmhgorivai and the Pro;" to;n trikavranon (lovgo")20.

Among those who have proposed ascribing these two works to P.
instead of Philistos are Ruhnken and Blass, both leading specialists on
Greek oratory. But no decisive argument has hitherto been proposed
for ruling out the thesis that the historian Philistos may have been the
author of the Dhmhgorivai, real or fictitious assembly-speeches used as
material for historical works or in the schools of rhetoric. Solmsen21

tried to explain the Dhmhgorivai as mere political pamphlets. But in
that case one would expect them to be quoted by the Suda (or its
earlier ancient sources) with their individual titles, as similar works by
Isokrates usually were.

The Suda credits the historian Philistos with yet another work which
modern scholars have ascribed to P. of Miletos, namely an ajntigrafhv
with the telling title Pro;" to;n trikavranon (lovgo") (= T 9) or Against the
Three-Headed.  But in fact it was Anaximenes of Lampsakos who wrote
a treatise with this title which he published under the name of Theo-
pompos of Chios in order to discredit his opponent. It was a political
pamphlet and contained satirical attacks against Sparta, Athens and

18 B (18922 : 454).
19 G (1818) was among the first (with Ruhnken, see below) to suspect that

the Dhmhgorivai and the Pro;" to;n trikavranon, which are both attributed by the Suda to
Philistos, might be rhetorical works by P. of Miletos.

20 Cf. R (18232: 310-392, esp. 366) who is followed by B (18922: 454
and n. 5).

21 S (1938: 2386).
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Thebes22. Serious chronological difficulties arise, if one sticks to the
text of the Suda and postulates that the historian Philistos, who died in
357 .., wrote a second polemical treatise against an earlier pam-
phlet composed by Anaximenes of Lampsakos. If one admits an error
in the article in the Suda in regard to the author of the Pro;" to;n
trikavranon, P. of Miletos does indeed become an attractive candidate
instead of the historian Philistos. But we should be cautious about
ascribing this work with certainty to the Milesian orator. We simply
do not know how P. judged the political role of Athens, Sparta and
Thebes in the 4th century .., and the works of Anaximenes and
Theopompos have been preserved only in a fragmentary state.

F

1. LIFE OF LYKURGOS (?) OR ON LYKURGOS

(1) Jacoby included F 1 (FGrHist 337bis) only in a provisional form as
an addition to volume IIIB. Taking into consideration the biograph-
ical character of F 1, one wonders why he chose to place F 1 in his
“Addenda und Corrigenda zu IIIB (Geschichte von Staedten und Voelkern
(Horographie und Ethnographie)—Autoren ueber einzelne Staedte (Laender)” in-
stead of referring to FGrHist part IV on Greek biography. I suspect
that he wanted to postpone an extensive commentary on P.’s life and
works to FGrHist part IV A, as it is missing in FGrHist 337bis and
FGrHist 496 F 9. It is surprising to see that this important fragment is
missing in Durrbach’s edition of Lykurgos’ speeches and fragments in
the section on ancient testimonies to the orator’s life and works23.
Conomis does not give it the prominent place it deserves, but hides it
in his critical apparatus24.

In fact Lykurgos is one of the few statesmen of the 4th century ..,
about whom a contemporary author composed a prose work with a
biographical passage on the life of Lykurgos or perhaps even a formal
bivo". But Lykurgos was also an important man of letters. The work

22 A FGrHist 72 T 6 and F 20-21; cf. T FGrHist 115 T 10. In
Roman times the famous title Against the Three-Headed was borrowed by Varro for his
satirical attack against the coalition of Caesar, Pompeius and Crassus (A. Civ. 2,9).

23 D (1956: 1-22).
24 C (1970: 1-2) app. crit. ad line 8; but see the “testimonia de Lycurgo”

C (1970: 1-32).
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from which F 1 has been taken is an important testimony to the
development of early Greek (political) biography, although the word-
ing of the Greek text (oJ Filivsko" to;n bivon gravfwn tou` Lukouvrgou, but
not oJ Filivsko" ejn tw/` biw/` Lukouvrgou or a similar phrase) cannot be
adduced as sufficient evidence for the formal character of P.’s work.
Fortunately Olympiodoros quotes a passage from the work in his
commentary on Plato’s Gorgias, from which we can see that P. stressed
the influence of Plato’s philosophy on Lykurgos’ political achieve-
ments and did not limit himself to describing his hero’s character.
Some modern commentators have also pointed to Platonic influences
in Lykurgos’ speech Against Leokrates25, which confirm P.’s analysis.

Although only one fragment has been preserved, some conclusions
about the composition and scope of the whole biographical treatment
of the life of Lykurgos may perhaps be drawn from it. It seems that P.
began, like many other early Greek biographers, by pointing out the
excellent education Lykurgos enjoyed as a pupil of Isokrates and
Plato. It is significant for the quality of P.’s work that he, a prominent
pupil of Isokrates, nevertheless stressed Plato’s influence on Lykurgos,
another well-known pupil of Isokrates. P. deliberately uses some po-
litical catchwords in “Lycurgan Athens” such as katorqou`n (cf. the
noun katovrqwsi"), meaning to accomplish successfully, but at the
same time to correct Athenian democracy and in general to set things
straight, which summed up many aspects of the so-called political
“programme” of Lykurgos between 338 and 324 .. The policy of
katorqou`n was continued and further developed by the slogan
ejpanovrqwsi", a key-word during the reign of Demetrios of Phaleron
in Athens (317-307 ..).

P. regarded Plato’s philosophical teaching as the basis for the aston-
ishing political achievements of Lykurgos in his later years. But if P.
wished to prove this thesis, he must have dealt with the later Lykurgos
between 338 and 324 .. in extenso, when the latter had become one
of the leading statesmen in Athens together with Demosthenes,
Phokion, Hypereides and Demades. Hence it may be assumed that
P.’s work was not just confined to the family, early years and educa-
tion of Lykurgos, but also dwelt on his later political achievements in
order to corroborate his view that Plato’s philosophy had provided
the basis for them.

25 For the speech Against Leokrates see C (1970) and R (1970: 219-
231).

     





Some interesting ancient testimonies have been preserved on Lykur-
gos’ influence from 338 to 324 ..26 and on his new position as oJ ejpi;
th/` dioikhvsei or head of the financial administration of Athens. Lykur-
gos’ speech in the Bouleuterion a short time before his death in 324 ..,
which may have been an important source for P.’s work, can proba-
bly be identified with the ∆Apologismo;" w|n pepolivteutai (F 1-4, and
perhaps F 5 C). Others have suggested that the jApologismov"
should be regarded as either of the two other attested apologetic
court speeches, Against Demades  or On the financial administration27. If the
ajpologismo;" w|n pepolivteutai was not a court speech, but an autobio-
graphical political pamphlet issued by the late Lykurgos or an epi-
deictic speech, in which he defended his whole political career, it may
have been the rhetorical pendant to the inscription in which he gave
an account of his political acts. This inscription was placed in front of
the Palaistra, which had been built and equipped by him28. Although
it is obvious that the speeches and the inscription must be viewed as
differing from (auto-)biographies in the strict sense, they will certainly
have dealt with a substantial part of Lykurgos’ political life and have
served as a major source both for contemporary authors such as P.
and for later writers of Bivoi Lukouvrgou.

The Byzantine patriarch Photios quotes most of his biographical in-
formation on Lykurgos in a significantly abridged form from the Life
of Lykurgos in the Lives of the Ten Orators. But Photios on the other
hand explicitly speaks of a iJstoriva, that is a “historical”(?) work on
Lykurgos29, as his source. The idealized view of Lykurgos as an hon-
orable citizen, a famous orator and a philosophical statesman, which
we find in F 1, points back through Kaikilios of Kale Akte to an early
Hellenistic Life of Lykurgos or a work On the Disciples of Isokrates  (e.g. by
Hermippos of Smyrna)30. According to Momigliano P.’s work on the

26 See K (1901-1903) PA 9251, D (1989: no. 1832) and D
(1971: 348-353).

27 See for the speeches Peri; th`" dioikhvsew" and Pro;" Dhmavdhn ajpologiva C F
1-2 (1971: p. 98f); on the problems of separating the different attested Lycurgan
speeches in defence of his own administration, see also B (1954: 138-139) and
M (1966: 24-28). These speeches will be interpreted in a more elaborate
way together with similar apologetic and autobiographical orations by Lysias, Iso-
krates, Demosthenes, Demades and Demetrios of Phaleron in a forthcoming separate
paper.

28 Cf. P. Vit. X or. 843f: pavntwn d’ w|n diw/vkhsen ajnagrafh;n poihsavmeno" ajnevqhken
ejn sthvlh/ pro; th`" uJp’ ajutou` kataskeuasqeivsh" palaivstra".

29 Cf. P Bibl. p. 496 b 41 and 497 a 3.
30 Cf. H On Isokrates and his disciples F 64-78 W S I = FGrHist IV A 3

1026 F 45-54 B.

     





life of Lykurgos was written in the tradition of an Isocratean encomium
and can be compared with the work on Alexander of Epeiros by
Theodektes of Phaselis. But in the Suda the latter is explicitly entitled
an ejgkwvmion  ∆Alexavndrou tou`  ∆Hpeirwvtou31.

The years from the battle of Chaironeia in 338 .. to the end of the
“Lamian” or “Hellenic” War are justly called “Lycurgan Athens”.
This was the last period of large-scale public building activity organ-
ized and financed by the independent polis of Athens. Archaeologists
and historians of Greek art regard these years as the final years of
classical Greek art. Whereas ancient historians in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries emphasized the importance of the battle of Chai-
roneia as a decisive year in Athenian history, after which a tedious
period of Athenian political dependence and intellectual degenera-
tion in the shadow of Macedon followed, recent scholarship has on
the contrary stressed the unbroken intensity of democratic political
and cultural life until at least 322 .. “Lycurgan Athens” was in
many respects—including military power—a period of prosperity and
growing strength for Athens. Lykurgos himself combined realism and
pragmatism in Athenian foreign policy with a political vision of the
historically legitimized greatness of his native city, unquestioned per-
sonal integrity and admirable intellectual capacity as an orator32.
These personal and political qualities were already acknowledged by
his contemporaries. P. of Miletos presumably bore testimony to their
judgement in his work on the life of Lykurgos.

2. COLLECTION OF FAMOUS SAYINGS OF ISOKRATES
(cf. T 1b)

Johannes E

31 Cf. M (1993: 64 and n. 21); but see R (1951: 202f) on
Theodektes; P (1993) did not include P.’s work on the life of Lykurgos as an
early encomium.

32 There exists extensive scholarly literature on Lykurgos and on the historical
evaluation of Lycurgan Athens. See M (1973: 163-214), W (1983), H-
 (1985: 199-252), E (1992: 5-29), E (19932), F (1992),
E (1995), H (1995: 19-47), H ‒ B (1997) and W (1997:
191-225).
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CONCORDANCES

Antisthenes FGrHist IV A 1 1004:

Concordance of FGrHist IV A 1, D C and G:
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Phainias of Eresos FGrHist IV A 1 1012:

Concordance of Wehrli and FGrHist IV A 1:
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